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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

ve
d

This is the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP) Showcase Workshop on Alkali-Silica Reactivity
(ASR). This program is one part of FHWA's implementation activities to
disseminate information and showcase products developed under the SHRP
program of Concrete and Structures.
SHRP was established by Congress in 1987 as a Byear, $1 50 million research
program to improve the performance and durability of our nation's highways
and to make them safe for motorists and highway workers. As a follow-on
program to SHRP, Congress established the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 programs to implement SHRP products and to
continue SHRP's long-term pavement performance (LTPP) program. FHWA is
taking the lead in this effort through its SHRP product implementation program
and its adoption of SHRPfs LTPP program.
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The goal of this Showcase is to educate people about ASR, and offer them
solutions to address or avoid the problems it causes. This information from the
SHRP study C-202 on ASR summarizes the following products:
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"9,

Specifically, this FHWA-SHRP Showcase Workshop on ASR has been
developed by the Construction Technology Laboratories, Inc. (CTL) in Skokie,
Illinois. An ASR Expert Task Group (ETG), a group of technical experts from the
FHWA, State Highway agencies, and the Industry, provided some advice and
guidance. The ASR ETG activities are also monitored by the Concrete and
Structures Technical Working Group, a similar group of concrete and structures
technical experts that oversees several ETGs.

1) "Eliminating or Minimizing Al kali-Silica Reactivity," Report SHRP-C-343.
(SHRP Product 2011)

2) "Alkali-Silica Reactivity: An Overview of Research," Report SHRP-C-342.
(SHRP Product 201 1)
3) "Handbook for the Identification of Alkali-Silica Reactivity in Highway
Structures," Handbook SHRP-C-315. (SHRP Product 2010)

4) Equipment for the rapid field identification and laboratory detection of
alkali-silica gel reaction product in concrete. (SHRP Product 2013)

5) Rapid Mortar Bar Test to Identify Potentially Expansive Reactive
Aggregates. (SHRP Product 2009)

Further study and implementation of another SHRP product which was
originally included as an idea in the ASR program, the ASR Safe Mix Design
(SHRP Product 2017),has been discontinued by the FHWA, and is not part of
this Showcase.
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This Showcase instructs in the identification of both innocuous and deleterious
ASR in portland cement concrete. Procedures are explained for material testing
and selection to avoid ASR in new concrete construction. Methods also are
outlined to treat existing concrete pavement and structures to mitigate and
minimize the effects of ASR.
The topics of this Showcase are balanced between lectures, hands-on use of
equipment, and a field trip to provide a spectrum of activities from field
inspection of potentially affected structures, to laboratory testing, to selection of
products to prevent ASR in new construction and minimize ASR in existing
structures. Instruction is provided in the use of testing techniques. Equipment
will be available to provide hands-on opportunities of both field and laboratory
techniques.
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Instructors for this Showcase are David Stark and David Vollmer, both from
CTL. Together, they share more than 40 years of experience in field and.
petrographic investigations of concrete durability problems. They are
experienced instructors in the topics and techniques presented in this
Showcase, as well as in a wide range of technical investigations of concrete
performance.
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FHWA-SHRP Showcase Workshop

on
Alkali-Silica Reactivity

(Includes SHRP Products)
SCHEDULE

-

12 :3012:40

Activitv
Welcome

FHWAIState DOT

12:40-1:00 Introduction - Objectives
Scope of workshop

1:45-2:15

R. Surdahl/
D. Stark

Brief overview of concrete distress - D-cracking,
D. Stark
spalling, popouts, ASR.
Definition and historical perspective of ASR, local
and nationwide occurrence of ASR,
manifestations
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1:00-1:45

SDeaker
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Time
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Session 1 Overview of Alkali-Silica Reactivity (ASR)
Objective: Provide an overview of ASR and the purpose of the Showcase,
particula~l
y targeted for management personnel who cannot attend the
full workshop.

ASR State-of-thepractice, Solutions
Role of SHRP
SHRP products

DmStark

Break
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ession 2 Manifestations, Mechanisms, and Identification of ASR
in Concrete
Objective: Demonstrate the causes of ASR, and show methods to
indicate and identify ASR.
2:45-3:15

Lecture-ASRmechanismsandmanifestations
Factors affecting distress

D. Stark

3:15-4:00

Demonstration - Identifying ASR in concrete
A) Crack patterns
8)Stereomicroscope
C) Petrographic microscope

D. Vollmer

4:OO-5:00

Lecture and demonstration Uranyl acetate-UV light method to identify
possible ASR gel deposits
A) Safety and handling of uranyl
acetate-UV light method
B) Hands-on use of the uranyl acetate-UV light
method

-

D. Stark
and
D. Vollmer
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esglOn 3 Field Trip to Identify ASR in Structures
Objective: Illustrate crack patterns due to ASR hnd other causes in field
concrete, and demonstrate the uranyl acetate-uv light method on
highway structures.
I

Activitv

SDeaker
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Time

I

I

7:30-8:00

Description and history of the highway Structures
I

DOT
representative

I

8:OO-8:45

Travel to field site

I

I
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I

II

8:45-11 :I5 Inspection of structures
Hands-on use of the uranyl acetate-UV light
method
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11115-

~

Return to classroom

12:OO-1 :OO

D. Stark
D. Vollmer
DOT
representative

1

Lunch

I

!

I

(I

iI
I'

i

I
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ession 4 Fluorescence and Microscopic T$chniques to Identify
ASR and Potentially Reactive Rock Types in ~ o n c r e t e
Objective: Demonstrate the microscopic technikues to identify potentially
reactive rock types used in concrete.
I
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1:00-1:30

Activitv

!i

1

Examine cores from structures inspecte in
Session 3
I

Speaker
D. Stark
and
5.Vollmer

7

Lecture and demonstration - Petrographic
examination of concrete and reactive rocks
A) Classification of rocks
8)ASTM G 295 "Petrographic Examination of
Aggregates for Concrete"
C) Use of powder mounts and thin sections to
examine reactive rocks
D) Problems with aggregates (other than ASR)

D. Vollmer

2:30-3:15

Demonstration - Fluorescence Microscopy
A) Fluorescence in minerals
B) Fluorescent epoxy for microcrack detection
C) Visual aids for illustration

D. Vollmer

.

Break
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3:15-3130
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1:30-2 :30

essron 5 Rapid Immersion Test Method for Potential ASR of
Aggregates
Objective: Describe the rapid immersion test method to identify
potentially deleteriously reactive aggregate.
Lecture - Rapid immersion test (ASTM P 214 and
C 1260) to identify potential for expansive ASR in
concrete
A) Potential for deleterious ASR
B) Safe cement alkali level
C) Acceptance testing - supplementary
cementitious materials
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3:30-4:30

D. Stark

QaG

Preventing ASR in New Construcfion
Objective: Present options to use with fresh concrete to prevent

ession 6

expansion due to ASR.
1

Time

SDeaker

Activitv

8:OO-9:30 Lecture - Controlling ASR in new concrete
A) Avoid reactive aggregate
B) Reduce cement alkali levels
C) Use suitable mineral admixture i
1) Fly Ash
I
2) Silica fume
3) Ground volcanic glass
4) Ground granulated blast furnade slag
I
5) Blended cements
I
D) Use lithium compounds
I
1) Mechanism
2) Test results
I
3) Method of introduction
4) Safety precautions

D. Stark
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Local Region Perspective of ASR:
Objective: Present local region information and views by State highway
and industry representatives on occurrences of ASR.

9:30-9:45

Lecture - local ASR problems

I
I

I

9:45-10:OO Lecture - local materials

10:OO-10:15 Lecture - local materials
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DOT
representat ive

Industry
representative
lndustry
representative
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Session 8 Combating ASR in Existing Concrete, Summary and
Discussion, and Questions and Answers
Objective: Describe approaches to take with existing hardened concrete to
mitigate expansion due to ASR, recommend a sequence of tests and
equipment to be used to control ASR, and summarize information
presented in the workshop.
Time

Activitv

10:3011:15

Lecture - Combating ASR in existing concrete
A) Drying
B) Restraint
C) Lithium treatment
D) Methacrylates
E) Overlays
F) Remaining Life

11:I511:30

Summary and closeout discussion

D. Stark

1113011:50

Questions and answers

D. Stark
and
D. Vollmer
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D. Stark

1115012:oo
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Closing remarks

12:OO- 1:OO

R. Surdahl

Lunch
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Session 9 Regional Technical Working Group
Objective: Evaluate the workshop information, recommend specifications,
and identify needs for further studies. Participation to include FHWA
Regional Engineer (secretary), FHWA, State DOT, and designated
industry representatives.
Time

1:00-430

Activity

Discuss workshop; evaluate information and
techniques; reach consensus on procedures,
specifications, and on regional implementation
activities.

SDeaker
As designated
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

d

This is the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP Showcase Workshop on Alkali-Silica Reactivity
(ASR). This program is one part of FHWA's implementation activities to
disseminate information and showcase products developed under the SHRP
program of Concrete and Structures. In showcasing the SHRP ASR products,
the objectives are to:

ve

1) Instruct in the recognition of ASR in existing portland cement concrete
structures.
2) Describe and recommend procedures for testing and identifying
materials that will be resistant to expansive ASR in new construction.

3) Propose methods that can mitigate the continued development of ASR
and its deleterious effects in existing highway structures.
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SHRP was established by Congress in 1987 as a &year, $150 million research
program to improve the performance and durability df our nation's highways
and to make them safe for motorists and highway workers. As a follow-on
program to SHRP, Congress established in the Internodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 programs to implement SHRP
products and to continue SHRP's long-term pavement performance (LTPP)
program. FHWA is taking the lead in this effort through its SHRP Product
Implementation Program and its adoption of SHRP's LTPP program.

Ar

Specifically, this FHWA-SHRP Showcase Workshop on ASR has been
developed by the Construction Technology Laborat~ries,Inc. (CTL) in Skokie,
Illinois. An ASR Expert Task Group (ETG), a group of technical experts from the
FHWA, State Highway agencies, and the Industry, provided some advice and
guidance. The ASR ETq activities also are monitored by the Concrete and
Structures Technical Working Group, a similar group of concrete and structures
technical experts that oversee several ETGs.
The goal of this Showcase is to educate people about ASR, and offer them
solutions to address or avoid the problems it causes, This information from the
SHRP study C-202 on ASR summarizes the following products: 1) "Eliminating
or Minimizing Alkali-Silica Reactivity," Report SMRP-C-343, (SHRP Product
201 1), 2) "Alkali-Silica Reactivity: An Overview of Research," Report SHRP-C342, (SHRP Product 201 I), 3) "Handbook for the Identification of Alkali-Silica
Reactivity in Highway Structures," Handbook SHRP-C-315, (SHRP Product
2010), 4) Equipment for the rapid field identification and laboratory detection of

alkali-silica gel reaction product in concrete, (SHRP qroduct 2013), and 5)
Rapid Mortar Bar Test to Identify Potentially Expansive Reactive Aggregates,
I
(SHRP Product 2009).

i
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Further study and implementation of another SHRP p oduct which was
originally included as an idea in the ASR program, th ASR Safe Mix Design
(SHRP Product 2017) has been discontinued by the HWA, and is not part of
this Showcase.
I

ve

This Showcase instructs in the identification of both AiSR and deleterious ASR
in portland cement concrete. Procedures are explaingd for material testing and
selection to avoid ASR in new concrete construction. Methods are also outlined
to treat existing concrete pavement and structures to mitigate and minimize the
effects of ASR.
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The topics of this Showcase are balanced between lectures, hands-on use of
equipment, and a field trip to provide a spectrum of activities from field
inspection of potentially affected structures, to laboratbry testing, to selection of
products to prevent ASR in new construction, and miqimize ASR in existing
structures. Instruction is provided in the use of testiqg techniques, and
equipment will be available to provide hands-on opportunities of both field and
laboratory techniques.
Instructors for this Showcase are David Stark and Dqqid Vollmer, both from
CTL. Together, they share more than 40 years of exderience in field and
petrographic investigations of concrete durability problems. They are
experienced instructors in the topics and techniques resented in this
Showcase, as well as in a wide range of technical inviestigations of concrete
performance.
I

WHAT IS ASR?

I

I

I

Ar

ASR is a two-step physico-chemical reaction in portlahd cement concrete
between alkalies and silica or silicates, in the presencb of moisture. The first
step is a reaction between the alkalies and silica to form an hydrophilic
expansive ASR gel. In the second step, the gel absoFs moisture, swells, and
creates an internal pressure that may crack the concrete. This is known as
deleterious ASR.
I

I

I

WHAT DOES ASR LOOK LIKE IN THE FIELD?:
I

ASR may cause cracks in concrete that define small iolygonal areas, or extend
primarily in the direction of greatest restraint to expankion. Since internal
pressure will give way in the plane of least resistance; the cracks will generally
run in the same direction as the unrestrained edges of the pavement or
structure. At times the ASR gel flows into the cracks where it can be seen as a

--a

whitish deposit. Figure 1 illustrates the crack pattern. Another characteristic
typical of ASR is darkened rims that form within reacted aggregate particles, as
shown in Figure 2. ASR gel also may be seen in the rim area.
HOW CAN ASR BE IDENTIFIED?
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The existence of ASR can be suspected through visual observation of crack
patterns, gel deposits, and past history of material sources. ASR can be
detected in the field through the use of an ultraviolet (UV) light kit in combination
with uranyl acetate solution. After exposing a section of concrete, the section is
treated with the solution. If it is present, the ASR gel will absorb the solution and
fluoresce to a green or yellow color under the UV light as shown in Figures 3
and 4. Confirmation of the presence of ASR, however, must be done in the
laboratory using petrographic procedures.
HOW IS ASR AVOIDED?
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ASR can be avoided in new concrete with proper material selection. This is
done using the past history of materials, or by testing new sources for ASR.
New sources can be evaluated by determining expansions of material
combinations with a rapid mortar bar test initially developed in South Africa.
Variations of this test exist: AASHTO TPI 4, ASTM C 1260 (formerly ASTM
P 214), or the South African Mortar Bar Test. When expansion exceeds 0.1 0%
(or 0.08% recommended by SHRP) then remediation measures must be taken
with the material combinations. Typical measures include selecting cement
with safe alkali contents, using non-reactive aggregates, replacing a
percentage of the cement with certain pozzolans, or using a chemical admixture
such as a lithium compound. The latter is an experimental procedure
developed under SHRP. Guide specifications should be developed to establish
a system for the proper use of materials to avoid future deleterious ASR.

WHAT OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR TREATING EXISTING ASR?

Ar
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ASR in existing structures creates dilemmas where resohitions are less
obvious. Drying the concrete and keeping it below 80% relative humidity stops
further ASR expansion. Applying restraint to counteract expansive ASR forces
also can prevent further expansion. High density methacrylates can bond crack
faces together, thereby possibly stiffening the concrete member. Applying
lithium compounds to the concrete is another method being tried experimentally
to stop further ASR damage. A final option is to reconstruct the structure using
mitigation measures for new concrete.

CONCLUSION

I

ASR is a form of concrete distress that can be avoided or managed with proper
care. With the necessary resources, and
sistance in identification,
While immediate
mitigation, training, and support, ASR can be
solutions do exist, addressing ASR is really a

I
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CONTACTS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

I
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The Federal Highway Administration Division Office ih your area will provide
a~
you with further information, or contact the Federal ~ i i g h w Administration,
Office of Technology Applications, Engineering Applications Division (HTA-20),
400 Seventh Street, S.W., Washington, D.C., 20590.

Publication No. FHWA-SA-951039
April 1995
I
i
I

I

I

I

E-4

I
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Fig 2 Darkened rims within this'
aggregate indicate the presence of
ASR. White ASR gel also is present
in the aggregate. Scale, 1 div. = 1 mm.
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Fig 1 ASR has a typical crack pattern as
shown in this pavement.

Fig 3 Original untreated concrete
surface.

Fig 4 Concrete surface treated with
uranyl acetate solution and viewed
in UV light.
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SESSION 1

-

OVERVIEW OF ALKALI-SILICA REACTIVITY (ASR)

Motes

II. Introduction - Objectives, scope and
schedule of the workshop.
III. Overview of concrete distress and typical
manifestations.

ve

A) ASR - map or longitudinal cracking
occurs in joint areas and central
portions of columns and pavement
slabs. Distress is due to an expansive
reaction between certain types of
aggregates and the alkaline pore
solutions in the concrete. Crack
pattern is influenced by restraint (Figs
1-1 through 1-4).

I

d

1. Welcome
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8 ) D-cracking - cracks occur adjacent
and subparallel to joints, intermediate
transverse cracks, and free edges of
pavement slabs. Distress due to
freeze-thaw failure of coarse
aggregate (Fig 1-5).

Ar

C) Popouts - isolated inverted shallow,
cone-shaped breakouts of nearsurface concrete due to freeze-thaw
failure or oxidation of iron sulfide
minerals in aggregate particles
(Fig 1-6).

IV. Occurrence and historical perspective
(See Appendix A).
A) ASR is reported to have developed to
one degree or another in most states.

1) Distress was characterized as
"abnormal" cracking.

ve

2) Laboratory and field observations
revealed the following (Fig 1-7).

d

B) ASR was first diagnosed as a source
of distress in concrete highway
structures in California in the late
1930's. In 1930's and 194Ogs,ASR
also was identified in dams in Virginia
and elsewhere, and in highways in
the Kansas-Nebraska area.

a) Certain rock types were
deleteriously reactive.

b) Cement alkali contents less than
0.60% as equivalent Na20
seemed to prevent expansive
ASR.
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c ) Use of fly ash and natural
pozzolans in concrete could
prevent expansive ASR.

3) By the early 1950ts, ASTM C 227
(mortar bar test) and C 289 (Quick
Chemical Test) were accepted as
methods to identify potential for
expansive ASR.

Ar

V. ASR State-of-the-Practice Solutions

/

A) By the 1970's and 1980Rs,it was found
that the 0.60% limit for the alkali
content of the cement, ASTM C 227
and C 289, and the use of certain
pouolans did not always eliminate
potential for expansive ASR in
highway and other field structures.
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8) Role of SHRP

I ) In 1 988,a &year project,

2) Objectives of this project were as
follows:

ve

a) Investigate fundamental aspects
of ASR mechanisms.

d

sponsored by SHRP was initiated to
develop means to eliminate or
minimize ASR in concrete highway
structures. CTL was the prime
contractor.

b) Develop rapid and reliable test
methods to identify potential for
deleterious ASR of aggregates
and cement-aggregate
combinations.
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c) Develop means to mitigate
expansive ASR in existing
concrete.

3) SHRP products from this project
were as follows:

a) Report SHRP-CNWP-92-601,
"Alkali Aggregate Reactions in
Concrete: An Annotated
Bibliography," 1 939-1991

Ar

b) Report SHRP-C-342, "AlkaliSilica Reactivity: An Overview
of Research (Appendix B)

c) Report SHRP-(3-343,
"Eliminating or Minimizing
Alkali-Silica Reactivity
(Appendix 0 )

d) Report SHRP-C-315,
"Handbook for the Identification
of Al kali-Silica Reactivity in
Highway Structures" (~ppendix

I

F)

1

Ar
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e) Equipment to identify ASR in
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1-1 Severe longitudinal cracking due to ASR in a
continuously reinforced pavement.

jointed pavement.
t

ed
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Fia 1-9 Vertical cracking due to ASR in a bridge
column.

F

u

Cracking due to ASR in coarse aggregate
particles. Reaction rims and ASR gel also are
present in the aggregate.
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Eig 1-5 Early D-cracking which may be confused

with early cracking due to ASR at transverse joint.

&a 1-6 Popout due to freezing and thawing in a
chert coarse aggregate particle.
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OBSERVATIONS IN EARLY
ASR INVESTIGATIONS
1. Only certain rock types reacted

deleteriously

Ar
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2. Expansive ASR could be
prevented by using portland

alkali as equivalent Na,O

3. Portland cement-pozzolan
combinations could prevent
expansive ASR
*%

SESSION 2

-

MANIFESTATIONS, MECHANISMS, AND
IDENTIIFICATION OF ASR IN CONCRETE

otes

A) Potentially deleteriously reactive
aggregates cover a wide range of
composition (Fig 2-1).

ve

€3) In the United States, reactive rock
types vary significantly in composition
and relative reactivity from region to
region (Fig 2-2).

d

I. Occurrence and Distribution
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Atlantic Seaboard - Maine to Georaia:
Reactive types: primarily
metamorphic, such as gneisses,
schists, granites, quartzites,
metagraywackes and
metavolcanics, chert.
Characteristic: reactive with high
alkali cements.
Southern states - Florida to Texas:
Reactive types: primarily chert and
quartzite, together with some
opaline and chalcedonic
carbonates and shales.
Characteristic: reactive with high
alkali cements.

Ar

Midwest states - Ohio to
Minnesota and Missouri:
Reactive types: opaline to
chalcedonic carbonates, shales,
and sandstones.
Characteristic: reactive with high
alkali cements.

Reactive types: opaline shales,

quartzites, siliceous limestones,
volcanics, chert.
Characteristic: reactive with low to
high alkali cements.

1

Arizona.

Reactive types*: glassy to cryptocrystalline rhyolite to andesite
volcanics, chert.
Characteristic: reactive with low
alkali cements.

ve

Pacific Coast states - Washington to
California:
Reactive types: glassy to cryptocrystalline rhyolite to andesite
volcanics, chert, opaline
sedimentary rocks.
Characteristic: reactive with low
alkali cements.

d

Basin and Ranue states - Montana l , ~

I
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II. Manifestations of ASR (Figs 2-3 to 2-6).

A) ASR is a process that may produce
expansion and cracking in
concrete.Not all ASR causes distress.
Severity of cracking depends on (Fig

2-7):

Ar

1) extent of reaction - for a given
concrete, the greater the degree of
reaction, the greater the expansion.

2) composition of ASR gel - gels with

higher alkali contents have, in
general, greater capacity to expand.

3) internal restraint to expansion adequate restriction to flow of ASR

gel is needed to cause expansion
of concrete. The resulting crack
pattern is determined by differential
magnitude and direction of
movement of concrete.

4) degree of drying near surface

increases the strain gradient, t herby
increasing width of cracks already
formed by ASR.
B) Crack pattern that develops depends
on (Fig 2-8).

ve
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1) geometry and restraint - nonuniform restraint alters the crack
pattern, e.g., longitudinal restraint in
pavement results in expansion in
the transverse direction and in
predominantly longitudinal
cracking.
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2) temperature and drying - higher
temperatures accelerate and
increase expansion. Drying can
prevent expansion but exacerbate
subsequent ASR after wetting by
concentrating alkalies in the
concrete pore solution.

3) traffic loading - can cause cracking
and breaking out of concrete
already weakened by cracking due
to ASR.
4) crack propagation - growth of

Ar

cracks increases the frequency and
severity of cracking.

Ill. Mechanism of ASR and Expansion
A) These are three requirements for
expansive ASR to occur (Fig 2-9):

Reactive silica in aggregate

Sufficient available alkali
Moisture

I

I

I
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STEP 1 - ALKALI + SILICA GEL =
REACTION PRODUCT
Note: hydroxyl (OH-) ion is the actual
specie that attacks the aggregate.
It's negative charge is electrically
balanced primarily by the alkali
ions sodium (Na+) and potassium
(K+)in solution. Therefore, the
greater the concentration of
alkalies, the greater the OHconcentration, and the more
aggressive is the solution.

I
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B) In simplified form, ASR is a two-step
process (Appendix €3 and Fig 2-10).

STEP 2 - GEL REACTION PRODUCT
+ MOISTURE = EXPANSION
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C) In highway structures, moisture
availability is controlled primarily by
climatic conditions. Desert exposures
result in cyclic conditions favorable to
expansion due to ASR. In these
exposures, drying can be sufficient to
remove moisture otherwise available
for absorption by ASR gel reaction
products. Slabs-on-grade, even in
desert areas, have a continuous
supply of subbase moisture available
for ASR (Figs 2-11 and 2-12).

I
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IV. Identifying ASR by the uranyl acetate-UV
light method (Appendix C).

A) The presence of gel reaction product is
indisputable evidence that ASR has
occurred. However. its mere
presence does not mean that ASR
has caused distress. The uranyl
acetate method can rapidly reveal the
presence of ASR gel. This procedure
was developed by Drs. Hover and
Natesaiyer at Cornell University.

I

B) Certain safety precautions must be
observed in the use of this method
(See Appendix D).
C) Step-by-step instructions in the use of
this procedure are given below.

+
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a) Produce freshly fractured
surfaces in core by hammering
loose several pieces of
concrete.
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1) Laboratory examination of 3-in.
diameter concrete core.
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b) Rinse fractured surfaces with
deionized or distilled water and
W (do not wipe) with cloth rag.
Deionized or distilled water is
recommended to ensure that
contaminants or other
undesirable dissolved
substances are not introduced
into the concrete.

Ar

c) Apply several drops of uranyl
acetate solution to still-damp
freshly fractured surface with
specimen in sink or plastic pan.
A 100- to 500-ml plastic
squeeze bottle with fine plastic
works well for this purpose.
Allow pieces to stand for 3 to 5
minutes.

d) Gently rinse treated surfaces
with fine soft stream of deionized
or distilled water, blot lightly to
damp condition with fine cloth. It
is important to rinse thoroughly
to remove uranium ion that may
have lodged elsewhere.
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f) Look for localized areas with
light yellow-green fluorescence
in UV light. These are likely to
be found within aggregate
particles, either over entire cross
section of particles or in
peripheral regions. Fluorescent
linings often will occur in air
voids or in cracks in the
concrete. All are examples of
probable ASR gel deposits (Figs
2-13 and 2-14). Other
secondary deposits, such as
ettringite, likely will be dissolved
by the uranyl acetate solution
because it is acidic, having a pH
of about 3.

d

e) Examine treated surface in dark
using UV light. Darkened room
or viewing box is satisfactory for
observations.
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g) Due to insufficient rinsing after
treatment, a faint general
yellowish fluorescence may be
observed throughout the cement
paste matrix. Or, uranyl acetate
solution may be retained around
the edges of the treated area, or
run down other surfaces. This
fluorescence should not be
considered diagnostic of ASR
gel.

2) Examination of in-situ concrete
surfaces on field structures.

a) Prepare an in-place concrete
surface by bushhammering
with an impact drill, an area
about 4 x 6 in. approximately
1/4-in. deep. The depth of
bushhammering should be

sufficient to expose a
representative distribution of
coarse aggregate particles (Figs
2-15 and 2-16).

I
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b) Rinse prepared surface with
deionized water and blot to
dampened condition with cloth
rag.
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c) Treat prepared surface with a
few drops of uranyl acetate
solution. For vertical surfaces,
hold a small cloth rag along the
bottom edge of the treated area
to catch any solution that drips
below treated area
(Fig 2-17).
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d) Place viewing box with mounted
UV light source over treated
area, examine, and evaluate as
in the laboratory.
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e) When finished, bushhammer the
treated surface layer and catch
chips and powder with small
hose to vacuum cleaner placed
adjacent to bushhammer fitting.
Continue cleaning procedure
until the concrete no longer
displays the greenish
fluorescent tinge of uranium
residue in UV light and the
concrete surface displays the
contrast of normal colors that
appeared before treatment (Fig
2-18).

I

V. Microscopical Detection of ASR in
Concrete

d

The microscopic examination of concrete
is probably the surest means of
confirming the development of ASR and
is strongly recommended as an essential
part of any assessment of concrete to
determine or confirm causes of distress.
Guidelines provided herein concentrate
on ASR (See Appendix E).
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A) Two types of microscopes are
commonly used: stereomicroscope
and a polarized-light microscope.
Some are relatively small and
portable, others are too heavy or
delicate for field use. Both require a
light source for optimum use.
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8)Other equipment needed for laboratory
examination of concrete is given in
ASTM C 856. Required equipment
includes diamond saws, lapping
wheels, abrasives, and various
refractive index liquids, glass
microscope slides, cover slips, and
other items.
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C) For optimum use of microscopes, the
investigator should be qualified by
education or experience to operate
the equipment and correctly identify
the many features of ASR and
associated petrographic aspects of
aggregate and concrete.

VI. Utilization of the Stereomicroscope

A) Examination with a stereomicroscope
involves broken surfaces, core sides,
and lapped and polished cross
sections of in-service concrete or
laboratory specimens (Fig 2-19).

H
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1) Hardened ASR gel deposits occur
in voids and cracks and oozing from
the sides of the core or saw-cut
surface. Look for white to coloriless
accumulations in thin layers on void
or crack surfaces. They may have
the appearance of a hardened clear
film showing an abundance of
polygonal cracks (like checking o n
glazed pottery). Hardened gel is
brittle, breaking into particles with
conchoidal fractures. Gel-soaked
paste is unusually translucent and
appearing to be wet.
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a) Microcracks are best observed
on polished surfaces using a
bright illumination and
magnifications up to 100x.
Observation is aided by wetting
the polished surface with glycerin
or propylene glycol.
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2) Microcracks typically radiate from
within the reacting aggregate
particle into the paste. Microcracks
may or may not be coated with gel,
which can be washed out by water
during saw cutting. Microcracks
typically are 0.01 to 1.0 mm wide,
and short (2 to 10 mm long). The
cracks may narrow from the
aggregate center toward the
periphery of the particle.

b) Microcracks restricted to the
cement paste may be caused by
drying shrinkage, thermal
stresses, freezing and thawing,
or other processes and have
nothing to do with ASR.
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3) ASR gel and ettringite are common
in cracks. ASR gel is normally noncrystalline, somewhat glassy in
appearance, of widely varying
refractive index, and irregular in
particle shape, often displaying
conchoidal fracture. It is generally
isotropic with no apparent color in
the petrographic microscope.

Ettringite is easily recognized and
displays elongated, almost
needlelike habit, is crystalline and
possesses different black and gray
colors during rotation of the
petrographic microscope stage
under crossed polarizing prisms. Its
refractive indices are 1.462 and
1.465.
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4) Reaction Rims are generally
darkened and translucent in
appearance within the aggregate
and occur at the paste-aggregate
interface.

a) Reaction rims can be seen on
freshly broken surfaces as well
as sawcut polished sections,
sometimes better one way than
the other.
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b) Width of a reaction rim is
normally 1 to 2 mm. It can be
confused with or combined with
ordinary geologic weathering
rims; crushed quarry rock will not
have weathering rims and
crushed gravel commonly shows
weat hering rims truncated by
fractured surfaces produced in
crushing.

VII. Utilization of the Polarized-Light
Microscope

ve
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1) Both preparations allow one to
utilize transmitted plane-polarized
light through the particles or the thin
section, the observed optical effects
providing information for
identification of the particles or
mineral grains.

2) The immersion mount may include
powder from the reactive
aggregates, the associated gel, and
cement paste.
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6) For an ASR evaluation, two types of
microscopical preparations are
typically used: immersion mounts
(finely ground powders of aggregates,
mortar, concrete, or ASR gel
immersed in a liquid of known
refractive index, n) on a glass
microscope slide, or jhin sections (20to 30-micrometer thick slices of
concrete, mortar, or aggregates
mounted on a glass microscope slide
with epoxy resin).
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A) Sometimes called the "Petrographic
Microscope," due to its development
largely in the field of rock examination
(petrographic geology).

3) The thin section is normally made
from a 24 x 46 mm block cut from
the lapped and polished slab, and
attempts to retain the reactive
aggregate and gel intact and
undisturbed. This is easier if the
sample has been epoxy-

4) Optical characteristics of ASR gel
particles (Figs 2-21 and 2-22):

a) Conchoidai fracture.
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c) Index of refraction (n) approximately 1.46 to 1.53,
variable, "n" can be considered
as the inverse of the velocity of
light and is used to identify
particles mounted in liquids of
know refractive index. The same
procedure can be used to
determine the refractive indices
of various minerals or secondary
compounds in concrete such as
ettringite. Such investigations
require a working knowledge of
optical mineralogy and
crystallography.
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b) Porcelaneous appearance, white
to brown, colorless, possibly
"dusty" or cloudy.
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d) The gel particle is optically
isotropic; that is, in crosspolarized light the gel remains
dark. Gel may show a slight
change to gray in this mode of
observation due to strain.
Inclusions (tiny particulate
material) in the gel may be
anisotropic. The gel may have
crystallized, forming a myriad of
tiny interlocking, anisotropic
crystals.
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Fig 2-1 Known ASR-reactive rocks and minerals.
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OCCURRENCE OF ASR
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FHWA Field Region Boundary
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Eig 2-9 Closeup of surface cracking due to ASR in
jointed pavement.

Fia 3-4 Extent of cracking due to ASR in jointed
pavement shown above.
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Fia ?-5 Closeup of cracking due to ASR in cbntinuous~yreinforce
pavement. Longitudinal cracks in pavement run top to bottom
in photo.
I
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Fia 3-6 Cores, showing cracking due to ASRl in continuously
reinforced pavement shown above.
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SEVERITY 0
STRESS
DUETOASRDEPENDSON:
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. Extent of the reaction
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2. Corn osition o

e ASR

3. Restraint to expansion
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CRACK PATTERN DUE TO ASR
DEPENDS ON:
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Geometr and restraint
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2. Temperature and drying

3. Loading (traffic, etc.)

4. Crack propagation
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Fig 2-9- Three requirements for ASR.
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Fig 2-10 Reaction steps in AS#.
I
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Figure'2- 1 1 Relative Humidity of pavement concrete in different states and climatic conditions.
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Fig 2-12 Relative humidity in bridge column located in hot desert area in California.
2-22
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Fia 2-13 Sawed surface of concrete viewed in ordinary light.

Fig 2-1 4 View of same surface as above, as seen in UV light
after uranyl acetate treatment. Yellowish-green areas are
deposits containing ASR gel.
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Fia 2-15 Impact drill, UV light-viewing box, and vacuum used in
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preparing and removing test surfaces. Drill is fitted with
bushhammer.

Ra 2-1 6 Bushhammered surface rinsed and ready for uranyl acetate
application.
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Fia 2-17 Drops of uranyl acetate solution being applied to vertical surface
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using plastic squeeze bottle. Note cloth held against concrete
bushhammered surface to absorb excess solution.

ha 2-18

Bushhammering treated surface to remove uranyl acetate
contaminated layer. Note hose attached to vacuum to collect
powder and chips generated by bushhammering.
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Fia 2-19 Lapped surface of concrete showiqg reaction rims,
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microcracks, and ASR gel in phyllite aggregate particles, (1.5~).

Fia 2-90 Thin section of concrete showing rtlicrocrack extending
from volcanic aggregate particle (left) into cement paste matrix.
Yellow fluorescent filling in crack is ASR gel, (100~).
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La 2-21 ASR gel in powder mount in petrographic microscope.
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Particles are isotropic and have conchoidal fracture, (100x).

Fia 2-22 Partially crystallized ASR gel in powder mount in
petrographic microscope, (100x).

'
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Alkali Sodium and potassium occmhg in constituents of c o n a t e and mortar,usually
expressed in chemical analyses as the oxides NazO and KzO.
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Alkali-aggregate reaction Chemical reaction in either mortar or concrete between
alkalies (sodium and potassium) from portland cement or other sources and certain
constituents of some aggregates; under certain conditions, deleterious expansion of the
concrete or mortar may result.

-

Alkali-carbonate reaction
The reaction between the alkalies (sodium and
potassium) in portland cement and certain carbonate 'rocks,particularly certain calcitic
dolomite and dolomitic limestones, present in some aggregates; tRe process and products of
the reaction may cause abnormal expansion and cracking of concrete in =Nice.

-
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Anisotropic In optical mineralogy, the ability of a material to doubly refract light.
Characeristic of all nonopaque crystalline substances, except those belonging ta the
isometric system, which are isotropic.

-

Becke line A line of high-intensity light formed around a translucent (or msparent)
particle mounted, for example, in a refractive-index liquid on a glass mimscope slide, and
illuminated from below, due to concentration by split reflection or rebtion.
Calcite -A mineral having the composition calcium carbonate (CaCU3) and a specific
crystal structure; the principal constituent of limestone, chalk, and marble; used as a major
constituent in the manufacture of portland cement.
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Alkali-silica reaction The reaction between the alkalies (sodium and potassium) in
portland cement and certain siliceous rocks or minerdls, such as opaline chert, strained
quartz, and acidic volcanic glass, present in some aggregates. The products of the naction
can cause expansion of the concrete.

-

Carbonation -Reaction between carbon dioxide and a hydroxide to form a carbonate,'
especially in cement paste, mortar, or concrete. The reaction with calcium compounds
produces calcium carbonate.

Cement, low-alkali -A portland cement that contains a relatively small amount of
sodium or potassium or both; in the United States a cement containing not mure than 0.6
percent Na2O equivalent, i.e., percent Na20 + (0.658 x percent K20).

Chert -A very fine grained siliceous rock characterized by hardness and conchoidal
fracturein dense varieties, the fracture becoming sphtery and the hardness decreasing in
porous varieties, and in a variety of colors; it is composed of silica in the fcm of

r?,o;$A

\
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chalcedony, cryptocrystalline or microcrystalline quartz, or opal, or combinations of any of
these.

i
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Fly ash -The finely divided residue resulting from the combustion of ground or
powdered coal and which is transported fIom the fiebox through the boiler by flue gases.

Fluorescence -The emission of visible light by a substance exposed to ultraviolet light.
Fluorescence microscopy -That branch of microscopy utilizing ultraviolet (or near
ultraviolet) light, producing fluorescence, thus facilitating fnicroscopical observations.
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Gel -In alkali-silica reaction, the clear to white gelatinous reaction product of variable
composition, largely S i a , CaO, and alkalies.
Granulated blast-furnace slag -The glassy, granular material formed when molten
blast-furnace slag is rapidly chilled, as by immersion in water.
Igneous rocks

- Rocks formed from a molten state.

I
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Isotropk -In optical mineralogy, those minerals that ody singly refract transmitted
light; the property of a substance to transmit light with equ# velocity in all crystallographic
directions (opposite of anisotropic).
I

I

Lithium -An element of the allcali metal group that is the lightest metal known and never
found uncombined in nature. It is not considered an alkali iin cement and conmte
teminology.
I
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Map cracking - 1) Intersecting cracks that extend belob the sdace of handened
concrete; caused by shrinkage of the drying surface of concrete which is restrained by
concrete at greater depths where either little or no shrinkage occurs; vary in width from fine
and barely visible, to open and well-defined. 2) The chief symptom of alkali aggregate
reaction between alkalies in cement and mineral constituents in aggregate within hardened
concrete; due to differential rate of volume change in diffmnt portions of the concrete;
cracking is usually random and can be on a fairly large scale, and in severe instances the
cracks may reach a width of 0.50 in.
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Ettringite -A mineral, high sulfate calcium sulfoaluminatc (3 CaO A l f i * 3 CaS04
30-32 HzO) occurring in nature or formed as a cement hydration product or by sulfate
attack on mortar and concrete; the product of the principal expansion-producingzeaction in
expansive cements; designated as "cement bacillus" in older literatme.
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Mohs scale -Arbitrary (quantitative) units, ranging frm 1 through 10, by means of
which the scratch hardness of a mineral is determined; each unit of hardness is rep~esented
by a mineral that can scratch any other mineral having a lower-ranking number,the
minerals are ranked from talc or 1 (the softest), upward thtough gypsum or 2, calcite or 3,
fluorite or 4, apatite or 5, orthoclase or 6, quartz or 7, topaz or 8, corundum or 9, and
diamond or 10 (the hardest).

Metamorphic rocks -A rock which has been altered by heat or intense pmssure,
causing new minerals and structures to be fumed.
Natural pozzolan -Either a raw or calcined natural material that has pouolanic
properties (e-g., volcanic ash or pumice, opaline chert and shales, tuffs, and some
diatomaceous earths).

-A mineral composed of amorphous hydrous silica (Sic
Opaline chert -Chert containing a major portion of opal.

HzO).
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Opal

-
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Petrography The branch of petrology dealing with description and systematic
classification of rocks aside fiom their geologic relations, mainly by laboratory methods,
largely chemical and microscopical; also, loosely, petrology or lithology.

Petrology -The science of rocks, treating of their origin, s t r u c ~composition,
,
etc.,
from all aspects and in all relations. (See also Petrography.)
Polarized-light microscope - A microscope producing plane-polarized light, that is,
light that vibrates in only one plane.
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Pozzolan -A siliceous or siliceous and aluminous material, which in itself possesses
little or no cementitious value but will,in finely divided form and in the presence of
moisture, chemically react with calcium hydroxide at ordinary temperatures to fom
compounds possessing cementitious properties.
Reactive aggregate -Aggregate containing substances capable of reacting chemically
with the alkalies and hydroxyl ion in the pore solution of portland cement concrete or
mortar under ordinary conditions or exposure, resulting in some cases in harmful
expansion, cracking, or staining.
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Powder mount (Immersion Mount) -Particles embedded or immersed in a liquid (or
other material such as hardened epoxy resin on a glass microscope slide; a thin cover glass
is placed on top of the particles.

Refraction -A change of direction of a ray of light (or other radiation) when it passes
from one medium to another of different optical density.
Refractive index -Ratio of the speed of light in air to that in the substance.

Sedimentary rocks -Rocks formed as a result of accumulation of sediment in water
or air,the sediment may be particulate (as in sand grains or clay) or a chemical (or
biochemical) p~cipitate.

Silica fume -Very fine noncrystalline silica produced by electric arc furnaces as a
byproduct of the production of metallic silicon or ferrosilicon alloys; also known as
Condensed silica fume.

Thin section - A thin translucent slice of a substance (rock,mineral, bone, concrete,
etc.) mounted beneath a cover slip on a glass microscope slide.
Ultraviolet light -Radiation beyond the visible spectrum at its violet end; having a
wavelength shorter than those of visible light and longer than those of X-rays.
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Uranyl acetate solution, U02(C2Hj02)2 2H20
A solution containing
uranium acetate that is applied to concrete to detect possibl&W - s i l i c a gel reaction
products.

refraction

X-ray diffraction -A characteristic reflection and
of X-rays by substances
having a regular arrangement of atoms; a phenomenon used to identify substances having
I
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such structure.
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X-ray fluorescence -Characteristic secondary radiatio~emitted by an element as a
result of excitation by X-rays, used to yield chemical analtsis of a sample.
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Foreword
I

Mid-Atlantic Regional Technical Committee
Even though alkali silica reactivity was fiat recognized in the late 1930s
as a problem causing concrete deterioration, it was not identified in the Mid-

d

Atlantic Region until 1960. In 1980, some specifiers began to specify low alkali
cement for concrete structures. Due to the relatively few low alkali cements that
were available in our area, the Maryland Aggregates and the DC Ready Mixed
Technical Committee organized an Alkali Silica Seminar which was held on
January 12, 1990. About 120 people attended that seminar. As a result of this
seminar, the first Mid Atlantic Regional Technical Committee meeting was held on
February 9, 1990 and the following objective was adopted.

ve

Mid Atlantic Regional Technical Committee

Obiedive: To provide a forum for specifying agencies, concrete materials
specifiers, and producers to meet and discuss problems of mutual interest related
to concrete construction and develop guide specifications and practices which
address these concems in a mutually satisfactory manner. The first issue which
the group will address is that of aikali4ilica reactivity. Other topics may be
proposed for consideration by any interested patty.
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For purposes of this document, the Mid-Atlantic Region includes the
states from Pennsylvania to South Carolina. The Committee consists of materials
suppliers from Pennsylvania to South Carolina; State Department of Transportation
representatives from Maryland, Delaware, Penrisylvania, Virginia, District of
Columbia, and North Caroiina. There bar also been support from the Federal
Highway Administration. The focus of the Committee is to develop information
about concrete characteristics that are unique to the Mid-Atlantic Region. To date,
alkali-siiica reactivity has been the principal concern of the Committee; however,
other items may be discussed by the Committee.
'
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All meetings have been open to any interested party. In 1990, meetings
were held monthly and Committee members have had an opportunity to share
technical information and learn together. Fieid trips were made to inspect
structures affected by the alkali-silica reaction.

We have also been fortunate to be able to have presentations from
international experts and researchers such as Doug Hooton, Dave Stark, Chris
Rogers, Jan Skalny, and Muhammad Bhatty.

The Committee has developed a "Guide Specification" and a "Guide to
Alkali-Silica Reactivity." These documents represent the committee's concept of
the present state of the knowledge. It is apparent that there are certain
characteristics of alkali-silica reactivity that are unique to this region. In

-
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developing this material, the Committee focused on limiting this to alkaliaggregate reactivity in the MidAtlantic Region.
This "Guide" is designed to be used by knowledgeable parties to develop
a better understanding of l ~ o w
a1kalkggregate readivity affects concrete
structures. The "Guide" aiso serves as a resoupe document to the "Guide"
Specification. It is hoped that with the use of this "Guide," the reader will be
better prepared to comprehend and control alkaliaggregate reactivity in concrete
structures.
I
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GUIDE ON A L U L E A G G E G A n

M1D.IATLANT1C REGIONAL CONCRETE TECHNICAL COMMlT?EE
occumnce of alkalkcarbonate reactive
aggregates in Virginia.

PREFACE

1.2
Bac@md Portland cement
concrete is the most versatile and
widely used construction material.
Virtually any structure, for which a form
can be built, can be constructed of
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This guide presents information on the
phenomenon of alkali-aggregate
reactivity (AAR) in hydraulic cement
concrete.
It will present simple,
practical,
and well-established
approaches for dealing with AAR.
Separate chapters are devoted to the
mechanism of alkaii-silica reactivity
(ASR) and alkaihrbonate reactivity
(ACR); the identification of ASR and
ACR in structures; test methods for
evaluatingaggregates, aggregatecement
combinations and aggregatxernentpouolan combinations; andprocedures
for minimizing the potential fgr ASR or
ACR distress in concrete. A seiected
list of references is inciuded.

hi

concrete. Concrete provides strength,
durability, fire resistance, and thermal
properties that are utilized by architeas
and engineers in the design and
construction of residential, commercial,
and industrial structures worldwide.
These structures can provide a service
life free of significant deterioration
when the proper combinations and
proportions of concrete materials are
specified and used, and when proper
construction practices are followed.

1.O INTRODUCTION:

Ar
c

1.1 History: The phenomenon of
alkali-silica reactivity was first
recognized in the late 1930s when the
Califomia Division of Highways (now
CALTRANS) investigated abnormal
cracking of a number of concrete
structures in Southern California. The
director of that agency, Thomas E.
Stanton, wrote an article for the
Februav I , 1940, issue of Engineering
News-Record that gave the first correct
description of ASR.

The phenomenon of alkalicarbonate
reactivity was first identified in 1956 by
E.G. Swenson of the Division of
Building Research, National Research
Council of Canada.
In Highway
Research Record 45 (TRB, 1964),
Shewood and Newlon report on the

Chemical reaction of aggregates and
alkalies in concrete can result in
deterioration and reduced service life of
concrete. This reaction involves certain
mineral constituents of the aggregates
and soluble alkali compounds which
significantly increase the pH of the pore
solution in the concrete.
In order for this reaction to take place,

the concrete must be subjected to
sufficient moisture in service. The
alkaline components are usually
associated with alkalies in portland
cement, but may also be contributed by
the aggregates and admixtures in
concrete. External sources such as
deicing chemicals or cleaning
compounds may also supply alkalies.

reactivity. It also addresses applicable,

currently available industryccepted
test pmcedup and measures that are
intended ta reduce the ocmnence of
M R in cohcrete. This guide was
developed f r use in the Mid-Atlantic
Region w ich consists of South
Carolina, Vorth Carolina, Virginia,
Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey,
Pennsyhii#, and the District of
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Al kali-aggregate reactivity was
previous1y thought to occur in isolated
instances and in limited geographical
areas. It was not of major concern to
owners, specifies, contractors, or
material suppliers. However, in recent
years the presence of AAR has been
identified in areas previously thought to
be M R free.
In the Mid-Atlantic
Region of the United States, concretes
produced from materials previously
thought to be nonreactive are exhibiting
classical signs of M R .

,

id-r/tlantic

Region contains a
number of p m p l e s of distress related

The
to

alkali ggregate reactivity in
n
pavements.
It is
recognized' that aggregate types and
I I
constituent$
will vary as aggregate
deposits v a q from one geographic area
to anothed consequently, although
portions of this guide may apply to
conditions in other areas, the
characteriitics of the particular
concrete-making materialsavailable and
the existing environmental and selvice
conditions: should be evaluated to
determine whether this guide is
appropriate in whole or in part.
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The main purpose of this guide is to
present a n e n t knowledge and
experience on AAR, as well as methods
for minimizing its occurrence. It is
intended for use by owners and
individuals responsible for the design,
construction, and maintenance of
concrete structures where the potential
for AAR is of concern.

,

Columbia.

Additional research is needed to
develop a better understanding of the
mechanisms of M R . New andlor
improved test methods need to be
developed to provide more accurate
and rapid identification of potentially
reactive aggregates, and to evaluate

Ar

cement-aggregateandcement-pozzoian-

aggregate combinations. Research into
various aspects of ASR is an ongoing
effort at many universities and
governmental agencies around the
One such project was
world.
conducted as part of the Strategic
Highway Research Program (SHRP)
New developments may require
revisions to this guide.

'.

1.3 Scope: Thhi guide presents current
knowledge and experience on the
phenomenon of alkali-aggregate

This guide is divided into parts. Part A
deals with alkali-s ilica reactivity; Part B
with alkalicarbonate reactivity.

PART A: A~KALI-SILICA REACTIVITY
2.0 MECHANISM OF THE ALKALISILICA REACTION

-

Concrete, in a basic sense, is composed
of two cqmponents: aggregates and
cementitiorp paste.
The paste is
composed of the products of the
hydration reaction between the
cernentitiow materials and water.

I
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be present in some concretes without
having caused significant distress.

FACTORS AFfEcTING THE
POTENTIAL i O R ASR RElArrD
DISTRESS

3.0

In order for ASR related distress to
occur in concrete, three factors are
required:

1)

Q\

,

c,vYr
\Z1*

lo;*

&
eJ
0

4+

dissolution of these salts increases -the
hydroxideion (0H)concentrationor
pH of the resulting pore solution. In
portland cement paste, the hydration
reaction produces sufficient calcium
hydroxide to saturate the pore solution.
in solutions saturated with calcium
hydroxide, the maximum pH is about
12.5; however, increasing amounts of
alkali will increase the pH.
Consequently, the soluble alkali content
of a concrete's cementitious paste
affects the upper limit of pH or
alkalinity of the pore solution.

The ASR process begins with the
reaction of hydroxide ions from a
highly alkaline pore solution with silica
in the aggregate.
This reaction
produces a gel which may cause the
aggregate and the concrete to crack.
This cracking is also believed to be
associated with expansion of the gel
due to water absorption. Depending
on the aggregate mineralogy and
reaction conditions, even very small
amounts of gel may cause cracking.
On the other hand, alkali-silica gel may

Ar

'A+-

silica in the aggregate

2)

A sufficiently high alkali content in
the concrete pore
solution

3)

Sufficient moisture

Other facton may affect the
development of M R related distress.
Among these are: admixtures, deicing
salts, mineral additives, concrete
perrneability, and conditions of
placement and curing.
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The presence of reactive forms of

ve

Water can enter and move through this
network of pores, dissolving soluble
wG*
salts of calcium and alkali metals
8-i5"
The
L_d6~r
(sodium and potassium).

d

Although appearing to be solid
(discounting entrained and entrapped
air voids) the cementitious paste
actually consists of a matrix of solid
material with an internal network of
interconnected pores. The volume of
these pores and their
interconnectedness depends on factors
such as watercement ratio, curing
regime, and the cementitious materials
used.

3.1
a A ~ ~ ~ tSac#:
ive
Silica, SiO,,
occurring in a variety of forms, is a
common constituent of many
aggregates.
In neutral and acidic
environments, the various forms of
siiica are chemically very stable. As a
consequence of this stability, siiica
forms the bulk of the natural sands and
gravels in this region. However, in
highly alkaline environments, that
typically occurs in concrete, the
solubility of silica increases
dramatically.
The reactivity of silica, in addition to
being affected by the alkalinity or pH,
is also affected by the form, grain size,
or crystalline structure of the silica.

proposed Method P 214 (ASTMBook of
Standad$ Vol. 04.02, 1991). These
forms af silica are quite common in
most of e igneous and metamorphic
rocks of is region. They are a primary
constituent of our quartzites,
sandstonps, and sand and gravel
depositq.,
Chert, composed of
m i c r o q talline quartz and possibly
chalced y, is a common constituentof
some s , ds and gavels and can be
found i some of the carbonate rocks.
While strained quartz, also common
in man mc~csin the region, appears to
be the / ~ breactive
t
form of silica, it
has a(sb been associated with
deteriarktion due to ASR? The greater
the pofmity of the aggregate due to
either ib natural internal structure or
fractures induced by crushing, the
greater it/e extent of the reaction due to
the increased surface area of silica
available for reaction.

k
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Descriptions of the various forms can
be found in ASTM C 294. Amorphous,
or noncrystalline and poorly crystalline
silica, such as volcanic glasses and
opal, are the most reactive forms. The
high temperature minerals, tridymite
and cristobalite, and chalcedony, a
fibrous form occurring in some cherts,
are also fairly reactive. The above
forms can all be classed roughly as
rapidly-reactive and typically will be
classified as potentially deleterious by
traditional tests such as ASTM C 227
and ASTM C 289. These rapidlyreactive forms often exhibit the
pessimum effect, where the maximum
expansion occurs when the aggregate
contains a certain proportion of the
reactive element.
At proportions
greater or less than the pessimum, the
expansion is less. For example, an opal
content in aggregate of about 5% (the
pessimum amount) y ieids the maximum
expansion. Greater or lesser amounts of
opal yield lower expansions; whereas
for some other minerals, maximum
expansion is achieved when the
aggregate consists of 100°/o of that
mineral.
With the exception of
chalcedony which may be present in
chert, these forms of silica are
extremely rare in the natural aggregates
of the Mid-Atlantic region.
More
slowly reacting forms of silica include
metamorphically strained quartz, and
microcrystalline quartz. These forms
have been found to cause deleterious
reactivity in concrete, although it may
take longer to develop than with
rapid1y-reactive aggregates.
Generally the aggregates in the MidAtlantic Region may not be classified as
potentially deleterious by ASTM C 227
or ASTM C 289 but may exceed limits,
indicating potential reactivity, by ASTM

i
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3.2 Alkkes: The potential for ASR
increases with the alkali content of the
concrete,
This is because the
hydroxid~ion concentration (alkalinity,
pH) incteases as the alkali content
increase+ Portland cement is usually
the prirhary source of alkalies in
concretki Although these alkalies are
reported ;as Na20 and K,O, the readily
soiuble portions in the cement
general14 occur as alkali sulhtes. Other
internal pources include mineral and
chemica! admixtures; some aggregates
(typicallyi glassy volcanic rocks); and
mix water, especially if seawater is
used.
Recycled ready-m ixed wash
water thlat conforms to ASTM C 94
should not contribute significant
amounts o f alkali when used in nonnal
batching amounts. Deicing salts and

5
seawater are external sources which
can supply alkalies to the pore solution.

l

3.5
Chloride ions seem, in
some manner, to exacerbate ASR. The
most likely sources of chlorides are
deicing salts, seawater and some
chemical admixtures.

ve
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3.3 Mohtm: Water, as a constituent
of the pore solution in concrete, is
necessary for the alkali-silica reaction to
proceed. Concrete which is allowed to
dry after proper curing and which will
remain dry in service is unlikely to be
affected by ASR. However, concrete
members with large cross-sections may
retain enough residual moisture to
cause reactivity even though they are in
a dry environment
Concrete which is in contact with the
ground or water or is periodically
wetted will most likely contain
sufficient moisture to cause reactivity.
Moisture in excess of 80°h relative
humidity in the cohaete is necessary to
cause the gel to swell.' A certain level
of protection can be provided to
concrete by decreasing the
permeability, and thus the availability
of external moisture to the system.

Lower permeability inhibits the
migration of ions and the ingress of
alkalies, chlorides and moisture in the
conaete. By slowing these processes,
the potential for ASR is reduced.

4.0
IDENTIFICATION
OISTRESS IN CONCRRlE

There are two commonly used ways to
identify the occurrence of ASR distress
in a concrete structure: visible signs on
the struaure itself and petrographic
analysis of the concrete samples from
the structure. Of the two, the most
reliable method is the petrographic
analysis. A recently developed gel
fluorescence test may be helpful in
identifying possible gel deposits within
the concrete.

hi
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3.4 Poz20Jans and Ground GranuJated8JastFmace Slag: Fly ash, ground granulated
blast furnace slag (GGBFS), and silica
fume can be effective in preventing
deleterious expansions resulting from
ASR. The primary constituent in each
of these materials is amorphous or
glassy silica. Because these materials
are extremely fine grained, they react
very rapidly with the hydroxide ions in
the pore solution forming a compound
similar to that formed by the hydration
of portland cement. This compound
fills in spaces between the hydrated
cement gains reducingthe permeability
of the concrete. It effectively ties up
the alkalies thus reducing the potential
for ASR.

m

OF ASR

4.1 &~twadManifestations: Vis ible signs
of ASR-induced distress include
expansion and exudations of gel. Signs
of expansion include cracks, closing of
joints, and displacement of members in
severe cases. The cracks will be either
longitudinal or map-type, depending on
the geometry and restraint of the
structure; and in severe, welideveloped
cases, will evolve into mostly maptype
cracks.
In continuously-reinforced
pavements, the longitudinal nature of
the cracks enables them to be easily
distinguished from Dcracking in which
the cracks run parallel to any
restraining border. Often gel will have
exuded from the cracks, and is colored
From white to dark gray. The dark gray

coloring comes from dirt and pollution
fmrn the envimnment A very good
photographic guide is the SHRP
handbook by Stark4.
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4.2 P8rng-k
G T M C 856
outlines the procedures for performing
a petrographic analysis of hardened
concrete. This practice can be used to
help answer a number of questions
about the concrete being examined.
With respect to ASR distress, there are
two relevant questions: Is there
evidence that siiiceous elements in the
aggregate have reacted with alkalies in
the pore solution? And, is there
evidence that this reaction has resulted
in expansion?
In order to positively identify the
occurrence of ASR in concrete, it is
necessary to find evidence of the gel
reaction produd The gel may be
found associated with any of the
elements present in concrete, filling
and/or lining cracks in the aggregate
and paste, coating and/or filling voids
in the paste, and possibly even exuding
from surface cracks in the concrete.

gel can be removed and examined in
grain mounts with a polarizing miscope to determine its optical characteristics. The index of refraction of
alkaikilica gbl is usually between 1.46
and 1.53, aria it is white, yellowish or
colorfesss. Fresh gel will be isompic,
but as it , begins to crystallize or
carbonate, i may become slightly
presence of gel may
the gel fluorescence
Section 4.3, but the
character
the fluorescing material
should be delemined petrogaphically.
Other, mo* sophisticated, equipment
may providk positive identification of
alkali-silica gel.

4
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When specimens are obtained, they
should be wrapped in plastic film or
otherwise protected from the
atmosphere 10 maintain the moisture
condition dnd to guard against
carbonation.
When observing the
sample whilb it dries from a moist
condition, arkas containing gel may be
inferred wheie the specimen is slow to
dry. If the sample has dried, it can be
rewetted.
i
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Depending on its composition, the gel
will typically be transparent to
translucent or milky white
in
appearance. The gel may be fluid,
viscous, rubbery, waxy, or hard. As it
dehydrates, the gel may exhibit drying
shrinkage cracks or become powdery.
Over an extended period of time the
gel may begin to carbonate and
crystallize under certain conditions,
masking its original gel-like character.

Broken or sawn pieces of concrete can
be examined for the presence of gel
deposits. Material suspeded of being

I

I

Specimens t i be examined for analysis
of cracking
be sawed or cored,
since broken pieces may contain cracks
induced by lthe breaking process. A
detailed ciQck analysis can be
performed ,o!n finely lapped surfaces,
using a sterqdscopic microscope. Areas
determined to warrant more detailed
anaiysis cab be thin-sectioned for
examination using a polarizing
microscope. ) Thin section blanks can
be epoxy-imbregnated, preferably with
a colored dve for ease in identifying
pre-existing cracks and gel deposits.
Thin section analysis wil-l also permit a

should
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ASTM C289 Test Method for Potential
(Chemica l
Reactivity of Aggregates
Method)

ASTN C227 Test Method for Potential
Alkali Reactivity of CementAggregate Combinations (Mortar-bar
Method)

ASTM P214 Proposed Test Method for
Accelerated Detection of Potentially
Deleterious Expansion of Mortar Bars
Due to A l k a l i - S i l i c a
Reaction
(1990,1991 1

ve

4.3 6d Rlliomsca~s Test The gel
fluorescence test" is a quick and useful
test for helping to detect the presence
of ASR gel in concrete. It invokes
spraying a freshly exposed surface with
a solution of uranyl acetate followed by
viewing under ultraviolet illumination.
The uranyl ion replaces alkali ions in
the gel which is then visible as brightly
fluorescing areas under the ultraviolet
illumination. Areas where carbonation
of the paste has occurred will also
fluoresce but to a lesser degree with
this method and may be confused with
ASR gel. It should also be noted that
the presence of A§R gel in concrete is
not necessarily a positive indication that
ASR damage has occurred. This is one
reason for cautioning that petrographic
analysis yields the only final proof that
ASR has caused the concrete distress.
However, with proper mining and
practice, the method can be a very
useful supplementary diagnostic tool.
When using uranyl acetate, it is
important to consider the requirements
fo; proper disposal of treated samples
as well as the safety of personnel
during its use.

M I M a 9 5 Guide fcr Petrographic
Examination of Agg~egatesfor
Concrete

d

detailed mineralogic description of the
aggregates.
Scanning electron
microscopy (SEMI is a sophisticated
technique permitting a more detailed
view of the miaostnrcture and
composition.
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Whenever possible, the results of the
above tests should be used in
conjunction with information obtained
from the sewice record of the
aggregates over a period of years in
similar concrete exposed to comparable
sewice conditions.

5.0 EVALUATION OF MATERIALS
AND ENVIRONMENT

5.1
Aggmgates: There are several
methods for evaluating the potential
al kali-s ilica reactivity of an aggregate.
They include:

5.1 .I Section 3.1 of ASTM C295
notes that the specific procedures
employed in the petrographic
examination of a sample will depend
upon the purpose of the examination.

In the case of investigations related to
ASR, it is important to identify the
presence and percentage of potentially
reactive constituents in the sample.
Suggestions on the maximum
percentage of a particular reactive
constituent in the aggregate sample
necessary to consider it potentially
reactive can be found in various
sources6*'. However, such suggestions
often do not adequately address the
forms of reactive silica most likely to be

CONSTITUENT

1

Optically strained,
m icrofractured or
rnicroctystalline quartz

5%

Chert or chalcedony

3%

Tridymite or cristobalite

1%

Opal

'

I
I

5.1 .3 ' ASTM C227 involves the
making o mortar bars and storing them
a 1OO°F and 7 00% relative humidity
for t h 4 months or longer and
measurin
the linear expansion.,
Expansio criteria for evaluating the
teactivityof aggregates are given in the
appendix to ASTM C33, Specification
for Concrete Aggregates. In addition to
the limitations listed in Section 3.3 of
Q27, the major drawback is that many
of the aggregates believed to be
reactive in service in this region have
.not expanded significantly under the
test condjtions.

f

1

0.5 %

3%

5.1 -4 +TM P214 (V. 04.02, 1991) is
a rapid test (16 days) which utiiizes
mortar Qars stored at an elevated
tempeat+re (17 6 O Fl in a highly alkaline
solution. P214 lists criteria for judging
reactivity af the aggregates, suggesting
that expensions greater than 0.20%
after 16 Qays (14 days in the solution)
indicate (eactivity, and expansions less
than O,lp% indicate a non-reactive
aggregate/. Recent experience in testing
aggregatqs from the Mid-Atlantic region
indicate that the expansion limit in P
2 14 shodld be lower than 0.20% at 16
days.
i The
MidAtlantic Regional
~ e c h ica/
n Committee Specification uses
an expansion limit of 0.10% to classify
aggregatqs as reactive. However, this
limit m4y not detect ail reactive
aggregatqs, and there have been
suggestidns of lower limits.'

ch

Volcanic glass

identify many of the reaaive aggregates
in this region.
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encountered in the MidAtlantic region.
These forms are rnicmrrystalline,
strained, or microfractured quartz and
may be present in a variety of reKk
types and sand and gravel deposits. For
assessing the ASR potential of
aggregates, the MidAtlantic Regional
Technical Committee ASR Specification
contains the following limits:

Ar

Attention must be paid to proper
sampling of aggregate sources so that
the sample is representative of the
material to be supplied for the
production of portland cement
concrete. See ASTM D75 for additional
guidance on proper sampling
procedures.

5.1.2 ASTM C289 is a quick (twoday) test in which crushed aggregate is
treated with hot NaOH solution for a
day and the reduction in alkalinity of
the solution is plotted on a graph versus
the dissolved silica in the solution.
Figure 2 of C289 delineates areas of
reactive, potentially reactive, and
innocuous materials based on service
records.
Unfortunately, the areas
described in this figure do not properly

j

5.1.5
Field service records can
provide jignificant information for use
in evaluiling the potential performance
of an abgregate. In evaluating fieid

522 Blended cements are produced

by uniformly and intimately blending
one or more types of fine materials with

ve

portland cement.
The blending
materials may be fly ash, silica fume or
other pouolans, or ground granulated
blast-furnace slag. . ASTM C595 is the
Standard Specification for Blended
ASTM C595
Hydraulic Cements.
indudes an optional mortar expansion
requirement using test method C 441 to
evaluate its effectiveness in preventing
expansions due to ASR.
Some
problems have been recognized with
this procedure and-further information
is provided in Section 5.7.1 of this
guide. The use of a blended cement is
an attractive option to a concrete
supplier with limited bin storage space.
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Unfortunately, field records often will
be less than complete with resped to
these items or will differ in some or
many respects from the service
conditions for which the aggregate is
being evaluated. Consequently, the
information they provide must be used
judiciously in conjunction with the
other information available about the
aggregate in question, the other
materials involved, and the intended
service conditions in evaluating the
potential performance of the aggregate.

cement may not always provide
protection from ASR. Several fadors
may play a role in such cases: (a)
alkalies are concentrated in the
concrete due to cyclical wetting and
drying; (b) alkalies are contributed from
other ingredients; (c) alkalies are
contributed edm external sources; (d)
high cement content

d

s e r v i c e records,
important
considerations are: how similar is the
aggregate in the field concrete to the
aggregate proposed for use; alkali
content of cement; other sources of
alkalies; and environmental faaoa
affecting the moisture content of the
concrete.
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5.2.1 Portland cement is a hydraulic
cement consisting essentially of calcium
silicates with calcium sulfate as an
interground addition. ASTM CIS0 is
the standard specification for portland
cement and lists eight distinct types.

i

Alkalies are present in varying amounts
in all portland cements, primarily in
readily soluble sulfate compounds. In
cement chemical reports, the alkali
content is calculated on an oxide basis
and reported as Na,O equivalent. A
limit of 0.60% Na,O equivalent is listed
in the optional chemical requirements
of CIS0 for cement used with aggregate
which could be potentially
deleteriously reactive. However, some
research indicates that the 0.60%
limitation on the alkaii content of the

5.3 PtzoI~ns: ASTM 6618 defines a
pozrolan as a siliceous or siliceous and
aiuminous material which in itself
possesses little or no cementitiousvalue
but will, in finely divided form and in
the presence of moisture, chemically
react with calcium hydroxide at
ordinary temperatures to form
compounds possessing cementitious
properties. Requirements are included
in C 618 regarding the evaluation of
the effectiveness of a pouolan in
preventing ASR.
However, certain
problems have been recognized and
further information is provided in

Section 5.7.1

.
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5.3.1 Fly ash is the fineiy divided
residue fmm the combustion of ground
or powdered coal. ASTM C618 lists
two types of fiy ash, Class F and Class
C. The predominate fly ash available in
this region is Class F fiy ash, which is a
by-product of burning anthracite or
bituminous coals. It has a low calcium
content and is available throughout the
United States. Class C fly ash, a byproduct of burning lignite or
subbituminous coal, is common in the
mid-western and western states, and is
both pouolanic and cementitious.
Some Class C fly ash may contain more
than 1UOb lime.

furnace. It is essentially silicon dioxide
in an exmqnely fine, noncrystalline
form and is used as a cement
replacement in high strength and/or low
permeability concrete. In slurried or
densified powder form it is effedive in
reducing expansions caused by ASR in
concrete. There is some concern,
however, that in pelletized form, silica
fume may behave as a highly reactive
aggregate if h e pellet is not completely
broken down during mixing.

granulated blast4umace
is a cementitious and
aterial having its own
properties.
of calcium

based on theiir performance in the -slag

ch

Class F fly ashes generally have a lesser
amount of available alkalies and
contain larger amounts of silica and
alumina which make them more
effective than Class C fly ash in
minimizing the alkali-silica reaction.
Most Class C fly ashes will require
significantly higher replacement levels
than Class F fly ashes to be effective in
reducing expansion caused by ASR.
When used in lesser amounts, higher
expansions may occur than if the Class
C fly ash had not been used; ie., a
pessimum effect may be observed.

I
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5.3.2
Natural pouolans (ASTM
C618, Class N) are raw or calcined

shales, opaline cherts, volcanic ashes,
tuffs, and pumicites. Normally, natural
pouolans are not available in the MidAtlantic Region.

5.3.3 Silica fume, also referred to as
microsilica or condensed silica fume, is
a byproduct of the production of silicon
or ferrosilicon alloys in an electric arc

activity test: Grades 80, 100, and 120.
Because of ttie strength reductionat 28
days with t r a d e 80 GGBFS, only
Grades t 0 0 r 120 should be used as a
cement redldcement to reduce ASR.
~ e ~ u i i e m e nare
6 included in C 989
regarding the evaluation of the
effectiveness of GGBFS in preventing
ASR. ~robl(e@s
have been recognized
and further information is provided in
Section 5.7.11.
I
I
I
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5.5
AdmLixrums: Commonly
used admixtures have not been
identified ab being a significant
contributor t~ ASR. However, some
evidence e~idtsthat chlorides ions can
otential for expansion of
using one to two
percent CaC(, by weight of cement

i
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ASTM ClOf 7 does include a note that
admixtures containing relatively large
amounts of total alkalies may contribute
to the alkali-silica reaction.
Compiiance with the requirements of
the specification does not assure
acceptability when used with
potentially alkalineactive aggregates
and some cements.

pymx glass as a standard m i v e
aggregate and expansions are measured
at 14 days. ASTM C618 and C 989 use
a criteria of a maximum 0.02%
expansion at 14 days for qualifying
pouokns and GGBFS.
It is
recommended that this limit not be
used because of difficulties in reducing
expansions to or below this value. A
suggested alternative is to determine the
expansion of a control mixture using a
low-alkali cement. Test a second mix
with the job cement and pouolan and
compare the expansion. The mixture
being tested should have an expansion
equal to or less than the control
mixture to be considerqd as effective as
the control mixture in preventing
expansion due to ASR (see Section
5.2.1).

d

increased expansions by as much as
30% for certain cement-aggregate
combinations.'

Some researchers have also proposed
using the P 214 method to test the
effectiveness of mineral admixturesg*'.
The mineral admixture to be tested is
used to replace a portion of the cement
in the P 2 14 mortar using the proposed
aggregate. Ban are fabricated . and
tested according to P 214. Stark'
proposes that expansions of 0.08% or
less at 16 days be considered to
indicate that the mineral admixture is
effective in controlling ASR.
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5.6 Most approaches for avoidingASR
focus on the materials used. to produce
concrete. However, the environmental
conditions of service should not be
ignored. M R needs at least an 80%
relative humidity in the concrete to
develop. Concretes exposed to the
elements or in contact with the ground,
such as pavements, sidewalks, bridge
decks, and retaining walls typically
exceed this level.
Most interior
concretes of l imited cross-sectionalarea
will not retain sufficient moisture to
support deleterious ASR. Exposure to
external sources of alkalies or chlorides
such as deicing salts or seawater may
constitute a severe service environment.

5.7 Testing and Evaluation of
Materials: Care should be taken that
each material considered for use is
tested and evaluated in accordance
with the appropriate ASTM Standard by
a laboratory fully quaiified to do the
work.

5.7.1 ASTM C441 is a test method
for evaluating the effectiveness of
mineral admixtures in reducing
The
expansions caused by ASR.
procedure is similar to C227 but uses

6.0 MINIMIZING POTENTIAL FOR
ASR-RELATED DISTRESS

When it has been determined that an
aggregate source is to be considered
reactive, through either laboratory
analysis or field performance records,
and the service conditions for the
proposed concrete structure are
conducive for deleterious ASR to occur,

Cunently ecognized options are:

6.4 use portland cement and silica
fume (sectIan 5.3.3). The use of silica
fume consqituting at least 5 % by weight
of the
cementitious content is
believed be an effktive measure in
controlling deleterious M R expansion.
The use o f silica fume will add
significant costs and will require the
use of a high-range water reducer.
Concrete sktting times may be retarded.
Silica fumb is generally available in
slurry f o b for dispenser additions
methods an additional plant bin may
b e used for dried forms of silica fume.
Curing an@ prevention of premature
surface d$ing are critical in nature and
likely to rkquire special construction
pacedured.

to91
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6.1 Use a blended hydraulic cement.
(Section 5.2.2). The use of a blended
hydraulic cement (Type IS or IP) is
believed to be an effective measure in
controlling deleterious ASR expansion
in concrete.
Adjustments to mix
proportions or curing regime may be
necessary to achieve desired setting and
strength gain characteristicsduring coid
weather. If accelerating admixtures are
used, it is recommended that they be
ASTM C 494 notictrloride type.

curing regime may be necessary to
achieve ,desired setking and strength
gain characteristics during cold
weather. if accelerating admixtures are
used, it is reammended that they be
ASTM C 494 n o ~ h l o r i d e type.
bin space will be

d

a number of alternative approaches are
available to reduce ASR potential.
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6.2 Use portland cement and fly ash
(Section 5.3.1 ). The use of Class. F fly
ash constituting at least 15% to 25% by
weight of the total cementitious content
of concrete is beiieved to be an
effective measure in controlling
deleterious ASR expansion. Class C fly
ash may need to be a higher percentage
of the total cementitious material and in
some cases may not be effective.
Adjustments to mix proportions or
curing regime may be necessary to
achieve desired sefting and strength
gain characteristics during cold
weather. If accelerating admixtures are
used, it is recommended that they be
ASTM C 494 nonthloride type.
Segregated bin storage space will be
necessary for fly ash utilization.

6.3 Use portland cement and GGBFS
(Section 5.4).
The use of GGBFS
constituting at least 25% by weight of
the total cementitious content is
believed to be an effective measure in
controlling deleterious ASR expansion.
Adjustments to mix proportions or

6.5
Use a nonreactive aggregate
(Section 5.1 1. While the region offers
the ready mixed concrete producer a
choice of aggregate sources, increased
haul distance will adversely affect the
cost of the:aggregate. The selection of
aggregate is based on lowest cost for a
given level of quality. In reviewing an
aggregate's service record, the user is
reminded that although aggregates may
be identified as being produced by a
specifically named source, the character
of those products may not match the
materials * that were produced some
yean earlier.

In the case of sand and gravel
operations, it would not be uncommon
for an ASTM C33 aggregate to be
produced from a blend of feed
materials from a variety of pits. As old
locations are minedout, new sites are
developed.

discreet crystals of dolomite. The
readion, is believed to involve
dedolomitization, producing calcium
carbonate and alkali carbonate, while
releasing magnesium ions which
combine with hydroxide ions to form
brucite. In a subsequent process, the
alkali carbonate reacts with calcium
hydroxide to form calcium carbonate
and alkali hydroxide. Thus the alkalies
which originally were involved in
attacking the dolomite -are released
back into the pore solution for further
aszauIt
The expansion which
accompanies this reaction, while still
not completely understood, is believed
to be related to the swelling of the
interstitial clay minerals caused by
association with the alkaline pore
solutionlo.
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In the production of crushed stone, the
character of the rock may change at
different elevations or locations in the
quany*

8,O FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO
ALKALI-CARBONATE REACTIVITY

hi

6.6 Use a low-alkali portland cement
(Section 5.2.1). The use of a portland
cement having a maximum of 0.60%
total alkalies, calculated as Na,O
equivalent, can be an effective measure
of protection against ASR. However, the
availability of low-alkali cement in
certain parts of this region is limited.
6.7 Several factors may reduce the
effectiveness of any of the options
outlined in 6.1 through 6.6 for
preventing ASR. Among these are the
heavy usage of deicing salts, marine
exposures, high cement factors, and the
migration of and concentration of
alkalies due to repeated cycles of
wetting and drying.
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PART 0: ALKALI-CARBONATE
REACTIVITY
.

MECHANISM OF
CARBONATE REACTIVITY
7.0

8.1 ACR ROCKr Rocks which are
susceptible to ACR seem to exhibit a
characteristic lithology. They consist of
roughiy equivalent amounts of calcite
and dolomite with an insoluble residue
of 1OOh to 30% consisting primarily of
clay minerals. In hand specimens, the
rocks are usually dark, fine grained, and
exhibit conchoidal fracture.
The
distinctive microtexture, identifiable in
thin section, is of rhombs of dolomite,
roughly 25 microns across, floating in a
fine-grained matrix of calcite and clay.

ALKALI-

The expansive aikalicarbonate reaction
occurs between the hydroxide ions in
the alkaline pore solution in concrete
and carbonate aggregates which are
characterized by the presence of

Two factors which directly affect the
amount of expansion associated with
concrete contaihing ACR rock are the
maximum size of the aggregate particles
and the percentage of ACR rock in the
aggregate. As either factor increases,

.

the amount of concrete expansion
increases.

examination.
The procedures for
performing such an analysis are
outlined in ASTM C 856. Unlike afkaiisilica repctivity,
alkal*uarbonate
reactivity does not produce a readily
recogniza Ie reaction product.
Conseque tly, an examination of
distressed oncrete for alkalisilica gel
will quic ly determine if M R is
involved. This examination can be
performed on broken or sawn samples
and is des 'bed in Section 4.

i
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8.2 Alkalk Expansion k directly
affected by the d e l i content of the
pore solution. The primary source of
alkaiies is the cement, but other
mixture components, and deicing salts
may contribute alkalies as well.

,

8.3 Mekt.~;e:Moisture is necessary for
the reaction to occur. Water provides
the vehicle for the alkali hydroxides
necessary to drive the dedolomitization
reaction, and it is absorbed by the clay
minerals resulting in expansion.
Concrete which wit l remain completely
dry in service. is unlikely to become
distressed by ACR.

I

in the abs nce ofgel, a detailed study
of the crac ing is required to determine
its origins. I Specimens should be sawn
or cored silpce broken pieces may have
fractures induced by the breaking
process. t h e detailed crack analysis
can be performed on finely lapped
surfaces using a stereoscopic
microscope. Cracks which originate in
carbonat6 .aggregate particles and
radiate ouk through the cement paste
are indihtive of alkalicarbonate
reactivity~ Areas which contain such
cracked &regate particies should be
thin-sediPbed for detaiied examination
using a pplarizing microscope. Thin
section blanks can be epoxyimpregnated using a colored dye to aid
in identifying p r ~ x i s t i n gcracks. This
examination permits a detailed
descriptibh of the lithologic character of
the aggrdgate and is definitive in
estabiishiqg alkalicarbonate reactivity
as the c a k e of the distress. In order to
clearly distinguish the ACR texture, it is
preferabiet o examine thin sections less
than 20 picrons in thickness.

hi

9.0
IDENTIFICATION OF ALKALICARBONATE REACTIVITY DISTRESS
1N CONCRETE

I
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9.1 Alkalitarbonate reactivity causes
expansion of concrete and, as such, the
outward manifestations of distress are
similar to that of alkali-silica reactivity
or any other process which causes
differential volume change in a mass.
Most evident will be map or pattern
cracking. If the concrete member is
subject to restraint in a particular
direction, the cracking will align itself
in that direction. Signs of expansion
include closing of joints, offsets or
misalignments of adjacent memben,
rotation of bridge deck rocking
supports, crushing of concrete, and
pavement blowups.

I
I

9.2
In
carbonate
expansive
necessary

order to establish alkalireactivity as the cause of
distress in concrete, it is
to perform a petrographic

I
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10.0 EVALUATION OF MATERIALS
AND ENVIRONMENT

indicates whether the rodc will expand
in alkaline solutions.

10.1 Aggngatm: The M T M Standard
Specification for Concrete Aggregates,
C 33, places certain restrictions on the
use of aggregates contain ing
constituentsreactivewithalkalies. In
its appendix, C 33 contains information
on evaluating aggregates for potential
reactivity. It should be noted that
'ASTMC 289, C 227, and P 214 are not
appropriate for determining the
potential for alkalicarbonate reactivity.
A petrographic examination of an
aggregate is the fiat step in the
evaluatidn process.
Cuidance on
performing such examinations is given
in ASTM C 295 and the Handbook of
Concrete ~aarenates
".
Alkalicarbonate reactive rock has been found
to exhibit a distinctive set of
Tcompositional 'and micro-textural
characteristics. These characteristics are
roughly equivalent amounts of calcite
and dolomite with a substantial portion
of insoluble residue consisting primarily
of clay.
The dolomite occurs as
hombic crystals in a much finer
grained matrix of calcite and finely
disseminated clay.
This texture is
recognizable in thin sections less than
20 microns in thickness.
Hand
specimens of the reactive rock are
usually dark, fine grained, and exhibit
conchoidal fracture.

This method should be used in
conjunction with other evidence to

form an opinion on the potential
reactivity of an aggregate. It should not
beusedforacceptanceorrejectionof

ve
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the aggregate.
Guidance on
interpreting the results are given in
section 10 of C 586. Since the test
uses a small sample, it is important that
the sample be representative of the
aggregate in question. Appropriate
sampling techniques can be found in C
295.

The concrete prism test, M T M C 1105,
is a method to determine the potential
for alkalicarbonate reactivity in
concrete. The method can be used to
evaluate job materials and provides a
means for testing vqrious combinations
of aggregates, gradations, and cements.
The test is however, time consuming,
requiring 6 to 12 months for results.

I
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Rocks suspected of being reactive on
the basis of compositional and textural
characteristics should be subjected to
further testing to determine if they
expand in the presence of alkalies. The
rock cylinder test, ASTM C 586,
provides a rapid method which

Field sewice record can provide

significant information for use in
evaluating the potential performance of
an aggregate. in evaluating field service
records, important considerations are:
aggregate sire; proportion of questioned
aggregate; degree of similarity of the
aggregate in the field concrete to the
aggregate proposed for use; alkali
content of cement; other sources of
alkalies; and environmental faaon
affecting the moisture content of the
concrete.

Unfortunately, field records often ?will
be less than complete with respect to
these items or will differ in some or
many respects from the service

I
I

10.2 CsrnentirjousMatetikfs: See Section

I

amount of expansion is
to the top size of the
the size of the
reactive bck.
11.4 bhe amount of expansion is
directly related to the alkali content of
the cem 'nt. Use a low-alkali cement.
MTM
33 indicates a limit 0.6%
(Na20 +uiv).
Others indicate that
alkali contents lower than 0.4% (Na,O
equiv) +ay be necessary to prevent
expansiob with some aggregatesn.

4
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10.3 hvimment: For alkalkarbonate
reactivity to occur, there must be a
sufficient amount of alkali avaiiable
from the cement 'or other soun=es and
there must be sufficient moisture
avaitable. Interior concretes of limited
cross-sectional area will likely remain
dry to an extent that deleterious ACR
will not occur.

11-2 Reactive rock can be blended
with nonreactive rock to produce nonexpansive aggregate.

d

conditions for which the aggregate is
being evaluated. Consequently, the
information they provide must be used
judiciously in conjunction with the
other information available about the
aggregate in question, the other
materials involved, and the intended
service conditions in evaluating the
potential performance of the aggregate.
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1 1.5 The use of mineral admixtures
does nloF appear to be effective in
c o n t r ~ l lalkalkarbonate
i~~
reactivity.
With these factors in mind, material
combinations. can be proposed and
then evaluated using C 1 105 prior to
accep6nce. Supplementary information
can be found in the appendix to C
1 105.

11.0 M l NIMIZlNG POTENTIAL FOR
ALKALI-CARBONATE REACTIVITY
DISTRESS

Ar

When concrete is to be placed in a
service environment whose conditions
are conducive to alkali-carbonate
reactivity and the aggregate to be used
is potentialiy reactive, several factors
should be considered to reduce the risk
of deleterious expansion. The amount
of expansion is directly related to the
amount of reactive rock in the
aggregate.

1 1.1 If carbonate rocks are stratified,
the layers containing the reactive
lithology can be. identified, and they
can be avoided in the quarrying
process.
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS:
GUIDE SPECIFICATION FOR
CONCRETE SUBlECT TO ALKALI-SILICA REACTIONS
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C 295
Standard Guide for
Petrogaphic Examination of Aggregates
far Concrete
C 441 Standard Test Method for
Effectiveness of Mineral Admixtures or
Ground Blast-Furnace Slag in
Preventing Excessive Expansion of
Concrete Due to the Alkali-Silica
Reaction
C 595 Specification for Blended
Hydraulic Cements
C 618 Specification for Fly Ash and
Raw or Calcined Natural Pouolan for
Use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland
Cement Concrete
C 823
Standard Practice for
Examination and Sampling of Hardened
Concrete in Construction
C 856
Standard Practice for
Petrographic Examination of Hardened
Concrete
C 989 Specification for Ground
Granulated Blast-Fumace Slag for Use
in Concrete and Mortars
P 21 4
Proposed Test Method for
Accelerated Detection of Potential
Deleterious 'Expansion of Mortar Bars
Due to Alkali-Silica Reaction
P 227 Proposed Standard Practice for
Evaluation Criteria of Hydraulic Cement
Testing Laboratories
C 1077 Practice for Laboratories
Testing Concrete and Concrete
Aggregates for Use in Construction and
Criteria for Laboratory Evaluation
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1.0
SCOPE
The special provisions stated herein are
for use in modifying a specification for
concrete: subjected to (1) wetting or
extended exposure to humid conditions
or in contact with moist ground in
service, (2) made with a potentially
reactive aggregate, and (3) made with a
high alkali cement as defined in ASTM
C I 50. In such instances, the potential
for detrimental alkali-silica reactions in
concrete exists, ' and these special
provisions are applicable to aggregates
found in the middle Atlantic region of
the United States (Note 1). These
provisions do not apply to concrete that
wilt be continually dry in service.

Note 1. See the "Guide to Alkali-Aggregate
Reactivity" for a discussion on alkalicarbonate
reactions that may occur with certain calcitic
dolomites and dolomitic iimestones.

2.0 REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
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2.1
American Society for Testing and
Materials MSTMI=

C 33
Specification for Concrete
Aggregates
C 150 Specification for Portland
Cement
C 227 Standard Test Method for
Potential Alkali Reactivity of CementAggregate Combinations (Mortar Bar
Standard)
C 294 Descriptive Nomenclature of
Constituents of Natural Mineral
Aggregates

2.2 American Association of State Hgirway
and T~~nsportation
Officials IAASMO)

shall be
compliance
provisions.

M 307 Standard Specification for
Microsilica for Use in Concrete and
Mortar

made demonstrating
with the applicable

I

Laboratory test reports
by the suppiier of
contain data on
reactivity with
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3.0 TERMINOLOGY
3.1 Alkali@s: Sodium and potassium,
expressed analytically as oxides, are
generally derived from portland
cement, but may be derived from
admixtures and, in some instances,
aggregates.
Alkalies may also be
available to concrete from external
sources such as deicing salts. Alkali
content is expressed as Na,O
equivalent and calculated as:

a

4.3
Blended Hydraulic Cements:
Laboratory test reports shall be
submitted' by the supplier of blended
hydraulic cement demonstrating
compliance with section 7.0.
The
statement shalf include data on the
alkali codtent of the portland cement
constitueqt and sources of cement and
percentagp of pozzolan used in the
manufaahre of the blended cement.

ch

3.2
Pozdan:
In this guide
specification, pozzolanic materials are
considered to include: fly ash, ground
granulated b last-furnace slag, and silica
fume (microsilica).

PO HI+^

4.2
Cements: Laboratory test
reports sh ll be submitted by the
supplier o f portland cement and shall
contain d&a on the alkali content.
See 3.1.

Ar

3 .3 Alkali-Silica 8eaction: A chemical
reaction in concrete between alkalies
and certain siliceous aggregates and
some calcareous aggregates containing
certain forms of silica. The products of
this reaction, under certain conditions,
may cause deleterious expansion within
the concrete.

4.0 SUBMITTALS

tn itial
submittais
include the
information required in the following
subparagraphs. Whenever the sources
of material change or the relevant
properties of the materials change, a
resubmittal of the relevant information

I

4.4 PoqoJans: Laboratory test reports
shall be qubmitted by the supplier of
materials demonstrating
complian
pozzo'an: e with the requirements of
section 7.0. Include the minimum
weight percent pozzolan and alkali
contents of the cements used in 7.0.

4.5 &'hemica/Admixtures: Laboratory test
reports shall be submitted by the
supplier of chemical admixtures which
shall include information on the
chloride iop content and alkali content
expressed as (Na,O + 0.658 K,O).
Test repdrts are not required for airentraining admixtures used at dosages
less than 2 0 2 per 100 lbs of cement or
nonchlorilde chemical admixtures used

"*e

Note 2. See ASTM C 1077 and P 227.

5.0 AGGREGATES

Note 4. The classification of an aggregate as
potentially reactive may be appealed if additional
tests or service record data supporting the
reclassificationare acceptable to the specifier.

5A.3 Tests of ASTM C 227 mortar
bars may be used to confirm potential
reactivity of fine or coarse aggregate,
but not to classify an aggregate as "nonreactive". The aggregate is considered
"reactive" when expansion is greater
than 0.10% at six months when ASTM
C 227 Mortar bars are made with a
cement with an alkali content greater
than 0.80%.
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5.1 Eveluation o f Aggregates: Aggregates
for use in concrete shall conform to the
requirements of ASTM C 33. Testing
and evaluation for alkai i-silica reaction
in ASTM C 33 Appendix XI shall be as
hereinafter specified.

Note 3. The criteria contained in Appendix X I of
ASTM C 33 may not identify many of the
aggregates in the Mid-Atlantic region which are
susceptible to alkalisilica reaction.

Ar

,

5.1.2
Additionally,
aggregate
determined to be potentially reactive by
ASTM C 295 may be further evaluated
by ASTM Proposed Method P-214.
Aggregate sources which exhibit P 214
mean mortar bar expansion at 16 days
greater than 0.1 OYOshall be considered
potentially reactive.

ve

4.6 Lsbonton'es: Laboratories supplying
test reports or data, as required in this
guide specification, shall provide
evidence that the laboratory is properly
equipped and qualified to perform the
test rnethod(s).

( ~ 1Tridymite or cristobalite exceeding
1.o Ob .
(dl Opal exceeding 0.5%
(el Natural volcanic glass in volcanic
rocks exceeding 3.0 Ob

d

at maximum dosages less than 5 oz per
100 Ibs. of cement. 00th the chloride
ion and total alkali content of the
admixture are to be expressed in
percent by weight of cement for a
stated or typical dosage of the
admixture, generally in fluid ounces per
100 Ib of cement.

5.1.1
Petrographic analysis in
accordance with ASTM C 295 shall
identify the constituents of the fine and
coarse aggregate. Fine and coarse
aggregate containing more than the
following quantities of constituents shall
be considered potentially reactive:
(a) Optically strained, microfractured,
o r microcrystalline quartz
exceeding 5.0% (a common
constituent of granite and granite
gneiss).
(b) Chert or chalcedony exceeding 3.0
O/*

Note 5.
Some of the Mid-Atlantic region
aggregates that have produced alkali-silica
reactions in service do not produce excessive
expansion in ASTM Method C 227; however,
aggregates that expand excessively in C 227
should be classified as potentially reactive. The
quick chemical test method ASTM C 289 has
limitations and should not be used to evaluate
aggregates in the Mid-Atlantic region.

5.1.4 Aggregates that have shown
evidence of reactivity in service shall
be considered potentially reactive
regardless of the results of 5.1 .1 or
5.1.2.
Determination of reactivity in
structures must include:

(a) Petrographic analysis of cores by
ASTM C 856.

(b) Visual examination of cracking and
expansion of elements of the

6.2.2 If a blended cement is used
with additional pozzolan, under this
option, the blended cement must
conform to ASTM C 595, Types IP,
I(PM1, IS or I(SM1.

structure.

ityash or natural pouolan

6.2.3

-
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5.2
Aggregate determined to be
potentially reactive with alkalies shall
only be used in concrete with
cementitious materials conforming to
the requirements of Section 6.

shall conform to ASTM C 618,
including the optional chemical
requiremdnt of a maximum of 1.5%
available dlkali. The required minimum
fly ash o$ pozzolan content shall be
that dete+nined to be "effective" in
Section P but not less than 1 5% for
Class F fly ash or 25% for Class C fly
ash.

d

(c) Evaluation of available data,
including construction records if
any.

6.0 CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS

I

6.2.4 $lag shall conform to ASTM C
989 ~ r a d e120 and Grade I 00. Silica
fume sha~llconformto AASHTO M 307.
The reqdiired minimum slag or silica
fume co4tpnt shall be that determined
to be effqdive in Section 7, but not less
than 25'4 for slag or 5% for silica fume.
See Notei 6.
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6.1
One of the following three
options shall be used to reduce alkali
silica reactions if:

Note 6. Poqolan percentages shall be calculated
as a percent by weight of cement plus ponolan.

Ar

a) the aggregates have been
determined to be reactive with alkalies
and,
b) the concrete will be subjected to
wetting or extended exposure to humid
conditions or i i ~contact with moist
ground in sewice.

6.2 Option A. Use a combination of
a pozzolan with a portland or a
blended cement, which meets the
requirements
of the
following
subsections of Section 6.2.

,

6.2.1 The alkali content of the
portland cement proposed for use
under this option shall not be more
than 0.05O/0 alkali greater than that of
the cement used in the "Test mixture"
to evaluate the effectiveness of the
pozzolan. See 7.2.2.

I

6.3
bbtion B.
Use a blended
hydraulic cement which has been
demonstrtated to be effective in
controlling expansion as specified in
Section 71 qnd which conforms to ASTM
C 595 ~ & e s IS or IP.
I

I

6.4 ddtion C. Use a low alkali
portland qement which conforms to
ASTM C i50 and which has a total
alkali corhknt not greater than 0.60°/0.
I

1
1
I

7.0 EFFEC~IVENESS
OF A POZZOLAN
t f ~CON~ROLLING
EXPANSION

~

~

(a) an ASTM C 150 cement with a total
alkali content exceeding 0.80% and
a quantity of pouolan not be less
than that required in 6.2.3.
The
total weight of cement plus
pozzolan shall be 400 g;

The limits on expansion referenced in
ASTM Standards C 595, C 618, and
C 989 are not applicable.
The
effectiveness of a pozzolan or blended
cement in controlling deleterious
expansion shall be determined by
comparative testing outlined below.

(b) or a blended cement C 595 Types
IS or IP;

d

7.1 Crieia for Effectkeness:

(d or a blended cement Types IS, IP ,

7.1.1
Pozzolans:
The lQday
expansions of the "test mixture" made
with the pozzolan and the selected
high alkali cement shall be no greater
than the expansion of a "control
mixture" made with a low alkali cement
with total alkaiies between 0.50 and
0.60 percent.

ve

ISM, or IPM with additional
pouolan. The pouolan used in
the manufacture of the biended
cement shall be included in the
calculation of the percent pbzzoian
for compliance with the minima
Pozzolan
required in 6.2.3.
percentages are calculated as a
percent of the total weight of
cement plus pozzolan.
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7.1.2
Blended Cements:
The
expansion of a "test mixture" made with
blended hydraulic cement meeting the
requirements of ASTM C 595, Types IP
and IS, shall be no greater than the
expansion of a "control mixture" made
with a low alkali cement with total
alkalies between 0.50 and 0.60
percent.

7.3 Sp8cimen P'paration: Except for
proportioning of mortar, prepare, store
and measure specimens, and calculate
expansion in accordance with sections
7, 8 and 9 of ASTM C ,227-87.
Measure the baa at an age -of 14 days
and calculate expansion from the length
at 24 2 hr. Express the expansion of
the test mixture as a percent of the
control mixture.

Ar

7.2 Test Procedure: Mix "control" and
"test" mixtures using 900 g of the Pyrex
Class aggregate specified in ASTM
C 441. The amount of mixing water
shall be that needed to produce a flow
of 100 to 115 as determined in ASTM
Method C 109.

7.2.1 Control Mixture: The control
mixture shall be made with 400 g of
cement conforming to ASTM C 150
with total alkalies of 0.50 to 0.60%.
4P

7.2.2 Test Mixture: The test mixture
shall be made with:

d
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SESSION 3

- FIELD TRIP TO IDENTIFY ASR IN STRUCTURES

ve

This field trip is intended to familiarize
obsewers, first-hand, with crack patterns due
to ASR in highway structures, and to better
relate field manifestation of ASR to
microscopic observations in the laboratory.
In particular, comparison of UV light
observations both in the laboratory and in
the field will be demonstrated. The SHRP
"Handbook for The Identification of AlkaliSilica Reactivity in Highway Structures"
(Appendix F) can be used and should be
brought on the trip.

d

c
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During the inspections, the nature of the
crack pattern should be observed keeping in
mind evidence of expansion that has
developed in response to restraint and
interaction with the environment.
J. - Visual Inspection of Crack Patterns

Ar

A) lnspections will be made of highway
structures previously identified as
possibly exhibiting ASR. Structures
with other forms of cracking may be
inspected and probable causes
discussed to help in distinguishing
ASR. lnspections should be made
keeping the following factors in mind:
1) Environmental effects

a) Moisture - must be available for
expansion to occur. Sources:
subbase, atmospheric
precipitation.

I

1. Relative Humidity (RH) in

concrete must be at least 80%
to sustain expansion due to
ASR. This condition will exist
continuously in pavement
slabs, and cyclically in bridge
decks in hot arid climates.

ed

2. Shrinkage due to atmospheric
drying can accentuate
cracking due to ASR.

b) Restraint - affects development
of crack patterns.

-

I

1) Minor to no restraint crack pattern

iv

tends to be equidimensional,
similar to that seen on dried mud
flats.

ch

2) Major restraint - causes most
prominent cracks to form parallel to
the direction of maximum restraint.
In both jointed and CRC pavement,
most prominent cracking Jen& to
be longitudinal due to restraint of
abutting pavement slabs (See
Appendix F).

Ar

Crack pattern tends to be more
uniformly developed in joint areas
because of lesser restraint in the
upper half of slabs. In bridge
structures, cracking varies from
longitudinal to random or uniform
pattern in response to restraint by
reinforcing steel and bridge girders.

11.

- Uranvl Acetate - UV Lioht Method in Field
an Field Structures

A) The uranyl acetate - UV light method
will be demonstrated on in-place
prepared surfaces on pavement
concrete and bridge structures. Use
the procedure described in Session 2,
IV-2.

B) ABIDE BY ALL SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS DETAILED IN THE
WORKSHOP MANUAL AND SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS SHEET (Appendix D).
1.

- Hands-on Application of Uranvl AcetateA) Return to classroom for hands-on
detection of possible ASR gel in
concrete cores procured from the
structures inspected.

JV. - Wearina Apparel

ve

1) Use uranyl acetate-UV light method
and observe the safety precautions
described in Session 2, IV-C-1 and
Appendix D.

d

Light Method in Classroom.

Ar
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A) Attendees should be dressed
appropriately for outdoor inspection.
As necessary, include protection from
direct sunlight, and safety shoes
suitable for climbing embankments.
The inspections will not be carried out
in the rain, and will be rescheduled as
time permits. Lecturing and
discussions will continue in the
classroom during the time period
originally scheduled for the field trip.
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SESSION 4

-

FLUORESCENCE AND MICROSCOPICAL TECHNIQUES
TO IDENTIFY ASR AND POTENTfALtY REACTIVE
ROCK TYPES IN CONCRETE

I. Examination of cores taken from structures
inspected during the field trip.

I

I
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B) Examination of freshly fractured
surfaces using the uranyl acetate-UV
light method. Use safety precautions
described in Session 2.

d

A) Visual examination in plain light for
crack patterns.
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11. Common Rock-forming Minerals (Fig 4-1
and 4-2). Representative samples of
aggregates from any source to be used for
portland cement concrete should be
subjected to petrographic examination.
The examination, by a competent
petrographer, will reveal not only
characteristics pertaining to ASR, but also
other features that may affect the
performance of the concrete. This session
describes features that relate particularly
to ASR (Appendix G, ASTM C 294, and
Appendix H, ASTM C 295).

lII.Classification of Rocks

Ar

A) Igneous Rocks, solidified from molten
material and classified on the basis of
mode of occurrence and mineral
constituents, including quartz,
feldspar, and other minerals (Fig 4-3).
B) Sediments and sedimentary rocks particulate materials transported by
water, wind, ice, gravity, and
chemically precipitated deposits
formed on the earth's surface;
cemented (Fig 4-4).

4- 1

I

C) Metamorphic Rocks, formed by
modification of pre-existing rocks due
to heat and pressure, and classified on
basis of mineralogy and structure, i.e.,
foliation, banded, or massive (Fig 4-5).

1) Recycled concrete
2) Mine tailings

I
I
I1
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IV. Sampling for Petrographic Examination

I

d

D) Miscellaneous Aggregates

A) ASTM C 295 "Standard Practice for
Petrographic Examination of
Aggregates for Concrete" requires
sampling according to ASTM C 75,
"Practice for Sampling Aggregates
(Appendix I and Fig 4-6).
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B) Sample quarry rocks and pit materials
at.all major changes if detailed
petrographic analysis is required.

C) Sample size (weight) determined
according to particle dimensions (see
tables in C 295 and D 75); quartered
and sieved.

V. Petrographic Examination

Ar

A) Demonstration of prepared specimens
and microscope slides of reactive
rocks and ASR effects (powder
mounts and thin sections) with
stereomicroscope and petrographic
microscope(Figs 4-7 to 4-12).
6) Demonstration - Fluorescence
Microscopy (Fig 4-13 and 4-14).
1) Procedure for microcrack

examination using a fluorescent
impregnant, epi-fluorescence
microscopy, and polished sections
(Appendix J).
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Minerals
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CONST.TUENTS 0
AGGREGATES
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Fig 4-3 Igneous rocks commonly used as aggregate.
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Fig 4-5 Metamorphic rocks commonly used as aggregate.
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Fig 4-6 Procedures in the petrographic examination of aggregate.
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4-7 Gravel containing mixture of igneous, metamorphic, and
sedimentary rocks.

4-8 Thin section of devitrified ash-flow tuff, a reactive
constituent of the gravel shown in Fig 4-1 1, plane-polarized light, 100x.
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Eia 4-9 Crushed chalcedonic limestone.

Ra 4-1Q

Thin section of crushed chalcedonib limestone, showing
the reactive chalcedony. Cross-polarized ligM, 100x.
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&a 4-1 1 Crushed granite gneiss.

4-12 Thin section of crushed granite gneiss showing zone of
sheared reactive quartz. Cross-polarized Jight, 100x.
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Fia 4-13 Lapped surface of concrete impregnated with fluorescent epoxy.
Microcracks are revealed by green color, as revealed in UV
light. Width of field: 1.4 mm.

Fia 4-14 Thin section of high strength concrete containing silica fume
and fly ash. Microcracks are revealed by yellow-green fluorescent
color, as seen in UV light. Yellow areas are aggregate or air voids.
Width of fieid: 1.4 mm.
4-1 2
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SESSION 5

- RAPID IMMERSION TEST METHOD FOR

POTENTIAL

ASR OF AGGREGATES

Notes
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B) ASTM C 289 Quick Chemical Test
In this test, a No. 50 to No. 100 sieve
size aggregate sample is immersed in
1N NaOH solution at 176'F (80°C) for
24 hours. The amount of silica in
solution is then plotted against the
reduction in alkalinity of the solution.
This test, although rapid, also is too
lenient. (Figs 5-3 and 5-4)

C) ASTM C 295 Petrographic
Examination
This procedure is subjective and is
dependent on the capabiiity of the
petrographer. Petrographic
examinations should be run on
materials from all sources of
aggregate, regardless of any
suspected limitations in performance.
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A) ASTM C 227 Mortar Bar Test
In this test, mortar bars containing the
test aggregate and cement are stored
over water in sealed containers at
IOC-Lly38'C). .Expansions are
calculated for ages up to 6 months or
more. This test is too slow and too
lenient and allows potentially
deleteriously reactive aggregate or
cement-aggregate combinations to
pass the test (Appendix K and Figs 51 and 5-2).
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I. Need for Test

j
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A) The rapid immersion test method,
ASTM C 1260, (Appendix 1)and
(modified ASTM P 214) AASHTO
TP14 (Appendix M), is recommended
to determine the potential of an
aggregate for deleterious ASR. It was
developed by Oberholster and Davies
at NBRl in South Africa (Appendix N),
and was previously known as ASTM P
214. It has the following advantages
(Fig 5-6).

I
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II. New Test Method (Fig 5-5)
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1) Although ASTM C 1260 is overly
severe as it stands, adjusting the
NaOH concentration of the
immersion solution appears to
have the potential to determine
cement alkali level with which the
aggregate can be safely used.
This aspect of the test is still under
development by the Portland
Cement Association. (Appendix 0,
SHRP-C-343, Section 3.3.4.).

Ar

2) The capability and quantity of
mineral admixtures to minimize
expansive ASR, regardless of
whether added or as an admixture
or in blended cement may be
determined (Appendix 0 , SHRP-C343, Section 3.3.5., and Appendix
P). This aspect of testing currently
is under ASTM consideration.
3) The method requires a test period
of only 16 days, is not labor
intensive, and does not require
expensive equipment.

Ill. Standard Methodology
A) Process aggregate per ASTM C 1260
(same gradation as ASTM C 227).
5) Cast three companion mortar bar test
specimens.

d

C) Cure 1 day in molds at 23 rt: 1.7'C in a
moist cabinet..
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D) Take comparator reading then transfer
to immersion in water brought to 80 k
2.0'6.
E) Take comparator reading at 24 hr and
transfer to test solution. This reading
is the "zero" reading to which
subsequent readings are referenced.
Read to nearest 0.0001 in. (0.0025
mm).
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F) Transfer specimens, without allowing
drying of the specimens, to the NaOH
test solution maintained at 80 1.O°C.

+

I

G) Take subsequent comparator readings
at 7 and 14 days after the zero reading.
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H) Calculate expansions in percent as
difference between the 7- or 16day
reading and the "zero" reading.
Calculate to the nearest 0.001%.

I) Expansions as low as 0.08% at 14 days
have been found for certain
aggregates that have caused
expansive ASR in field structures. This
also is the maximum expansion
obtained for innocuous
aggregates.(Appendix 0 and Figs 5-7
through 5-9).

J) Petrographic examination to identify
the reacting particles in those mortar
bars showing expansion is optional.

5-3

IV. Adjustments to Determine Maximum Safe
Cement Alkali Level.

B) The procedure otherwise is the same
as given in the standard methodology.

d

A) NaOH concentration of the immersion
solution is adjusted to correspond to
cement alkali level (Appendix 0,
SHRP C-343, Section 3.3.4).
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C) The test failure criterion is variable and
depends on NaOH concentration of the
immersion solution. The curve in Fig 510 represents a projected test criterion,
based on a limited number of tests.
Refinement of this criterion is
underway.
V. Evaluation of mineral admixtures and
blended cements
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A) Mineral admixtures can be evaluated
in this procedure. This includes
determining quantity required relative
to cement to prevent deleterious
expansion (Figs 5-11, 5-12, 5-13, and
Appendix 0).
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Fig 5-1 Limitations of ASTM C 227.

Failure criterion suggested
by ASTM for C 227
I
-

I
I
I
I
I
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Mixed, includes volcanics
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Metabasalt
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Expansion,
percent

0

4
8 12 1 6 20 24 28 32
Age, months ASTM C227 storage

-

Fig 5-2 Results for SHRP aggregates evaluated in accordance with ASTM C 227 (MortarBar Method). All aggregates are deleteriously reactive in field structures.
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Fig 5-3 Limitations of ASTM C 289.

ASTM C 289 RESULTS
Field Performance
Deleterious

-
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~eleterlobs low
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Reduction
in
Alkalinity,
millimoles
per liter
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lnnocuo#s
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Quantity Sc Dissolved Sil,ica,millimoles per liter
Fig 5-4 Results for SHRP aggregates evaluated in acoordance with ASTM C 289.
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Fig 5-5 Example of the apparatus for conducting ASTM C 1260 tests.
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Fig 5-6 Applications of the rapid immersion test to identify d~eleteriouscement-aggregate
combinations.

ASTM P 2 4 TEST RESULTS
Aaaregate Sources
Volcanic-bearing
aggregate
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Expansion, 0.40
percent

I

Known Innocuous:
Dolomite
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Known Reactive:
Volcanic-bearing
Quartzite Chert
Granite Gneiss

Age, days
i

Fig 5-7 Results for ASTM P 214 tests (w/c = 0.50). Failure criterion shown is not that for
ASTM C 1260.
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ASTM P 214 TESTRESULTS
Aaureaate Sources~
Known Reactive:
Volcanic-bearing
Quartzite Chert
Metabasalt
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Known Innocuous:
Gabbro

Expansion,
percent
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I

I

0.30

I

Gabbro
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I

Age, days
I

Fig 5-8 Results for ASTM P 214 tests (w/c = 0.50). Failure criterion shown is not that of
ASTM C 1260.
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ASTM P 2 4 TEST RESULTS
Aaareaate Sources
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Known Reactive:
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Expansion,
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,
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0.20

Ar
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14
Age, days

21
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Fig 5-9 Results for ASTM P 214 tests (w/c = 0.50). Failure criterion shown is not that for
ASTM C 1260.
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MODIFIED ASTM P 214 TEST RESULTS

Known reactive:
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Fig 5-10 Proposed failure criterion for different NaOH concentrations (cement alkali levels).
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Fig 5-1 1 Modified ASTM P 214 test results using a low lime (Class F) fly ash (w/c
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Fig 5-12 Modified ASTM P 214 test results using a high lime (Class C) fly ash (w/c
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ED ASTM P 2 4 TEST RESULTS

0

I
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Percent Replacement of Cement
by Ground Granulated Blast
Furnace Slag (GGBFS)

70

Fig 5-13 Modified ASTM P 214 test result8 for ground granulated blast furnace slag as cement
replacement (w/c = 0.50).
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SESSION 6

-

PREVENTING ASR IN NEW CONSTRUCTION

otes

11. Methods

ve

Several options based on local feasibility
are available to prevent deleterious ASR
in future construction as described below
(Fig 6-1). Three of these, A, B, and C,
have long-standing usage and are still
applicable today. The fourth approach,
the introduction of lithium compounds into
concrete, D, represents SHRP
development of an idea first presented
in the early 195O9s,and is still in the
experimental stage in field installations.

d

1. Introduction
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A) Avoid the use of potentially
deleteriously reactive aggregate
(Fig 6-2).

Ar

This precaution includes an
understanding of the nature of
aggregates and requires suitable
laboratory testing and careful review
of field service record. The latter
requires that all pertinent data,
particularly cement alkali level, be
identified. Environmental copditions
and age also are important. Records
retained by the specifier or owner,
and by various materials suppliers
should be reviewed. Where
candidate structures for review of
service record are considered, it is
advantageous to procure concrete
cores for petrographic examination.

B) Reduce cement alkali to safe level
(Fig 6-3).
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In this approach, the object is to
reduce the hydroxyl ion concentration
in the pore solution in the concrete,
thereby rendering the solution less
aggressive on aggregate particles.
Accordingly, resulting reaction
products, if any, will have higher
calcium and lower alkali contents with
little or no capacity to expand with
absorption of moisture. Different
maximum cement alkali levels will be
acceptable for different aggregates
and concrete mixture proportions.
This may be estimated using the rapid
immersion test but the test would
not take into account possible effects
of other sources of alkali, such as
deicer salts or seawater..
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The ASTM suggested specification of
0.60% equivalent Na20 maximum for
cement where deleteriously reactive
aggregate will be used may be overly
restrictive and unnecessary in some
cases and inadequate in others.

C) Use suitable mineral additions
(Fig 6-4).
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Additions of fly ash, silica fume,
volcanic glass, and ground
granulated blast furnace slag have
been successfully used to prevent
deleterious ASR. They have been
added to concrete mixtures as
substitutions for cement, as additions
to the cement, and as components of
blended cement. Mechanisms by
which they operate appear to be
different.

1) They may reduce paste permeabilitl

Ar
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2) Mineral admixtures such as fly ash,
silica fume, and volcanic glass
react with calcium hydroxide
released during cement hydration
to produce additional calcium
silicate hydrate (CSH) (Fig 6-5).
The calcium content of the fly ash is
important because lower-lime CSH
products have greater capacity to
retain alkali, thereby more
effectively reducing potential for
expansion. High lime fly ashes (>
10 to 15% CaO) may not result in
sufficiently low lime C-S ratios in
CSH products to control expansion
until cement replacement levels
greater than 50% are reached.
Lower (< 5%) CaO fly ashes appear
to have good potential to control
expansions due to ASR at cement
replacement levels of about 20%.
The quantity of mineral admixture
required to control expansion due
to ASR varies with pozzolan
characteristics. It is hoped that this
quantity and can be determined
routinely, using the rapid immersion
test after additional verification of
the procedure.

d

sufficiently, as proposed for ground
granulated blast furnace slag, to
prevent relative1y rapid migration of
alkali to aggregate reaction sites.

D) Lithium Compounds

d

1) Laboratory data have indicated that
small additions to fresh concrete of
soluble lithium compounds can be
extremely effective in preventing
expansions due to ASR (Fig 6-6).
Lithium hydroxide (LIOH) was
recommended by SHRP. However,
O~)
lithium carbonate ' ( L ~ ~ C or
lithium fluoride (LiF) also have been
very effective in controlling
expansion due to ASR. The
quantity of LiOH Hz0 (lithium
hydroxide monohydrate) required is
about equivalent, by mass, to the
Na20 equivalent of the cement (Fig
6-7).
example, for use with a cement
with 0.60% Naz0 equivalent, 0.60%
LiOH H20 by mass of cement
should be used (Appendix 0, SHRP
C-343, Chapter 4).
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2) To insure the most uniform
dispersion, LiOH H z 0 can be
dissolved in the mix water prior to
introduction of cement and
aggregates.

-
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3) Lithium hydroxide is highly alkaline
and should be treated as such.
Provisions should be made to
prevent inhalation or contact of the
solution on bare skin (Appendix Q).
4) FHWA considers the use of lithium

compounds experimental in new
construction and their effectiveness
yet to be fully evaluated.
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PREVENT ASR
CONSTRUC

3.
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Use a suitable mineral
admixture or blended cement
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Use a cement with a safe alkal
level
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1. Avoid reactive ag

Use a lithium-based admixture
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Fig 6-2 Recommended actions to avoid the use of poter

leterious reactive aggregate.
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USEACEMENTWITHA
SAFEALKALILEVEL
1. Modified ASTM P 214 tests
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2. Safe alkali level varies wit
materials and mix proportions
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3. Do NOT assume

% alka

level is safe

4. Service record is useful
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USE SUITABLE MINERAL ADDITION

. Can be used as a separate
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ion to concrete or as a
component in blended cemen
3. Can be evaluated bv the
modified ASTM P 2 i 4 test
-
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4. Must meet ASTM C 618, C 595,
C 989, or C 1240 criteria
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MODIFIED ASTM P 214 TEST RESULTS
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Na0H:LiOH "Normality" of Immersion Solution
Fig 6-7 Results with LiOH added to 1 Normal NaOH solutions.
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SESSION 7

-

LOCAL REGION PERSPECTIVE OF ASR

Notes
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Ii. Perspective presented by a local industry
representative.
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This session consists of local perspectives of
ASR. Participation by attendees describing
local problems and resolution of ASR, is
encouraged.

Ill. Perspective presented by a local industry
representative.
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SESSION 8

- COMBATING

ASR IN EXISTING CONCRETE,
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION, AND QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS
Notes
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I. Combating ASR in existing hardened
concrete
A pressing need in the highway industry is
preventing future expansion due to ASR in
existing structures. Several approaches
are described below (Fig 8-1 and
Appendix 0, SHRP C-343, Chapter 5.0).
They include interfering with the
mechanism of ASR. and dealing with
symptoms of ASR.

I
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11. Interrupt Mechanisms
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A) Drying - The internal relative humidity
of concrete must exceed about 80%
referenced to 70 to '75°F before water
in the concrete is available for
absorption and swelling by ASR
gel(Fig 8-2). Below this level, water is
sufficiently tightly adsorbed on
surfaces of cement hydration products
that it cannot be absorbed by ASR gel
with resultant swelling. Heating is the
most efficient means of drying
concrete. In pavements, this method
may not be dfective because of ready
access of subbase moisture to the
concrete. In elevated structures, such
as bridge deck slabs, the concrete
could be sufficiently dried artificially,
but retaining the concrete in this dried
condition i8 difficult if not impossible.
Sealants that "breathe" may prevent
intrusion of bulk water, such as rainfall
or deicer solution, but would allow
penetration by water vapor, which
could raise internal RH levels to near
100%. Bridge columns, for example,
could be dried, but groundwater could
wick upward through capillary action,
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thereby rewetting internal concrete to
levels exceeding 80% RH. Coatings
purported to seal concrete also have
been found to transmit water vapor.
Cyclic drying and wetting influenced
by sealants may exacerbate ASR by
first concentrating alkaline solutions
and intensifying chemical attack on
the aggregate, then allowing
penetration of water vapor into the
concrete with subsequent absorption
and swelling by ASR gel. Thus,
drying techniques would appear
to require repeat applications to
prevent expansion due to ASR over
prolonged periods of time (Appendix
0,SHRP C-343, Section 5.4).
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B) Restraint - External triaxial restraint of
1.72 to 2.07 mPa (275 to 300 psi) or
greater appears to be sufficient to
prevent expansion due to ASR (Fig 83). In this approach, expansive forces
due to ASR are balanced by creep,
thereby resulting in no increase in
volume. Uniaxial or biaxial restraint,
such as imposed by dead load or
embedded reinforcing steel, is always
present in field structures, as
evidenced by crack patterns that
resulted primarily from expansive
ASR. In these cases, triaxial restraint
was not sufficient to prevent
expansion. (Appendix 0, SHRP C343, Section 5.6).

This approach could be used for
bridge columns, for example, in which
the columns are wrapped cylindrically
while the dead load of the bridge deck
provides the required vertical restraint.
Applying steel plates to flat surfaces of
columns, and squeezing the columns
on opposite sides also would be
another approach (this method has
been used apparently successfully).

ve

solutions introduced into hardened
concrete appear to be capable of
reducing or preventing expansions
due to ASR. The quantity needed is
presumed to be equivalent to the
alkali content of the cement, as
prescribed for fresh concrete
(Appendix 0, SHRP C-343, Section
5.1 and Fig 8-4). The major difficulty
with this approach at the present time
is the rate at which solutions penetrate
concrete by capillary action. Because
of the extremely low
permeability of mature highway
concrete, ponding times for full-depth
penetration may be prohibitively long.
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C) Lithium treatment - Lithium-bearing

Ar
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Besides its intrinsically low
permeability, concrete is normally
rather highly saturated in field
exposures, thereby further impeding
lithium penetration. Under this
circumstance, lithium concentration
gradiant is virtually the only driving
force by which the 'solution can
permeate the concrete. Even utilizing
existing surface cracks resulting from
expansive ASR provides little
increased penetrability of lithium ion.
Alternate means might be developed
that would enable more rapid
penetration of lithium into existing
concrete.

Thus far, only two experimental
pavement sections hdivg been treated
- one in Delaware and one in Nevada.
FHWA considers lithium treatment in
hardened concrete pn experimental
procedure not yet fully evaluated.

Ill. Treat Symptoms

A) Treatment with high density weight

methacrylate.
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One approach is the application to
pavement or bridge decks of a high
density, high molecular weight,
methacrylate to fill and bond together
cracks present at exposed surfaces
(Fig 8-5). This is expected to stiffen
the concrete under load. Experience
in combating the effects of ASR is
limited presently to one experimental
pavement in Nevada and in South
Dakota (Appendix 0,SHRP C-343).
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Application on pavement concrete has
been by brooming or squeeging on
the liquid methacrylate immediately
after mixing. Prior to curing the
methacrylate, a fine sand layer was
spread on the surface for temporary
skid resistance. Handling time for the
methacrylate product is of the order of
one-half hour.
Performance at the Nevada site is
monitored by FWD measurements
and by static modulus of elasticity
determinations on concrete cores.
This technology is only several years
old, so appraisal of this approach is
still experimental.
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8 ) Overlay - Placement of overlays on
pavements would appear to be a
means of rehabilitating a pavement
affected by ASR. However, its
effectiveness in extending pavement
service life has not been
systematically investigated.
Undoubtedly, factors such as severity
of distress due to ASR in the original
concrete, intensity of continued ASR,
and overlay design would need to be
considered.

C) Remaining potential for expansion due

ve

Determining the remaining potential
for expansion due to ASR may have a
decisive effect on approaches to
combating ASR in existing concrete. If
potential for expansive ASR is
negligible or non-existent, the current
condition of the pavement could be
used in any planning rehabilitative
measures. If major potential exists,
then projection of future condition
would be necessary. Unfortunately, a
rapid and reliable test method for this
purpose is not available. Such a
method should be developed to
facilitate planning the most
economically feasible and timely
approach to rehabilitation.
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to ASR
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IV. Summary and Closeout Discussion

This section summarizes material covered
in the workshop, and includes the
following (Appendices R, S, and T):
A) Manifestations of distress
5) Mechanism of reaction

Ar

C) Petrographic recognition of reactive
aggregates, reactl~nproducts, and
associated distregs

D) Testing potential for ASR

E) Options to preventing ASR in new
construction
F) Means of combating ASR in existing

structures
V. Questions and Answers
1

1

1
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Fig 8-1 Possible approaches to prevent distress due to ASR in existing structures.
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Fig 8-2 Application of drying to prevent distress due to ASR.
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V. Needs for further studies

President's memo
Continued

Several long standing methods that have been used to
prevent expansive alkali-silica reactivity are still very
effective today. Besides avoiding the use of potentially
reactive aggregates, these include the use of natural and
artificial pozzolans as cement additions or replacements, and the use of low-alkali cement. As noted earlier, the latter approach has not always been successful.
A much better understanding of the mechanism by
which pozzolans prevent expansive reactivity has been
obtained in recent years from research carried out in
different parts of the world.
Several aspects of alkali-silica reactivity are currently
in need of further study. These include better characterization of rock types such as quartzite, which may
produce slow, long-term expansion, better understanding of the effects of alkalies from sources other than
portland cement, evaluation of the remaining potential
for expansive reactivity in existing structures and development of cost effective means of preserving structures
already affected by alkali-silica reactivity.
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structures, even after more than 40 years under controlled environments of less than 60 percent relative
humidity. One implication from this work is that residual concrete mix water may be the only moisture required for long-term expansive reactivity to occur.
Several test procedures conceived in the 1940s to
identify the potential for deleterious reactivity are in use
today as ASTM test methods. These include the ASTM
C 227 mortar bar test and the ASTM C 289 quick
chemical test for evaluating cement-aggregate combinations and unused aggregate, respectively. Limitations
of these tests, such as chemical interference or extended time periods required to achieve results suggest
the need for refinements and improvements, including
a better understanding of acceptable cement alkali levels to permit more appropriate specifications for structures. Several possibilities are currently under development. These include rapid methods for identifying potentially reactive aggregate, the testing of concrete
prisms instead of mortar bars, and utilizing the concept
of total alkalinity of the concrete.

I
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Design of T~~o-Vi'ay
Slabs

(SuppIement to Design Handbook)

in accordance with the strength

design method of ACI 318-83

'

This Svpplement to the Design Handbook presents
design aids for use in the engineering design and
analysis of reinforced concrete slab systems carrying
loads by two-way action. These design aids consist of
tables and graphs that elimrnate the need to
repeatedly perform certain routine calcuiations.

I

I

I

The design aids have been developed for use in
simplifying the application of both the Dtrect Design
Method and the Equ~valentFrame Method as outlined
in "Building Code Requtrements for Reinforced
Concrete (ACI 318-83)."
Design aids are provided for the selection of the slab
thickness: for the computation of slab, beam, and
column stiffness; and for the selectton of stiffness,
carry-dver, and fixed-end moment factors for slabbeam elements used In the Equtvalent Frame Method.

I

SP-117(84) (S) Design of Two-Way Slabs, ACI
Committee 340, 1985, 8'/2 x 11-in.format. spiral-wire
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Standard Method of Test

for

Rapid Rlentiflcation of Alkali Silica Reaction Products in Concrete
AASHTO DESIGNATION: T 299-93
SHRP DESIGNATION: 20 13

2.

REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
2.1 AASHTO Standards:
M 231 Weighing Devices Used
in the Testing of Materiais.
T 198 Splitting Tensile
Strength of Cylindrical
Concrete Specimens.

SIGNIFICANCE AND USE

Ar

3.

I

'

-4.1.1 Plastic beaker-50
mL capacity
4.1.2 Plastic squeeze bottle (for
water)-250 mL capacity
4.1.3 Disposable polyethylene gloves
4.1.4 Protective clothing (lab coat)
4.1.5 Absorbent paper towels
4.1.6 Enclosed space for spraying
reagent application

NOTE 1-A fume hood, glave box, or
disposable glove bags have been found to be
suitable for this purpose.

4.2 Specimen treatment apparatus
4.2.1 Medicine dropper for applying
reagent.
4.2.2 Sprayer for water: A small,
hand held sprayer for spraying tap water.
4.3 Reagent (uranyl acetate solution)
4-3.1 Acetic acid solution (IN)
4.3.2 Glass boiling flask-250 mL
capacity
4.3-3 Two polyethylene storage bottles with tight fittingicap-100 mL capacity
4.3.4 Polythylene vdumertric ffask100 mL capacity
4,3.5 Uranyl 'acetate powder (ACS
reagent grade)
4.3.6 Balance capable of weighing
up to 10 g meeting the requirements of
M2 for a Class "C" balance.
4.3-7 Uranyl acetate solution prepared as follows: Weigh out 5 gm of
powdered uranyl acetate. Measure 100
mL of acetic acid solution using the 100
mL volumetric flask. (Caution: Use
proper lab safety precautions in handing
the uranyf acetate and thc acetic acid.)
Transfer the measured acetic acid solution h m the volumetric flask ta the
boiling flask. Add the 5 g of pdlwdercd
uranyl acetate to the boiling flask. Warm
the mixture over a low flame until the
powder is dissolved. Do"not bring the

ch
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1.1 This test covers the rapid visual
detection of the products of alkali silica
reaction in portland cement concrete.
1.2 The values stated in acceptable
metric units are to be regarded as standard.
1.3 This test involves hazardous materials, operations, and equipment. It does
not purlport to address all of the safety
problems with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this test to consult
and establish appropriate safety and health
practices and determine the applicability
of regulatory limitations prior to its use.

kali silica reaction in a concrete structure. The results of this test wjli help to
confm or deny the presence of alkali
silica reaction products in the concrete
structure under investigation.
3.3 Sodium present in congrete can
react with the reagent in this test to form
a product that fluoresces wi* a greenishyellow color and which can ipterfere with
the interpretation of the r~esults.However, sodium is dispersed rather uniforrnty in the hydrated cement matrix in
concrete whereas the alkali-silica reaction products are formed particularly in
and around the aggregate particles. Interference by sodium from. the de-icing
salts or seawater can be minimized by
rinsing the test surface.
3.4 Care should be taken in i-nterpreting the results of this test when it is
used on concrete surfaces subjected to
wearing, erosion and abrasion, because
these processes may rgmove reaction
products and, therefore, the abseqee of
reaction products may not be indicative
of the development of the reaction in the
interior of the concrete. Care should also
be taken in interpreting the results for
concrete showing carbonation or containing fly ash or silisa fume. Both fly
ash and silica fume $an react with alkalies in concrete to produce reaction
products similar to those prqduced by
ASR. The extremely fine nature and dispersion of fly ash and silica fume, however, results in a prodyct that ig well dispersed. The fluorescence of suclfiproducts
is generally faint and uniform, but may
be influenced by the dlspersipn of fly ash
and silica fume.
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1. SCOPE

3.1 This test covers the identification of alkali silica reaction products in
concrete samples by means of visual observation. Test results have shown that
the products formed by the reaction of
alkalis and a wide variety of reactive aggregates can be identified by this method.
The amount and location of the products
are indicators of the development of alkali silica reaction in the concrete sample tested. This test is not meant to be
used to-detect the products of alkali carbonate reaction in concrete.
3.2 This test is intended to be used
as one in a series of tests to diagnose al-

4.

APPARATUS, REPGEmS,
AND MATERIALS

4.1
tus

Specimen conditioning appara-

From Standard Specifications for Transportation. Materials and Methods of Samplina and
992 Testing. Part I1 - Tests. 1993. Copyright 1993 by the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials, Washington, D.C. Used b y Permission.

METHODS OF SAMPLING AND TESTING
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NOTE 2-Because of the toxic, carcinogenic, and radioactive nature of uranyl acetate, special caution should be taken in both
-on
and application of rhc reagent. 'Ke
use of the reagents should be kept to a minimum.
5.

SPECIMENS

6.

PROCEDURE

6.1 Conditioning
6.1.1 Dampen specimen with a light
spray of tap water. Proceed with the
conduct of the test while the specimen is
still wet.
6.1.2 Pre-screening for natural ffuomscence.
6.1.3 Wear protective clothing including polyethylene gloves, lab coat, and
UV filtering goggles.

NOTE &Short wave ultrav~oletlight can
be harmful to the eye. Normal eye glasses or
plastic goggles or face shield will absorb the
harmful rays.

6.1.4 If a viewing cabinet is being
used, place the ultraviolet lamp in the
opening on the top to allow the light to
shine directly on the specimen. Place the
damp specimen inside the viewing cabinet. If a darkened room is being used,
place the damp specimen on the table and
turn off the lights in the room.
6.1.5 Turn on the short-wave ultraviolet iight in the viewing cabinet or the
darkened room and shine it on the damp
specimen. Use UV filtering goggles and
observe and note for future comparison
whether any of the aggregates fluoresce.
Note the location and nuture of any fluorescence.

ch

5.1 Obtain representative samples
from the structure to be evaluated in the
form of cores or slabs. The number of
samples and the location of samples
should be specified by the engineer responsible for the service evaluation of the
structure. At any given location, however, samples shall be of such a size and
shape that exposed interior surfaces for
testing of at least 155 sq.cm. (24 %.in.)
can be obtained from the samples. The
total area of 155 sq.cm. (24 sq.in.) can
be obtained from more than one sample
at the given Iocarion, if necessary.
5.2 Maintain the field moisture content of the test specimen. Place the samples in plastic bags for transport to the
tisting location.
5.3 Break or split the specimens to
expose interior fractured surfaces of the
concrete. If the specimens are in the form
of cores, use the splitting tensile arrangement described in T 198 to expose
interior surfaces of the specimens. Conduct the test immediately on exposure of
interior surfaces.

NOTE 5--Non-fluo-nt
aggregates will
appear dark while cement paste and naturally
fluorescent aggregates such as opal and some
slags will fluoresce mildly.
6.2 Observation
6.2.1 Wear protective clothing including polyethylene gloves, lab coat, and
UV filtering goggles.
6.2.2 Conduct the test only on interior fractured surfaces of concrete
specimens. If the interior surface of the
specimen is not damp, dampen it using
the water sprayer filled with tap water.
6.2.3 Line the bottom of the glove
box, glove bag, or fume hood with absorbent paper towels. Place the squeeze
bottle, medicine dropper, 500 mL plastic
beaker, and the dampened specimen inside the glove box, glove bag, or fume
hood.
6.2.4 Place the spcimen on a paper
towel. Apply the uranyl acetate solution
to the wet interior surface of the speci-

Ar
NOTE 3-The

men with a medicine dropper. Do not
apply uranyl acetate on any other surface
except the interior surface of the concrete specimen. Attempt to apply a minimal amount of reagent in a controllabIe
fashion to avoid excess.
6.2.5 Allow the uranyl acetate to absorb on the interior surface of the concrete for 60 seconds.
6.2.6 After 60 seconds, hold the
specimen in a vertical position over the
500 rnL plastic beaker and wash the interior surface with water three times to
remove excess uranyl acetate. Use the
squeeze bottle filled with ivater for
washing. Collect the wash water from
the specimen in the plastic beaker.
6.2.7 Remove the specimen from the
glove b x , glove bag, or fume hood and
place it on a paper towel. Proceed with
observation of the specimen immediately after the uranyl acetate treatment is
completed.
6.2.8 If a viewing cabinet is being
used, piace the ultraviolet lamp in the
opening on the top to allow the light to
shine directly on the specimen. Line the
bottom surface of the viewing cabinet
with paper towels. If a dark room is being
used, line an area of a table top with paper towels.
6.2.9 Dampen the specimen with tap
water again using the water sprayer. Place
the specimen inside the viewing cabinet
on the paper towel. If a dark room is
being used, place the wet specimen on
the paper towel on the table top in the
dark room and turn off the lights in the
room.
6.2.10 Turn on the uitraviolet lamp
and shine the light on the treated specimen. The specimen surface will fluoresce with a bright greenish-yellow
color.
6.2.11 The presence of bright fluorescing areas in and around aggregates
indicates the presence of alkali silica reaction products in the sample. if the fluorescence is present around the coarse
aggregates, count the number of aggregates with fluorescence associated with
them. Also count the total number of exposed coarse aggregate particles in the
test sample. This procedure is not practical if the fluorescence is associated with
the fine aggregates.
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mixture to a boil. Remove the flask from
the burner, cover, and let it cool to room
temperature. Store the cooled solution at
mrn temperature in the polyethylene
storage bottle with tight fitting cap. The
ntagent, when stand as described, will
keep for at least one year.
4.4 Shortwave (254 m) ultraviolet
(UV) lamp with peak intensity of at least
1200 ~W/sq.crn.at 15 cm (6 in.).
4.5 Viewing cabinet or a dark m m .
The viewing cabinet can be a box, a p
proximately 38 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm
(15 in. x 12 in. x 12 in.) in size, made
of steel, wood, or cardboard with an
opening at the top for placing the UV
lamp.
4.6 Goggles that shield short wave
ultraviolet light.

99 3

interpretation of the results

of the test arc simplified if the test is conducted immediately.

NOTE 6-It may be helpful for comparison and confirmar~onpurposes to develop a

T 299
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6.2.12 Note the presence of reaction
products in voids and cracks, and in and
around the aggregate.

NOTE 7-The presence of reaction prcxiuct in cracks can be ~ndicarlveof an advanced
state of deterioration due to alkali silica reaction.
NOTE &-Sodium in concrete reacts with
m y 1 acetate to form a product which fluoresces with greenish-yellow color. However, sodium is dispersed in the cement paste
rnaaix in the concrete and only increases the
generally uniform background fluorescence
intensity. Evidence of alkali-silica reaction
product should be searched in and around the
aggregate particles where a distinct greenishyellow fluorescence should be observed.
NOTE GCarbonatcd areas of concrete
may also fluoresce in the test. The fluorcs-

7.

REPORT
7.1

The report shall include the foi-

lowing:

7.1.3 Any occurrence of any natural
fluorescence before treatment with the
reagent, and test results reported as the
presence or absence of fluorescing reaction products in the test specimen. If
fluorescing reaction products am present, detail the presence or absence of reaction products in cracks and voids in the
concrete. If the products are associated
with coarse aggregate, indicate the total
number of coarse aggregate particles in
the test surface and the number of particles with fluorescing reaction products.
This is done for qualitative purposes only
and it does not reflect a quantitative
analysis. Also note the presence or absence of fluorescence which may be associated with carbonation products at the
edges of the test specimen.

7.1.1 Identification number of the
specimen, its source (in terms of the
structure, and the particular location in
the structure from where it was obtained), its complete description (including presence and location of =inforcing
steel, presence and thickness of overlay,
and presence of visible cracks and other
deterioration), any other relevant data
provided (such as the age of concrete,
composition, mix proportion, etc .) , and
the method used to break the specimen
to obtain interior surfaces and the approximate area of interior surfaces tested.
7.1.2 Any variation in the test method
from that given in this procedure.

8.

NOTE 10-Fly

Ar

ash and silica fume can
react with alkalis in cement and fonn reaction
products which fluoresce in the test. We11

PRECISION AND BIAS

8.1 No statement is made about either
precision or bias of this test method since
the results merely indicate the presence
or absence of alkali-siiica reaction p d uct in concrete.
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cence due to carbonation products, however,
is uniform and is normally only present at the
edges of the test specimen. if the test is conducted on a freshly broken interior surface,
as prescribed. the interference due to carbonation products arc minimized in the interior
of the specimen.

dispersed fly ash and srlica fume, however,
cause only an increase in the generally uniform background fluorescence intensity in the
paste. If the fly ash and silica fume are not
well dispersed or arc clumped together. fiuorescence will be observed as discrete
"points" randomly distributed over the specimen. The size of these "points" is normally
very small and can be distinguished from the
bright fluorescence of alkali silica reaction
products derived from the coarse and fine aggregates.

d

set of reference samples (and photos), both
with and without alkaii-silica reaction, for use
when performing the test.
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9.1
crete.
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19.

URANYL ACETATE.

e: 06-09-86 Supersedes 09-04-85

Vtntilrtion System:
A system of local and/or gencml exhaust is recommended to kccp

Health Hazard Information

EXPOSURE / HEALTH EF'FECTS

Inhalation;
R c m m to fresh air. Get medial attention for any breathing
difficulty.
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Inhalation:
Sduble unnium salts art moderately hazardous on inhalation.
Cwghing, sneezing and bnrthing diffmlty may be expected u
with atber nitrates, and damage to kidneys and liver may occur
alter anrtinued expure.

Ingestion:

If m t l l d , induce vomiting immediately by giving hn,
glasses of water, or milk if milrblc and sticking finger
down throat. Call a physician immedirtety. N m r 6,ivc
anything by mouth to an uncodaus p e m .

Ingestion:
The toxicity rating is not high (slight to madente) d w to tbc
lw absorption n t e d mluble unnium compounds. H m t ,
ptrdntertinal discumfort with, probably, vomiting a d diirrhu
may follow sizeable ingestions. kidney^ and l i r may be damaged,
u well.

Skin Exposum:

Remove my contaminatedclothink Wash skin with rorp or mild
deteqcnt and water for at lcut 13minutes. Get medial
attention if imtation develop or persists.

Eye Exposure:

Skin Contack

Wash eyes with plenty of w t t r for at kast 15 minuter, lifting
lawcr and upper cyeli& occa~ionally.Get medical attention
immediately.

Mild irritation, reddening md possible soreness may be
experienced in ascc d prolonged e x p u r e to moist skin.

Eye Contrct:

C.TOXICITY DATh

Abrorpticm d rduble unnium mmpounds through cyc ticsum is
reported.No @lic rymptoms of eye irritation by unnyi
aatate have been found although the reddening and pain due to
chemical substancescm p d a b l y be expected.

ch

-pdongcrfEOntaa md absorption. RsQi01aivity-imJd tumors
or malignancies am a h possible.

Aggrrvation of Preexisting Conditions:
Persons with ptecldrting run disorders or eye p d k m or

Airbrat Exposure Limits:
4SFtAPtiinK1bTc ~ u n l i ~ aCPef-)
i t
O.OS mg/&
('WA) for Soluble Unniurn Colapmds u U
-

-ACOIH Threshold Limit Value I ~ V ) :

0.2 mr/m3 W A ) uu

Ar

impairad l k r or kidney function may be more susceptible to the

-

Ptmmal Respirrtorr:
(NIOSH Appmved)
If the TLV h cao#dcd, r durt/mkt rupintor with chemical

mry be mrn,in gcmnl, up to tea times the W .CMlsulo
ieqbtor supplier for limitation&Alternatively, 8 supplied air
full fracpiace mpintor or airlined hood may be nonr.

Skin Rotcetion:

Weu ptbefivc ghm and clan bodyavcring clothin&

Eye Prot*.

U# d m d m l uftty pggJa. Contra knrer should nol be worn
wbcn &g
4 t h thir aaterirl. Maintain eye rnrb fountain and
qukkdxeacb fdUtier in mJrlt a m .

(RTECS, 1986)

No LDSO/LW information found relating to nonnal
routes of occupntional cxporurc.

Chronic Exposutt:
rrg @ a n yand liver damage raulting from

edaript hiids

tmpEayee txpacurcs bcluw the Airborne w u r e Limits. h l
exhaust ventilation is generally preferred because it can control
the tmirriotu of the contaminant at its m u m , preventing
dirpcrrka d it into the general work aru. Please n f t r to the
ACOM document, "Industrial Ventilation, A Manual of Rrcrommended
Pmcbso, mort recent tditim, for dctailr.

Keep la 8 ti@* darad mnuiner. Protcct from
direct mmli@t. Ston in r oaol,dry, ventilated a m away from
mum#af b u t or ipitkm.
m~*~******.~mmm*.****S***I**m*m*~***m***Sw**wm*************~

uRAC~

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND DISPOSAL OF URANIUM IN THE
UV LIGHT-URANYL ACETATE METHOD TO IDENTIFY
ALKALI-SILICA REACTION PRODUCTS IN CONCRETE

Introduction
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The rapid screening method developed by Hover and Natesaiyer at ComeII University to
detect alkali-silica reactivity (ASR) in concrete is being adopted by AASHTQ as T-299.
The procedure calls for the use of uranyl (uranium)acetate solution and ultraviolet (UV)
light. Recognizing ASR by this technique depends on the ASR gel reaction product
fluorescing under UV light after drops of the uranyl acetate solution are applied to freshly
prepared surfaces. In this procedure, the radioactive w ~ u m
ion from the solution
substitutes for potassium and sodium in the ASR gel. Mter rinsing with water, the
uranium is retained in the gel and displays a light m n to yellow fluorescence under W
light, thereby locating a likely deposit of ASR gel, Reaction products from other aggregate
components or cement paste and the solution, as they n a m y develop in the concrete, that
may be misinterpreted as ASR gel, are not known. The expended solution cannot be
reused. Use of both the uranyl acetate and the W light require some caution. Guidelines
for their use are described below.

Uranium Acetate
/

Ar

Uranyl (or uranium) acetate is made from natmly occumng uranium which is weakly
radioactive (about 0.2 microcuries per gram for the acetate) and emits alpha particles.
Radiation is usually not detectable from a s~aledplastic bottle. The principal health hazard
is the toxicity of uranyl acetate when worlung wi& the crystalline compound or its solution,
not the radioactivity. The route of expogwe with the greatest hazard is inhalation.

Handling and Use

Uranyl acetate is a yellow crystalline solid and genemy is sold as the dihydrate
m@(C2H3@)2 2m.it should be kept in a rightly closed container, protected from
direct sunlight, and stored in a cool, dry, ventilated area away from sources of heat or
ignition. Properly stored, it is believed to have indefinite shelf life. Regulations allow
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laburatories and businesses to purchase and use uranyl acetate in limited quantities with
minirnal oversight Check with the state agency responsible fix &on
safety fm the
specific rcgdations in your area Twenty-nine stares have their own regulations while 21
states are fedaally regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commissim 0In
.
many
states, 15 pounds may be purchased at any one time but no mort than 150pounds can be
purchased in a year. No more than 150 pounds should be' stockpiled at any time. Users
must comply with state or federal regulations concerning hazardous materials handling and
employee training and notifcation,
It is recommended that the uranyl acetate and acetic acid Qolutionbe p r e p d and stared in
properly labelled plastic bottles. The bottle containkg the solution should be fitted with a
plastic dropper. Either a chemist or W e d laboratory ~ h n i c i a nshould prepare the
solution. The plastic bottle and dropper for the solution yhould be reused for subsequent
batches so that the bottle does not have to be sent for disposal.
I

I
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Principal routes of exposure are inhalation and ingestion;' skin contact is a secondary routc
of exposure. In order to minimize exposure, the following procedures should be followed:
I

I

Local exhaust ventilation provided by a good laboratmy hood should be used as much as
possible when handling the solid or solutions. Eyes suould be protected with chemical
and W light safety goggles or glasses. Wear chemicd safety gloves and either a lab coat
or apron when handling the solid, the solution, or the bated conmte.
I
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ldmmme inhalation of the solid and droplets of the sol~tion.Prevent dust generation
on the conate surface.
when handling the solid. Apply the solution by
Provide a tray to catch any excess solution that drips fiom the sample. Prevent splashing
or any type of spray. Prevention of inhalation is espeqially important because the e f f ~
are cumulative.
I

If good exhaust ventilation is not available, and the Threshhold Limit Value is exceeded in
the work area, the National Institute of Occupational $afety and Health (NIOSH-)
approved personal respirators should be used. N m a l treatment of conrete with the
solution in a good chemical hood or an outdoor field location should not require a
respirator. Respirators should be used in the laboratory or in enclosed field locations if

""I

no hood is available. Check the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) airbnne exposure
limits if in question.
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Several types of dm-contamhated matter result frmn the use of the urany1acetata-UV
light method f a ident3ying possible ASR reaction products in concrete. These include the
treated concrete, containers, and towels which, for disposal purposes, would be considered
hazardous waste materials.
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Discussions with experts and consultants in this field indicate that the minute quantities of
uranium ion used in this procedure at any given we would allow f a rinsing the solution
down a sink and into the sewer system. The concentration of d u r n . so disposed of is
detained by the total quantity of water flushed into the sewer system by a facility ova a
period of a day or a month. Assuming that tens of thousands of gallons of water per day
are likely to be passed into the sewer system fron a fmility where the procedm is used, it
appears evident that d u m ion can be disposed of through this system without
contracting with hazardous waste brokerage f m s .

~
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To take advantage ofl this disposal approach, it is evident that d w n ion consumed in the
procedure must be taken into solution. &lbwing are recommended steps for achieving
this condition.
~

1

I

~
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Laboratory Testing

1. Amlication of solution - Excess sohtjon (should be only a few drops) can be rinsed
down a sink &n using tapwater.
I

I

2. Treated concrete s-le
- The fractured surface that has been treated can be dipped in
a 5 to 10%hydrochloric acid solution, under a hood, and the solution rinsed down
the sink drain using tapwater. This should be done until all traces of fluorescence
are removed.

3
11/14/94
--

-

-

3. Blotting material - Cloth material should be used for all blotting oftreated surfaces
and for wiping up any spilled solution. The reason for using cloth instead of a paper
product is the cloth can be washed frce of d m - m g solution and the
washwater then rinsed down a sink drain using tapwater.

d

By fouowing the above procedures, it should be possible+rn dispose of all d m contaminated products without recourse to using costly hazardous wastc disposal brokers.

-
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1. B~plicationof solution - Excess droplet quantities of d m acetate solution
applied rn vertical or horivanbal bushhammd s ~ a c tshould
s
be caught with a
cloth rag. For vertical surfaces, the drops should be applied at thc top edge of ?he
bushhammcred area and the rag placed at the bottom edge of the area This step
should not be necessary on horizontal supfaces.
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2. Removal of solution Aftw testing, the mated surface lay= should be
bushhammend off, at the same time holding a hose attached to a vacuum cleaner,
just below the bushhammer fitting at the conmte surfitce; Powder thus caught by
the vacuum cleaner later can be dissolved in hydrochlak acid and the nsulting
solution, containing uranium ion washed down a sink drain using tapwater.
\
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3. ~ c e l l a n e -oSurgical
~
or lightweight rubber gloves should be worn wughout
both the laboratory and field applications to insure that the uranium solution does not
deposit on the hands. When finished, the gloves can be washed and the washwater
rinsed down the sink drain. This should complete disposal of uranium ion when
using this procedure. Similarly, the bushhammer fitting can be washed to dispose of
any uranium still adhering to the fitting.

To pnovide some perspective of the intensity of the alpha radiation emittedby the
uranyl acetate solution used in this test procedure, the following comparisons are
made. Ingestion of 1 rnl of the 5% test solution ccnresponds to 5.9 mREM
(milhoentgen-mvdent-man) units.

1) Smoking two packs of cigarettes per day corresponds to 8,000 mFEM/year.

2) Annual average for "radiation workers." such as in hospitals. is 650 xnREM/year.

d

3) Approximate exposure from one dental X-ray is 100 mREM.
4) Annual average radiation intake from food is 20 rnREM/year.

ve

5) Average annual radiation intake from highway construction, of each person in the
United States, is 4 rnREM,/year.

Health Hazard Information
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Inhalation:

Soluble uranium salts are moderately hazardous Qn inhalation.. Coughing, sneezing, and
breathing difficulty may be expected, and damage to kidneys and liver may occur after
continued exposure.
First Aid - Remove to fresh air. Get medical attention for any breathing difficulty.

Ar

Ineestion:

The toxicity fating is not high (slight to moderate) due to the low absorption rate of soluble
uranium compounds. However, gastrointestinal discomfort with vomiting and diarrhea
may follow sizeable ingestions. Kidneys and liver may be damaged, as well.
First Aid - If swallowed, induce vomiting immediately by giving two glasses of
water or milk, if available, and sticking a finger down the throat. Call a physician
immediately. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

Skin Contact:

Mild irritation, reddening and possible soreness may be experienced in cases of prolonged
exposure to moist skin.

I

I

i

1
I

!
I

I

First Aid - Remove any contaminated clothing. Wash skin with soap or mild
detergent and water for at least 15 minutes. Get medical attention if irritation
develops or persists.

I
I

I

i

I

Absorption of soluble uranium compounds through eye tissues is =ported. No specific
symptoms of eye irritation by uranyl acetate have been found although the reddening and
pain due to chemical substances can probably be expected
First Aid - Wash eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes, lifting lower and
upper eyelids occasionally. Get medical attention immediately.
Chronic Exposure;

1

II

I
i

i

4
4

Bgpravation of Re-existin e Conditions:

Persons with pre-existing skin disorders or eye problems or impaired liver or kidney
function may be more susceptible to the effects of the substance.

Ar
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Principal hazards are kidney and liver damage resulting from prolonged contact and
absorption. Radioactivity induced tumors or malignancies arc also possible.
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Eve Contact:
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Ultraviolet Light

This procedure requires the use of 254-nanometer wavelength W light to observe
fluorescence of the uranyl acetate-treated concrete surface. It is well known that W
radiation directed at the eyes is harmful. Thus, protective eyewear which absorbs W light
should always be worn when using the UV light source or when moving it fkom the
viewing box. If a viewing box with mounted UV light sdurce is used, the protective
eyewear is not necessary since the glass plate through which the conaete is viewed absorbs
any reflected UV light.
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Standard Practice for

Petrographic Examination of Hardened concrete'
This standard is issued under the fixed designation C 856; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
ofigind adoption or, in the case of revision. the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (a) indicates an editorial change since the kist revision or reapproval.
C1

Note-Editorial

changes were made throughout in February 1988.

appJicabilityof regulatory limitations prior to use. A specific

1. Scope
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1.1 This practice outlines procedures for the petrographic
examination of samples of hardened concrete. The samples
examined may be taken from concrete constructions, they
may be concrete products or portions thereof, or they may be
Concrete or mortar spe~klensthat have been exposed in
natural environments, or to simulated service conditions, or '
subjected to laboratory tests. The phrase "concrete COnstructions" is intended to include all sorts of objects, units, or
structures that have been built of hydraulic cement concrete.

hayd
statement is given in 5.20loo -

c h m ofmateials, phenomena, and raction
NOTE-A
products discussed in Sections 7 through 12 and Tables 1 through 6 are
available as Adjunct C 856.

Referenced Documents
2*1 ASTM Standardsr
c 1 4 2 Test Method for Obtaining and Testing Drilled
Cores and Sawed Beams of Concrete2
C 2 15 Test Method for Fundamental Transverse, ~ o ~ ~ i t ~ dinal, and Torsional Frequencies of Concrete
, Specimens2
C 294 Descriptive Nomenclature of Constituent~of Natural Mineral Aggregates2
C 295 Guide for Petrographic Examination of Aggregates
, for Concrete2
C 452 Test Method for Potential Expansion of Portland
' Cement Mortars Exposed to Sulfate3
C 457 Practice for Microscopical Determination of AirVoid Content and Parameters of the Air-Void System in
Hardened Concrete2
a 597 Test Method for Pulse Velocity Through Concrete2
d 637 Specification for Aggregates for Radiation-Shielding
Concrete2
C 638 Descriptive Nomenclature of Constituents of Aggregates for Radiation-Shielding Concrete2
C 803 Test Method for Penetration Resistance of Hardened Concrete2
C 805 Test Method for Rebound Number of Hardened
Concrete2
C 823 Practice for Examination and Sampling of Hardened Concrete in Constructions2
944 Test Method for Abrasion Resistance of Concrete or
Mortar SurfaGes by the Rotating Cutter Method2
(;1012 Test Method for Length Change of HydraulicCement Mortars Exposed to a Sulfate Solution3
El3 Methods of Preparation of Metallographic specimens4
883 Practice for Metallographic Photomicro~aphy
2!2 ASTM Adjunct:
qdjunct 856 A chart of 27 photos'
I
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1.2 The petrographic procedures outlined herein are a p
plicable to the examination of samples of all types of
hardened hydraulic-cement mixtures, including concrete,
mortar, gmut, plaster, stucco, terrazzo, and the like. In this
p~actice, the material for examination is designated as
"concrete," even though the commentary may be applicable
to the other mixtures, unless the reference is specifically to
media other than concrete.
1.3 The purposes of and procedures for petrographic
examination of hardened concrete are given in the following
sections:

**

Section

Ar

Qualifications of Petrographers
Purposes of Examination
Apparatus
Selection and Use of Apparatus
Samples
Examination of Samples
Specimen Preparation
Visual and Srereornicroscope Examination
Polarizing Microscope Examination
Metallographic Microscope Examination
Report

3

4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13

1.4 The values stated in inch-pound units are to be
regarded as the standard. The SI units in parentheses are
provided for information purposes only.
1.5 This standard may involve hazardous materials, operalions, and equipment. This standard does not purport to
address all ofthe safety problems associated with its use. It is
the responsibility of the user of this standard to establish
appropriate safety and health practices and determine the

' This practlce is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee C-9 on Concrete
and Concrete Aggregates and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee
C09.65 on Petrography of Concrete and Aggregates.
Current edition approved Oct. 26. 1983. Published December 1983. Originally
published as C 856 - 77. Last previous edition C 856 - 77.
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It is assumed that the examination will be made by
by education and experience to operate the

e St.. Philadelphia PA 19103.

TABLE 1 Visual Exarninatim of Concrete (lp
Composition:
Maximum dirnen~ion,~
in. or
mm. in the range >d>
Type:
1 Gravel
2 Crushed stone
3 Mixed 1 and 2
4 Other (name)
5 Mixed 1 +/or 2 +/or 4
If Type 1.2, or 4, homogeneous
or heterogeneous

+ Fine Aggregate

Type:
1 Natural sand
2 Manufactured sand
3 Mixed
4 Other (name)
5 Mixed 1 +/or2+/or 4
If Type 1.2, W 4,
homogenms or
heterogeneous

+ Matrix

+ Air

ceh, by campanson with
National Research
Council Rock Color
Chart (1963)

mom than 3 % of tow,
pr;edomlnan@ in spherical
voids?
less than 3 % of total,
abundant nonspherical
v~ids?
color differences between
vDvds and mortar?

color distribution:
1 mottled
2 even
3 gradationalchanges

4

distribution
particle shape
grading
preferred orientation

distribution

s h e
distribution
grading (as perceptible)
parallelism of long axes of
irregular voids or sheets
of voids: with each other;
withflatsidesorlong
axes of coarse aggregate

ve

Condition:

Type, size, kxat'i;

. kinds of metal; o t k
items

voids empty, filled, lined, or
partly filled

hthologic types
Coarse aggregate more than 20.
30.40, or 50 % of total
Fabric:
shape
Distribution
Packing
Grading (even, uneven,
excess. or deficiency of
size or sizes)
Paralleiismof ftat sides or
long axes of exposed
sections, normal to
direction of piament
+/orparallel to formed and
finished surfacesB

+ Embedded Items

d

Coarse Aggregate

Does ~tring when hit lightly with a hammer or give a dull flat sound? Can you break it with your fingers? Cracks? How distributed?
Through or around coarse aggregate? With cores or sawed specimens, did the aggregate tear n drilting or sawing? Crack fillings?
Surface deposits? If air dry, are there unusually wet or dry W i n g areas? Rims on aggregate?

voids below honz~~~tal
or lowangle
reinforcement

dean or cwroded?
Are cracks assoaated
with embwded
iterns?

ch
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A substantial portron of the coarse aggregate has rnaxlmum dimensions in th@ range shown as measured on sawed or broken surfaces.
Sections sawed or drilled close to and parallel to f m e d surfaces appear to show local turbuknce as a result of spading or rodding dose to the form. Sectnxrs saw@
in the plane of bedding (normal to the direction of przlceInent) are likely to have inconspocuaus orientation. Sections broken normal to placement in conventionally place
concrete with nonnai bond tend to have aggregate knobs abundant on the bottom of the upper pece as cast and sockets abundant on the top of the lower piece as cas
A
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4. Purposes of Examination
equipment used and to record and interpret the results
obtained. In some cases, the petrographer will have had
4.1 Examples of purposes for which petrographic exarni
experience adequate to provide detailed interpretation of the
nation of concrete is used are given in 4.2 through 4.5, Th
materials' performance with respect to engineering and other
probable usefulness of petrographic examination in specifi
consequences of the observations. In others, the interpretainstances may be determined by discussion with an experi
tion will be made in part by engineers, scientists, or others
enced petrographer of the objectives of the investigatio:
qualified to relate the observations to the questions to be
proposed. or underway.
answered.
4.2 Concrete fiom Constmctions:
3.2 This practice may be used by a petrographer em4.2.1 Determination in detail of the condition of concret
ployed directly by those for whom the examination is made.
in a construction.
The employer should tell the petrographer, in as much detail
4.2.2 Determination of the causes of inferior qualit:
as necessary, the purposes and objectives of the examination, distress, or deterioration of concrete in a construction.
the kind of information needed. and the extent of examina4.2.3 Determination of the probable future perfonnanc
tion desired. Pertinent background information, including
of the concrete.
results of prior testing, should be made available. If the
4.2.4 Determination whether the concrete in a construc
petrographer is highly experienced, his advice and judgment
tion was or was not as specified. In this case, other tests m2
should be sought regarding the extent of the examination,
be required in conjunction with petrographic examination.
.
and the matters discussed in 3.3.
4.2.5 Description of the cementitious matrix, includi~
3.3 This practice may form the basis for establishing
qualitative determination of the kind of hydraulic bindr
arrangements between a purchaser of a consulting service
used, degree of hydration, degree of carbonation if presen
and the consultant. In such a case, the purchaser and the ' evidence of unsoundness of the cement, presence of
consultant should together determine the kind, extent, and
mineral admixture, the nature of the hydration product
objectives of the examination and analyses to be made, and
adequacy of curing, and unusually high water cement rat:
should record their agreement in writing. The agreement
of the paste.
may stipulate specific determinations to be made, observations to be reported, funds to be obligated, or a combination
of these or other conditions.
The boldface numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the e
of this practice.
' r
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TABLE 2 Outline tor Examinationaf Concrete with a Stereomicroscope (1) .
Noxandi&n-When
it is examined at 6 to 10X under good light. the freshly broken surfacB of a concrete in good physical condition that still retains most of I
Thin dges of splinters of the paste transmit light: reflectMr
natural moisture content has a luster that in mInW-ical
terms is s u b t r a m glimmering
appear to m e from many minute points on the surface, and the quality of luster is like that from broken glass but less Intense. Canaete n less good phystcal condrt~
is more opaque an a freshly broken surface, and the luster is dull, subvitreous gdng toward chalky. A properEy cured laboratory specvnenfrom a concrete mixture of norm
propomons cured 28 days that has shown normal ccxnpress~eor flexural strength and that Is broken with a hammer and examtned on a new break within a week of tt
time that it finished cunng should provide an example of concrete in good physical condition.
W e r the same conditions of examination, when there is reasonable assurance that the cMIcrete does not contain white portland cement or slag cament, the color
the matrix of concrete in good physical condition is definitely gray or definitely tan, except adjoining old cracks or original surfaces.

Coarse Aggregate

Matrix

Cdor
Fractura around or through aggregate
Contact of matrix with aggregate:
dme,no opening visible on sawed
or broken surface; aggregate not
dislodged with fingers or probe;
boundary openings frequent,
common, rare
W i
Empty
Filled
Cracks present, absent. result of specimen preparation, preceding specimen preparation
Mineral admixturesC
Contamination
Wing

Voids
Grading
Proportion of spherical to n o n s m
N o n s p h d , ellipsoidal, irregular, dls,
shaped
War change from ~nteriorsurface to
matrix
Interior surface luster like rest of matrix, dull, shining
Linings in voids absent, rare, commor
in most, complete, parbal, m e s s
odored. silky tufts, hexagonal tablets, gel, other
Underside voids or sheets of voids ur
common, small, common. abundar
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Fine Aggregate
Lithologic types and mineralogy as perceptible
shape
Surface texture
Grading
Distribution

Litkbgic types and mineralogy as percep
tible
Surface texture
Within the piece:
Grain shape
Grain size extreme range obsewed. mm
Median within range ,
to, mrn
Textureless (too fine to resolve)
Uniiorm or variable within the piece
From piece to piece:
Intergranular bond
Porosity and absorption8
If concrete breaks through aggregate.
thrwgh how much of what kid?
If boundary voids, along what kind of
aggregate? All? All of one kind? Mote
than 50 % of one kind? Several kinds?
Segregation

Dana, E. S., Textbook of Minerelogy, revised by W. E. Ford, John Wiley 8 Sons, New York, N. Y. 4th ed.. 1932, pp. 273-274.
Pore visible to the naked eye, or at x ,
or sucks In water that is dropped on it.
Dark sohi spheres or ho9lowamtered sph%resof glass. or of mm)gnetite.or some of glass and scime of magnetite. remgnizable at magnification of x9.m sawed
broken surfaces. Other mineral admixtures with characteristic;: pat$eW visible at low magnmcation are recognizable. Ground surface of concrete containing pMua
Mast-furnaceslag cement are unusually whiie near-free surfams but rntain greenish or biuegreentsh patches, and slag parttdes can be seen with the stereoniwscc
or polarizing microscope.
A

4.2.6 Determination whether alkali - silica or alkali carbonate reactions, or cement. aggregate reactions, or
reactions betyeen contaminants and the matrix have taken
place, and their effects upon the concrete.
4.2.7 Determination whether the concrete has been subjected to and Sected by sulfate attack, or other chemical
attack. or early freezing, or to other harmful effects of
freezing and thawing.
4.2.8 Part of a survey of the safety of a structure for a
present or proposed use.
4.2.9 Determination whether concrete subjected to fire is
essentially undamaged or moderately or seriously damaged.
4.2.10 Investigation of the performance of the coarse or
fine aggregate in the structure, or determination of the
composition of the aggregate for comparison with aggregate
from approved or specified sources.
4.2,11 Determination of the factors that cauaed a given
concrete to serve satisfactorily in the environment jn which it
was exposed.
4.2.12 Determination of the presence and nature of surface treatments, such as dry shake application8 on eoncrete
floors.
4.3 Test Specimens firn Actual. or Simulated ServiceConcrete or mortar specimens that have been sgbjected to
actual or simulated service conditions may be examined for
most of the purposes listed under Concrete from Constructions.
4.4 Concrete Products:
4.4.1 Petrographic examination can be used in investigation of concrete products of any kind, including masonry
units, precast structural units, piling, pipe, and building
modules. The products or samples of those submitted for

examination may be either from current production, fro
elements in service in constructions, or from elements th
have been subjected to tests or to actual or simulated s e ~
conditions.
4.4.2 Determination of features like those listed und
concrete from constructions.
4.4.3 Determination of effects of manufacturing process
and variables such as procedures for mixing, moldic
demolding, consolidation, curing, and handling.
4.4.4 Determination of effects of use of merent concret
making materials, forming and molding procedures, typ
and amounts of reinforcement, embedded hardware, etc.
4.5 Laboratory Specimens-The purposes of petrograph
examination of laboratory specimens of concrete, mortar,
cement paste are, in general, to investigate the effects oft!
test on the test piece or on one or more of its constituents,
provide examples of the effects of a process, and to provil
the petrographer with visual evidence of examples of rec
tions in paste or mortar or concrete of known materia
proportions, age, and history. Specific purposes include:
4.5.1 To establish whether alkali - silica reaction has tak
place, what aggregate constituents were affected, what eq
dence of the reaction exists, and what were the effects oft
reaction on the concrete.
4.5.2 To establish whether one or more alkali carbon2
reactions have taken place, which aggregate constituer
were affected and what evidence of the reaction or reactic
exists. and the effects of the reaction on the concrt
properties.
4.5.3 To establish whether any other cement - aggregc
reaction has taken place. In addition to alkali - silica a;
alkali - carbonate reactions, these include hydration

Ar
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TABLE 3

Effects of Fim on Chrrmcteristics of Concrete

Causes and Effects

Ways of investqation

Surfece hardness

Dehydratiorl to 1W°C remcwes free water; dehydration is
essentially complete at 540°C; calcium hydroxide goes
to CaO at 450-500°C. Paste expands with thermal
coefficient effect and then shrinks, cracks, decqitates,
and becomes soft (4).

Cracking

Perpendicular to the face and internal, where heatmg or
coding caused excess tensile stresses. In some new
concrste, resembles large-scale shrinkage cracking; may
penetrate up to 100 mm but may heal autogenwsly (4).
Concrete made with sedimentaryor rnetamosphrc
aggregates shows permaneMcolor ctaange on heating.
Cdor normal to 230°C; goes from pink to red from 290
to 590°C; frwn 590 to 9oO0C color changes to gray and
then to buff (4). For tempmtures up to abwt 5W°C
temperature distributiwris little affected by using
carbonate rather than siliceous lbggregate (5). At 573%
low quartz inverts to h i with 0.85 96 increase in
vdume, producing popouts. S p a U i over steel to
expose one fourth of the bar at 7W°C; white powdered
decomposed hydration products at 90O0C. Surface
crazing about 290°C; deeper mciung akwt W ° C .
Aggregates
in thermal d i f f u W , conductnrity,
coefficient of expansion. Heat transmission decreases
from concrete made with highly siiicews aggregate,
sandstone, .b"gprodp, limestone, lightweight aggregates
(4).
Occurs subparailel to free face; fdkmed by breakii off
saucer-like pieces
at tamers and edges (4).
Reduction in strength of c m t e containing silicews
gravel after heating, then coding and testing:
Heated to Temperature,
OC
Reduction. %

Beneath the softened concrete. w h i i can be tested
in aGcordanoe with Test Method C 805, the
concrete is probably normal if it has not undergone
oolor change. Estabtish by wring for compressive
tests. by wear tests (CRD-C 52) (4), and by
scratching with a knife.
Examination of the surface, ultmoniic.tests, coring,
petrographic examination (4).

Charactenstic

Cdor change is the factor most useful to the
investigatm pennits recognizing how deeply a
temperature of about 300% occurred (S).

Aggregate behavior-Aggregate behavior
affects strength, modulus, spalling,
cracking, swface hardness, and residual
thermal strains (4).
Swing

Changes on heating are often accompanied by
volume change (4).

Determinations by compressive tests and static
nvodulus of cores; Test Method C 805 for
qualitative determination; Test Method C 597 (4).

25
50
80

180
370
570
Reduction in Modulus
Temperature, O C
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Note: Compressive strength and elastic
modulus. For concrete at least 1-year
oM,strength wiit increase after coding
from 3W°C if design strength was
attained (5).
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Color change-When concrete has not
spalled, observe depth of pink &or to
estimate the fire exposure.

Reduction, %

200

25
50
70

430

760

the procedures required. The following list includes th
equipment generally used. Equipment required for fielc
sampling is not listed. Any other useful equipment may b.
added.
5.2 For Specimen Preporation:
5.2.1 Diamond Saw-Slabbing saw with an automatic
feed and blade large enough to make a* least a 7-in
( 175-mm) cut in one pass.
5.2.2 Cutting Lubricant, for diamond saw.
cast iron,
5.2.3 Horizontal Lap Wheel or
other metal lap, preferably at least 16 in. (400 mm) i:
diameter, large enough to grind at least a 4 by 6-in. (100 b
152-mm) area.
5.2.4 Free Abrasive Machine, using abrasive grit in lubr
cant, with sample holders rotating on a rotating table. Th'
of grinding maciline greatly increases the speed c
ground surfaces*
Fparation of
5.205 Polishing Wheel, at least 8 in- (200mm) in diamete
and preferably two-speed, or a vibratory polisher.
5.2.6 Hot Plate or Oven, thermostatically controlled, t
permit drying and impregnating specimens with resin or wa
for preparing thin sections, ground surfaces, and polishe
sections.
5.2.7 Prospector's Pick or Bricklayer's Hammer, or both

Ar

anhydrous sulfates, rehydration of zeolites, wetting of clays
and reactions involving solubility, oxidation, sulfates, and
sulfides (see Refs 1, 2, and 3).6
4.5.4 To establish whether an aggregate used in a test has
been contaminated by a reactive constituent when in fact the
aggregate was not reactive.
4.5.5 TOestablish the effeCtS of a freezing and thawing tea
or other physical or mechanical exposure of concrete on the
aggregate and the matrix.
4.5.6 To establish the extent of m i o n , the nature of
reaction products. and effects of reaction produced in
exposure to a chemically aggressive environment such as in
Test Method C 452 or Test Method C 1012.
4.5.7 To determine the characteristics of moist-cured
to chemical attack or
concrete that has not been
cement - aggregate reaction or freezing and thawing.
4.5.8 By comparison with appropriate laboratory spe&
mens, a petrographer may be able to substantiate the
existence of a p d c u l a r reaction in concrete or determine
that the reaction cannot be detected.

5. Apparatus
5.1 The apparatus and supplies employed in making
petrographic examinations of hardened concrete depend on
417
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5.2.8 Abrasives-Silicon carbide grits, No. 100 ( 150-pm),
No. 220 (63-pm), No. 320 (31-pm), No. 600 ( 16-pm), No.
800 (12-pm); optical finishing powders, such as M-303,
M-204, M-309; polishing powders as needed.
5.2.9 Plate-glass Squares, 12 to 18-in. (300 to 450-mm)
on an edge and at least 3/g in. (10 mm) thick for handfinishing specimens.
5.2.10 Suitable Medium or Media, for impregnating conCrete and mounting thin sections plus appropriate solvent.
Canada balsam, Lakeside 70 cement, and flexibilized epoxy
formulations have been used.
5.2.1 0.1 Warning-Flexibilized
.epoxies form strong
bonds but have higher indexes of refraction than Canada
balsam or Lakeside 70 and are toxic. DO not allow to touch
the skin; plastic gloves shall be worn, and the work shall be
done under a hood so as not to breathe the fumes.
5.2.1 1 Microscope Slides-Clear, noncorrosive, glass approximately 24 mm wide and at least 45 mm long. Thickness
may need to be specified to fit some thin section machines.
5.2.12 Cover Glasses, noncorrosive and preferably No. 1
(0.18-mm)thickness.

Ar
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index of refraction and containing relict
unhydrated cement grains. In conaete m e d
at early age or not adequately cured, the paste
contains unhydrated cement grains ranglng down
to a few mmrnetres in maximum size witti an
upper limit as large as 100 pm in maximum
d i i t e f if the cement was ground in wncjr;wit
mllls or was deliberately ground to low surface
area to reduce the heat of hydration. With
crossed pdars, normal paste is Mack or very
dark mottled gray with scattered anhedral
p a i k i l i crystals or small segregations of M u m
hydroxide and scattered relict grains of cement.
In Goncrete of high water cement ratio and
siliceous aggregate, the ~aldumhydroxide
aystals are as large as the maximum sire of
residual cement grains, about 100 pm. In
~oncreteof lower water cement ratio, higher
cement oontent, and either s i l i or w r k x l a t ~
aggregate, the maximum sue of cakrum
hydroxide aystals is considerabty smaller.
Regardless of water cemerrt rqtio and type of
aggregate, calcium hydroxide crystals occupy
space tangenttal to the undersides of aggregate
partides. Where all the aggregate is carbonate
rodc the maximum size of calcium hydroxtde is
smaller than in comparable conaete with
s i l i s aggregate. (Calcium hydroxide is
probably epitaxial on akite.)
Cement paste in concrete that has bmn subjected
to prolonged acid leadring is low in calcium
hydroxide which is present as recrystallized
virtually anhedral grains precipitatednear the
exterior surfaces.
In concrete over 2 or 3 years old made with Type 1.
II. or Ill cement, some ettringite is to be expectec
as rosettes in air voids. This is a normal
phenomenon; to demonstrate sulfate attack it
must be established chemically that the SO,
eontent of the comet8 is greater than would be
supplied by the original sulfate content of the
cement. Ettnngite in voids is not ettringite that
has damaged concrete although it may
accompany submicroscopic ettringie in the pastt
that has damaged the concrete.
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largest, which may be composed of several
constituents or be of J i e or belie (substituted
C3S and C2S). The latter two may be bordeied
by one or two layers of gel having diierent
indexes of refraction, or by a layer of calcium
hydroxide. The largest relict grains may be truly
unhydrated and retain the low (dark gray)
birefringence of a l i in distwted quasihexagonal
sections and the visible birefringence to
firstorder yellow of the lamellar twins in rwnded
grains of belite. Interstitial alumimfenite appears
as prismatic grains ranging in color from brown to
greenish brown to Wish brown and having a
high refractive *I
and plgochroismmasked by
the color of the grain. Tricalcium aluminate is
usually not recognized in thin section because the
cubic form is is0or because it hydrates
early in the hydration history of the concrete
u
v ettringite or tetracakium
forming s
aluminum sulfate hydrate or other tetradurn
aluminum hydrates with or without other anions.
These may be visible in voids in oMer concrete
but are best dhiminated by X-ray diffraction.
Cements from different saurces have d i i t
colors of aluminofemte and the calcium siliites
have pal0 green or yeliow or white shades. It
should be possible to match cements from one
source.
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Mineralogy, texture, fabric, variable or
homogeneous.
Grading; excess or defiaancy of sand sizes is to be
judged after exam~nationof a series of thin
sections. Grain size and nature of internal
boundaries in aggregate. CIassWtion of coarse
and fine aggregate.
Natural mineral aggregate or crush~Istone; natural
or manufactured fine aggregate.
Bond with matrix; peripheral cracks inside ther
borders of aggregate grains; internal cracks.
General microfracturesif one can establish that
they existed before thin-seetiming.
Alkali carbonabe reactions-If the coarse
aggregate is a carbonate rock or rodcs. are there
in calcium
rims or partial rims d-ted
hydroxide? Partly M i c rocks that have
reacted sometimes are bordered wtth paste free
from calcium hydroxide along the dolomitic
portion while the paste along the limestone
portion is normal. See other comments in
Column 3.
Alkali silica reaction-Does the aggregate contain
particles of types known to be reactive (chert.
novaculite, add vokanii glass, aistobaiiie,
tridymite, opal, bottle glass)? If q~artzite,
metamorphosed subgraywacke, argillite, phyllite.
or any of those listed in the sentence above, are
there internal cracks inside the penphgr of the
aggregate? Has the aggregate been gelatinized
so that it has puled off during sectioning leaving
only a peripheral hull bonded to the rnomr?m i s
last phemxnenon also occurs in concrete with
aircooled slag aggregate, where it indicates
reaction between cement and slag.) Cracks that
appear to be tensile and to narrow from the
center toward the border of the pamcle are also
evdence of alkali r silica reaction (6).

Outline for Examination of Concrete in Thin Sedions
Charactenstlcs of Cement Paste
R e l i Gement Grains and Hydration Products
Nomnai cement paste consists in plane transmrtted
In concrete over 2 years old and nwmally cured, the
lght of pafe tan matter varying somewhat in
only residual cement grains are those that were
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TABLE 4

Coarse and Fine Aggregate

-

5.3 For Specimen Examination:
5.3.1 Stereomicroscope, providing magnifications in thc
range from 7x to 70x or more.
5.3.2 Dollies-Small, wheeled dollies with flat tops anc
with tops curved to hold a section of core assist in manipu
lating concrete specimens under the stereomicroscope.
5.3.3 Polarizing Microscope, for examinations in trans
mitted light, with mechanical stage; low-, medium-, anc
;
high-power objectives such as 3 . 5 ~ ,lox, and 20 to 2 5 ~4:
to 50x with numerical aperture 0.85 or more; assortet
eyepieces having appropriate corrections and magnification
for use with each of the objectives; micrometer eyepiece
condenser adjustable to match numerical aperture of objec
tive with highest numerical aperture to be used; full-wavt
and quarter-wave compensators, quartz wedge, and othe
accessories.
5.3.4 Metallographic Microscope, with vertical illum:
nator. mechanical stage, metallographic objectives of low
medium, and high magnification, and appropriate eyepiece
to provide a range of magnifications from about 25x t
500x. Reflected polarized light should be available an$

.

TABLE 5

Chamcterirrticlof Concrete O m & Using Microscopes
Type of M

Characteristic
Stereom-

i

Petrographic

Metallograplvc

Aggregate:

Shape
Grading
Distribution
Texture
Composition

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

types

Alteration

Concrete:

btion

type

A

*..

...
...
. ..
X
. ..

...

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

...

...
. ..

*..

.. .
.. .
X
X

X
X
X
X

...
...
...
...

...
...
.. .

X

X

X

X
XA
X

X
X
X

...

. ..

X
X
X
X

...
...

X

.,.

...
...
. ..
...
XE

...
X

X
XC

X
X
*..

Semndary ettringite can sometimes be recogntzed by crystal habit and silky luster.
Fly ash can be detected by color and shape when darlc spheres are paam. In wncrete that has not oxid'ued the

'

X

...

X
X

ch
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Alteration
degree and type
reaction products
location
identification
Nature and condition of surface treatments
Paste:
Cdor
Hardness
Porostty
Carbonation
Residual cement
distribution
partlde size
abundance
camposition
Mineral admixtures
size
abundance
identification
Compounds in hydrated cement
Contamtnation
size
abundance
identification

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ve

shepe

.. .

...
X

Ar
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Airentrained or not
Air voids
shape
size
distribution
Bleeding
sesregation
,Aggregatepaste bond
Frastutes
Embedded items
size

X

...
...
X
. ..

d

degproducts
Coatings
Rims
Internal cracking
Contamination

X

. ..

.. .
X

X
X

X

...

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
of slag may be in-

tmm the grt

or Mue color of the paste.

Ettringiteand calcium hydroxide in voids may be re~0gniZedby their crystal habits.
Magnes~um
oxide and calcium oxide should be ifhntiiable in polished section.

appropriate compensators provided. Some polarizing microscopes .can be equipped with accessories for metallographic
examination, if the tube can be raised or the stage lowered to
give adequate clearance for the vertical illuminator and the
thicker specimens usually employed.
5.3.5 Eyepiece Micromerer-Eyepiece micrometers calibrated using a stage micrometer are useful for measuring
particles of aggregate, cement grains. calcium hydroxide and
ather crystals, and crack widths.

5.3.6 Stage Micrometer, to calibrate eyepiece microrr
ters.

5.3.7 Microscope Lamps-Many modem polarizing n
croscopes have built-in illuminators which are convenie
and satisfactory if, with the condenser, they can be adjust
to fill the back lens of the objective of highest numeric
aperture with light. If the microscope requires a
illuminator, tungsten ribbon-filament bulbs in sui
justable housings are satisfactory. Many kinds of illumir
419
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plane and the tops and bottoms should be marked. A fiej
log should be provided.
7.22 Broken piof concrete from exmmely delerir
rated structures or pieces removed while pmPan:ng for repa
work are sometimes used for pe~ographicexamination.
samples will be more useful if their original locations in ti
structure are clearly described or indicated in a sketch .
photographs.
7.2.3 The information provided with the samples shou
include:
7.2.3.1 The location and original orientation of eac
specimen (see Practice C 8231,
7.2.3,2 The mixture proportions of the concrete or co
cretes,
7.2.3.3 S o u m of concrete-making materials and resu
of tests of samples thereof,
7.2.3.4 Description of mixing, placing, consolidation, a:
curing methods,
7.2,3.5 Age of the structwr:, or in case of a s t r u m tk
required several years to complete, dates of placement oft
concrete sampled,
7.2.3.6 Conditions of operation and service exposune.
7.2.3-7 The reason for and objectives of the examinatic
7.2.3.8 Symptoms believed to indicate distress or deteri
ration, and
7.2.3.9 Results of field tests such as measurements
pulse velocity (TestMethod C 2 15), rebound hammer nur
bem (Test Method C 805) or probe readings (Test Methl
C 803).
7.3 Samples fiom Test Specimens from Natural EXJ
sures, Concrete Products, and Laboratory Specimens:
7.3.1 Information provided should include: materi:
used, mixture proportions, curing, age of concrete wh
placed in service or test, orientation in exposure, present a
condition surveys during exposure, characteri&a of i
natural or laboratory exposure, and method of manufact1
of concrete products. Large concrete products may
sampled like copstructions; smaller ones may be represent
by one or more showing the range of condition fiom sew
or fabrication or both.
7.3.2 The exposure of laboratory specimens should
described with test results, age at test and available t c
results on the awegates, hydraulic binders, and admixtu;
used. This information should accompany test specime
from natural exposures and concrete products or samp
therefrom, if available.

ve

photomicrography, especially using reflected light, see Practice E 883.
6.2 The minimum equipment for petrographic examination of concrete where both specimen preparation and
examination are completed within the laboratory consists of
a selection of apparatus and supplies for specimen preparation, a stereomicroscope preferably on a large stand so that
6-in. (152-mm) diameter cores can be conveniently examined, a polarizing microscope and accessories, lamps for each
microscope, and stable caiibrated immersion media of
coeficient. Specimens for petrographic exknown theamination may be obtained by sending samples to individuais or fvms that offer custom s e ~ c e in
s preparing thin or
polished sections and finely ground surfaces. It is more
convenient to prepare specimens in house, and their prompt
availability ovemdes their probably greater cost.
6.3 X-ray diffraction, X-ray emission, differential thermal
analysis, thermogravimetric analysis, analytical chemistry,
infrared spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, energy
or wavelength dispenive analysis, and other techniques may
be very useful in obtaining quick and definite answers to
relevant questions where microscopy will not do so. Some
undesirable constituents of concrete, some hydration products of cement, and some reaction products usefbl in
defining the effects of different exposures, and many contaminating materials may not be identified unless techniques
that supplement light microscopy are used. (18, 19).
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7. Samples
7.1 The minimum size of sample should amount to at
least one core, preferably 6 in. (152 mm) in diameter and 1 ft
(305 mm) long for each mixture or condition or category of
concrete, except that in the case of pavement the fkll depth
of pavement shall be sampled with a 4 or 6-in. (102 or
152-mm) core. Broken fragments of concrete are usually of
doubtful use in petrographic examination, because the
damage to the concrete cannot be dearly identified as a
function of the sampling technique or representative of the
real condition of the concrete. Cores smaller in diameter
than 6 in. can be used if the aggregate is small enough; in
deteriorated concrete, core recovery is much poorer with
2%-in. (54-mm) diameter core than with 6-in. diameter core.
While it is desirable in examination and testing to have a
core three times the maximum size of aggregate, this
circumstance is a rare occurrence when concrete with
aggregate larger than 2 in. is sampled, because of the cost of
large bits and the problems of handling large cores.
7.2 Samples from Constructions-The most useful samples for petrographic examination of concrete from constructions are diamond-drilled cores with a diameter at least twice
(and preferably three times) the maximum size of the coarse
aggregate in the concrete. If 6-in. (1 52-mm) aggregate is used,
a core at least 10 in. (250 mm) in diameter is desirable;
usually a 6-in. diameter core is the largest provided.
7.2.1 The location and orientation of all cores, including
cores or core lengths not sent to the laboratory, should be
clearly shown; and each core should be properly labeled, For
vertically drilled cores, the elevation or depth at top and
bottom of each section should be shown, and core loss and
fractures antedating the drilling should be marked. For cores
taken horizontally or obliquely, the direction of the vertical

8. Examination of Samples
8.1 Choice of Procedures-Spedxc techniques and pro
dures employed in examination of a sample depend on :

purpose of the examination and the nature of the samp
Procedures to be used should be chosen after the questic
that the examination is intended to answer have been c l e
formulated. The procedures should be chosen to ans\
those questions as unequivocally and as economically
possible. The details that need to be resolved wili be dicta
by the objectives of the examin3tion and will vary
different situations. Consequently, the seiection and locatof specimens from the sampies submitted for examinat

a
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9. Specimen Reparation
9.1 ~repnroiunfir visual &d Stereurnicroscope ~ x a , :
9.1.1 D i a m o n d a d cores, formed or finished surfac
freshly broken surfaces, or old crack surfaces should
examined in the condition received. It is sometimes helpt
to have drilled surfaces and formed and finished surfac
weaed to increase
should be oriented with relati
9.1.2 Diamond saw
to si&icant features of the concrete, either normal to t
bedding dircnions in conventional concrete, or normal tc
formed or finished surface, or to a crack or crack system,
order to rev& the stmcture and fabric of the concrete a:
the extent of alteration outward from the crack.
9.1.3 ~t is useful to prepare at least one sawed surface
grinding it with p r o v i v e l y finer abrasives (as d-w
b & i c e c 457) until a smooth mane finish is achieved a
to select areas on the matching opposing surface for prepa:
tion of thin sections and specimens for optical, chemic
x-ray diffraction, or other examinations.
9.1.4 Specimens obtained by diamond drilling are r
ordinarily damaged in the process; however, weak concrf
damaged by
am&, an alkali - aggregate readc
freezing and thawing, or several of these, will give poor cc
recovery with many fractures if it is drilled with a 21/8-in.
54mm bit and barrel while it will <giveessentially complt
recovery if drilled with a &in. (152-mm) diameter bit a:
barrel. This difference is particularly important in ~u
graphic examinations made during condition surveys of c
structures. Weakened concrete may also break duri
sawing. The removal and preparation of specimens
laboratory studies usually involves the application of fo;
and sometimes the application of heat to the specimen.
9.1.5 The effects of force can be minimked duri
specimen preparation by using thicker slices and m&
only one cut parallel to the long axis, of a core =tic
Fractured or fragile concrete can be supported by partially
completely encasing it in plaster, epoxy resin, or otl
reinforcing media before sawing.
9.1.6 Heat used while impregnating concrete with th
moplastic wax or resin will cause cracking if the concrett
heated while it is wet, and will alter the optical properties
some compounds, such as ettringite. Artifacts may theref(
be produced and compound identification made diffrc~
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described here.
8.2 Viswl Examination and Outline of Additional a m ination--A petrographic examination of concrete, mortar, or
cement paste should begin with a review of all the available
information about the specimen or specimens, followed by a
visual examination of each sample. An outline of idormation that can be obtained is given in Table 1. That study
should be followed by an examination using a
stereomicroscope (see Table 2 and the section on Visual and
Stereomicroscopic Examination). In some cases, further
study is unnecessary, and a report can be p r e p a d In other
cases, specimens are chosen during the visual and
stemmicroscope examination for M e r proomsing and
additional stereomicroscope study, more detailed examination using the petrographic or metallographic miaoscopes or
by X-ray diffraction and other instrumental methods, and
for other chemical Or physi*
Methods
s@men
preparation are outlined in the Specimen Preparation Section. Tables 2,3, and 4 summXke char act*^^ of conClX%e
conveniently observed with w o m i q o s c o ~ i c pctr~graphic,
,
and metallographic miwozopes- Eixamination using a
stereomicroscope is outlined in
and
Stereomicroscopic Examination Section. Examination of
firedamaged concrete is outlined in Table 3; using a
Microscope E b PQldzing m i ~ o ~ o in
p ethe
nation section and Table 4; and using a memographic
microscope in the ~etallographicMicroscope Examination
r
Section. During each kind of study, the W o ~ p h eshould
note specific examinations to be made in detail, later, and
may recognke the need to reexamine specimens- Observations possible wing different kinds of microscopes are s h o w
in Table 5; properties of some relevant compounds are listed
in Table 6.
8.3 PhotographJ--It is frequently desirable to maintain a
photographic record as illustrations for the report and for
future reference. Photographs which may be useful include:
8.3.1 Overlapping C ~ O S ~ - Uof~ Sa Core Or Cores, laid Out in
sequence, including a dimensiond scale. It is ~ ~ I l ~ e n itoe n t
use a view camera at a constant distance using the same
lighting in all photographs.
8.3.2 Photographs and photomacrographs of featof
interest on a core surface, a ground S U I ~or~an. old or new
m c k surface, at magnifications of 0.7X to 3~ are particularly useful if the specimen will be destroyed during subsequent studies. A camera equipped with a long extension
bellow^ and lenses of focd length from 6.5 to 2.9 in. ( 165 to
74 mm), and a ground-glass back, is desirable.
8.3.3 Photomacrographs at magnifications of at least 3X
to lox, and sometimes at higher magnifications, may be
used to illustrate reaction produm or growths on the
specimen or significant crack patterns. Black and white
~ h o t o f W ~ such
h s as 4 by 5 in. ( 102 by 127 mm) taken at 1 x
magnification on fine-grained film with a long gtay scale,
convey a great deal of information and may be more useful
than a photograph taken at a higher magnification on
smaller format. As a general guide. the subject should be
illuminated by oblique lighting at a low angle if the relief on
the subject surface is low, and at a higher angle if the relief is
high. The object of the oblique illumination is to reveal detail

and contrast without obscuring features by long shadow
Derails can also be enhanced by the use of colored file
such as Wratten G or other yellow fdters. Cross lighting fro
two sides is sometimes successful in rrvealing detail ar
obliterating confusing shadows.
8.3.4 Photomicrographs of thin sections, immenic
mounts, and polished sections at magnifications from 2x
an upper limit appropriate to the subjm and dependent c
the quality of the equipment and the skill of the photog1
pher may be used to illustrate textures, compoundg ax
crack patterns.
8.3.5 The range of photographic techniqus used shou
be adequate to provide a choice useful for illW.rations for t
=port and for the record. The subjecu may usually
selected during the visual and stereomicroscopic examin
tions.

d

should be guided by the objectives of the study. M

, C 457 should be referred to for those relevant subjects not
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logical order to represent: position in the mffure am
Mkenoes in materials, proportins, and exposure, or corn
binations of these. Photographs and sketches of significan
features should be made before specimens are altered. Table
1 and 2 list some features to be observed during visud ant
stereomicroscopicexamination.
10.2 Concretefiom Constructium (Core Log):
10.2.1 Fit hgmented cores together and determine if am
pieces are missing. Measure cores to verify field &ta ant
prepare a diagramatic log of each core, if necessary. The lo
should be made to a scale to show relevant features. The lo
may be used to show fresh and old fractures, react@
particles, d o n products, changes in size or type of corn
and fine aggregates, distribution of coarse aggregate, hone!
comb, segregation of components, cold joints or lift or c o u ~
boundaries, location and direction of steel or other en:
bedded items, changes in color of paste, and other sienific~
features. Notes should be taken and suitably referenced i
the log. If cores have been suitably packed so as to presen
the moisture content as drilled (which may or may not be tk
actual in-piace moistwe content) specimens should be car(
fully handed to preseme the moisture content and avoi
breakage. Tests that may be made of specimens in tk
as-received moisture condition include compressiive strengtt
static or dynamic modulus of elasticity, air content t
high-pressure meter, permeability, and h z i n g and thawin
10.2.2 During the visual examination, general compa
ison of cores representing different conditions, materials, ax
extent and nature of deterioration should be made ar
recorded. The specimens should be sorted into comparab ,
groups based on condition or location of regions designate
for more detailed examination. In some cases, during tf
visual examination or the stereomicroscope examinatio:
one or more specimens ftom each group may be selected f
more detailed studies. If a reduced number of specimens is
be selected for detailed examination, the selection should 1
made after careful visual and stereomicroscope examinatiohave been used to define one or more factors that cham
terize each group.
10.3 Specimens from Natural Exposures-These spa
mens should be laid out in logical order, either by mate*
proportions, age, or combinations of these, and comparr
with respect to composition and condition. Significant fe
tures for mare detailed examination should be marked ar
noted. Table 3 shows features of firedamaged concrete.
10.4 Concrete Products:
10.4.1 The samples may consist of compleie units whc
they have relatively small dimensions (such as tile, block,
brick), or portions removed from units by coring or sawir
The samples dhould be organized and oriented in a manr.
appropriate to the objectives of the examination. So, f
example, portions taken from a single product unit shouid
grouped together, and each sample should be described
visual observation and measurement of dimensions in re:
tion to markings or labels. The following information shot
be recorded or clearly marked on the samples: location in t
product unit (top, side, end, interior, etc.); vertical a
horizontal directions as cast or molded: outer and in1
ends; position in the product unit during curing pesic
position of the sample relative to highly stressed portions
the concrete adjacent to tendon anchorages; and location
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These -acts
may be mistaken as
must therefore be used in evaluating
indexing it as original in the specimen, or produced during '
the removal of the specimen from the structure or during
laboratory processing.
9.1.7 When allcali carbonate reactions are suspected and
rims around crushed carbonate aggregate are seen, it is usefkl
to etch a sawed or ground surface in 6 N or weaker
hydrochloric acid to see if peripheral rims on coarse aggregate particles are more or less susceptible to etching than the
interior of the particle. Since etching destroys the surface,
this step should not be taken until other examinations of
the surface have k e n completed. Etching the ground surface
for 30 s in 10 % hydrochloric acid is an appropriate
procedure.
9.2 Preparation of Immersion Mounts-Secondary products of nondeleterious anddeleterious chemical p r m
may be observed during the stereomicroscopicexamination.
Finely pointed probes may be wed to excavate and transfer
them to microscope slides. The m a t e d is then covered with
a cover glass, immersed in a refkcrive index liquid, and
examined using a polarizing microscope to determine the
optical characteristics of the product such as index of
refraction, birefringence, and optical
9.3 Preparation of Thin Sectiom-The detailed d&ption of thin-section preparation is beyond the scope of this
practice. There are many laboratories that provide this
service if in-house facilities are not available. The procedure
includes slicing the concrete into "/isin. (2-mm) thick wafm
if the concrete is strong and thicker slices if it is not. It may
be necessary to impregnate the concrete with a resin before
slicing to prevent disintegration. Diluted flexibilized epoxy
resins or thermoplastic resins have been used successfidly.
The thin concrete slices are then mounted on glass slide
with either flexibilized epoxy, Canada balsam, or Lakeside
70, and ground on laps using progressively finer abrasive
until a thickness of 30 pm or less is obtained; thickness not
greater than 20 pm is required for detailed examination of
the paste in transmitted light. It is usually necessary to check
the thickness of the section by the use of birefiingent colors
of common mine& in the aggregate, such as quartz or
feldspar, during the final grinding stages. A cover glass is
placed on the cleaned, prepared section and secured with
Canada balsam or other media.
9.3.1 Semiautomatic thin-section making machines are
available which prepare the original surface of the blank for
mounting, trim the excess thickness of the blank after
mounting, and grind the section to 50 to 100 pm, leaving
little thickness to be removed by hand lapping.
9.4 Preparation for Examination with the Metallographic
Microscope:
9.4. I The preparation of specimens for examination with
the metallographic microscope is described in Methods E 3.
9.4.2 The procedures described here are intended as
guides only. Methods should be used that are appropriate to
the varieties of microscopical techniques to be employed,
and to sp,ecimen condition and composition. It is impossible
to provide instructions to suit every possible situation.
10. Visual and Stereomicroscope Examination
10.1 If there is more than one specimen, arrange them in

sometimes include sand, silt., clay, and freshwater or sap
water o m m s . Such organisms may provide evidence t k ~
a part of a structure that is not ordinarily submerged hz
beexi submerged.
10.6.4 Quantitative determination of constituents of cor
crete can be made by microscopical point-count or linea:
traverse procedures in g e n d accord with the requiremen
of Practice C 457. A total analysis may include the prop:
tional amounts of coarse aggregate, fine aggregatc
cementitious matrix, and air voids. The differentiation c
coarse and fine aggregate is not accurate unless the tw
fractions are distinguishable lithoiogidy, since the ma
imum dimension of the particles usually is not intersected b
the prepared surface. Likewise, the proportion of individw
rock types can be determined quantitatively by thes
methods, such as, the content of unsound or reactiv
constituents in the coarse or fine aggregate or both; propor
tions of lightweight and normai weight aggregate; and th
abundance of granular contaminating substances.
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the unit as put in place in construction, etc. Sketcbres or
photographs of pertinent features should be recorded to show
such conditions as cracking, staining, chemical deposits,
presence of foreign matter, segregation, surface d e f m , and
the like.
10.4.2 Procedures such as those set forth in 10.1 and 10.2
are applicable in the examination of concrete products. The
investigation may be directed toward features resulting from
the specific manufacturing operations involved, such as
mixing, molding, demolding, curing, and any prestressing
procedures. For example, lack of uniformity might originate
in incomplete mixing, improper consolidation during
molding, or incomplete or nonuniform curing. Surface
defects and poor appearance may result from improper
application of form-release agents, possibly giving rise. to
inhibition of hydration of the cement in a near-surface zone.
Features like these can be detected and described by visual
and microscopical examination of formed or molded surfaces, sawed and lapped surfaces, or fracture surfaces across
the sample.
10.5 Laboratory Specimens--These should be laid out in
logical order and compared with respect to composition and
condition, and to features influenced or expected to be
influenced by the test process.
10.6 Stereomicroscope Examination-The stereomicroscope examination reveals additional details at m&cations from 5x to 150x (see Tables 1 and 2). The
stereomicroscope examination and visual examination are
often carried on alternately. Examinations at low magnifica, tions reveal characteristics of formed, finished, deteriorated,
broken, sawed, or ground surfaces. Old cracks may be
opened and their surfaces examined to detect reaction
products and secondary alteration. Old cracks are frequently
of different color than the mass sf the concrete, and appear
blurred by secondary deposits.
10.6.1 Freshly broken surfaces may follow structural
weaknesses and reveal significant features that have not been
masked by secondary aiteration.
10.6.2 Sawed and ground surfaces are examined to detect
fine cracks and trace networks of cracks that are not
perceptible on drilled or sawed surfaces, to examine filling
and partial filling in voids and cracks, and to detect rims on
aggregate particles that may indicate chemical reactions
between the cement and the aggregate. Rims on gravel or
natural sand should be presumed to be a result of weathering
in the deposit, unless samples of aggregates used are available
and show that rims were not present before the aggregate was
used in the concrete. Rims produced in the concrete on
particles of sand and gravel are absent or relatively thin and
faint at locations where the particle is in contact with an air
void. Rims produced by weathering may mask rims produced by alkali - silica reaction. Rimmed crushed stone in
concrete usually indicates alteration in the concrete, as alkali
- silica reaction or alkali - carbonate reaction (12, 20, 21).
Pale rims in mortar bordering coarse aggregate (7, 19) and
pale areas in the mortar may be gel-soaked paste (6)or highly
carbonated paste adjoining carbonate aggregate that has
undergone an alkali carbonate reaction.
10.6.3 Deposits in old cracks may include calcite or
ettringite or calcium hydroxide, or combinations of these
compounds, or more unusual crystalline substances, but
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11. Polarizing Microscope Examination
11.l Characteristics of Good Concrete Thin SectionsFeatures that characterize good, thin sections of concrete o
mortar are as follows: the mounted lower surface is free c
abrasive and has been ground to a smooth matte finis1
ordinarily obtained by finishing the surface with optica
alumina or equivalent; the lower surface of the blank i
entire; air voids have complete peripheries; there is a shaq
boundary between the void and surrounding mortar, de
posits in voids are preserved; and aggregate that has bee:
observed under the stereomicroscope to be entire when thc
blank was selected has remained entire and microfracture
have not been produced in sectioning. It is very difficult tc
avoid production of microfiactues when the aggregate if
principally quartzite and quartz, if it is desired to reduce tht
section to a thickness of 30 ym so that the brightes
birefringence color of quartz is first-order white. Some crack
will be formed and some loss sf paste which is softer thar
quartz aggregate will occur.
11.1.1 The desirable thickness of the thin sections range:
from about 40 to 20 ym. Thinner sections may be requirec
for detailed examination of the cement paste matrix. It is
sometimes necessary to give up normal thickness and use a
thicker section to preserve fragile deposits in voids such a.
alkali - silica gel, ettringite, calcium hydroxide, calcite
aragonite, or thaumasite. When it is desired to preserve the
contacts between mortar and come aggregate, it may be
preferable to leave the section thicker than normal with the
highest birefringence color of the quartz pale first-order
yellow. In normal concrete, the material bordering thc
aggregate consists of amorphous cement gel, with calcium
hydroxide crystals quite evenly distributed but with slighl
concentrations along the undersides of coarse aggregate and
fine aggregate, if the section is cut paraUel to the placement
direction. In cases of alkali - silica reaction, there is usually a
zone depleted in or free of calcium hydroxide surrounding
reacted aggregate particles; sometimes gel is present surrounding the aggregate or soaking the paste so that it is
completely dark with crossed polars and brown grading
hazily to more normal paste in plane polarized light. It is
fairly easy to recognize gel-soaked paste: it is possible with
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aggregate with cracks inside the periphery but SUrroundir
the center and cracks in the middie of the particle w&,
narrow toward the border which may or may not contain E
in a e case of allrali silica reaction. Reaction-rimm

-

particles m a y be chosen for sectioning the case of e i ~
kind of reaction, but it is o r d i m y a futile effort; the rir
distinct to the naked eye or the low power of t
stereomicr~~~ope
may not be Visible in thin section.
11.2.1 Feavisible in the examination of thin s b c
of concrete are shown in Table 4.
12. Mewognp& Miaowpe -tion
(22)
an two advaatages ofexamining
121
a mmopjaPhic microscope: ody one pnparcd SurfaCC.
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experience to recognize depleted calcium hydroxide around
a reacted aggregate particle, so long as the fine w t c or
any crusher dust present does not contain much colorless
mica. Thin flakes of muscovite can be confused with thin
tablets of calcium hydroxide when both are viewed on edge;
they can be distinguished if the higher index of the mica is
observed.
11.1.2 It is sometimes preferable to lose part of the section
or crack the quartz in order to &nguish among quartz
(birefringence 0.009), calcium hydroxide (birefringence
0.027). and calcite (birefikgenec 0.172). When the three
rnate2als occur together, t h e q pmicles
~
will be shaped
like sand grains or rock fragments, wMe calcium hydroxide
will be present either as tablets tangentid to aggregate or as
poiMitic crystals in the pas* mclosing residual cement
grains or areas of gel. The birefringenceof calcium hydroxide
is three times that of q-;
the birefringence of calcite is 6.4
times that of calcium hydraxide; and birekingence of aragonite is 5.7 times that of calcium hydroxide. While aragonite
is fairly uncommon in wncrete, calcite is common as a
product of carbonation and as an ingredient of aggregate. At
nothickness of 30 Pm9 the highest bircfringena of
calcium hydroxide viewed
to the cleavage is bright
fm-order yellow with an occasional orange or W-order red
area. Calcite in the same seaion has bigherder white
birefringence except in very minute grains in which it is very
thin, approximately rhombic in shape, and the birefkingenee
color is fimsrder white. The biremgena relations &
cussed in this paragraph are the basis that makes possible
much of the interpretation of concretg: thin sections.
11.2 Choice of Areas for Thin Sections of Concrete-Areas
from which thin sections an to be prepared usually should
be chosen after examining the sawed or sawed and ground
surface with a stereomicroscope. Selection of the area may
depend on the features to which the examination is directed,
or the choice may be affected in the case of highly deteriorated concrete by the desire to choose a volume strong
enough to endure sectioning even after impregnation. In that
second case, an area of mortar with coarse aggregate at the
comers or along the sides may be the successful choice. If it is
desired to examine the aggregate to compare it with aggregate
of a known source to establish whether the two probably
came from the same deposit or quarry, coarse aggregate
should be chosen in sufficient number to cover the range of
varieties present and their physical condition. If the concrete
has been subjected to alkali - silica or alkali carbonate
reactions, areas selected for sectioning should include coarse

the polished surface enhanaJ and auows etch
aim of the mgraPfiic exami
~duai
When
wncerncd with the
tion is
of
ament, polished
that
produced by grinding and polishing a sawed piece
concrete are particularly useN in detection of usw
amounts of free CaO or MgO or their hydration prod1
.
and other Ement constituenu. Although the coarser
cnnent grains may be far from a repntSentatiVe
'cs that, if correlated with the behacan
helpfu.
h i s t O r y ~ C O n m ecan
,
interpreting its behavior. Table 5 lists constituents of c
after pmtion,
wing difierent
Table 6 is a lict of suwees
reported as ormrrinE
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13- Repo*
13.1 The report of the examination should include

following:
13.1.1 Locadon and orientation of the samples in
construction or products or type of sgtcimen,
13.1.2 History of the samples insofar as is available,
13.1.3 Physical and chemical tests made on the sam
with their results,
13.1.4 m p t i o n of the samples and a report on mi,
proportions, if available or if estimated, workman:
construction practice, and original quality of the concre
the constructions, insofar as such information is avail:
and
13.1.5 Interpretation, insofar as possible, of the natuthe materials and the chemical and physical events that
led to the success or distress of the concrete.
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SHRP-C-315, "Handbook for the Identification of Alkali-Silica
Reactivity in Highway Structures"
(See book attached)
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Designation: C 294 86 (Reapproved 1991)~'
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Standard Descriptive Nomenclature for

Constituents of Natural Mineral Aggregates1
This standard is issued un&r the fixed designation C 294; tbe number hadirrtely following the bigmaion indicates the year of
*aal
adoption or, in the eue of m'sion, the year of last mhion. A number in pnnntbacs indicatesthe year of Ln:mapprvval. A
su-pt
epsilon (t) indicatespn editariai duns since the lnst d o n or rrppgnwrrrl.

This standard hPr bcrn approved for tlse by agencies of &heDaxwtmcnr ofhcfme. C o d f the DoD index of Spx$;ri~l~fions
and
Standarc&for the sper#c year of issue which has brm adopted by the Department of D r f i .
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NOTE--Senion 25, Keywords, was added ebitorklly in A p d 1991.

C 125 Terminology Relating to C o n m e and C o n e

1.1 Tbis descriptive nomenclature provides brief descrip
tions of some of the more comman, or more important,
natwal materkh of which mineral w t e s tiwe composed
(Note 1). The descriptions provide a basis for understanding
these tenns as used to designate aggregate constituents. Many
of the materials described frequently occur in particles that
do not display all the characteristics given in the descriptions,
and most of these rocks grade from varieties meeting one
description to varieties meeting another with dtl intermediate
stages being found

~~

(Chemical Method)2
C 330 Specification for Lightweight Aggregates for Smct l dCO~R~$

C 331 Spdicatiorm for Lightweight Aggregates for Con-

crete Masonry Units2

C 332 Specification for Lightweight Aggregatts for Insu-

lating ConcreteZ

3. Classes and Types
3.1 The materials found as constituents of natural &eM
m~ and m i n e d . Miner& an mtm,,
w t e s
eng
inoWniC m b n m of more or 1- dfiite
chemical com~~sitione.and
usually of a spcdfic m n e
structure. Most rocks are composed of several m i n e d but
some are composed of only one mineral. Certain examples of
the rock quartzite are mmposed exciusively of the m i n d
quam, and certain limestones are composed exclusiveiy of
the mineral calcite. individual sand grains fnquently an
composed of particles of rock, but they may be composed of
a single mineral, particularly in thc finer sizes.
3.2 Rocks are c ~ f i c daccording to origin into thne
major divisions: igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic.
These three major p u p s are subdivided into types ac.cording to mineral and chemical composition, texture, me,!
internal structure. Igneous rocks form from molten rock
matter either above or below the earth's surface. Sedimmtory rock form at the earth's surface by the accumulation
and consolidation of the products of weathering and erosion
of existing rocks. Metamorphic rocks form from pre-exining
rocks by the a d o n of heat, p-ure, or shearing f o m in the
earth's m t . It is obvious that not only imcous but also
sedimentary and metamorphic rocks may be weathered and
eroded to form new sedimentary rocks. Simkiy,
metamorphic rocks may again be metamorphosed.

hi

NOTEI-These demiptions
~i~~
and rocks as they
occur h nature md da UOt indude b b t - f b l a ~S b or liphwat
WPWta that a
by the Amtion of the m c t m md
composition of natural matexid. Blast-fixmace slag is defined in Pcfinitiorn c 125. information
iighmdght w
m is fiwn in
Specifications c 330, c 331, and c 332.
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C 289 Test Method for Potential Reactivity of Aggqpm
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1.2 The accurate identification of rocks and minerals can,
in many cases, be made only by a qaed
geologist,
mineralogist, or petrographer using the apparatus and proceduns of these sciences. Reference to these desniptions m y ,
however, serve to indicate or prevent gross errors in identification. Identification of the constituent materids in an
aggregate may assist in recognizing its properties, but identification alone cannot provide a basis for predicting the
in sexvice. Mineral aggregates cornbehavior of -gates
posed of any type or combination of types of rocks and
minerals may perform well or poorly in stmice depending
upon the exposure to which they are subjected, the physical
and chemical propwt.ies of the matrix in which - they
embedded, their physical condition at the time they are used,
and other factors. Small amounts of minerals or rocks that
may occur only as contaminants or accessories in the
aggregate may decisively influence its quality.
2. Referenced Documents

DESCRIPTIONS OF MINERALS

2.1 ASTM Standards:
fhir d-ptivt
is under the juM*oa of ASTM C o m m i w
c-9 on conme md Concrete m t e s a d is the h
e
m rrrpomibility d
Subcommittee C09.65 on Petrography of Concreu:and Aggregates.
Current edition approved Nov. 28, 1986. Published January 1987. %ginally
published mAC294 52. Last previous edition C 294 69 ( 1981 ).
This staqdad has been extensively rrvised. The reader should compare thls
edition with the &st previous edition for exact revisions.
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4. Eeneral
4.1 For the purpose of indicating sigllifiC%Ilt relationships,
the descriptions of minerals are presented in groups in the

following sections.
Annw1 Book ofASTM Statuiards, Vol04.02.
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silica Minerals
5.1 q-a

I
I

!

very common hard m i n d composed of

(si02).It wilt -t& glnsJ and ir not scratched by a
rnifc. When pure it ir color la^ with a glacsy (vi-us)
luster
and a & e l l - h (wnchoidal) w.It Inch a visible
d m m e (the abiliv to break in definite directions along even
and, whcn present in d v e rocks such a~ granite, it
usually
no c
hp1%
*is rrsispnt to mt h e r c G p o r t a n t constituent of many sand
abundant
deposits and m y ~guidn~ncs.
It b
and
in many light-colorcd ~ I ~ I C O Uand
S rmt.amorphic NIC~S.Some
or in-1~
f r a m -&a) q m may k
dc1etcriously rtactive with W
e
sin con-.
5.2
hydn~wform of silica (Si02 nH20)which
occurs without c
' 'c exwmd f o m or inerystajline -gtme=ncd
by ordinary visible light
*&ods. When X-ray difhction methods arc used, opal
may show some evidences of internal cryadline arrangemcnt. Opal has a e b l e water content, gcncrally ranging
from 3 to 9 %. The specific p~avityand
p r ~
i
s than tho= of g u a m The color is variable and the l u
is minous to glassy. It is u s d y found in sedimentary roc&
specially some c h w , md is the principal constituent of
batomite. It is also found as a secondary material
cavities and fissures in igneous rocb and may OCCW as a
of opal in
coating on gravel and sand.
alkalies in
aggregates is important bocausc I
portlandctment paste, or with tht a t i d e s from othcr
sources, such as aggregates containing zeolites,and ground

f-m.
The plryridase fekkmr~include
sodium a h t h ~ m
and =k-ium aluminum
or both sodium 4cddum aluminum silicwa. This
Bro~p,in&
the '*-iime"
frqmn*~~ f
to d

continuo- k c s , of W n g . ch-id
compositio:
~ r o e t s ,from a t e *
sodium plu
f e 1 w 9 aoflhite*
dcifdintenndte mcmba3 of the stria dargnared *1ig6
labradorite* and bpown&e. P - ~ fcl
~
Sodi--rich
@Wociast
fclO ~ X ~ WO
U
iBncous rode such as h m and rhyolitq wi
P
Wfe1- ~ of
cPlcium mnent
f01
igneous r& of lower silica eontent such aa diori~,g
and basalt.
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5.3 chalcedony--~halcedonyhas been considered both as
a distinct mineral and a variety of quartz. It is frcquentiy
composed of a mixture of microscopic fibers of quartz with a
iarge number of submicroscopic porn filled with wattr and
air. The properties of,chalcedony arc intermediate b e e n
those of opal and quam, fmm which it can sometimes be
distinguished only by laboratory tests. It frequently occurs as
a constituent of the rock chen and is reactive with the
alkalies in
ine forms of silica
5.4 trid
(SiO,) sometimes found in volcanic rocks. They are mewstable at ordinary temperaturn and presures. They
minerals in aggregates exapt in areas where volcanic rocks
are abundant. A type of cristobalite is a common constituent
of opal. Tridymite and cristobalite are reactive with the
alkalies in portlandccment paste.

3

lj
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C
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the lepidolite group, white to pink and red or yellow, i
the chlorite group, shades of gran. Another
phlogopite, is similar to biotite, commonly has a pee
luster and bronze color, and less commonly ip bmm.or yellow. The mica m i n e d an mmmon a d
in igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic ro&~,pr
common as minor to trace components in many sanc
gravels. The muscovite,biotite9 lcpidolitc, and phlq
minerats cleave into flakes and phtcs that arc tlasti
chlorite minerals, by comparison, form in elastic flakt
plates. Vermiculite (a mica-like m i n d ) fonns b
alteration of other micas and is brown and has a t
luster.
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6. Feldspars
6.1 The minerals of the feldspar group are the most

abundant rock-fonning minin the crust of the m h .
They are important constituents of all three major rock
groups. igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic. Since a91
fe&.xirs have good cleavages in two directions, particles of
feldspar usually show severai smooth surfaces. Frequently,
the smooth cleavage surfaces show fine parallel lines. All
f e l d s m are slightly less hard than, and can be scratched by,
warn and will, when fresh, easily scratch a penny. The
variousmembers of the group are differentiated by chemical
c*mpasition and crystallographic properties. The feldspars
orthochef sanidine, and microcline arr potassium aluminum silicates, and are frequently referred to as potassium

Mined
9.1 The term 'clayw refm to natural matera m m
of panicles in a specific she range, generaUy l a than
(0.002 mm). Mineralogically, day refers to a p u p of la
silicate mine* including the clay-mica (am,the 1
group, very finely divided chlorites. and che swelling el
montmarill~onites( s m c d t ~ ) .
of s y a
pmiculviy micas, chlorites, and vermiculites, oaw b

9.

r

I
I
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8. Micaceous Mhedfi
8.1 Micaaous minerals have perfect cleavage it
direction aad om be d y split into thin flake. The
m i n e d of the muscovite group are C O ~ O ~ ~ Cto
S Siight
of the biotite group, dark brown to black or dark grc

Ar

t

water.

maendurn, or of bath. ~ C include
Y
the m i n d s
ampfibole, PYroXenC a d olivine W U W . f h c
~common amphibole mined is bornblmdt., the
common pyroxene mineral is augitc: and the m a mr
olivine mined is olivine. Dark mica, such biotit
~ h l o g o ~ i e , a h considered fcmmagacsian mil
amphibole and ~ ~ r o x e m
n ci n d s arc tmwn to gr
b k k and g e n d y occur as prismatic wits OGv
urually olive gmn, glasy in appaanc~.and mmUy a
Biotite has excellent cltavage and can be easily cleave
thin flakes and phts. These minerals
k fou
components of a variety of rocks, and in sands and g
Olivine is found ody in daik igntous rocks whae qu
not p m t , and in sands and graveis close to the c
source.
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Minerals
7.1 b y igneous and m-otphic
mcb contai1
Brim to black mine& that arc generally silica- of i
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10.1 The zeolite minerals are a large group of hydrated
aluminum silicates of the alkali and alkaline earth elements
which are soft and usually white or Light c~lored.They are
formed as a secondary filling in cavities or f i s in ~i@eous
~ ~
rocks, or within the rock itself as a product of hydrothermal
feldspafi. Some
alteration of original minerals,
zeolites, particularly heulandite, nutrdite, and laumontite,
reportedly produce deleterious effects in concrete, the first
two having been reported to augment the alkali content in
concrete by releasing alkalies through cation exchange and
thus increasing alkali reactivity when certain sficeous a m gates are present. Laumontite and its partially dehydrated
variety leonhardite are notable for their substantial volume
change with wetting and drying Both me found in rocks
such as quartz diorites and some sandstones.
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12. SuIfatt?Minemk
12.1 Carbonate rocks and shales may contain sulfate
impurities. The most abundant sulfate mineral is gyp:
(hydrous calcium sulfate; CaSO,. 2HZO);nnhydrile (ar

dmus calcium sulfate, CaSo.,) is las common. GypsuI
u ~ w white
y
or colorless and characterized by a pc:
cieavage dong one plane and by its softness, rcpracr
hardness of2 on the Mohs scale; it is readily scratched b!
fingemail. Gypsum may form a whitish p~lvcruien
crystalline coating on sand and gravel. h is siightly solul:
water.
12.2 Anhydrite nsembles dolomite in hand -mer
has three cleavages at right angles; it is less solubi
hydrochloric acid than dolomite, does not effervaj
~Gghtly
Y soluble in water. Anhydrite is harder than gyp:
Gypsum and anfiydrite occurring in aggregates offmr b
sulfate attack in concme and mortar.

\

13. Iron Sulfide Minerais
13.1 The sulfides of iron, pyrite, marcwe, and pynh
found in mm
~
m.pyrite is. foul
ipmw sedimentary, and metamomhic roc+s; mmuch i= common and is found maidy in erne:
rocks; pyrrhotite is 1- common but may be found in r
of igneous and memoIphic
pyrite is
yellow, and pynhotife bronze brown, and both ha
rn~taUicluster. Marcasite is alsa metallic but fighter in
aad finely divided iron sulfides are soat black. Pyrite is
found in cubic crysrals. MarcaJite readily oxidizes wit
libration of sulfuric acid and formation of iron 0:
hydroxides, and, to a much smaller extent, sulfates; 1
and pyrrhotite do so l e s readily. M d t e and certain I
of pyrite and pyrrhotite are reactive in m o m and con
producing a brown stain accompanied by a volume int
*at has been reported as one source of popouts in con^
&active forms of iron sulfides may be recognize
immmion in saturated lime water (calcium hydr
solution);upon exposure to air the reactive varieties prt
a brown coating within a few minutes.

,
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10. Zeolites

chloric acid: dolomite is soluble with slow effe~csctnce
cold dilute hydrochloric add and with vigorous effcnescel
if the acid or the sample is heated or if the sample
pulverbd.

iv
ed

made
the clay-size m g e and in larger sizes. some
groups. Random,
up of alternating layers of two or more
regular, or both types of interlayering are kx~own.If ancctite
is a significant constituent in such mixturc~,then fairly large
volume changes may occur with w d n g and
9.2
minerals arc hydrous duninurn, magnesium,
and iron silicates that may contain calcium, magnesium,
potassium, sodium a d other excbgeabte cations.
formed by alteration and weathering of other silicates a d
volcanic glass. The clay minerals are major constituents of
found disseminated in carbonate
clays and shales. They
rock as seams and pock- and in ~~ a d weathered
f0md as
igneous and metamorphic rocks. Clays may
matrix, void fiUings, and cementing mataial in smdstones
and other sedimentary rocks.
9.3 Most aggregate particia c ~ m p of,
d or containing
large proportions of clay m h - i d are softaad,because ofthe
large internal surfacc arut of the constituents, they arc
porous. Some of t h m -ta
will disinWP@-when
wetted. Rocks in which the cementing matrix is P R ~ C ~
clay, such as clay-bond& sandstons, and m b in which
montmorillonite is present as a c o n t h ~ o wphase or mh,
such as some altered volcanics, may slake in water or may
mixer. Rocks of this type are
disintegrate in the conunsuitable for use as
Rocks having thew Pmperties less well developad will abrade m n s i b b l ~during
mixing, releasing clay, and raising the water I W u i ~ m aof
t
the COnCEte COX~GII~I~~
t h a wWhen such eare PfeSent
in hardened conme, the c o ~ will
~ manifest
e
greater
volume change wening and drying than si*
concrete
containing'non-swelling aggregate.

11. Garbonate Minerals
1 1, I The most common carbonate mineral is calcite
(calcium carbonate. CaC03).The mineral dolomite consists

of calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate
(CaCO, MgCO, or CaMg(C03)2)in equivalent molecular
amounts, which are 54.27 and 45.73 by mass %. respectively.
Both caicite and dolomite are relatively soft, the hardness of
calcite being 3 and that of dolomite 3% to 4 on the Mohs
scale. and are readily scratched by a knife blade. They have
rhombohedral cleavage, which results in their breaking into
fragments with smooth parallelogram shaped sides. Calcite is
soluble with vigorous effervescence in cold dilute hydm

-

14. Iron Oxide Minerais,Anhydrous and Hydrous
dnca
14.1 There are two common iron

Black, magnetic: magnetite (Fe,O,), and (2) red or n
when powdened: hematite (Fe203); and one WI
hydrous oxide mineral, brown or yellowish. g(
(FeO(0H)). Another common iron-bearing mineral is
weakly magnetic, ilmenite (FeTiO,). Magnetite and iir
ate important accessory minerals in many dark ig
rwks and are common detrital minerals in sedi;
Hematite i s frequently found as an accessory minc
reddish rocks. bmonite, the brown weathering proci
iron-bearing minerals, is a field name for a variety of h.
iron oxide minerals including goethite; it frequently cc
adsarbed water, and various impurities such as collo
crystalline silica, clay minerals, and organic matte
presence of substantial amounts of sofi iron-oxide m

DESCRIPTIONS OF IGNEOUS ROCKS

15. General
-1 5.1 igneous rocks are those formed by cooling h m a
molten rock mass (magma). They may be divided into two

classes: ( I ) plutonic, or intrusive, that have cooled slowly
within the earth;and (2) volcanic, or extrusive, that fanned
from quickly cooled lavas. Plutonic rocks have grain sizes
greater than approximately 1 mm, and are classified as
coarse- or medium-grained. Volcanic mks have grain sizes
less than approximately 1 rnm, and are cwed
as finegrained. Volcanic rocks fnequentiy contain glass. Both
plutonic and volcanic rocks may consist of porphyries, that
are characterized by the presence of large mineral grains in a
fine-grained or glassy groundmass. This is the restlit of sharp
changes in rate of cooling or other physico-chemid a n & tions during solidification of the melt,
and nagled on
15.2 Igneous rocks are usually
the basis of their texture, internal s t r u m , and their m i n d
composition which in turn depends to a large extent on their
chemical composition. Rocks in the plutonic c k generally
have chemical equivalents in the vo1canic class.

bytomite, or m x U t c . Fmromagncsian minerals arc mi
ally mu= abundant than feldspar. Diabase (in Europea
usage dolerite)is a rock of similar composition to gabbm an
basalt but is intermediate in mode of origin, usually orcu
ring in d e r intrusionsthan gabbro, and having a mediu~
to fine-grained texture. The terms "trap* or "trap rock" a:
collective terms-for dark-colored, medium-to fine-graine
igneous rocis eSpccialfyciiabase and basalt.
16.5 jwridotit+peridotite is composed of olivine ar
pyroxene. Rwks composed almost entirely of PPxene a
known as pyroxenites, and those @om@ of olivine
dmiires. Rocks of these types arc relatively rare but tfie
metamorphosed equivalent, serpentinite, is more commor
16.6 ~ t i t ~ t r e m eaxme-gmined
l y
varieties of i
neous rocks are known as pegmatit= These
UTU
light-colored and are most fkquentfy equivalent to granite t
syenite in mineral composition. .

-,
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17. Finffirained and Glassy Extrnsive Igneous Rocks
17.1 volcanic rack-volcanic or extrusive rocks are tt
fine-grained equivalents of the coam-and-mcdium-mne
plutonic rocks described in Section 16. Equivalent
ha
similar chemical compositions and may contain the
minerals. Volcanic rocks commonly are so fine-grained &
the individual mined gains usually are not visible to ~
naked eye, Porphyritic textures axe common, and the roc1
may be p t h i l y or wholly g k y or nonicrystalline. Tk
glassy portion of a partially gtassy rock usuaZly has a high\
silica content than the mystallhe portion. Some volcanic r
16. Plutonic Rocks
extrusive K K : ~may not be distinguishable in texture
16.1 granit&graite is a medium- to c o a r s e ~ n e d , structam from plutonic or intrusive rocks that origi
light-colored rock characterized by the P-nce
of potassium
shallow depth.
feldspar with lessen. amounts of plagioclase feldspars and
17.2 felsite-light-colored,
very fine-grained igneor
mcks are collectively known as felsites. The felsite p c
quartz. The characteristic potassium feldspars are orthoclase
includes rhyolite, dacite, andesite, and trachyte, which a:
or microcline, or both; the common plagioclase feldspars are
albite and oligoclase. Feidspars are mare abundant than
the equivalents of granite, quartz diorite, diorite, and syenit
respectively. These rocks are usually light colored but tht
quartz. Dark-coiored mica (biotite) is u s d y present, and
lightcolored mica (muscovite) is fkequently present. Other
may be gray, green, dark red, or black. When they are dar
they may incdrrectiy be classed as "trap" (see 16.4). Whr
dark-colored ferromagnesian minerals, especially hornblende, may be present in amounts less than those of the
they are microcrystalline or contain natural glass, rhyolite
&cites, and andesites are reactive with the alkalies 1
lightcolored constituents. Quartz-rnonsonite and granodiorize are rocks similar to granite, but they contain more
portland-cement concrete.
17.3 basalt-fine-grained extrusive equivaient of gabb
~lagioclasefeldspar than potassium feldspar.
16.2 syenit-yenite
is a medium- to coarse-grained,
and diabase, When basalt contains natural glass, the gllass
light-colored rock composed essentially of a1kali feldspars,
generally lower in silica content than that of the lighte
namely microcline, orthioclase, or albite. Quartz is generally
colored extrusive rocks and hence is not deleteriously rea
absent. Dark femomagnesian minerals such as hornblende,
tive with the alkalies in portland-cement paste; howevc
biotite, or pyroxene are usually present.
exceptions have been noted in the literature with respect
16.3 d i o r i t 4 o r i t e is a medium- to coarse-grained rock
the alkali reactivity of basaltic glasses.
composed essentially of plagioclase feldspar and one or more
17.4 volcanic glass-igneous rocks composed wholly
ferrornagncsian minerals such as hornblende, biotite, or
glass are named on the basis of their texture and intern
Pyroxene. The plagioclase is intermediate in composition,
structure. A dense dark natural glass of high silica content
usually of the variety andesine, and is more abundant than
d i e d obsidian,while lighter colored finely vesicular glas
!he ferromagnesian minerals. Diorite usually is darker in
froth filled with elongated, tubular bubbles is called pumi~
~olorthan granite or syenite and lighter than gabbro. If
Dark-colored coarsely vesicular types containing more or le
quartz is present, the rock is called quartz diorize.
spherical bubbles are called scoria. Pumices are us&
16.4 gabbro-gabbro is a medium- to coarse-grained,
silica-rich (corresponding to rhyolite5 or &cites), where
dark-colored rock consisting essentially of feromagnesian
scorias usually are more basic (correspondingto badts).
minerals and plagioclase feldspar. The ferromagnesian minhigh-silica glassy lava with an onion-like structure and
erals may be pyroxenes. amphiboles or both. The plagioclase
pearly luster, containing 2 to 5 % water, is called pedt
IS one of the calcium-rich varieties, namely labradorite,
When heated quickly to the sofiening temperature, perli
/

?
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in concrete aggregate can color c o n a t e various shades of
yellow or brown. Very minor amounts of iron minerals color
many rocks, such as fmginous sandstones, shales, clayironstones, and granites. Magnetite, ilmenite, and hematite
ores are used as heavy aggregate.

ii

reactive with the alkalies in portlandlccment paste.
DESCRIlPTlONS OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
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18. General
18.1 Sedimentary rocks are stratified rocks laid down for
the most part under water, although wind and glacial action
occasionally are important. Sediments may be composed of
particles of prtcxkhg rocks derived by mechanical agencies
or they may be of chemical or organic origin. The sediments
are usually indurated by cementation or compaction during
geologic time, although the degree of consoli&tion may vary
widely.
18.2 Gravel, sand, sift, and clay form the group of
unconsolidated sediments. Although the distinction bttwetn
these four mernbm is made on the basis of their particle size,
a general trend in the composition occurs. Gravel and, to a
lesser degree, coar~csands usually consist of rock fhgments;
fine sands and silt consist predominantly of mined grahq
and clay exclusively of mineral grains, largely of the group of
clay minerals. AU typs of rocks and m i n d may bc
represented in unconso~lidatcdsediments.

intermediate rocks between C ~ Y S ~ ~ and
~ C Ssn&t0
When the daystones are harder and platy or fissile, they
known as shnles. Claystones a$ shales may k my,bk
reddish, or green and m
Y con=me cmbonate mine
( c a l m u s shales). A massive, firmly indutatcd finegrai
argihctous rock confing of qfel*,
mi-ous
minaah is known a~ awffite. m
~
r
g
t
a
i
l
l
i
do
&&e in wata as some shalt%do. As an aid in w n g ~
these finegrained sediments from be-grained, f ~ h
metamorphic rocks such as slates and phyfita, it m.
noted that the cleavage ~urfamof
are p n W y
and carthy while those of dates are more lustrous. ph!
has a glossier luster resembling a silky sheen.
'
20.2 ~ggrcgates containing abundant shale are d
mental to concretc becaw they can produce high shrid
but not all shales are hamfhi. Some m
t
t
s are W - 5
reactive.
20.3 Although aggregates which are volumctri&y
stable in wetting and drying
not confined to any cia
rock, they do share some common ~ b - c s .
If the
a matrix or continuous phase, it is usually physically
and consis& of material of high specific surface, h u t
including clay. However, no g e n d relation bas ,
demonstrated between clay content or type of clay and I
volume change upon wetting and W n g VolumEtri
of
unstable aggregates do not have m i n d
modulus interlocked in a continuous rigid structun car
of resisting volume change.
20.4 Aggregates having high elastic modulus and
volume change from the wet to the dry condition contr:
to the volume stability of concrete by restraining the vo'
change sf the cement paste. in a relatively few c
agyegates have been demonstrated to contribute to tnn:
fatiory performance of concrete because they have rcht
large volume change h m the wet to the dry cond
combined with relatively low modulus of elasticity
drying, such aggregates shrink away h m the surroul
cement paste and consequently f d to restrain its vo
change with change in moisture content.

d

puffs to become an artificial pumice. GlaJJ with up to 10 W
, water and with a dull resinous luster is called pitchtone.
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19. Conglomerates, sandstones, and Quartzites
19.1 Tfiese rocks consist of @ties of sand or gravel, or
both, with or without interstitial and cementing material. If
the particles include a considerable proportion of gravel, the
rock is a conglomerate. If the particles are in the sand sizes,
that is, less than 2 mm but more than 0.06 mm in major
diameter, the rock is a sanditone or a quanzzte. ff the rock
breaks around the sand grains, it is a sandstone; if the grains
are largely quartz and the rock breaks through the grains, it is
quartzite. Conglomerates, and sandstones are sedimentary
rocks but q d t e s may be sedimentary (orthoqurttes)or
metamorphic (metaqmrtzites).The cementing or interstitial
quartz, opal, calcite, dole
materials of sandstones may
mite. clay, iron oxides, or other materials. These may
influence the quality of a sandstone as concrete aggregate. If
the nature of the cementing material is known, the rock
name may include a reference to it, such as opal-bonded
sandstone or fmnginous conglomerate.
19.2 graywackes and subgraywackes-gmy to greenish
gray sandstones containing angular quartz and feldspar
grains. and sand-sized rock b e n t s in an abundant 'matrix
resembling claystone, shale, argilhte, or slate. Graywackes
grade into subgraywackes, the most common sandstones of
the geologic column.
19.3 arkose--coarse-grained sandstone derived from
granite, containing conspicuous amounts of feldspar.

20. Claystones, Shales,Argillites, and Siltstones
20.1 These very fine-grained rocks are composed of, or
derived by.erosion of sedimentary silts and clays, or of any
type of roqk that contained clay. When relatively soft and
massive, they are known as cloystones, or siltstones, depending on the size of the majority of the particles of which
they are composed. Siltstones consist predominantly of
silt-sized panicles (0.0625 to 0.002 mm in diameter) and are

21. Carbonate Rocks
21.1 Limestones are the most widespread of c&

racks. They range from pure limestones consisting o
mineral calcite to pure dolomites (dolostones) consisti
the mineral dolomite. Usually they contain both miner
various proportions. If 50 to 90 % is the mineral dolo
the rock is &led calcitic dolomite. Magnesium limtstc
sometimes applied to*dolomitic limestones and G
dolomites but it is ambiguous and its use should be avt
Most carbonate rocks contain some noncarbonate impt
such as quartz, chert, clay minerals, organic matter, g y ~
and sulfides. Carbonate rocks containing 10 to SO % sar
arenaceous (or sandy) limestones (or dolomites);those
taining 10 to 50 % clay are argillaceous (or clayey or :
limestones (or dolomites).Marl is a clayey limestone wh
fine-grained and commonly soft. Chalk is fine-textured
sofi, porous, and somewhat friable limestone, com
chiefly of particles of microorganisms. Mimite is very
textured chemically precipitated carbonate or a meck
ooze of carbonate particles, usually 0.001 to 0.003 n
size. The term "limerock" is not recommended.
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22. Chert
22.1 chert-the general term for a group of variously
colored, very fine-grained (aphanitic), siliceous rocks cornposed of microaystdhe or c r y p t m e q m chalcedony, or opal, either singly or in combinations of varying
proportions. Identification of the form or forms of silica
requires carem determination of optical pro@=, absolute
specific gravity, loss on ignition, or a combination of these
characteristics. Dense cherts are very tough, with a waxy to
greasy luster, and are usually gray, b m , whk, or rcd and
less frequently, green, black or blue. Porous varieties are
usually lighter in color, fnequently off-white, or stained
yellowish, brownish, or reddish, hto very weak, and w e
to tripoli. Femginous, dense, red, and in some cases, dense,
yellow, brown, or green chert is sometimes called jasper.
Dense black or gray chert is sometimes called jlint. A very
dense, even textured, light m y to white chert, composed
mostly of microcrystalline to cryptocrystatline quartz, is
called novaculite. Chert is hard (scratch= glass, but is not
scratched by a knife blade) and has a conchoidal (shell-like)
fracture in the dense varieties, and a more splintery fracture
in the porous varieties. Chert occws most frequently as
nodules, lenses, or interstitid material, in limestone and
dolomite formations, as extensively bedded deposits, and as
components of sand and gravel. Most cherts have been found
to be aikali-silica reactive to some degree when tested with
high-alkaii cement, or in the quick chemical test (Test
Method C289). However, the degree of the alkali-silica
reactivity and whether a given chert will produce a deleterious degree of expansion in conmete are complex fiznctions
of several factors. Among them are: the minedogic composition and internal structure of the chert; the amount of the
chert as a proportion of the aggregates; the particle-size
distribution; the alkali content of the cement; and the
cement content of the concrete. In the absence of informatian to the contrary, all chert should be regarded as potentially alkali-silica reactive if combined with high-alkali cement. However, opaline cberts may produce deleterious
expansion of mortar or concrete when present in very small
~roportions(less than 5 % by mass of the aggregate). Cherts
that are porous may be susceptible to freezing and thawing
deterioration in concrete and may cause popouts or cracking
of the concrete surface above the chert panicle.
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23. General
23.1 Metamorphic rocks form. from igneous, sediments
or p-~xistingmetamorphic rode in response to change
chemical and physical conditions occurring within
earth's crust after formation of the original r& 7
changes may be t u r d , s t r u m , or mincralogic and n
be accompanied by changes in chemical composition. 1
rocks are dense and may be massive but are morc fkcquer
foliated (laminated or layered) and tend to break into pi
particles. Rocks formed from argiUaceous mks by d y w
metamorphism usually split easily along one plane in*
dent of original bedding; this feature is designated "pi
cleavage." The m i n d composition is very variable
pending in part on the degme of metamorphism and in F
on the composition of the original rock.
23.2 Most of the metamorphic rocks may derive eit
fkom igneous or sedimentary rocks but a few, such
marbles and dates, originate only from sediments.
23.3 Certain phyllites, slates, and metaquamitts cc
taining low-temperature silica and silicate minerals or big
strained quartz m a y be deleteriously reactive when used Q
cements of high alkali contents.
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DESQUPI~O~YS
OF METAMORPHIC R

24. Metamorphic Rocks
24.1 marble--a m
e

d medium- to caarse-gmi~
carbonate rock composed of calcite or dolomite, or cat(
and dolomite. The ariginal impurities are pment in the fc
of new mine&, such as micas, amphiboles, pyroxenes, L
graphite.
24.2 rnetaqdte-a granular rock consisting esscntk
of recrystaiked quartz, Its strength and resistance to wer
ering derive from the interlocking of the quartz grains.
24.3 slate--a fine-grained metamorphic rock that is t
tinctly laminated and tends to split into thin parallel lay
The mineral composition usually cannot be determined w
the unaided eye.
24.4 phyllite--a fine-gained thinly layemi rock. M
erals, such as micas and chlorite, are noticeable and i m p l
silky sheen to the surface of schistosity. PhyIlites are interr
diate between slates and schists in grain size and mint
composition. They derive fiom argillaceous sediment
rocks or fine-grained extrusive igneous rocks, such as felsi
24.5 schist-a highly layered rock tending to split i
nearly parallel planes (schistose) in which the grain is cor
enough to permit identification of the principal miner
Schists are sutxiivided into varieties on the basis of the xr
prominent mineral present in addition to quartz or to qu
and feldspars; for instance, mica schist. Greenschist is a gr
schistose rock whose color is due to abundance of one
more of the green minerals, chlorite or amphibole, ant
commonly derived from altered volcanic rock.
24.6 amphibolite-a medium- to coarse-grained di
colored rock composed mainly of hornblende .
plagioclase feldspar. Its schistosity, which is due to pm
alignment of hornblende grains, is commonly lcss obvi
than in typical schists.
24.7 homfe1~-equigranular, massive, and usually to'
rock produced by complete recrystallization of sedimentr
igneous, or metamorphic rocks through thermal metan
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21.2 The reaction of the dolomite in certain carbonate
rocks with alkalies in portland cement paste has been found
to be associated with deleterious expansion of concrete
containing such rocks as coarse aegrrgate. Carbonate rocks
capable of such d o n posses a chzmcteristic texture and
composition. The characteristic micfoscopic texture is that
in which relatively large crystals of dolomite (rhombs) are
scattered in a finer-grained matrix of micritic calcite and
clay. The characteristic composition is that in which the
carbonate portion consists of substantial amounts of both
dolomite and catcite, and the acid-insoluble residue contains
a significant amount of clay. Except in certain areas, such
rocks are of relatively infirequent occumnce and seldom
make up a sigdicant proportion of the material pnsent in a
deposit of rock being considered for use in making aggregate
for concrete.

7

phism sometimes with the addition of components of molten
, rock. Their mineral compositions vary widely.

24.8 gneiss-one of the most common metamorphic
rocks, usually for& fmipeous or sedimentary r& by
sc-.
11
a bigha dof m e - o r p k
thaa
mdting from
by a lay& or foliated
approximately p d e l lenses and bands of platy miner&,
usually micas, or prisms, usually amphibole^, a d of granular
minerals, usually q m and feldspars. AJI i n t e r m h e
varieties between gneiss and SCW
and between gneiss and
granite are often found in the same arras in which welldefined gneisses occur.

24.9 serpentiaite-a relatively soft, light to dark gnttn lo
almost black rock formed usually from dlica-poor igneous
rocks, such as pyroxenita, pcridotite~,and dunita. It mav
contain some of' the original PYn,Xene or olivine but &
-1~ c o m ~ o of
d wfierhydrnw fenromagn*
mh-s
@kclike
material is often
of the sapentine grouppV~
pmrn inwntinite.
25. Keywords
25.1 -1s;
&nates;
ciays; concrete; feldspars,
fentomam&
minerals; igneous rocks; iron oxides; iron
suifida; metamorphic racks; micas; mine*,
nomat=:
rocks, sedimentary racks; silica; sulfates; zeolites
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1. scOpe
1.1 This guide2 outlines procedures for the petmgra~hk

of Sper~cotiomand
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3- S
m 0fMethod
examination of samples representative of materials proposed
for use as aggregates in concrete.
3.1 The Jpedtic prmedm employed in the pctnpphj
1.2 This guide outlines the extent to which p e w f i i c
examination of any sample will depnd to a lage extmt 0:
techniques should be usd, the selection of properties that
the purpose of the examination and the nature of the sample
should be looked for, and the manner in w w s ~ c h In most csss the examination will requke t h e w of optic%
techniques may be employed in the exambation of samples microscopy. Complete pnogmphic examinations for WC
of -tes
for concrete.
ular purposes and to investigate parti*
pmbim ma?
1.3 This guide does not attempt to describe the ahni~ues q u i r e examination of aggregates or of seiecwd CO&~UCII~~
of petrographic work since it is assumed that the guide
by means of additional p d w such as X-ray
be uscd by penom who are qualified by d u d o n and
analysis, differential thermal analysis, infrared m
p
y
experience to employ such techniques for the recognition of or others; in some instances, such procedures arr more
the charactexistic properties of rocks and minerals and to
and more definitive than an microscopicat methods.
demibe and classifythe constituents of an aggregate -pie.
3.2 Identification of the constituents of asample is u s d !
1.4 The rock and mineral names given in tk%r'iptive
a necessary ~ t e pt o m recognition of the pets tha
Nomenclature C 294 should be used insofar as t h are
~
may be exto influence the behavior of the maix
appropriate in reports prepared accoriiing to this guide.
its intended use, but identificationis not an end in itself. Tht
1.5 This standard dues not puvort to address the s a f ~ value of any peographic examination will depend to a @I:
problems associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the
extent on the representativeness of the sample d a d
user of this standard to establish agpropriiite safety and
the completeness and accuracy ofthe infomation provida
health pracfzces and determine the applicability of r e g ~ J ~ t 0to~the petrographer c a n h n g the m m and p r o m u
lirnifationsprior to use.
of the material, and the petrographer's abiity to comlatc
1.6 The values stated in SI units are to be regarded as the
these data with the findin@of the examination.
standard.
3.3 It is assumed that the examination will be made b}
persons q d d by education and experience to operate tht
2. Referenced Documents
equipment used and to record and interpret the muh
obtained. In some cases, the petrographer win have hPr
2.1 ASTM Standards:
experience adequate to provide detailed interpretation of tht
C 33 Specification for Concrete Aggregates3
materials' p e r f o with
~ ~respect
~ to e n g i n e and 0th~
C 1 17 Test Method for Materials Finer than 75-prn (No.
consequences of the observations. In others, the int~prcta~
200) Sieve in Mined Aggregates by Washing3
C 136 Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse tion will be made in part by enginar$ *ws. Or 0 t h ~ ~
qualified to relate the observations to the questiom to bc
Aggrrgat~~
answerwf.
C 294 Kksmptive Nomenclature of Constituents of Natural Mined Aggregates3
C 702 Practice for Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to
4. Signamnee m d Use
Testing Size3
4.1 Petrographic examinations are made for the following
D 75 Practice for Sampliag Aggregates3
purposes:
E 11 Specif~ati~n
for W~te40thSieves for Testing
4.1.1 To determine
physical a d chemid
purp0ses3
tics of the material that may be observed by pctrogmphic
methods and that have a bca;ing on the performance of the
in its intended use.
' ThL guide is unda the jurisdiction of ASTM CommitteeC-9 on Conmete and material
4.1.2
T~
d-be
and
the con&tuents of the
Concrete Aggngatcs and is the dirret responsibility of Subcommittee m.65 on
sample,
Petrography of Concrete and Aggngates.
C-nt edition appro~edOn 26.1990. Publishad Dsernbn 1990. Origlndy
4.1.3 To deternine the nlative amounts of the cxmtituPubi~~&ed
as C 295 - 54. Last pmvious edition C 295 - 85.
ents
of the sample, which are essential for proper evaluation
*This guide is based on the 'Method of Petrographic Examination of
-%gregatafor Concrete," by Katharine Mather and Bryant Mather, Ruceedmngs,
ASTM, ASTEA, Val 50, 1950, pp. 1288-13 12.
Annual Book,t$ASTM St&&,
Vol04.02.

A n a d Book of A S M Sfnnfards, Vol03.01.
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tabular, 5
t
,
and elongated pardcis in an
sample or sampla. Flat, elongami, and thin -1
particle in w t c increase the mixing warcr r~qand
concrete strength.
.4.8 PetrqppBic examination should identify and
attention to potenmy alkali-silica reactive and alk
carhmte d v e constituents, detambe such mwmr
q~antitativeiy,and ncornxncnd additional tats to mnf
or refute the p-u
in si@icant amounts of ~ ~ g r
constituenu capable of alkalireaction in c o n e . This gr
is r e f d to in the Appendix of &edication C 33. All
silica d v t C O ~ ~ U C
found
L ~ in
~ Sw t t s include:
dobalite, tnidymite, siliceous and some int~m0cd.k~
canic glaJ$ chaS glassy to W P t w e add volt
rocks, synthetic d c e ~ u s gkuss,
;
some argillitcs, phy&
metamorphic ~ y w a ~ krocks
c ~ ,wntaining w y metan
~ h i cq m such aJ graywa~kts,~ h ~ f i t t s ,
gnek
~ e e m
c m9
q m q d t e , a d sankc
Crkl-h available in the min&O@c fitera~urtfor idt
in tht list above by optical p r o m e :
fying
x-ray
0r both, and in -pb~
a d pe
logic
identifylog the rocks in the h
t by min
composition and ttin thin section, sometimes &
by X-ray diflfraction for mineral composition. p o m i
deleterious ~ - c & t ~ ~m td ev e
~IEusually gal
COWdoiomites or dofomitic h a o n e s with & y q k l 1
residues. Some dolomites essentially frce of &y a d
V W fine-grained kuc~tonesfke of chy and with mi
quartz, are also ~apabttof sr
howevers such reactions have
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differ signifiwa~ in
of the sample, when
p c r f o m c e of the
properties that
material in its inte
Erom new so4.1.4 To compatt samples
more sourag for
with samples of
which t a t &ta or prfomance m r d s are available.
may k used by a petrographer employed
4.2 'Ibis
directly by those for whom the examhation is made. The
&odd tell the p e m p h e r , in as much detail as
n e c e m , the purpoas and objectives of the examination,
the kind of information needed, and the extent of examhition d & d r a dpertinent background information, including
muits of prior -83
should be made available. The
petrographer's advice and judgment should be sought regarding the extent of the d ~ t i o n .
4.3 Thir guide may form the basis for establishing armgements between a purchaser of consulting pmographic
s r v i a and the petrographer. In such a cssc, the purchaser
a d the consultant should together determine the bd,
to be
extent, a d objectives of the examination and
writing. The
made, and should
agreement may &P
omtobee,
obligate or a
observations to be
of these or other wnditionsns
4.4 Permgraphic examination of a-te
considered for
one
of the
u s in hydraulic cement conn is also
evaluation of aggregate, but petrographic e
used for many other purposes. Petrographic examinations
provide identification of types and varieties of rocks present
in potenual aggregates. However, as no@ above, idenfication of every.rock and m i n d present in an
is not required.
4.5 The petrographic e x a d t i o n should
whether the aggregate contains chemically unstable rim
such as soluble sulfates, unstable sulfides that may form
sulfuric acid or create disuess in concnte exposed to high
temperatures during service, or volumetrically unstable materiafS such as sm&ta (a
b o r n as the m o n m o d o d m
saponite group of m i n d s or
mte
may limit the quartz content o
that may be subject to high
accidentally) because of the convexsion to betaquartz at
573°C ( 1063T), with accompanying volume increase.
should identify the portion
4.6 Petrographic
of each caggmgate that is composed of weathered or
otherwise altered particles and the extent of that weathering
or alteration, whether it is scverc, moderate, or slight, and
should determine the proportion of each rock type in each
condition. If the conaete in which the aggregate may be used
will be exposed to hXZbg and thawing in a Criti~auy
saturated condition, finely porous and highly weathered or
otherwise altered rocks should be discriminated b e a w they
will be especially susceptible to damage by fmzing and
thawing and will cause the aggrrgate p o h n of the concrete
to fail in k z i n g and thawing This will ultimately destroy
the concrete because such atwegates cannot be protected by
adequately air-entrained sound mortar. Finely porous a=gates near the concrete surface are also likely to fonn
popouts, which are blemishes on pavements and walls.
4.7 Pewographic examinations may also be used to determine the propordons of cubic, spherical, ellipsoidal, pyra-

8
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4.9 Petrographic examination may be dinected sprxific.
at the possible presence of contaminants in aggregates, s
as synthetic glass, cinders, clinker, or coal ash, magnes
ox* Or bO& soit*
that may affect the d n g khavior of concrete or
~~prd
of a
the -te,
animal exmmenf plant
0Contaminant that
rOmn vQ3ation, md
prove undesirable in con-.
4.10 These objectives for which this guide was prcp:
n attained if those involved with the crstlua.
e materials for use in concrete construction I
assurance that the petrographic examina
and whenever obtaind, as mrrcned
confiden*J' be
5. A P P B ~ ~S u~ ~ ~ f i e s
5.1
ap-tu
and supplies list& below compr:
selection thar will parnit the w of all of the pdescribed in this guide. 4spdfic items l i s d have
used, in connection with
perf0-e
of parogra
examinations, by the procedd-bed
h-,
it is
however, intended to imply that othcr items m n o ~
substituted to wm similar functioas. Whenever pmriblt
selection of particular apparatus and supplies should be
to the judgment of the petrographer who is to &om
work so that the items obtained will be tho= with the u '
which he has the greatest experience and fa-@.
minimum equipment regarded as essential to the maldr
petrographic examinations of aggregate samples arc t
items, or equivalent apparatus or supplies that will scm

'
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below.
5.1.1 Apparmlrr and applies for ?reparation of S p i m m

ve

5.1.1.1 Rock-Cwting Saw,* preferably with 3501mm or
larger diamond blade, and automatic feed.
5.1.1 -2 Horizontd Grinding Wheel,* preferably 400 mm
in diameter.
5.1.1.3 Polishing Wheel, preferably 200 to 300 mm in
diameter.
5.1.1.4 Abrasivess--*Silicon carbide grit No, 100 (122
pm), 220 (63 pm), 320 (31 pm), 600 (16 pm), and 800 (12
pm);alumina M-305 (5 pm).
5.1.1.5 Geologist's Pick or Hammer.
5.1.1.6 Microscope Slides,* clear, noncorrosive, 25 by 45
rnm in size.
5.1 .I .7 Canada Balsam,* neutral, in xylene, or suitable
low-viscosity epoxies, or Lakeside 70.
5.1.1.8 Xyiene.*
5.1.1.9 Mounting Medium,* suitable for mounting rock
slices for thin sections.
5.1.1.10 Laboratory Oven.*
5.1.1.1 1 Piate-Glass Squares,* about 300 mm on an edge
for thin-section grinding.
5.1.1.12 Sample Splitter with pans.*
5.1.1.13 Micro Cover Glasses,* noncorrosive, squaw, 12
to 18 mm, 25 mm, etc.
5.1.1.1 4 Plaftner Mortar.
5.1.2 Apparatus and Supplies for ~xnminazionof Specjmens:
5.1.2.1 polarizing Minoscope,* with mechanical a e ;
low-, medium-, high-power objectives, and objectiveqptering devices; eyepieces of various powers; fbU- and quarpg'~
wave compensators; quartz wedge.
5.1.2-2 Microscope Lamps* (preferably including a sodium arc lamp).
5.1.2.3 Stereoscopic Microscope,* with objectives and
oculars to give final magnifications from about 6x to about
150x.
5.1 -2.4Magnet,* preferably Alnico, or an electromagnet.
5.1.2.5 Needleholder and Points.*
5.1.2.6 Dropping Bottle, 60-mL capacity.
5.1.2.7 Petri Culture Dishes.
5.1.2.8 Forceps, smooth, stmightpointed.
5.1.2.9 tens Paper. *
5.1.2.10 Immersion Media,* n = 1.410 to n = 1.785 in
steps of 0.005.
5.1.2.1 1 Counter.
5.1.2.1 2 Photomicrographic Camera and accessodes.
5.2 The items under Apparatus and Supplies include
those used to make thin sections. Semiautomatic thin section
machines are now available, and there are several thinsection makers who advertise in Geotimes, the American
Mineralogist, and other mineralogical or geological joumds.
Laboratories may find it reasonable to buy a thinPWon
machine or use a commercial thin-section maker. Remotely
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located laboratories have more n&d to able to makc the:
own thin sections.
5.3 It is necessary thaf fpdtties be available to
petrqgraphher to check the index of
of the imme
sion mcdia If accurate identification of materials is to
attempted, as for cxample the diff~cntiationof q~arb.an
chalcedony, or the differentiation of basic from interme,
volcanic giass, the indices of refkction of the mtdia need 1
be known with accuracy. Media win not be stable for VCI
long periods of time and are subject to ~ n S i M 1 -tic
c
due to temperature change. In laboratories not provided wit
c l w ternperatwe control, it is often necessaq to -bra
immmion media wed tima during the come of a siqg
day when m t e identifications are required. Tbe equi
m a t ncwled for checking immersion media consists of g
Abb5 rchctomcta. The refractometa should be equipp
with compmsating prisms to read indias for sodim lb
h m white light, or it should be used with a sodim a
lamp.
5.4 A laboratory that undertakes any ~nsiderak
amount of m h i c work should be provided wi
fhditics to makc photomicrographic nconds of such fcam
as cannot adequately be described in words. Phot
micrographs can be taken using stanmimsm1pt
for illumination; however, it is recommended that whencv
possible a zirconium an: lamp be provided for this purpo:
For illustxationsof typid apparahls, mfertnce may be rn
to the paper by Mather and Mather: and manmicroscopes equipped with cameras and photomcmgrapk
equipment may be consulted. Much useful guidance :
g a d h g photomicrography, apccially using reflected light
found in Guide E 883.

d

same purpose, that are indicated by asterids in the listsl given

Tbc val& grwn in micromerres an the amximate average grain size of
cornmcrnal silicon carbide gnt in the dtslgnatcd size classificauon.

6.1 Saagples for petrographic examination should
taken by or under the direct supemision of a gtolog
familiar with the requirements for random sampling
aggregates for concrete and in general following the nqui
ments of Practice D 75. The exact location h m which :
sample was taken, the geology of the site, and other ptrtint
data should be submitted with the sample. The amount
material actually studied in the petrographic elaminati
will be determined by the nature of the exmination to
made and the nature of the material to be examined,
dis;cussed below.
6.1.1 Undeveloped quummes
should be samp1ed by me.
of cores drilled through the entire depth expected to
exploited. Drilling of such corn should be in a &don
t
is essentially perpendicular to the dominant sbnrct.mil
tux of the mk.Massive material may be sampled by 'I*.
(53-rnm (2Va-in.) diameter) cores. Thinly bedded or comb
material should be represented by cores not less than
mm (4 in.) in diameter. There should be an adcqL
number of cares to cover the limits of the deposit pmpc
for the project. The entire footage of the rtcovencd c
should be included in the sample and aecurate data give:
to elevatiom depths, and core losses.
6.1.2 Operating quarries and operating s d and
deposits, in which stock piles ~f the material produced
available, should be represented by not less than 45 kg (
Ib) or 300 pieces, whichever is larger, ofaeachsize of matt

it is believed that at l e a 150 wmidcs of
n should be identified onti counted in O ~ Q
to obtain rrliable d t s .
d-tiom
of small
quantities of an important cunsd.tuent will r#l* counts of
larger numbers of pmides. If the sample of a sieve
contains many more partidesthan
to *tificd,
the
sample shall be r e d u d in ~~~a
one of tht
p
r
m
- in m c e C 702, so as to contab a proper
number of pardcia for exanhation.

consi&rations6
TABLE 1 M i n i m u m ~ f o r & ~ f m m ~ S I l r d
and Qr8v.l
each sieve W o

1
S
I
1

75 to 150nnl(3 to M.)
37.5to?lmn(l*hrnM.)
19.0 to 37.5mm (Y4 to l*Mn.)
4.75 to 19.(No.4 to Yrh.)
Finer than 4.75mn (No. 4).

QuMbty

&

...
...
180
90
45
23

(lb)

...
...
41w)
(100)

(so)

Pieass
A

300"

...
...
...
...

A N O t m ~ o n e ~ f n m a a c h ~ t y p e o f - .
F i i

aggregate.
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NATURAL GRAVEL AND SAND

.

F

7. Procedure

i

7.1 Selection of Samples for Emminution-Samples of
gravel and natural sand for petrographic examination should
be dry sieved in accordance with Method C 136 to provide
samples of each sieve size. In the *we of sands an additional
portion should then be tested in accordance with T a
Method C 117, with the wash water being saved and removed by drying in order to provide a sample of the m a t e d
pasing the 75ym (No. 200) sieve. The results of the sieve
analysis of each sample made in accordmce with Method
C 136 should be provided to the petrographer making the
examination and used in calcukting results of the petrographic examination. Each sieve fraction should be examined separately, starting with the largest size available. Rocks
are more easily recogmd in larger pieces; the breakdown of
a heterogeneous .type present in the larger sizes may have
provided particles of several apparently different types in the
smaller sizes. Same important and easily codbed types may
be recognizable using the stereoscopic microscope if they are
first recognized and separated in the larger sizes, but may
require examination using the petrographic microscope if
they are fxrst encountered in the smaller sizes.
7.2 The number of particles of each sieve fraction to be
examined will be fixed by the required precision of determination of the less abundant constituents. Assuming that the
field sampling and laboratory sampling procedures are a m rate and reliable, the number of particles examined, identified, and counted in each sieve fraction will depend on the
required accuracy of the d a t e of constituents present in
small quantities. The numbers given in this method are
minimal. They are based on exylerience and on statistical
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lish whether exterior coatings are p-nt.
If they m,il
should be d t m e d whether the coatings consist of m u .
rials likely to be deleterious in conate (opal, gypsum, c&l
soluble salts, organic matter). It should also be &
dqualitatively how firmly the coatings are banded to
pebbles.
8.2 Rock Types-The sieve -on
should bc so- &
rodc types by visual examination. If all or most of thc mup
pf~scntare types easily identifiable in hand
examination of a natural or broken surf=, and by
and acid tests, no Wer identification may be n u .
Fine-grained rocks that annot be identified n m c m m p i ~ ~
or that may consist of or contain constituents known to k
deldo~s-i~
a n c n t cshould be chtcktd by -tior
with the stereoscopic microscope.If they rannot be identifie
by that means, they should be examined by mans of th:
petrographic microscope. The amount of work done ir
iden-ng
fine-grained rocks should bc adapted to th!
information needed about the particular sample. CartlFc
examination of one size of a sample, or study of informatio~
from previous examination of samples from the same soufir
will usually reveal the amount of additional detailed mim
scopiml work muired to obtain infomation adcquatt fo
the purpose. In some instan=, petrolgraphic methods otbe
than microscopy, such as X-ray a c t i o n , may be require
or might most rapidly serve to identify finegrained me
matlerials.
8.3 Condition-The separated groups belonging to eaci
rock type should be examined to determine whcthn
further separation by physical condition is ntccssary. If all c
the particles of a revck type are in a comparable oonditior
that fact should be noted. More frequently, partides i
several degrees of weathering will be found in a group. The
should be sorted into categories based on condition and o
the expectation of comparable behavior in can-.
Ti
types of categories intended are: (I)fitsh, d e w ; (2) mode
ately weathened; (3)very weathered, or (I)d e w ; (2) porol
(or porous and friable). It usually is not practicable '
neoogaize more than t h e conditions per rock type, and or
or two may be suflFicitnt. An important constituent prtscrlt
in larger quantities may sometimes requirt separation int
four groups by condition. The ~onspieuousexample is che
when it is the major constituent of a gravel sample. It may t

ch
i
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8- M u m for hamhation of Naturrrl Gravel
8.1 Coatings-The pebbles should be examined to tstab

ve

to be examined. Samples fkom stock pils should be composed of representative portions of larger samples collected
with due consideration given to segregation in the piles.
6.1.3 Exposedfmes of nonproducingqwnies, where stock
piles of processed material are not available, should be
repraented by not less than 2 kg (4 lb) fmm each distinctive
stratum or bed, with no piece weighing less than 0.5 kg (1 Ib),
or by a drilled core as described above.
6.1.4 Undeveloped sand and gravel deposits should be
sampled by means of test pits dug to the anticipated depth of
future economic production. Samples should consist of not
less than the quantities of material indicated in Table 1,
selected so as to be representative of the deposits.
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Simpson, G. G.,and Rowe. A., Qwmitm~veZadogy, McGnw-Hill Co., la
N m York, NY, 1939, pp. 182-185.
Dryden, A. L,Jr.. 'Accwzcy in knxntagc Representation of Huvy Mibc
Frequencia" M ~ n g s U.
, S. Nat. Academy %enas, Vol 17, No. 5, M
1931, pp. 233-238.
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slaining techniques arc usefut in idcnwng smactitt.
examhation of he-gmhed
mdp, particuku
tion should be dinected to the mRlrt of the ground-m
examination should indude d-tion
of the p
ma or abscnce of opal, c h d d o n ~ ,
glass,
swtlling days; if any of these
f~und 8m0~~1t
shoulc
&W,
if n a t d glass is found
type should
d&d
11. M u r e for lhmhation of Ledge Rock
11.1 The procedure used in examination should

same as for oore samples to the extent tbat the sll.laEin
samples and size of the individual p i e ~ c allow.
s
If the sar:
conskm of a rciatively large quantity of broken
producfd by bhaing, it is deskable to inspect the w:
sample, estimate the relative abundance of rock typ:
m i c t i ~present,
~
and sample each type before Wtr
assing. Subsequent procedure should be the same g
below for crushed stone.

iv
ed

should be examined. Ordinarily, the mattrial passing the
75-pm (No. 200) sieve is mounted on a slide following thc
procedure described above, examined by means of the
petrographic mimsmpe, and its compasition estimated. If
an unusually large amount of this size is present, or if it
contab constituents that may be expected to have an
important effect on the suitability of the aggregate for the
intended ust, it should be counted. In rhis event, it is
suggested that the fraction passing the 75-pm (No. 200) sieve
be washed over the 45-pn (No. 325) sieve befort beulg
counted
9.1.3 Grain thin d o n s using an epoxy as mounting
mcdium aiso may be rrsefbi in clasdfjing partides pissing
the 30epm (No. 50) sieve.
DRILLED CORE, LEDGE IRQCK, CRUSHED STONE, AND
MAlWFArnSAND

10. Procedure for Examhatiion of ~
e Cored
10.1 Each core should be examined and a log pregarcd
showing footage of core ftcovered, core loss and 10cation;
location and spacing of h c t u m and parting planes;
lithologic type or types; alternation of types; physical condi-

13. Pcocedure for bunbation of Manafactmd S m d
13.1 The examination procedure sbould be similar to
for natural sand, with particular emphasis on the amc
and extent of fracturing and the amount and nature of
dust developed by the d h g o-tions.
If a sample of
rack from which the sand was produced is avaiiable, ex
nation of it will provide usefiul iafomtion.
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tion and variations in co
coherence; obvious porosi~,gab
grain size and texture; type or
presence of constituents capable of dclctcd
concrete. If the size of thc core pemiit~,the probability that
the rock will make aggregate of the required maximum size
should be considered. If the sudhx of the core king
examined is wetted, it is usually easier to f c c o sign%~
cant featurcs and changes in lithology. Most of the information usually required can be obtained by c m N via&
examination, scratch and
a hammer. In the case of
necessary to examine parts o
microscope, or to prepare thin d o n s of selected portions.
Some considerations and procedures art more applicable to
particular rock types than to o
Y, the k~cfed
rocks considered for c o n e
be limestone,
and occasionally metamorphic rocks, such as phyllite, gneiss,
or schist. One of the most important questions arising in the
examination of limestone is that of the pmcnce, type, and
distribution of argihmus impuritiesesLimestones that eontain interdated thin beds of soft shale may make suitable
sources of
if the shale is so distributed that it docs
not prevent manufacture of the required maximum size, and
if the shale can be eliminated or r e d u d in p d n g .
Where argillaceaus impurities are present, it should be
determined whether they actually consist of clay minerais or
of other minerals in clay sizes. If they do consist of clay
minerais, it should be established whether the clay minerals
include swelling clays (that is, smectites, also known as the
montmorillonite-saponitegroup of mineral^).^ X-ray dimaction analysis is especid3y vaiuable in identifeation and
quantitative determination of clay minerals. Methylene blue

12. Ehcedme for Exwhation of Crushed Stone
12.1 The pmcdure for examination of crushed st
should be s h k to that for con, except that n e w
quantitative data should be obtained by particit oount
the separated sieve fractions obtained as d e b e d in
section on Natural Gravel and Sand.

D.O., 'Methods far the htmnhation of Soft Pieces in
Rc~ccPdiings,ASTU,Vol47, 1947, p. 967.
1 Woolf,

"
1

9 Carm11, hrothy, 'Qny Mi&
A Guide to Their X-ray I d e n ~ t i o n w ,
The Geoiog~calSociety ofAm,Special Paper 126, 1970.

CALCULATION AND REPORT

14. Calculation

14.1 Calculate the composition of each sieve fraction
heterogeneous sample znd the weighted average composr
of the whole sample as foliows:
14.1.1 Express the composition of each sieve fiactio:
summing the total number of particles of that fiat
counted, and calculating each constituent in tach cond
as a percentage of the total amount (as number of partic1
percent, in each sieve -on).
It is convenient to d c r ,
and record the percentages to tenths at this stage.
example of these caicufations is given in the upper hE
Table 2.
14.1.2 Obtain the weight percent of the sieve fiactic
the whole sample (individual percentages retained on cox
utive sieves) from the grading of the sample as detcnnint
Method C 136.
14.1.3 By multiplying the percentage of the constituc:
the sieve fraction, determined as daaibed above by
percentage of the sieve firaction in the whole sample.
taintxi as described above, calculate the percentage ir
whole sample of that constituent in that size (we&
percentage of constituents in sieve fraction, Table 2).
convenient to calculate and record these percentage
tenths.
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&
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4.0
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Total in mp~e
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4.0
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13.0
6.5 33
4.6
35
13
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8.9
7.4
4.4
3.7

32.6

29.5
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1.1

2.5
a2
0.3
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4.7m
(No. 4)
2.1
4.1
4.1
1.3
3.6
3.9
0.8
0.4
02
20.5

~canb4aslknof
Swpk

32.7 64.6 (Total A)
19.7
122
13.3 31.8 (TOW 8)
10.8
7.7
2.5 3.6 (TOW C)
0.9

02

48.5
31.4
20.1

Composition and Conditian d , 8 n Aggregate ampie ( T a b Conerbucbsd tnwrP Calculation8 Shorn In table 2)
Amount. as Number of Parwe in esroeM
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TABLE 3
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A T h ~ ~ ~ ~ t e s a # w w r m s m m a h o d o f s e t h n g u p a m w k ~ f o r ~ ~ M d ~ . ~ t d S U ( I P ~ h B C B
byTa3.Te#e3isnrdudedk7thepetrographwcw.Ts#eZ&not.
eLett813(~.B.C)rsfwtclthsvan#rscorrsbih#nrrtoud.subsenpt~(l,23)reBcwWths~~in~eadrranstih#nthm~tanl,~
mbve degree of !Jv8athcwplg.
CTherrrcom~~ttrenwnbrwofpartidsstobe~lrasbsama;~~d500~perfraEtionfathw,crwmpbbto~ts
calculam; it is not intended tosuggmtthMapfWWmmd nuof pfWespsrfrtvEtian sh#r# begtabuad.

Wetghted average, condition 1
Werghtsd average, conditKwr 2

Wmghted average, condition 3

18

...
...

...
32
...

...
...
20

...
...
..*

A ~ o n ~ t o f 5 0 8 p a ~ a e a e h w w e ~ . ( T h e n u m ~ o f ~ o f e a c h ~ f r a c $ a n o D u n P a d ~ k , s h o w n ~ t h e r c p
bedmeesafoobnatetotheta#e.)
~fkl~8dmgrad#w3ofthe~mreoavrrd,Mdmmdistri~ofceKutitsrentsbysisvsfrrrctiarrr~athO)8tfabtnnr.~Hthra

of the sample4 shwld be rnekrdrrd with it.)
C ~ u o ~ f w m s o f ~ b i o n o f ~ o f p r r b D g t a p C I l c a n a t y s i s . s e e T a14inhAi&m.
#es
R.C., " W m g a f h & ~ t i m o f ~ k 4 ~ ~ p t t t ~ , ' C h y r t c n
SigniPicance of Tests snd &opm~(# d Colncnete and C M C W a k i n g Matsnals, ASTM S?P 189 8. p. 197.
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14.1.4 By adding the weighted percentages of each constituent in each sieve fraction, obtain the weighted percentage of
each constituent in the whole sample (see under weighted
composition of sample in Table 2).
14.1.5 Construct a table to show the composition of each
sieve franion and the weighted composition of the whole
sample. Report values to the nearest whole number. Repart

constituents amounting to 0.5 % or less of a sieve fraction
of the whole sample as traces. Table 3 is an exam
constructed from the data obtained in Table 2. As
convention, the total in each sieve fraction and the tow
the whole sample shall each be 100 % without the trac
Difficulties in abiding by this convention can U S ~ Y
avoided by grouping minor constituents of little engineer

15. Report
15.1 The report of the -graphic

ve

examination should
summarize the essential data needed to identify the sample
as to source and proposed use, and include a description
giving the essential data on composition and &es
of
the material as revealed by the examination. The report
should record the test procedufds cmployd, a d give a
description of the nature and features of each important
constituent of the sample, acoompanied by such tables and
photographs as may be requid. The findings and conclusions should be expressed in term likely to be intelligible to
those who must make decisions as to the suitability of a
material for use as conaggregate.
15.2 When the sample has been found to possess properties or constituents that are k n m to han cunfavorable e f f m in concrete, those propdes or constituents
should be d d b e d qualitatively an& to the extent practicable, quantitatively. The unfavorable & c ~ a that may bc
expected to ensue in concrete should be mentioned. When
appropriate, it should be stated that a given sample was not
found to contain any undesirable features. When such is the
case it may also be appropriate,
petrographic examination is

results of physical imd chcmid tats for w b nomaic
limits m a y be applicable, to add that the
app*
acceptable for use provided the applicable -Ct
are made and the d t s am within the appropriate t,
The rcport should not, how-,
contain mndhoas ou
than thw bsted upon the findingof the -tiOn
a
the additional data to support such conclusions haut
in or with the petmgraphic rcpon and the ~ a o g r a p h .
b a n authozbed to andm the 0ndinpct
graphic data.
15.3 The pmogmphi~report should induds m m m
&dons q a n h g any additional -pic,
physical9or geological invtStigati011~that m y bc rcquir#
evaluate adverse popextics tikt
indicated by the p
grapsc examination that has been pcrfomsd. Supp1~11:
w p h i c investigations might include quaIitativ
qmtitative analysis of the w t e or of selected wrti
thereof by X-ray s o n , differential thermal rncthd
0 t h procedures that are dirtctcd to identification
d d p t i o n of the wnstituents of the w t e .

d

importance. It is prefixable to tabulate codtuents known to
react deleteriously in concrete so that their distribution will
bc apparmt h m inspenion of the table, even though the
amount in the whole sample or in any fraction is vcly small.
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16. Recision and Bhs
16.1 m o ~ ltst
e methods that m usbd in 60pnccoi0n
thisguidethadhavebeenstan~inASTMansut
to having -on
and bias sections. Thost that have
been stanwill each be provided with such a sect
if and when stan-.
None of the nomtandand
procedures mentioned for optional use in this practice
used in ways that lend themse1ves to the preparatio
precision and bias statements.
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k subpW to mision at any time by the t ~ ~ p W technical
b k
commmisg end must be rwhw6d # € ~ y
five yssn and
This
or wItMnwn. Y w r cwnnmm are mrted either for nwtsian of this stmiaal or for additkmd Mandsrds
it not w t s e d , either
and snOUld be addressed 00 ASTM 8 e W ~ W b l SY. w r camments will reccnve ~ ~ 1 8 fcumidemtion
ui
at s -ng
of the respcmdble
techn~calc o m m ~whkh
,
you may uttend. ft yw fsel thst your cunmenh hsve not mcxwed a fair hsMng you shouM make ywr
vrrms krmwn to the ASTM Cumnntsa an StancJards, 1916 Rsce St., Phi/a&@hie, PA 191M.
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the sampler shaU use every precaution to obtain samples that
will show the nature and condition of the materials which
they represent.
3.2 Samples for preiiminary -investigation tests are obtained by the party responsible for development of the
potential source (Note 2). Samples of materials for control of
the production at the source or control of the work at the site
of use are obtained by the manufacturer, contractor, or other
parties responsible for accomplishing the work. Samples for
tests to be usd in acceptance or rejection decisions by the
purchaser are obtained by the purchaser or his authorized
representative.

1. Scape*
coven sampling of coarse and fine
1.1 This
aggregates for the following purposes:
1.1.1 Preliminaty investigation of the potential source of
supply
1.1.2 Control of the product at the source of supply,
1.1.3 Control of the operations at the site of use, and
1.1.4 Acceptance or rejection of the materials.
NOTE 1-Sampling plans and acceptance and control tt% V W with

'
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the type of construction in which the material is used. Attention is
directed to Practices E 105 and D 3665.

1.2 The values stated in inch-pound units are to be
regarded as the standard.
1.3 This standard may involve hazardous materials, oper-

NOTE2-The preliminary investigation and sampling of potential
aggregate sources and types occupies a very important place in determining the availability and suitability of the largest single constituent
entering into the construction. It influences the type of wnstmction
from the standpoint of economics and governs the necessary m e r i d
control to ensure durability of the resulting structure, from the aggregate
standpoint. This investigation should be done only by a responsible
trained and experienced person. For more comprehensive guidance, see
the Appendix.
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ations, and equipment. This standard does not p u r m to
address all of the safety problems associated with its use. It is
the responsibility of the user of this standard to establish
appropriate s a w and health practices and determine the
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
2. Referenced Documents

4. Securing Samples
4.1 General-Where practicable, samples to be tested for
quality shall be obtained from the finished product. Samples
from the finished product to be tested for abrasion loss shall
not be subject to further crushing or manual redudon in
particle size in preparation for the abrasion test unless the
size of the finished product is such that it requires further
reduction for testing purposes.
4.2 Inspection-The material shall be inspected to determine discernible variations. The seller shall provide suitable
equipment needed for proper inspection and sampling.
4.3 Procedure:
4.3.1 Samplingfiom a Flowing Aggregate Stream (Bins or
Belt Discharge)-Select units to be sampled by a random
method, such as Practice D 3665 from the production,
Obtain at least three approximately equal increments, selected at random from the unit being sampled, and combine
to form a field sample whose mass equals or exceeds the
in 4.4.2. Take each increment
minimum
from the entire cross section of the material as it is being
discharged. It is usually necessary to have a specid device
constructed for use at each particular plant. This device
consists of a pan of suff~cientsize to intercept the entire cross
section of the discharge stream and hold the required
quantity of material without overflowing. A set of rails may
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2.1 ASTM Standards:
c 702 practice for Reducing Field samples ofAE%re~teto
Testing Size2
D 2234 Test Method for Collection of a Gross Sample of
coal3
D 3665 Practice for Random Sampling of Construction
Materials4
E 105 Practice for Probability Sampling of MaterialsS
E 122 Practice for Choice of Sample Size to Estimate the
Average Quality of a Lot or Processs
E 141 Practice for Acceptance of Evidence Based on the
Results of Probability Samplings

3. Significance and Use
3.1 Sampling is equally as important as the testing, and

' This practice is under the jurisdict~onof ASTM Committee. D4 on Road and
Paving Materials and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee D04.30 on
Methods of Sampling.
Current edition approved act. 30, 1987. Published December 1987. Originally
published as D 75 20 T. Last previous edition ID 75 82.
Annual Book of ASTM Standards. Vol04.02.
~ n n mBook
l
of ASTM Slandards, Vol05.05.
Annual BOO^ O ~ A S T MStandards. Vol04.03.
5 Annual B O of~ ASTM Standards, vol 14.02.
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* A Summary of Changes section appears at the end of this practice.
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NOTE3 w p f i n g the initial discharge or the finalfew tons from a
inaaues the =boa
of o b w 8 qw
bin or
material and should be avoidad

ftsUltS,

N a r ~4-Guidanot for dctcnnining the IIU&
of samples required
to obtain the dtsircd level of oonfidcnct in test r c d l ~
may be found in
Method D 2234, Recommended Racria E 105, Rtcommcnded Prac.
tie E 122, and Recommended Practice E 141.

4.4.2 The field sample masses cited are tentative. The
masses must be predicated on the type and number of tests
to which the material is to be subjected and sufficient
material obtained to provide for the proper execution of
these tests. Standard acceptance and control tests are covered
by ASTM standards and speGify the podon of the field
sample required for each specific test. Generally speaking.
the amounts specified in Table 1 will provide adequate
material for routine grading and quality analysis. Extract test
portions from the field sample according to Method C 702 or
as required by other applicable test methods.
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4.3.2 Samplingfrom the Conveyor Belt-Select units to be
sampled by a random method, such as Practice D 3665,
from the production. Obtain at least three approximately
equal increments, selected at random, from the unit being
sampled and combine to form a field sample whose mass
equals or exceeds the minimum recommended in 4.4.2. Stop
the conveyor belt while the sample increments are being
obtained. Insert two templates, the shape of which conforms
to the shape of the belt in the aggregate stream on the belt,
and space them such that the material contained between
them will yield an increment of the required weight. Carefully scoop alI material between the templates into a suitable
container and collect the fines on the belt with a brush and
dust pan and add to the container.
4.3.3 Samplingfrom Stockpiles or Transportation UnitsAvoid sampling coarse aggregate or mixed coarse and fine
aggregate from stockpiles or transportation units whenever
possible, particularly when the sampling is done for the
purpose of determining aggregate properties that may be
dependent upon the grading of the sample. If circumstances
make it necessary to obtain samples fkom a stockpile of
coarse aggregate or a stockpile of combined coarse and fine
aggregate, design a sampling plan for the specific case under
consideration. This approach will allow the sampling agency
to use a sampling plan that will give a confidence in results
obtained therefrom that is agreed upon by all parties
concerned to be acceptable for the particular situation. The
sampling plan shall define the number of samples necessary
to represent lots and sublots of specific sizes. General
principles for sampling from stockpiles are applicable to
sampling from trucks, rail cars, barges or other transportation units. For general guidance in sampfing from stockpiles,
see the Appendix.
4.3.4 Sampling frorm Roadway (Bases and Subbases)Sample units selected by a random method, such as Practice
D 3665, from the construction. Obtain at least three approximately equal increments, selected at random from the unit
being sampled, and combine to form a field sample whose
mass equals or exceeds the minimum recommended in 4.4.2.
Take all increments from the roadway for the full depth of
the material, taking care to exclude any underlying material.
Clearly mark the specific areas from which each increment is
to be removed: a metal tempiate placed over the area is a
definite aid in securing approximately equal increment
weights.
4.4 Number and Masses of Field Samples:
4.4.1 The number of field samples (obtained by one of the

methods described in 4.3) muired depends on the criticalit\
of, and variation in, the properties to be measured. Designs(,
each unit from which a field sample is to be obtained prior
sampling. The number of field samples fkom the pr&ucti&
should be fllffi~knttd give the desired confidence in test.

d
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be n e c e m to support the pan as it is Punder the
discharge -am.
Insofar as is posdble, keep bins continuously full or nearly full to reduce -0on.

5. Shipping Samples
5.1 Transport aggregates in bags or other containers SO
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constructed as to preclude loss or contamination of any pan
of the sample, or damage to the contents from mishandling
during shipment.
5.2 Shipping containen; for aggregate samples shall have
suitable individual identification attached and enclosed so
that field reporting, laboratory logging, and test reporting
may be facilitated.
TABLE 1 Size of Samples

Maximum Nomwrl Size
of AggregatesA

Approximate Minimum
Mass of FW Samples,
Ib (kale

Fine Aggregate

No. 8 (2.36 mm)
No. 4 (4.75 m)

25 (10)
25 (10)

coarse Aggregate

Ya in. (9.5 mm)

in. (12.5 mm)
5/1 in. (19.0 mm)
1 in. (25.0 mm)
1% in. (37.5 mm)
2 in. (50 mm)
2 1 in.
~ (63mm)
3 in. (75 mm)
3% in. (90 mm)
*/2

,

25 (10)
35 (15)
55 (25)
110 (50)
165 (75)
220 (100)
275 (125)
330 (150)
385 (175)

A Fw -aggregate
m. Mxhun
.hs pamc(ss is n.largest
sbv,
in ms
svm,
upon
my mtm
permitted to be retained.
For m b i n e d coarse and fine aggregates (for exgmple, base or subbase)
min~mumweight shall be coarse aggregate minimum plus 25 ~b(10 kg).

APPENDIXES
(Nomandatory Information)

X1.1 Scope

XI. SAMPLING AGGREGATE FROM STOCKPULES OR TRANSPQRTATION UNITS
aggregate the outer layer, which may havc became

x 1.1.1

X1.2 Sampling from Stockpiles

and the
from a
material beneath. Sampling tubes approximately 1l/*,i~
(30-mm) min by 6 fi (2-m) min in l e n e may be insene
info the pik at random locations to extract a minimurn (
five increments of material to form the sample. .

m t a should be

iv
ed

In some situations it is mandatory to sample
aggregates that have k n stored in stockpiles or loaded into
rail -, barges, or trucks. In such cases the p r d m
should ensure that segregation does not introduce a serious
bias in the results.

XI3 Sampling from Transportation Units

X 1.3.1 In sampling cmme aggregates fromraiiroad m (
barges effort should be made to enlist the services of gowt
equipment capable of exposing the material at various leve
and random locations. Where power equipment is nc
available, a common procedure requires excavation of
or more trenches across the unit at points that will, fior
visual appearance, give a reasonable estimate of the chmr
teristics of the load. The trench bottom should be approx
mately level, at least 1 ft (0.3 m) in width and in depth be10
the surface. A minimum of t h increments
~
from approx
mately equally spaced points along each trench should t
taken by pushing a shovel downward into the materia
Coarse aggregate in trucks should be sampled in essentiali
the same manner as for rail cars or barges, except fc
adjusting the number of increments according to the size c
the truck. For fine aggregate in transportation units, s a ~
pling tubes as described in X1.2 may be used to extract a
appropriate number of increments to form the sample.
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X1.2.1 In sampling material from stockpiles it is very
difiicult to ensure unbiased samples, due to the segregation
which often occurs when material is stockpiled, with coarser
particles rblling to the outside base of the pile. For coarse or
mixed coarse and fine aggregate, every effort should be made
to enlist the services of power equipment to develop a
separate, small sampling pile composed of materials drawn
from various levels and locations in the main pile &er which
several increments may be combined to compose the field
sample. If necessary to indicate the degree of variability
existing within the m@n pile, separate samples should be
drawn from separate areas of the pile.
X 1.2.2 Where power equipment is not available, samples
from stockpiles should be made up of at least three increments taken from the top third, at the mid-point, and at the
bottom third of the volume of the pile. A board shoved
vertically into the pile just above the sampling point aids in
preventing further segregation. In sampling stockpiles of fine

X2. EXPLORATION OF POTENTIAL AGGREGATE SOURCES

X2.1 Scope
6
X2.1.1 Sampling for evaluation of potentid aggregate
sources should be performed by a responsible trained and
experienced person. Because of the wide variety of con&tions under which sampling may have to be done it is not
possible to describe detailed procedures applicable to all
circumstances. This appendix is intended provide general
guidance and list more comprehensive references.

X2.2.3 Record-In addition to the general infonnatio,
accompanying all samples the following information shouh
lakenfrom ledges Or quarry
accompany
X2.2.3.1 Approximate quantity available*( ~ quantity
f
i
Vev
large this may be recorded practically unlimited-)
X2*2-3*2Quantity and character of overburden*
X2.2.3.3 A detailed record showing boundaries and loc;
tion of material represented by each sample.
Nm-X2.1-A
sketch, plan, and elevation, showing the thicknc:
and location of the Merent layers is recommended for this purpose.

X2.2 Sampling Stone from Quarries or Ledges
X2.2.1 Inspection-The ledge or quarry face should be
inspected to determine discernible variations or strata. Differences in color and structure should be recorded.
X2.2.2 Sampling and Size of Sample-Separate samples
having a mass of at least 50 lb (approximately 25 kg) should
be obtained from each discernible stratum. The sample
should not include material weathered to such an extent that
it is no longer suitabIe for the purpose intended. One or more
pieces in each sample should be at least 6 by 6 by 4 in. (150
by 150 by 100 rnm) in size with the bedding plane plainly
marked. and this piece should be free of seams or fractures.

X 2 3 Sampling Roadside or Bank Run Sand and Gravr
Deposits
X2.3.1 Inspection-Potential sources of bank run sanl
and gravel may include previously worked pits from whic
there is an exposedfface or potential deposits discovere
through air-photo interpretation, geophysical exploration, c
other types of terrain investigation.
X2.3.2 SampJing-Samples should be so chosen froc
each different stratum in the deposit discernible to th
sampler. An estimate of the quantity of the different matt
rials should be made. If the deposit is worked as an open-fac

obtained will be at least 25 lb (12 kg) for sand and 75 lb (
kg) if the deposit contains an appreciable amount of co
aggregate.
X2.3.3 Record-In addition to the general information
accompanying all samples the following information should
accompany sampics of bank run sand and gravel:
X2.3.3.1 Location of supply.
X2.3.3.2 Estimate of approximate quantity available.
X2.3.3.3 Quantity and character of overburden.
X2.3.3.4 Length of haul to proposed site of work.
X2.3.3.5 meter of haul (kind of road, maximum
grades, etc.)
X2.3.3.6 Details as to extent and location of material
represented by each sample.
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bank or pit, samples should be taken by channeling the face
vertically, bottom to top, so as to represent the materials
proposed for use. Overburdened or disturbed material should
not be included in the sample. Test holes should be
excavated or drilled at numerous locations in the deposit to
detennine the quality of the material and the extent of the
deposit beyond the exposed face, if my.The number and
depth of test holes will depend upon the quantity of the
material n d e d , topography of the area, nature of the
deposit, character of the material, and potential vdue of the
material in the deposit. If visual inspection indicates that
there is considerable variation in the material, individual
samples should be selected from the material in each well
defined stratum. Each sample should be thoroughly mixed
and quartered if necessary so that the field sample thus

Nm-X2.2-A
sketch of plans and elevations, showing the thickncss a d location of d i f f m t laycrs, is recommended for this purpoue.
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X3. NUMBER AND SIZE OF I ~ m M E NEEDED
m
TO ESTPNATE CHARACXER OF UNXT SAMPLED

X3.1 Scope
X3.1.1 This appendix presents the @onale used by the
responsible committee in the development of this practice.

3
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SUNIMARI! OF CHANGES
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X3.2 Descriptions of Terms Specific to This Standard
X3.2.1 field sample-a quantity of the material to be
tested of suscient size to provide an acceptable estimate of
the average quality of a unit.
X3.2.2 lot-a sizable isolated quantity of bulk material
from a single source, assumed to have been produced by the
same process (for example, a day's production or a specific
mass or volume).
X3.2.3 test portion-a quantity of the material of sufficient size extracted from the larger field sample by a
procedure designed to ensure accurate representation of the
field sample, and thus of the unit sampled.
X3.2.4 unit-a batch or finite subdivision of a lot of bulk
material (for example, a truck load or a specific area
covered).

i
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X3.3 Test Unit, She,and Variability
X3.3.1 The unit to be represented by a single field sample
should neither be so large as to mask the effects of significant
variability within the unit nor be so small as to be affected by
the inherent variability between small portions of any bulk
material.
X3.3.2 A unit of bulk material composed of graded
aggregate or aggregate mixtures might consist of a full
truckload. If it were possible, the entire load might be testedas a practical matter, a field sample is composed of three of
more increments chosen at random fiom the material as it is
loaded or unloaded from the truck. Research has shown that
such a procedure permits an acceptable estimate to-be made
of the average gradation that might be measured from 15 or
20 increments fiom the truck.
X3.3.3 Significant variability with a lot of material, where
it might exist, should be indicated by statistical measures,
such as the standard deviation between units selected at
random from within the lot.

This section identifies the location of selected changes to
this practice that have been incorporated since the 1st issue.
For the convenience of the user, Committee D-4 has highlighted those changes that may impact the use of this

practice. This section may also include descriptions of the
changes or reasons for the changes, or both.
( 1) Appendix X3 was added.

1;
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The American Society for Testing and Materials takes no position respecting the validity of any patent rights assenad in connection
with any item mentioned in thrs standard. Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the valid@ of any such
patent rights, and the risk of infringement Of such rights, are entirely their own responsibiIity.
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This standard is subiect to revision at any time by the responsible technical committee and must be rwkwed every five years and
if not revrsed, either reapproved or Withdrawn. Your Commenfsare rnvtted either for revision of this stgndard or for 8dditionaI standards
and should be addressed to ASTM HeadquaRers. Your comments will receive careful consideration 8t a meeting of the responsible
technrcal committee, which you may mend. If y w feel that your comments have not received a fair heanng yw should make y w r
views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Race St., Philadeiphia, PA 19103.
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Procedure for Microcrack Examination Using a 'F'luorescent Imprepant,
Epi-Fluorescence Microscopy, and Polished Sections

Saw, lap, and polish a 0.5- to 1.0-in.-thick slice of a concrete (cylinder, con,
cube, etc.). Make s m that the prepared surface is thoroughly cleaned in
isopropyl alcohol in a sonic cleaner (10 min.); rinse with forceful alcohol spray.
This step assumes that none of the materials are appreciably dissolved in the
isopropyl alcohol. Soap and water may also be used.

2.

Allow specimen to dry on the slide wanner at temperam no higher then 5WC f a
at least 1 hour, preferably 8 hours.

d
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Using a low-viscosity fluorescent epoxy, flood the prepared surface with the
liquid and place in a vacuum bell-jar, allowing the vacuum to build up several
times and releasing it over a 3-5 minute period Gently wanning the epoxy nsin
and hardener (prior to mixing) reduces viscosity, increasing penetration.
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Withdraw the specimen from the vacuum and, using a razor blade or edge of a
glass microscope slide, strike off the fluid epoxy from the prepared surface,
leaving as little epoxy as possible, and allow the epoxy to harden on the slide
w m e r set at no higher than 50°C.
Using a rotary, diamond grinding plate (#600)grit) or adhesive-backed siliconcarbide paper, the prepared surface is lapped only to the point of removing the
remaining seeaks, droplets, and the thin coating of epoxy on the prepared
surface, followed by forceful washing with an alcohol spray.

6.

With coarse polishing cloths and 5p alumina powder, the surface is given a rough
polish (3-5 minutes) and again cleaned with a sonic cleaner followed by a forceful
alcohol spray.

Ar

Thin lines are inscribed on the specimen with a finepoint permanent ink pen and
each line is numbered. Spacing between the lines is roughly 5 to 10 mm, but
other choices may be suitable.

Using a reflected-light microscope equipped with a 75-watt xenon lamp, ar other
suitable light, the appropriate wavelength is produced by passing the beam
through an excitation filter W450-490), a barrier filter (BA520), and a dichroic
minor @M455), all in a filter block. Magnifications range from 50X to 400Xe,
1O X is routine. Protective eyewear and a plastic light shield panel mounted on
the microscope are recommended while the test is in progress.

9.

Moving the specimen by hand or mechanically so that the inscribed ink line
remains in the field of view, the number of intersected cracks are counted. Thus,
over a traverse distance of, say, 1500 mm (specimen area = 7500 mm2), one
might record 180 crack intersections, giving a "crack index" of 180/1500 = 0.12.

The fluorescent mixture is brushed on a lapped or polished, dry, concrete
slab. The mixture dries very quickly (too fast for vacuum application),
after which most of .the excess hardener (a very thin layer) is removed
with a razor blade.
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The specimen is briefly relapped using #600-grit silicon-carbide adhesivebacked paper on a rotary wheel or siliconcarbidepowder on a coarse
polishing cloth or other similar materials, followed by rough polishing
with 5 pm alumina on the cloth. If a fingernail hardener is us& exposure
to solvents such as isopropyl alcohol should be eliminated and only soap
and water used in a forceful spray for cleaning. Relapping and polishing
usually takes only 3 to 5 minutes,assuming the specimen surface has
been properly scraped with the razor blade.

C.

Lines are inscribed on the specimen and "linear traverse" is conducted as
previously described to &tennine the crack index, using the microscope
in reflected light.

D.

The fingernail hardener mixture is less viscous than epoxy and is similar
to various low-viscosity rapid-hardening cyanoacrylate esters with which
I have had similar results. These materials are soluble in acetone and
alcohol, consequently soap and water are used for cleaning. For air-void
filling, the fluorescent fingernail hardener mixed with a fine-grained
powder such as quick-setting plaster is applied trowel-fashion with a razor
blade, leaving no excess on the polished surface. The technique shows
promise for automated determination of air content via image analysis. In
addition, epi-fluorescence techniques can be combined with transmitted,
ordinary-light examination of thin sections.
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10. If the project demands very quick answers, one can use fingernail hardener
colored with a fluorescent material* The mixture presently used is 4 parts
fingernail hardener + 1part acetone in which a few milligrams of the fluorescent
powder have been dissolved.
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David Stark

Al kali-Silica Reactivity: Some Reconsiderations

Port land Cement Association. Recommendationswill be made fo
more appropriate testing and evaluation of aggregate materials.

ed

REFERENCE: Stark, D., HAUull-SllCcrr Reactivity: Soae Rcconridcntk,ms,* Cement. Concrete, and Aggngrrtcs. CCAGDP, Vol. 2,
No. 2, Winter 1980, pp. 92-94.
ABSTRACT: Numerous instances have been r+corded where the use of

low alkali cement with certain volcanic aggregates has failed to prevent
deleterious alkali-siiica reactivity. Present testing using the ASTM Tcst
for Potential Alkali Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate Combinations
(Mortar-Bar Method) (C 227) may fail to identify this reactivity because
testing is normally done with only high alkaii cements. It is rtcommended that concurrent testing be done, using a range of both high
and low alkali cements, to determine that maximum safe cement alkaii
level for each aggregate in question. Although the traditional limit of
0.60%alkali has prevented alkali aggregate. reaction with many reactive aggregates, there art certain volcanic aggregates that require mn
lower alkali or the use of suitable pozzolanic materials to avoid alkafi
aggregate reactivity or both-
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Deleterious alkali-silica reactivity involving low alkali cements
has been identified in pavements, bridge structures, sidewalks,
and curb and gutter concrete. In these caws, cracking of the
severity shown in Fig. 1 was obsmed five to eight years after placement of the concrete. In a few cases the initial appearance of
cracking has becn noted only two years after construction. Recards
indicated that cement alkali levels in these concretes ranged from
0.45 to 0.57% as sodium oxide. The reactive rock types q u m d in
various alluvial deposits and were glassy volcanic materials of andesitic to rhyolitic composition, which constituted from 1 to 10%
of the total aggregate. In contrast to opal, which is essentially pure
silica, thcse reactive volcanics were alkali calcium atuminosilisates,
with the glassy, or noncrystalline, silicate matrix being the reactive
companent. Thus, the reactive aggregate in these cases differed in
some respects from opal, on which is based much of the apparent
justification for ptesent requirements for the use of low alkali
cements.

KEY WORDS8 cements, alkali aggregate reactions. andesite, bridges
(strucrures), expansion, pavements, rhyolite, opal, low alkali cement,
mortar bar tests

Field and laboratorj studies over the past several years have
shown that the use of low alkali cement with certain volcanic ag.
gregates in the western United States has not been effective: in
preventing excessive expansion and concrete deterioration caused
by alkaii-silica reactivity. In most instances, the aggregates in
question were judged to be potentially reactive by either petrographic examination, or by the ASTM Tcst for Potential Alkali
Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate Combinations (Mortar-Bar
Method) (C 227), or by the ASTM Test for Potential Reactivity of
Aggregates (Chemical Method) (C 289). Accordingly, specifications were established that require the use, without additional tebting, of cements with 0.60% or iess alkali, in the form of equivalent
sodium oxide, with these aggregates.
Apparently, the basis for this type of specification dates back to
work done in the 1940s and 1950s. where it was found that oxcessive expansion could be avoided in laboratory tests with reactive
opaline materials when cement alkali levels did not exceed 0.40%
[I-31. Subsequently, this finding was taken to apply ta other mat.
tive aggregate types, including andesitic and rhyoiitic volcanic
materiais, and the 0.W% cement alkali level was interpreted as a
sharp breakpoint, betow which excessive expansion could be
avoided. That such masoning can be misleading in some cases will
be shown in the following review of field and laboratory work at the

Ar

Aggregate materials were obtained from a number of sources
associated with the above instances of reactivity and tested according to ASTM Test C 227. These aggregates wen sized according to
the recommended gradation and combined with m e n t s ranging
in aIkali content from 0.35 to 0.92%. Testing was extended beyond
the six-month test period to more than 36 months. Periodic examinationswere made of the mortar ban for evidence of reactivity.
Typical results are shown in Figs. 2 to 4.
Figure 2 presents results for Aggregate A, which contains about
10% reactive voicanic material. Also shown is the prescribed test
failure criterion of 0.10% expansion at six months. Results with
the 0.92% alkali cement indicate failure according to the test
criterion, as was previously known, but show the aggngare to be
innocuous with the two low alkali cements. However. during the
extended test period these low alkali cement-aggregate combinations exceeded the test criterion in only eight months, and eventualiy they reached expansion levels of 0.30% or more. It is implortant to note that the 0.57% alkali cement was from the same
saurce as the cement used with this aggregate in field structures
where deterioration has occurred because of reactivity. In normal
practice, testing would have becn done oniy with the high alkali ament, thus establishingthe basis for prescribing, simply, low alkali

Presented at the Symposium on Nonstandard Test Methods Useful in
Determining Physical-Chemical Characteristics of Cements. held in San
ljiego on 12 Dec. 11979 by ASTM Committee C-l on Cement and chaired
by A l k t i * W . lsberner of the Portland Cement Assuciation.
'Principal research petrographer, Portland Cement Association. 5420
Old Orchard Rd., Skokic. 111. 60077. Member of ASTM.
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FIG. 2-ASTM Test C 227 rest muits for Aggregate A.

cement. If concurrent testing with low alkali cements had been
done, and if the 0.10% faiiure criterion was moved to one year instead of six months, the potential deleterious reactivity of these low
alkali cement-aggregate combinations would have been properly
shown, thereby corroborating field performance.
Results shown in Fig. 3 are for Aggregate B. which contains
about 1 % reactive andesitic volcanic material. The iow as well as
the high alkali cement-aggregate combinations easiiy met the ex-

ist ing faiiure criterion; however, low a1kali cement-aggtegatecambinations have faiied within eight years in pavement concrctc. To
identify the 0.92% alkali cement-aggregate combination as reactive would have required the reasonable test pttiod of about ten
months. To identify the 0.60 and 0.54% alkali cement-aggregate
combinations would have required 21 and 36-month test periods,
respectively. These longer test periods arc impracticaf: thus a lowet
expansion criterion would have been necessary to identify the
potential for harmful reactivity. For example, a 0.040% expansion
level has becn found to be meaningful for freeze-thawtesting of aggregates in concrete 14).
Figure 4 presents m d t r for Aggregate C, which contains about
10% reactive glassy to crypto~ystallinevolcanic andesites and
rhyolites. Here, both the 0.70 and 0.35% alkali cement-aggregate
combinations an: indicated to be potentially reactive. In normal
practice testing would have been done only with the high alkali cement, and thus a misleading recommendation would have becn
made to use low alkali cement even though it, too, is harmfully
reactive. In this case, the present failure criterion would be ac-
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aptable, but concumnt testing with low alkali cement would have
been n e e r a r y to meal the full potential for expansive reactivity.
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pansion level was selected on the basis of its being the approximate
limit above which microcracking was found to extend from eactive
aggregate particles into surrounding mortar. Results arc shown for
Aggregates A, B, and C and for an otherwise innocuous sand that
camed a 2% opal.replacemcnt, all in the 4.75-to 2.36-mm (# 4 to
Discussion
18) sieve size. In Fig. 5, both the different curvatures-of the individual plots (which indicate different sensitivities to unit changer
The above data are typical for a larger group of aggregates that
in the alkaii content of the cement) and the alkali range in which
were tested according to ASTM Test C 227, for which the current
the time to 0.050% expansion changes significantly indicate that a
test criterion and the normal practice of testing only with high
single alkali level, such as 0.60%. cannot be meaningful for all ag.
alkali cements fails to characterize the full potential for reactivity
even under the same storage conditions. Until these fac.
gregates
as reflected in field performance. It is now evident that some adtors are taken into account, acceptance testing can only lead to furjustment is desirable in the existing test procedure, or in the failure
ther misleading rrcommendations for avoiding expansive reactivity
criterion, to properly identify reactive cement-aggregate combinain field structures. Thus, ASTM Test C 227, which does addnss
tions. Given the present storage conditions specified in ASTM Test
itself to these possibilites, should be reconsidered with these
C 227 (specimens supported above water in sealed containers
recommendations in mind.
stored at 37.8' C [ 1OO0FJ),at least two changes are recommended.
If testing of the type recommended above indicates cement
First, the test period should be extended to twelve months and secalkali levels below those that are feasible in field construction,
ondly, concurrent testing should be carried out with a range of
both high and low alkali cements. The latter recommendation E- . property tested and accepted pozzolans or granulated slags should
be considered as additives to the concrete to minimize expansive
quires, most importantly, that the well-established, but erroneous,
reactivity.
notion that the 0.60% alkaii level represents a sharp breakpoint
between innocuous and potentially deleterious reactivity for all aggregates regardless of exposure conditions be discarded.
That such is the case is perhaps better seen in Fig. 5, where
cement-alkali level is plotted against time to 0.050% expansion for
Field and laboratory observations indicate that deleterious
monar bars stored under ASTM Test C 227 conditions. n
i
5
j
alkali-silica reactivity may occur with certain glassy volcanic ag-
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gregates and low alkali cements. One approach to more completely
identifying this potential is to use the ASTM Test C 227 test procedure but extend the test period to perhaps twelve months and to
run concurrent tests with a range of high and low alkali cements.
The work described here supports the concept that a single cement
alkaii level of 0.60%, although useful with many reactive aggregates, cannot be applied to all aggregates under the same or different exposure conditions.
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of ASTM Standards, copyright American Society
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Standard Test Method for

Potential Alkali Reactivity of Aggregates (Mortar-Bar Method)'
This standard is isrued under the fixed designation C 1260, the number immdhtely following the designation indicates the ytat of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the ycar of last revision. A numkr in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (0indicates an editorial change since the last revhion or reapproval.

1.1 This test method permits detection within I6 days of
the potential for deleterious alkali-silica reaction of aggregate
in mortar bars.
1.2 The values stated in SI units are to be regarded as
standard. The values in inch-pound units are shown in
parentheses, and are for informational purposes only.
1.3 This standard does not purport to address all of the
safety concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is the
responsibility sf the user of this standard to establish apprF)priate safety and health practices and determine the appliesbility of regulatory limitations prior to use. A specific
precautionary statement is given in 5.3.1.

CAN/CSA-A23.2- 14A-M90 Test Methods for Potential
Expansivity of Cement-Aggregate Combinafioa (cOh
m t e Ppism Expansion Method)6

d

1. Scope
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3. Significance and Use
3.1 This test method provides a means of detecting &
potential of an aggregate intended for use in confo,
undergoing alkali-silica reaction resulting in potentially del.
eterious internal expansion. It is based on the NBRI Awl.
erated Test Method (1, 2, 3,4).' It may be especially use@
for aggregates that react slowly or produce expansion late ip
the reaction. However, it does not evaluate combinations of
aggregates with ccmentitious materials nor are the test
conditions representative of those encountered by conin s e ~ c e .
3.2 Because the specimens are exposed to a N a a
2. Referenced Documents
salution, the alkali content of the cement is not a
2.1 ASTM Standards:
factor in affecting expansians.
C 109 Test Method for Compressive Strength of Hydraulic
3.4 When excessive expansions (see appendix) are deve~
Cement Mortars (Using 2-in. or S@mm Cube
oped, it is recommended that supplementary information be
specimen^)^
developed to confirm that the expansion is actually due to
C 150 Specification for Portland Cement2s3
alkali-silica reaction. Sources of such supplementary infa.
C 151 Test Method for Autoclave Expansion of Portland
mation include: (I) petrographic examination of the aggre.
Cement3
gate (Practice C 295) to determine if known reactive constit.
C 227 Test Method for Potential Alkali Reactivity of
uents are present; (2) examination of the specimens after
Cement-Aggregate Combinations (Mortar-Bar M e t h ~ d ) ~ tests (Practice C 856) to identify the products of alkali
reaction; and (3) where available, field s e ~ c records
e
can be
C 295 Practice for Petrographic Examination sf Aggreused in the assessment of performance.
gates for Concrete2
3,4 When it has been concluded from the.resmlts of tests
C 505 Practice for Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Ceperformed
using this test method and supplementary infor.
ment Pastes and Mortars of Plastic Consistency3
mation that a'given aggregate should be considered potenC 490 Specification for Apparatus for Use in Measuretially deleteriously reactive, the use of mitigative measurn
ment of Length Change of Hardened Cement Paste,
such as low-alkali portland cement, mineral admixtures, or
Mortar, and Concrete2s3
ground granulated blast-furnace slag should be evaluated (see
C 5 11 Specification for Moist Cabinets, Moist Rooms, and
last sentence of 3.1).
Water Storage Tanks Used in the Testing of Hydraulic
Cements and Goncretes2v3
4. Apparatus
C 856 Practice for Petrographic Examination of Hwdened
Concrete2
4: 1 The apparatus shall conform to Specification C 490,
E 11 Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for Testing
except as follows:
4,2 Sieves-Square hole, woven-wire cloth sieves, &ail
Purposes4
D 1 193 Specification for Reagent WaterS
conform to Specification E 11.
4.3 Mixer*Paddle, and Mixing Bowl-Mixer, paddle, and
2.2 CSA Standards:
mixing bowl shall conform to the requirements of Practice
C 305, except that the clearance between the lower end of the
This test method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee C-9 on
paddle and the bottom of the bowl shall be 5.1 & 0.3 mm
Conmte and Concrete Aggregates and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee
(0.20 0.01 in.).
C09.26 on Chemical Reactions.

'

Current edition approved March 15, 1994. Published May 1994. Formerly
published as Proposal P 214.
Annual Book of ASTM Standards. Vol04.02.
Annual Book dASTM Standards, Vol04.0 1 .
Annuad Book oJASTM Standards, Vol 14.02.
5 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Vol 1 1.01.

Available from National Standards of Canada, Canadian Standarcis Asrocit
tion, 178 Rexdale Blvd., Toronto, Ont. Canada M9W 1R3.
The boldface numbers in parentheses refer to a Cst of refirenas at the eMl d
the text.

goring specimens, the loss or gain of moisture is prevented
by tight-fitting covers, by sealing, or both (see Note 2). The
banrs in the solution must be placed and supported so that the
solution has access to the whole of the bar; therefore, it
Should be ensured that the specimens do not touch the sides
of the container or each other. The specimens, if stood
in the solution, shall not be supported by the metal
gage stud.

7. Sampling an6 Reparation of Test Specimens
7.1 Selection of Aggregate-Process materials p r o p s
for use as fine aggregate in concrete as described in 7.2 wi
a minimum of crmbing. Process materials proposed for u
as coarse aggregate in conmete by crushing to produce
nearly as practical a gmded product from which a sample c;
be obtained. Grade the sample as prescribed in 7.2. T
sample shall represent the composition of the coarse aggr
gate as proposed for use.
7.1.1 When a given quarried material is proposed for u
both as coarse and as fine aggregate, test it only by seiectic
of an appropriate sample crushed to the fine aggngatcs sizt
unless there is reason to expect that the coarser size fraetio
have a different composition that the finer sizes and &
these differences might signrfantly affmt expansion due
reaction with the alkalies in cement. In this case test t
coarser size fractions in a manner similar to that employed
testing the fine aggregate sizes.
7.2 Preporation of Aggregate-Grade aU aggregates
which this test method is applied in accordance with t
requirements presefi'bed in Table 1. Crush aggregates
which sufficient quantities of the sizes specified in Table 1
not exist until the required materid has h e n produced.
the case of aggregates containing insuficient amounts of o
or more of the larger sizes listed in Table I, and if no 1a.q
material is available for crushing, the first size in whi
sufficient material is available shall contain the cumulati
percentage of material down to that size as determined frc
the grading specified in Table 1. When such procedures ;
required, make a special note thereof in the test report. Af
the aggregate has been separated into the various sieve siz
wash each size with a water spray over the sieve to remc
adhering dust and fine particles from the aggregate. Dry r
portions retained on the various sieves and, unless u:
immediately, store each such portion individually in a cle
container provided with a tight-fitting cover.
7.3 Selection and Preparation of Cement:
7.3.1 Reference Cement-Use
the portland ceme
meeting the requirements of Specification G 150. In ad^
tion, the autoclave expansion in Test Method C 15 1 shall
less than 0.20 %.
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NOTE 1-The NaOH solution will corrode glass or metal containers.
NOTE 2-Some microwave-proof food srorage containers made of
or highdensity polythylene have been found to be
acceptable.

specimens are stored in the containers at a temperature of :

=t 2.O'C ( 176 +: 3.6.F).

d

and wowel shall
4.4 Tamper and Trowel-The
to Test Method C 109.
4.5 Containers-The containers must be of such a name
that the bars can be totally immersed in either the water or
NaOH solution. The containers must be made of
material that can withstand prolonged exposure to 80°C
(1 76'F) and must be inert to a 1 N NaOH solution (see Note
I).The containers must be so constructed that when used for

4.6 Oven, or Water Bath-A convection oven or water
bath with temperature control maintaining 80 1:2.0°C (176
5 3.6"F).
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5. Reagents
5.1 Sodium Hydroxide (Na0H)-USP or technical grade
may be used, provided the Na+ and OH- concentrations are
shown by chemical analysis to lie between 0.99Nand 1.0 IN.
5.2 Purity of Water-Unless otherwise indicated, references to water shall be undentood to mean reagent water
conforming to Type IV of Specification D 1193.
5.3 Sodium Hydroxide Solution-Each Iitre of solution
shall contain 40.0 g of NaOH dissolved in 900 mL of water,
and shall be diluted with additional distilled or deionized
water to obtain 1.O L sf solution. The volume proportion of
sodium hydroxide solution to m o m bars in a storage
container shall be 4 +: 0.5 volumes of solution to 1 volume of
mortar bars. The volume of a mortar bar may be taken as
184 mL.
5.3.1 Precaution-Before using NaOW, review: ( 1 ) the
safety precautions for using NaOH; (2) first aid for burns:
and (3) the emergency response to spills. as described in the
manufacturer's Material Safety Data Sheet or other reliable
safety literature. NaOH can cause very severe bums and
injury to unprotected skin and eyes. Suitable personal
protective equipment should always be used. These should
include full-face shields, rubber aprons, and gloves impervious to NaOH. Gloves should be checked periodically for
pin holes.

6. Conditioning
6.1 Maintain the temperature of the molding room and
dry materials at not less than 20°C (68°F)and not more than
27.5"C(81.5"F).The temperature of the mixing water, and of
the moist closet or moist room, shall not vary from 23°C
(73.4"F)by more than 1.7"C(3°F).
6.2 Maintain the relative humidity of the molding room
at not less than 50 %. The moist closet or room shall
conform to Specification C 5 1 1.
6.3 Maintain the storage oven or water bath in which the

NOTE 5-The alkali content of the cement has been found to h
negbgibie (3) or minor (5) effects on expansion in this test.
7.3.2 Preparation sf Cement-Pass cement far use in t
test through an 850-pm (No. 20) sieve to remove lun
before use.
7.4 Preparation of Test Specimens:
7.4.1 Number of Specimens-Make at least three I
TABLE 1 Grading Requirements
Sseve Size
Pass~ng
4.75 mm (No. 4)
2.36 mm (No. 8)
1.18 mm (No. 16)
600 pm (No. 30)
300 pm (No.50)

Retained on

2.36 mm (No. 8)
1.18 mm (No. 16)
600 pm (No. 30)
300 pm (No. 50)
150 urn (No. 100)

Mass.
10
25
25

25
15

8 C 1260

the penetration of watcr into the m e n .
N m &TE-fluorcxabn (Teflon8) rapt complies with tht requircments for a mold relase agent.

fOrz

*

Nolr &The ntfmncc bpr should be read prior to
specimens since the heat fkom the mortar barr may cause
the commtor to drarrge.

a
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8.3 Subsequent Storage and Measurement-Make sub
qwnt comparator rradings of the spedmcm *aqn
inmediate readins for 14 daysatter
at least
reading, at approximately the same time each &
arc conhued w o a d the l m y ma
least one reading per week. The procedure is identical lo tba
-bed
in 8.2 aapt that the specimens are m u lo
th& own container d e r maurement.

4
4:
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7.4.3 proportioning of Mo~izr-Proportion the dry
of ament $0 2-25
riais for the t& m o m uskg 1
of graded m t e by mass*The quantities of dry
mixed at one time in the batch of mortar for making
be 440 g of cement and 990 g of
mmens
-gate
made up by mmbining the portions *ned
0x1
the various sieves (see 7.2) in the grading p k b e d in Table
1. Use a water to cement ratio equal to 0.47 by mass (SX
Note 7).
NOTE7-Ruggedness tests hdlicated that mortar bar U ~ Q R S

the
on a mwtl until cornparatory egs
been taken on the remainder of the baa. p h
madc with e ~ c hw t e sample in a containa Qh
d c i e n t 1N NaO& at 80
1 . W (176 + 3.6T)
samples to be t o m y i m m m Seal the containg
ad
return it to the oven or wtcl' bath.

d

in accordance
excep~the interior surf-

were less variable at a fixed water to cement ratio than when gaged to a
constant flow (3).

7;4.4 Mixing of Mon'izr-Mix the mortar in accordance
with the requirements of Ractice C 305.
7.4.5 Molding of Tesf Specime~ts-Mold test specimens
within a total elapsed time of not more than 2 min and 15 s

9.1 Calculate the difference between the zero cornpara*
reading of the specimen and the reading at each perid tolbe
neanst 0.00 1 % of the effective gage length aad record a
expansion of the spechen for that period. Rcpon g
average expansion of the three specimens of a given -.
combination to the nearest 0-01% as the am
sion for the wmbination for a given periad.

10. Report
10.1 Report the fouowing information:
10.1.1 Type and source of aggregate,
10.1.2 Type and source of portiand cement,
10.1.3 Autoclave expansion and alkali content of mcpl
as percent potassium oxide (K20),
sodium oxide (Na20),
and calculated sodium oxide (Na20) equivalent,
lo.1.4 Average length change in percent at each -gof
the specimens,
10.1.5 Any relevant information concerning the pnpar,
tion of aggngates, including the grading of the
when it differs from that given in 7.2,
10.1.6 Any si@cant features revealed by examhationd
the specimens during and after test,
10.1.7 Amount of mixing water expressed as mass pa#m
of cement,
10.1.8 A graph of the length change data from the time of
the zero reading to the end of the 16 day period.
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after completion of the original mixing of the mortar batch.
Fill the molds with two approximately equal layers, each
layer being compacted with the tamper. Work the mortar
into the corners, around the gage studs, and along the
surfaces of the mold with the tamper until a homogeneous
specimen is obtained. After the top layer has been compacted, cut off the mortar flush with the top of the mold and
smooth the surface with a few strokes of the trowel.

8. Procedure
8.1 Initial Storage and Reading-Place each mold in the
moist cabinet or room immediately after molds have been
filled. The specimens shall remain in the molds for 24 f 2 h.
Remove the specimens from the molds and, whiie they are
being protected from loss of moisture, properly identify and
make an initial comparatory reading. Make and record the
initial and all subsequent readings to the nearest 40.002 mm.
Place the specimens made with each aggregate sample in a
storage container with sufficient tap water to totally immerse
them. Seai and place the containers in an oven or water bath
at 80 f 2.O'C (176 f 3.6T) for a period of 24 h.
8.2 Zero Readings-Remove the containers from the
ovea or water bath one at a time. Remove other containers
only after the bars in the f k t container have been measured
and returned to the oven or water bath. Remove the bars one
at a time from the water and ~ I Ytheir surface with a towel
paying particular attention to the two metal gage studs. Take
the zero reading (see Note 8) of each bar immediately after
drying, and read as soon as the bar is in position. Complete
the process of drying and reading within 15 f 5 s of
removing the specimen from the water. After readings, leave
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molds
C490
of the mold shall be covemi with

Teflon is a relpstmdmdcmark.

11. Precision and B
i
a
s
1 1.1 Precision--The between-laboratory precision b
n estimated from an interlaboratory study involving six
la ratories, each testing three aggregates with thrct cements
( ). For values of expansion greater than 0.015 1,tbc
&tween-laboratory precision has been found to be 9.55 %
( I~s%). Therefore, the results of two properly conducted
iq two different laboratories should differ by no m m t b
27.0 % of the mean expansion.
/ 11.2 Bias--Since there is no accepted nferens d
far determining the bias of this test method, no statemata
bias is being made.
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APPENDIX

XI. INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS
innocuous and deleterious in field performance. For
is particularly important to develop s
mental information as described in 3.3. in such.a situa
may also be useful to take comparator readings until 2
(7,910
aggregates, it

d

Nolz X 1 . 1 4 m e granitic gneisses and rnetabsdts ha\
found to be deleteriously expansive in field perfomance even
their expansion in this test was less than 0.10 % at 16 &ys allex
(9). With such aggregate, it is rcmmrncndcd that prior field ptrfc
be investigated. In the abstnce of.field performance data, m
measures should be taken as diseusstd in 3.4.

ve

XI. 1 There is good agreement in the published literature
(1, 2,6, 7, 8,9) for the following expansion limits:
X 1.1.1 Expansions of less than 0.10 9% at 16 days after
casting are indicative of innocuous behavior in most cases
(see Note X 1.1).
X 1.1.2 Expansions of more than 0.20 % at 16 days after
casting are indicative of potentially deleterious expansion.
(See 3.3.)
X 1.1.3 Expansions between 0.10 and 0.20 % at 16 days
after casting include both aggregates that are known to be

(5) Hooton, R. D., "Interlaboratory Study of the MBRI Ra!
Method and CSA Stanchihtion Status," Repon EM-92.
Ministry of Transport, March 1990, pp. 225-240.
(6) Hoaton, R. D., and Rogers, C. A., "Evaluation of Ra.C
Methods for Detecting Alkali-Reactive Aggrqpte~,"Prm
Eighth International Conference on Alkali-Aggregate R
Kyoto, 1989, pp. 439-444.
(7) Hooton, R. D., "New Aggregate Alkaii-Reactivity Test M
Repon MAT-91-14, Ontario Minisuy of Traaspc
November 1991.
(8) Fournier, 3.. and Berube, M. A., "Application of tht
Accelerated Mortar Bar Test to Siliceous Carbonate Ag
Produced in the St. Lawrence Lowlands, Part 2: Proposed
Rates of Expansion, and Microstructun of Reaction Pr
Cement and Concrete Research, Vo12 1, I99 1, pp. 1069- 1
(9) Hooton, R. D., and Rogers. C. A, "'Pevelopmcnt of th
Rapid Mortar Bar Test Leading to its Use in North A
Proceedzngs, Ninth International Conference on AAR in C
London, 1992, pp. 46 1-467.
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(1) Oberholstcr, R. E., and Davits, G., "An Accelerated Method for
Testing the Potential Alkali Reactivity of Siliceous Aggregates."
Cement and Concrete Research, Vol 16, 1986, pp. 18 1- 189.
(2) Davics, G., and Obcrhoister, R. E., "Use of the MBRI Accelerated
Test to Evduatc the Effdveness of Mineral Admixtures in
Preventing the Alkali-Silica Reaction," Cement and Concrae
Research, Vol 17, 1987, pp. 97-107.
(3) Davies, G., and Oberholster, R. E., "An Interlaboratory Test
Programme on the NBRI Accelerated Test to Determine the
Alkali-Reactivity of Aggregates," Nationd Building Research Institute.' CSIRO, Spcciai Rcport BOU 92- 1987, Pretoria, RSA, 1987,
16 PP.
(4) Oberholster, R. E., "Alkali Reactivity of Siliceous Rock Aggregates: Diagnosis of the Reaction, Testing of Cement and Agxegate
and Prescription of Preventative Measures," Alknli in Concrete,
Research and Practice, Copenhagen, 1983, Danish Concrete Association, pp. 4 19-433.
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d a d Test hl
for
Accelerated Detdon of PoteaWg
Deleterious Expansion of M O WB m
h e to AlMi-Sitia Readion

AASHTO Designation TP14'

1.1 This test method allows detection within 16 days of the potential for deleterious expansion of mortar bars due
to the alkali-silica d o n .

d

1.2 This stllnd%rd may involve hazardous materials, operations and equipment. This proposed standard does not
purport to address all of the safety problems associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this
proposed standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory
Iimitaions prior to use. A specific precautionary statement is given in Note 3.

2. Referenced Documegts

2.1 AASHTO Standards
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M85 Specification for Portland Cement
M92 Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for Testing huposes
M201 Specification for Moist Cabinets, Moist Rooms, and Water Storage Tanks Used in the Testing of Hydraulic
Cements and Concretes
M210 Specification for Apparatus for Use in Measurement of Length Change of Hardened Cement Paste. Mortar.
and Concrete
TI06 Test Method for Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars (Using 2-in. or 50-mm Cube
Specimens)
TI62 Practice for Mechanical Mixing of Hydraulic Cement Pastes and Mortars of Plastic Consistency
2.2 ASTM Standards

C295 Practice for Petrographic Examination of Aggregates for Concrete
C856 Practice for Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete
D 1193 Specification for Reagent Water
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1.3 The vdues stated in §I units are to be regarded as standard. The values in inch-pound units an shown in
parentheses, and ine for informational purposes only.

3. Significance and Use

3.1 This test method provides a means of detecting the potential of an aggregate used in concrete for undergoing

alkali-silica reaction and resulting potentidly deleterious internal expansion. It is based on the NBRI accelerated
test method. [1]1[21131

3.2 When expansions greater than 0.10 percent are developed withi 16 days from casting, it is recommended that
supplementary information be developed to confirm that the expansion is actually due to alkali reactivity. Sources
of such supplementary information include: (1) petrographic examination of the aggregate by ASTM C295 to

' n i s standard is based on SHRP Product 2009.

I

I

I
I

determine if known reactive constituents are present; and (2) emmimion of the qte+mens after tests by ASTM
C856 to identify the products of alkali reactivity.

I

I
I

1

1

3.3 Wben it has been concluded from the results of tests performed using this test method and supplementary
infomion that a given aggregate should be considered potentially deleteriously reactive additional smdics, using
alternative methods, may be appmpriate to develop fkther information on the potential reactivity.

I

II

I
1
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4. Apparatus

i

I

4.1 The apparatus shall confonn to Specification m 1 0 , except as follows:

I

4.2 Sieve - Square hole, wovm-wire cloth sieves, shall conform to the requiremexlts of M92.

1

I
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4.3 Mixer, Paddle, and Mixing Bowl - Mixer, paddle, and mixing bowl shall conform to the requirements of TI62,
except that the clearance bawccn the lower end of the paddle and the bottom of the bowl shall be 5.1 0.3
(0.20 f 0.01 in.)

*

ve

4.4 Tamper and Trowel - The tamper and trowel shall d o r m to Test Method T106.

4.5 Containers - The containers shall permil the test specimens to be totaily ixnmersed in either water or 1 normal
NaOH solution. The conhers shall be made of material that can withstand prolonged exposure to 80°C (176°F)
and shall be inert to a 1 normal NaOH solution. The containers shall be equipped with tightfitting covers, seals,
or both. The containers shaI1 be constructed in a manner that pennits test specimens to be supported, without using
the gage studs. so that the solution has aurss to the whole test specimen, and the specimens do not touch the sides
of the container or each other.

4
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4.6 Oven - A thennostatically controlled oven capable of maintaining a temperature of 80.0 f 1.TC (176 f 3°F)

or a thermostatically controlled water bath capable of maintaining the same temperature range.

4.7 Moist Room or Closet - The moist doset or room shall eonform to M201.

5. Reagents

-

5.1 Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) USP or technical grade may be used, provided the Na+ and OH- concentrations
are shown by chemical analysis to lie between 0.99 and 1.01 no-.

Ar
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Note 1 - The NaOH solution wilI corrode glass or metal containers. Polypropylene containers are
&mended.

B

5.2 Purity of Water - Unless otherwise indicated, water shall be reagent Type IV water conforming to ASTM

Dl 193.

5.3 Sodium Hydroxide Solution - Each liter of solution shall contain 40.0 g of

NaOH dissolved in 900 mL of
water, and shall be diluted with additional distilled or deionized water to obtain 1.0 L of solution. The volume
proportion of sodium hydroxide soiution to m o m bars in a storage container shall be 4.0
0.5 volumes of
solution to 1 volume of mortar bars.

*

Note 2 - The volume of a m o w bar may be taken as 184 mL (1 1.25 in3).
I

I
I

i

e
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Note 3 - Precaution - Ekfore using NaOH, review: (1) the safety precautions for using NaOH; (2) first aid
for bums; and (3) the emergency response to spills, as described in the manufacturer's Material Safety Data
Sheet or other reliable safety literature. NaOH can cause very severe burns and injury to unprotected skin
and eyes. Suitable personal protective equipment should always be &ed. These should include full-face

Melds, rubber apmrrs, and glove^ impaviou~to NaOH. Gloves should bc checked periodically for pin
hales.
6. Conditioning

at no less than 2 K (68OF)and no more than
6.1 Maintain the t e m p e m of the molding room and dry mat&
27.5% (81.50F). Maintain the temperature of the mixing water, and of the moist closet or moist room, at 23.0 &
1.7C (73.4 f 3.0(%3.

6.2 The miathe humidity of the molding room dull be not less thau 50 pemsperceat.

ve
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6.3 Maintab the storage oven in whicb the specimens arc stored in thc containers at a tempcraturt of 80.00 &

7. Sampling snd Preparation of Test Specimens

-

7.1 Selection of Aggregate Proass materials proposed for use as fine aggregate in concrete as described in 7.2
with a minimum of crushing. Process materials propsod for use as coarse aggregate in concrete by cmJhing to
produce as n a l y as practical a graded product from which a sample can be obtained.. Tht sample shall have the
grading as prescribed in 7.2 and be rcpmentative of the composition of the coarse aggregate as proposed for use.
.
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7.1.1 When a given quarried material k proposed for use both as coarse and as fine aggregate, test the material
only by selection of an appropriate sample crushed to the fine aggregate sizes, unless there is reason to expect that
the coarser size fractions have a different composition than the finer sizcs and that these differences might
significantly affect expansion due to reaction with the W i e s in cement. In this case the coarser s b fractions
shall be tested in a manner similar to that employed in testing ?he fine aggregate sizes.

7.2 preparation of Aggregate - Grade all aggregates in accordance with the requirements prescribed in Table 1.
Crush aggregates for which sufficient quantities of the sizes specified in Table 1 do not exist until the required
material has been produced. In the case of aggregates containing insufficient amounts of one or more of the larger

Ar

sizes listed in Table 1. and if no larger material is available for crushing, the fim size in whi& sufficient material
is available shall contain the cumulative pekntage of material down to that size as determined from the grading
specified in Table I. Note in the test repon when such proC8dures are required. After the aggregate has been
separated into the various sieve sizes, wash each size with a water spray over the sieve to remove adhering dust and
fme particles from the aggregate. Dry the portions retained on the various sieves and, unlss used immediately,
store each portion individually in a clam container. Seal the container to prevent moisture loss or gain.

I

Table 1
GRADING REQUIREMENTS

2.36 mrn (No. 8)

1.18 rnm (No. 16)

25

1.18mm(No.16)

600pm(No.30)'

25

600 pm (No.30)

1

300 pm (No. 50)

1

25

300 jm (No. 50)

I

I50 rm (No. 100)

I
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7.3 Selection and Preparation of Cement - Select a reference cement which meets the requirements of M85. Pass
the reference cement through a 850-pm (No.20) sieve to remove lumps before use.

.

7.4.1 Prepare at least three test specimens for

cement-aggregate combination.

7.4.2 Pnpart the qxximen molds in accordance with the requirements of M210 except, cover the interior s e a *
of the mold with a release agent.
Note 4 A release agmt is acceptable if it serves as a parting age& without affecting the setting of the
canmt and without leaving any residue that will inhibit t& penetration of water into the specimen. TFE-

-

tape complies with tht rcquhcnts for a mold release agent.

fiuo-n
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7.4.3 Proportion the dry materials for the t a t m o m using 1 part of cement to 2.25 parts of graded aggregate t
mass. Mix 440 g of cuncet and 990 g of dry aggregate (made up by recombining the portions m e d on i
various sieve in the grading prescribed in Table I) at one time to prepare a batch of mortar sufficient for makh
three specimens. Use a water to amcnt ratio
t00.SObymass- -

7.4.4 Mix the mortar in sccordance with the requirements of Practice T162using water that meets the nquimmer
of Seaion 5.2.

ve

7.4.5 Mold test specwith a total elapsed time of not xnore than 135 s after completion of thc original rnixi
of the mortar batch. Fii the molds with two approximately equal layers, each layer being compacted with L
tamper. Work the mortar into the comers, around tht gage studs, and along the surfaces of the mold with t
tamper until a homogeneous specimen is obtained. After the top layer has been compacted, cut off the mortar flu
with the top of the mold and smooth the surface with a few strokes of the trowel.
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8.1 Place each mold in the moist cabinet or moist room immediately afier it has been filled. Cure the specirne
in the molds for 24 f 2 h. Remove the specimens from the molds and, while they are being protected from Ic
of moisture, properly identify and determine the initial length of each specimen using the length comparatc
Record all length measurements to the neartst 0.002 mm (01.0001 in).
8.2 Place the specimens of each aggregate sample in a storage container with sufficient tap water to totally immer
them. Seal the containers and place them in an oven maintained at 80.0 1.?C (176 3 O F ) for a period of :
h.

*

*
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8.3 Measure the comparator bar prior to mtasuring eaeh set of specimens since the heat from the mortar bars m
cause the length of the mmparator to change. If the length of the comparator bar has changed, wait until I
comparator has returned to mom temperature before remeasuring the comparator bar. Remove the containers fro
the oven one at a time. Remove other containers only after the specimeas in the first container have been measurt
and returned to the oven. Remove the specimens one at a time from the water and dry their surface with a tow
paying particular attention to the two metal gage ap.asuring studs. Record the zcro measurements of each specirn
immediately after drying, and as soon as the specimen is in position. Complete the process of drying and measuri
within 15 5 s of removing the specimen from the water. After measurement. leave the specimen on a tou
until the remainder of the bars have been measured. Place each set of specimens in separate containers with r
1 norad NaOH solution, at 80.0 f 1.7OC (I76 f 3OF) to totally emerse the samples. Seal the containers and retu
them to the oven.

*

8.4 Undertake subsequent measurement of the specimens periodically, with at least three intermediate reading
for 14 days after the zero reading, at approximately the same time each day. The measuring procedure is identit
to that described in Section 8.3 except that the specimens are retumed to their own container after measuremer

9. Calcuiation
9.1 Calculate the difference between the zero length of the specimen and the length at each period of measurement
to the ncarcSt 0.001 pacmt of the effective gage imgth and record as the c~paXISi0nof the y i m c n for that period.
R m the average - d o n of the three speehas of a given w t - - g a t e
c o m b i i o n to the m a r r ~0.01
t
percent as the expansion for the o o m t r ' i ~ for
n a given period.

-

10. Report The report shall include the following^

1 0 . the type and source of aggregate,

ve

10.2 the type and source of portland ccmmt,

d

. . N o t e s - W h e n t h e m e p n c x p ~ i o n o f t h c t e a ~ ~ 0 . 1 0 p e r c m r 16daysfrom
at
. casting (14 days fmm mo reading), it is indicative of potentialy deleterious expansion. This
d u e has bem determined from tests of aggregate with known field p e r f o m in concrete.
Whm the mtsn expansion of the test spedmmJ is l a than 0.10 percent at 16 days after
casting, it is indicative of irmoauus behavior.[4]

10.3 the alkali content of cemmt as percent potassium oxide (K20),
sodium oxide (Na20), and calculated sodium
equivalent,
oxide (Na20)
10.4 the average length change in percent at each reading of the specimens,

10.5 any relevant information concerning the preparation of aggregates, including the grading of the aggregate
when it differs from that given in 7.2,
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10.6 any signifcant features revealed by examination of the specimens during and afker test,
i

10.7 the amount of mixing water expressed as mass percent to cement,

10.8 the type, source, proponions and chemical analyses, including Na20 and K,O, of any ponolans employed
in the tests, and,
10.9 a graph of the length change data from the time of the zero reading to the end of the 16 day period.
11. Precision and Bias

Precision - Preliminary data indicate that for materials giving an expansion at 14 days in solution of
greater that 0.10 percent, the average multi-laboratory coefficient of variation (for experienced
laboratories) is 9.55 percent. Therefore, results of two properly conducted tests in different laboratories
on the same material should not differ from each other by more than 27.0 percent of their average,
nineteen times in twenty,

Ar

11.1

Note: for further information see:

7

Hooton, R.D., "Interlaboratory Study of the NBRI Rapid Test Method and CSA Standardization Status"
in Canadian Developments in Testing Concrete Aggregates for Alkali-Aggregate Reactivity, Ministry of
Transportation, Ontario Engineering Materials Report 92, March 1990, pp. 225-240.

11.2

Bias - Since there is no accepted reference material for determining the bias of this test method, no
statement on bias is being made.
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AN ACCELERATED METHOD FOR TESTING THE POTENTIAL
ALKALI REACTIVITY OF SILICEOUS AGGREGATES
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ABSTRACT
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The N a t i o n a l B u i l d i n g Research I n s t t t u t e has developed a quick,
r e l i a b l e t e s t which gSves an t n d i c a t t o n o f t h e r e l a t i v e a l k a l l
r e a c t i v i t y o f o p a l i n e and o f quartz-bearing aggregates. This
paper describes t h e t e s t method and discusses f a c t o r s whtch can
a f f e c t the precision of the results.
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Several methods a r e employed f o r t h e d e t p r m t n a t l o n o f t h e p o t e n t i a l a l k a l i
r e a c t i v i t y o f s t l t c e o u s aggregates such as t h e ' g e l p a t t e s t ' of Jones and
T a r l e t o n ( I ) , t h e ' q u l c k chemical t e s t ' ASTH C 289 (21, t h e 'mortar p r l s m
t e s t ' ASTH C 227 ( 3 ) . t h e 'concrete p r i s m t e s t ' , t h e ' r o c k c y l i n d e r t e s t '
ASTH C 586 ( 4 ) and a p e t r o g r a p h l t exarninatlon.

O f t h e methods used, t h e q u l c k chemical t e s t t s t h e q u i c k e s t and takes o n l y
one day t o perform, Unfortunately, w i t h t h l s method, some o f t h e quartzb e a r i n g rocks such as greywacke, a r g i l l i t e , g r a n l t e and quartzite u h l c h have a
s e r v i c e r e c o r d o f being d e l e t e r i o u s l y r e a c t i v e , o f t e n g l v e r e s u l t s t h a t
c l a s s i f y them as non-deleterious. Petrographic examination f o r determinfng
t h e presence o f r e a c t t v e c o n s t i t u e n t s and u n d u l a t o r y e x t i n c t i o n angles,
a l t h o u g h r e l a t i v e l y quick, t s very d i f f t c u l t t o apply i n t h e case o f
f i n e - g r a i n e d rocks such as h o t n f e l s , and should I n general o n l y be used as a
preliminary screening t e s t . The g e l p a t t e s t i s f a t r l y q u l c k i n t h e case o f
o p a l t n e aggregates, b u t slow where qugrtz-bearing aggregates a r e involved,
unless t h e p a t s a r e k e p t a t a temperature of 80°C; t h i s t e s t should a l s o o n l y
be used f o r p r e l i m i n a r y screening. The ASTH C 227 m o r t a r p r i s m t e s t i s
p r o b a b l y t h e most w l d e l y used t e s t f o r d e t e r m t n i n g t h e p o t e n t l a l a l k a l l
r e a c t i v i t y of cement-aggregate comblnatlons. I t has t h e f o l l o w l n q
disadvantages:
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(a) t o o b t a l n conclusive r e s u l t s a pertod o f between three and s i x months i s
requtred t n t h e case o f opaltne aggregates, and between s t x and twelve
months tn t h e case o f quartz-beartng aggregates;
(b) t h e National B u t l d t n g Research I n s t i t u t e (NBRI) has found t h a t t h e t e s t
c r i t e r i a have t o be adjusted f o r quartz-bearlng aggregates;
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( c ) d i f f e r e n t cement-aggregate combinattons have t o be t e s t e d i n t h e case o f
opal tne aggregates t o make p r o v t s t o n f o r a pesslmum e f feet.

Durtng a t e s t programne whlch involved f l v e l a b o r a t o r t e s I n d l f f e r e n t
cauntrles, o n l y one l a b o r a t o r y (5),recorded deletertous expansion w t t h a
greywacke a r g t l l t t e aggregate I n comblnatlon w t t h h t g h - a l k a l i cements ustng
t h e ASTH C 227 t e s t , d e s p i t e t h e servtce record o f t h t s aggregate whlch has
proved d e l e t e r t o u s l y expansive i n comblnatlon w l t h h t g h - a l k a l t cements. This
casts d ~ u b t son e t t h e r t h e c o n t r o l whtch l a b o r a t o r t e s have over t h l s t e s t
pracedure o r t h e a p p l i c a b i l t t y o f t h e method.
The concrete prlsm t e s t has t h e dtsadvantages mentioned t n (a), (b) and ( c )
and, t n a d d i t l o n , concrete prtsms r e q u l r e much mare space than t h e mortar
prisms. The major advantage o f t h t s t e s t I s t h a t t h e m a t e r t a l s can be t e s t e d
9n t h e proportlons used i n p r a c t i c e .

ch

I t was found t h a t t h e rock c y l t n d e r t e s t takes a t l e a s t e t g h t weeks t o g i v e
' c o n c l u s t v e r e s u l t s and t h a t s l g n i f l c a n t expansions are o n l y obtatned t f t h e
c y l i n d e r s are cored perpendicular t o vetns o r t h e rock l a y e r s (6).

An accelerated mortar p r l s m t e s t , whtch Involves storage i n a s a t u r a t e d NaCl
s o l u t t o n a t SO°C, was proposed by ChatterJt ( 7 ) . Tests a t t h e NBRI,.however,
i n d i c a t e d t h a t t h t s method d t d not s l g n l f t c a n t l y reduce t h e ttme r e q u i r e d t o
o b t a t n r e s u l t s w l t h quartz-beartng aggregates.

Ar

The problems o u t l i n e d , w l t h t h e d i f f e r e n t t e s t s i created a need f o r a qutck,
r e l i a b l e t e s t f o r o p a l l n e as w e l l as f o r quart?-beating aggregates, and one whlch
could g i v e an Indication o f t h e r e l a t i v e a l k a l l r e a c t t v t t y o f t h e aggregates.
The NBRI qulck mortar p r l s m t e s t

Van Aardt and Vlsser ( 8 ) proposed a method which
prisms prepared i n accordance w t t h ASTH C 227 i n
r e s u l t s showed t h a t expanstons af more than 0,10
obtalned w t t h p o t e n t t a l l y d e l e t e r t o u s l y r e a c t t v e

Involved storage o f mortar
Thetr
per cent w t t h l n 10 days were
quartz-bearlng aggregates.

I N NaOH a t 80°C.

However, no c r l t e r i a were establlshed t o d l s t l q g u l s h d e l e t e r t o u s aggregates
from Innocuous aggregates.

Oberholster (9) t n v e s t l g a t e d 28 quartz-bearlng aggregates, 2 non-teactlve
reference aggregates and d l f f e r e n t percentages o f Beltane opal. Using t h e
method o f van Aardt and Vlsser, r e s u l t s were r q l a t e d t o those previously
obtalned w t t h e l t h e r t h e mortar p r l s m o r t h e cancrete p r l s m method, and w t t h
expanstons i n concrete beams and cubes exposed t o n a t u r a l env!ronmental
conditions. Provisional c r t t e r l a f o r t h e method were determined.
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The t e s t has now been used f o r t h r e e years on a wlde v a r i e t y o f aggregates.
Thts paper describes t h e t e s t method and presents data on t h e f a c t o r s whtch
can a f f e c t t h e p r e c t s t o n o f t h e r e s u l t s .
The method

v.

ve
d

The prlsms
The mortar prisms a r e prepared i n accordance w i t h ASfR C 227-81.
a r e demoulded a f t e r 24 hours, then tmnernd Sn water t n a closed contatner
which I s placed i n an oven and k e p t a t a c o n s t a n t temperature o f 80.C.
A f t e r 24 hours i n t h e oven, t h e prisms a r e removed t o a room w i t h a
temperature o f 23*C, and b e f o r e s i g n l f t c a n t c o o l tng takes place, t h e j r
l e n g t h I s measured ustng a v e r t l c a l comparator ( d i a l - t y p e s t r a t n gauge)
This reading i s used as t h e zero readtng. A f t e r the
accurate t o 2
I n t t t a l reading, t h e prisms a r e imnersed i n a I N NaOH s o l u t i o n k e p t a t
80°C. Thts s o l u t i o n I s s t o r e d I n a t i g h t l y covered p l a s t t c c o n t a l n e r , l a r g e
enough f o r t h e prisms t o be t o t a l l y imnersed. P l a s t i c i s used because t h e
c a u s t i c s o l u t i o n corrodes g l a s s and metal. The prisms a r e then measured
each working day over 1 4 days a t a room temperature o f 23*C, and t h e i r
1tnear expansion c a l c u l a t e d . The average expans t o n o f t h e t r t p l i c a t e p r t sms
f o r each day i s then c a l c u l a t e d ; i f none o f t h e values d i f f e r s f r o m the mean
by more than 15% t h e r e p e a t a b i l i t y i s considered satisfactory ( 3 ) . The
average expanston a f t e r 12 days i s then taken as t h e reference value f o r
assessing p o t e n t t a l a l k a l t r e a c t i v i t y .

hi

E v a l u a t i o n o f t h e method

Before a method such as t h e NBR1 a c c e l e r a t e d t e s t can be accepted, i t i s
necessary t o establish t h a t t h e r e a c t i o n has merely been a c c e l e r a t e d and t h a t
no u n r e l a t e d r e a c t l o n , which c o u l d l e a d t o erroneous r e s u l t s i s occurring.

Ar
c

Although n o t unequlvocal proof, t h e shape o f t h e 'expanslon vs t i m e ' curve
should g i v e some I n d i c a t i o n of whether t h e r e a c t i o n has been merely
accelerated o r not. L i n e a r expanslons a g a i n s t t i m e have r e s p e c t t u e l y been
p l o t t e d f o r a s i l t c e o u s h o r n f e l s aggregate ( F i g 1) and a n o n - r e a c t b e sand
sample i n whtch 30 p e r c e n t by mass Beltane opal has been s u b s t i t u t e d
( F i g 2). In b o t h f i g u r e s , t h e r e s u l t s from b o t h t h e NBRI a c c e l e r a t e d t e s t
and t h e ASTH C 227 t e s t d a t a have been shown. A l l t h e curves (except t h e
accelerated t e s t w i t h o p a l ) show t h e t h r e e f e a t u r e s described by
Grattan-Bellew (10) as t h e I n d u c t i o n phase, t h e maln expanston phase and
t h e l a t e expanslon phase. Opal samples, when subjected t o t h e accelerated
t e s t , o f t e n l a c k t h e t n d u c t i o n phase. These r e s u l t s a r e encouraglng and
would appear t o I n d i c a t e t h e e f f i c a c y o f t h e NBRI a c c e l e r a t e d t e s t .
However, more work i s r e q u i r e d f o r c o n c l u s i v e p r o o f .
The l i n e a r expansions a t 12 days ( f o r t h e NBRI accelerated t e s t ) a r e p l o t t e d
a g a l n s t those taken a t 365 days ( f o r t h e ASTH C 227 t e s t ) f o r t h e same s e t o f
quartz-bearing aggregates ( F l g 3). A r a t h e r poor l i n e a r c o r r e l a t t o n ( t h e
c o r r e l a t t o n c o e f f t c i e n t i s 0.6696) t s obtained. The reason f o r t h e poor f l t
i s p o s s i b l y the poor p r e c t s t o n o f t h e ASTH C 227 t e s t .

The l ~ w e rl i m i t o f expansion f o r d e l e t e r i o u s aggregate subjected t o t h e
ASTH C 227 mortar p r t s m t e s t t s taken by t h e NBRI as 0.05 p e r cent l i n e a r
expansion a f t e r 365 days. T h i s value I s based on t h e c o r r e l a t t o n o f r e s u l t s
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Expanslons measured for a hornfels sample (ASTH test uas done ustng a
cement wlth an avallable altalt content of 1.08 per cent Na10 equlvalent)

NllRt Test
THE UIAYS)

FIG 2

Expanston measured for a mortar prlsm in uhlch Beltane opal was substttuted
for a non-alkall-reactive sand (ASTH test was done ustng a cement wtth
an avallable alkali content of 1.08 per cent Na 0 equlvalent)
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FIG 3
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A p l o t o f r e s u l t s from q u a r t z - b e a r f ~ s aggregates subjected t o t h e NBRI
a c c e l e r a t e d t e s t and t h e ASTH C 227 t e s t ( u s l n g a cement w f t h an a v a i l a b l e
a l k a l l content of 1.28 (11) and a t o t a l a l k a l l content o f 1.30 per cent
Na 0 equlvalent).
The I t n e a r expansigns were measured a f t e r 12 and 365
d a i s respectively. Samples u n d e r l t n e d a r e aggregates w t t h a proven
record o f d e l e t e r l o u s expansion I n p r a c t t c e .

from long-term t e s t s on c o n c r e t e cubes exposed t o n a t u r a l c o n d t t l o n s , and from
t h e ASTM C 227 mortar p r i s m t e a t , Using t h t s value and t h e r e g r e s s t o n
equation ( y = 0 . 3 7 ~ + 0.008) from F i g 3, t h e lower I i m l t o f expansion f o r
d e l e t e r i o u s aggregate I s c a l c u l a t e d as 0.11 p e r cent, a t t 2 days f o r t h e
accelerated test.

Ar

The c a r r e l a t t o n between t h e r e s u l t s o f t h e NBRI and ASTH t e s t s i s more
problemattc t n t h e case o f t h e o p a l l n e samples, because t h e pessimum e f f e c t I s
present when t h e ASTH t e s t t s undertaken, b u t apparently absent when t h e NBRI
t e s t 3s performed ( F i g 4 ) . A1$9, t h e expanston t s constderably lower I n t h e
N8RI t e s t compared w i t h samples w i t h t h e same opal content g i v i n g t h e pessimum
value f o r t h e ASTH t e s t .

The e f f e c t o f d t f f e r e n t v a r i .a b.- l a r on
- -= expansion
A*

m - ~

Van Aardt and Visser ( 8 ) investigated t h e e f f e c t of temperature and a l k a l i
concentration on the expanston recorded f o r mortar prisms made w t t h h o r n f e l s
aggregate. A t 40'6 they found little d i f f e r e n c e between t h e r a t e s o f
expansion o f prlrms lmnersed l n 2N and 4N NaOH s o l u t i o n s , and those made w l t h
t h e same aggregate b u t t n whlch a l k a l l hydroxlde was added t o t h e cement and
exposed under ASTU C 227-81 e o n d t t l o n s , A t 80°C, however, m o r t a r p r l r m s
s t o r e d i n a l k a l l s o l u t l o n showed s l g n i f 4 c a n t l y Increased r a t e s of expansion.

D i f f e r e n t concentrations were t r i e d , nangly, 0.25Nv 0.5Nv 0.75N. 1.ON and
2.ON s o l u t i o n s . The maximum expanston measured a f t e r 12 days was t h a t o f t h e
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The v a r i a t i o n in l i n e a r expansion w i t h
v a r i a t i o n i n opal content, f o r mortar
prisms subjected t o the NBRI accelerated t e s t . Note the 1i n e a r
relationship.

FIG 5

L i n e a r expansion a f t e r 12 days f o r a
s u i t e o f aggregates showing t h e
e f f e c t o f t h e v a r i a t i o n i n temperature on expansion d u r i ng
t h e NBRI accelerated t e s t

.
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prisms i n t h e I N NaOH s o l u t l o n , w h i l e lower expanstons were measured f o r
prlsms i n t h e o t h e r s o l u t t o n s . Prtsms i n t h e 2N and 4N s o l u t t o n s t n t t l a l l y
expanded more q u i c k l y than t h e o t h e r s b u t t h e expansion l e v e l l e d o f f a t a
v a l u e below t h a t obtained f o r prtsms i n t h e I N s o l u t l o n .

Van Aardt and Vtsser (8) a l s o found t h a t prlsms I n KOH s o l u t l o n s o f t h e same
n o r m a l i t y as NaOH, expanded l e s s .

A d d t t l o n a l experiments were undertaken t o check t h e e f f e c t s o f b o t h
temperature and t h e vartous p o s s i b l e c o n c e n t r a t t o n s o f t h e a l k a l i s o l u t l o n on
the preclslon o f the test.

Ar

S i x aggregates w t t h a l k a l l r e a c t l v l t l e s over t h e whole range o f aggregates
found I n South A f r l c a . were used l n these expertrnents. Because no o p a l l n e
aggregates have thus f a r been t d e n t l f t e d i n South A f r t c a o n l y q u a r t z - o r
s l l l c a t e - b e a r i n g aggregates were used.
The e f f e c t s o f t h e d i f f e r e n t v a r i a b l e s w l l l be discussed t n t u r n .

I

1

I

Temperature. The prisms made u t t h t h e aggregates were imnersed I n I N MaOH
s o l u t i o n and s t o r e d I n ovens a t 70°C, 80.C and 90°C.
The expansions a t 12
days a r e compared i n F t g 5.
A s can be seen f o r samples whtch have expansion below 0.150 p e r cent a f t e r
12 days. t h e value Increases p r o g r e s s i v e l y w i t h temperature.
For samples w l t h

I l n e a r expansions above 0.150 per cent. t h e expanston 1s h t g h e s t a t 80°C.
f o l l o w e d by t h a t a t 90°C and then by t h a t a t 70aC. The v a r t a t i o n between the
r e s u l t s obtalned a t the d l f f e r e n t temperatures f o r t h e same aggregate can be

2

,
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OPERATOR 2

Linear expansion a f t e r 12 days f o r
t h e same s u i t e o f aggregates used
i n F i g 5 showing t h e e f f e c t of t h e
v a r i a t i o n i n NaOH c o n c e n t r a t i o n on
expansion d u r i n g t h e NBRI accelerat e d t e x t .

FIG 7

A p l o t o f t h e 1i n e a r expansion
w i t h time f o r a r e a c t i v e hornf e l s aggregate used t o t e s t
t h e p r e c i s i o n o f t h e NBRI
accel e r a t e d t e s t

.
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0.032 percentage p o t n t s which, t n r e l a t i v e terms, i s w e l l i n excess o f a
. I 0 0 per cent v a r i a t i o n i n t h e cage o f l e s s r e a c t t v e aggregates having very low
expanslons. For t h e more r e a c t i v e aggregates, t h e maximum v a r i a t i o n between
the values t s 0.180 percentage polnts, o r 47 per cent i n r e l a t t v e terms.
NaOH concentration. The v a r i a t i o n ~f t h e l i n e a r expanston ~ 4 t hv a r t a t i o n I n
concentratlon of t h e a l k a l l solution, a t 808C, i s shown I n F i g 6 , In t h i s
case the I N s o l u t i o n gave t h e l a r g e s t expansion f o r a l l b u t one aggregate.
The maximum v a r i a t t o n between expanslons f o r a p a r t i c u l a r aggregate ts
0,232 percentage p o i n t s , o r approximately 61 per cent i n r e l a t t v e terms.

Ar

The r e s u l t s t n d t c a t e t h a t variations I n both temperature and a l k a l l
concentratlon can a f f e c t t h e p r e c l s j o n o f t h e t e s t s i g n i f i c a n t l y .

Precision. The p r e c i s i o n of t h e method was t e s t e d using a r e a c t i v e h o r n f e l s
aggregate and o n l y one operator. The average, t h e minlmum and t h e maxtmum
values as w e l l as t h e c o e f f i c i e n t of v a r i a t t o n f o r seven t e s t s on t h i s
aggregate over a 14-day period, are presented t n Table 1. The c o e f f l c l e n t o f
v a r t a t l o n f o r t h l s p a r t i c u l a r sample s t a b l l i s e s a f t e r t h e f t f t h day and t s
9.7 per cent on t h e 1 2 t h day, the day t h e HBRI has decided t o t a k e as the
reference day o f t h e t e s t .

The e f f e c t o f d i f f e r e n t operators on t h e p r e c t s t o n o f t h e method was a l s o
t e s t e d I n t h e NBRI l a b o r a t o r y . The r n s u l t s are presented I n F i g 7 and show
t h a t t h e expansion obtalned by o p ~ a a t o r s2 and 3 f a l l w e l l w t t h i n t h e minimum
and maxlmum valuer obtalned by t h e operator 1 , a f t e r t h e seventh day.

*
Clearly, insufficient data a r e available f o r a rlgorous statistical e v a l u a t i o n
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TABLE 1
1
I

S t a t l s t l c a l Data f o r P r e c t s l o n o f Accelerated T e s t Method ( 7 Oetermlnattons)

I

1

i

Day

Avltnear
expanston

X

I

Rtnllnear
expanston

X

I

I

?

ii

1
2
3

i
f

,
i

6

t

7
8
9
10
11
'I2
13
14

t
1

d

i
4

j
A

!
I
1I

0.208
0.235
0.258
0.278
0.296
0.313
0.327
0.342
0.354

0.181
0.797
0.211
0.228
0.245
0.252
0.267
0.278
0.289

.

'

X

0.013
0.052
0.109
0.156
0.200

41 .6
32.3
21 .O
12.5
10.0
7.8
8.2
9.4
9 -7
8.7
9.8
9.7
10.0
10.0

0.226
0.252
0.280
0,301
0.321
0.347
0.361
0.379
0.392

ch
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,

0 002
0.018 0 066
0.113
0.155

X

Coefficient
of vartatlon

ve

4
5

I

.

0.009
0.035
0.084
0.134
0.177

Maxllncar
expanston

d

I

1

I

of t h e method, b u t t h e r e s u l t s a r e encouraging and i n d i c a t e t h a t ifcare i s
taken, t h e t e s t can g l v e reasonably p r e c t s e r e s u l t s f o r quartz-bearing
aggregates.

Ar

Experience a t t h e NBRI over a p e r i o d o f t h r e e y e a i s has shown t h e accelerated
t e s t proposed by van Aardt and VIsser ( 8 ) t o be a qutck r e l l a b l e t e s t f o r t h e
d e t e r m i n a t i o n o f t h e p o t e n t t a l a l k a l i r e a c t l v l t y o f aggregates, as l o n g as
reasonable c a r e 1s taken i n t h e executlon o f t h e t e s t .
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ABSTRACT. The NBRI accelerated t e s t f o r determining the potential a1kal i
r e a c t i v i t y o f aggregates can also be used t o assess the a b i l i t y o f
mineral admixtures t o prevent deleterious expansion i n concrete,
which i s caused by the a1k a l i - s i 1i c a reaction o f quartz-bearing
aggregates. Results from the accelerated test, the ASTM C227 mortar
prism t e s t , and tests undertaken on concrete beams and cubes exposed
outdoors., are compared and discussed,
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Introduction
There i s s t i 11 uncertainty about the r o l e t h a t d i f f e r e n t admixtures play i n
the prevention o f the deleterious expansion t h a t r e s u l t s from the
a1k a l i - s i 1i c a reaction. Mineral admixtures w i t A a proven record i n t h i s
regard are f l y ash (FA), m i l l e d granulated blast-furnace slag (MGBS) and
condensed s i l i c a fume (SF). Vivian (1) suggests t h a t the pozzolan p a r t i c l e s
react very r a p i d l y w i t h a l k a l i s i n cement because o f t h e i r reactive nature and
fineness, thus leaving 1it t l e unreacted a l k a l i f o r l a t e r reaction w i t h
aggregate. Other workers (2,3) be1ieve t h a t the pozzol an-s react w i t h
Ca(OH),, thereby preventing the formation of the deleterious reaction
product. Diamond (4) has demonstrated t h a t the addition o f pozzolan reduces
the pH o f the pore f l u i d s i n cement pastes. However, some mineral admixtures
have been.shown t o be more e f f e c t i v e than others, and i n c e r t a i n cases the
mineral admixture has had l i t t l e e f f e c t on the pH o f the pore f l u i d and
appeared t o a c t as an i n e r t d i luent (5).
Regardless o f what the exact r o l e o f mineral admixtures i s i n preventing
deleterious a l k a l i - s i l i c q reaction, the r e s u l t s o f Diamond (5) cast doubt on
the effectiveness of c e r t a i n m i neral admixtures.

4

ASTM C441-81 t e s t (6) evaluates the effectiveness of mineral admixtures using
mortar prisms made w i t h high-alkali cement and Pyrex glass. Up t o 25 per cent
o f the cement i s replaced with a mineral admixture on a volume/volume basis.
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Exper3 ence at the Nati onal Bul ldlng Research instt tute (NBRI) Indicates that
the A S M C441-81 test is unreliable for such evaluation because of the poor
reproduci bl llty of results (7). The exact reason for this is not clear but
poor reproduci bll i ty with this test has also been reported by other
laboratories (8).

d

It is a1 so possible to evaluate the effectiveness of mineral admixtures using
the ASTH U27-81 test (9). which has the advantage that a particular mineral
admixture can be tested with speclflc cements and aggregates. However, this
test is rarely used because of the time it takes to obtain definitive results
w i t h quartz-beari ng aggregates.
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Work undertaken at the NBRI showed that the accelerated test described by
Oberholster and Davies (10) can be used to determine, within 14 days, the
effectiveness of any mineral admixture in prevent1 ng deleterious expansion due
to the a1 kal i-si 1ica reaction in quartz-bearing aggregates. This test has the
advantage that it can also be applied to specific aggregatelmineral admixture
combinations.
Material s and methods
The following materials were used in the study:

fly ash (FA) from ESCOn Crootvlei power station;
(b) condensed sf 1 i ca fume (SF) from Si 1 icon Smelters. Pietersburg;
t c ) milled granulated blast-furnace slag (MGBS) from ISCOR. Pretoria;
(dl calcined shale (CS);
( el reactive Malmesbury greywackelhornfel s aggredate;
( f ) low-a1 kal i cement;
( g ) cal ci um carbonate.
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(a)

The chemical and physical properties of the mineral admixtures except the
calcium carbonate, are presented in Table 1. The calcium carbonate was
precipitated, chemically pure material wi th a relative densi ty of 2.99.
relevant detai 1 s of the aggregates and cements used in the different
experiments are presented in Table 2.

The
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Results obtained with the accelerated test described by Oberholster and
Davies (10) (see this reference for method) were compared with the results
from ASTM C227 tests ( 1 1 ) and from beams (12,131 and cubes (13) exposed under
natural conditions (field tests). In the case of the ASTM C227 test* the
results which are used here are for prisms with an aggregate:~ement ratio of
1.5:1 (rather than the 2.25:l stipulated by ASTY). but apart from this. the
ASTM C227 procedure was followed exactly. The effect of the lower
aggregatelcement ratio was to increase the activle alkali content of the
mortar. thereby testi ng more rigorously the abi 1 i ty of the mi neral admr xture
to reduce expansion. Further &tall s of the ASTH tZ27 and field test results
can be obtained from the relevant references. To simp1 i fy the comparisons.
the materials used for the accelerated test were, where possible. the Same or
similar to those used for the ASTM C227 tests and the field experiments.
~eplacement of the cement by mineral admixture Yas undertaken on a
vol ume/volume basis for a1 1 experiments except for the field experiments wfth
concrete beams, where the replacement was Oone on a masslmass basis. The
volume Percentages for the beams were calculated and these are used in the
di scussion to faci 1 itate comparison with the other data.

.
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TABLE 1
Chemi c a l and physical properti es o f mineral admi xtures used

+

+I

ASTHC3II : Seetion 18

Used in the scceleralad test

3

Used i n M e ASfn C227-81 t e s t 111
Used i n th. f i e l d e x p e r i m n t s f12.13)
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In an experiment t o see what e f f e c t the d i l u t i o n o f cement has on t h e
expansion measured during the accelerated t e s t , t h e calcium carbonate was used
as an i n e r t d i 1uent t o replace cement. Oberhol s t e r and Westra ( 1 1) determined
the e f f e c t o f t h e d i l u t i o n on expansion produced during the ASTH C227 t e s t , by
c a l c u l a t i n g the decrease i n Na,Q equivalent o f the binder as a whole f o r
each'substi t u t i o n (assuming t h a t the admixture provides no a l k a l i s ) , and then
blending a low-alkali cement w i t h t h e high-alkali cement (used i n the t e s t s )
in the proportions necessary t o o b t a i n t h e appropriate Na,O equivalent.

Resul t s
Before discussing the r e s u l t s i t should be noted t h a t t h e
expansion i n excess of 0.05 per cent t o be deleterious i n
ASTN C227 t e s t and the outdoor exposure experiments. For
t e s t , Oberholster and Davies (10) considered an expansion
0.10 per cent a t 12 days t o be deleterious.

NBRI considers
t h e case o f the
t h e accelerated
i n excess o f

Graphs o f expansion p l o t t e d against time f o r the accelerated, the ASTM C227,
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TABLE 2
Detai 1 s o f t h e aggregate. cement and concrete samples
used i n t h e d i f f e r e n t experiments
Aggregate

Experiment

Accel etated
tests
ASTM C227
tests (11)
Field
experiments

I

Cement

I

1

Sample Na,O equivalent, X
Number Total 1 Activeh

Concrete

1

kg of binder
per m3

Malmesbury
C49
Metasedlment

iv
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Number

1

Malmesbury
H
Metasediment

Beams (12)

Malmesbury
H
Metasediment

Cubes (13)

J
Malmesbury
Metasediment

* ASTM C311 : Section 18

and t h e f i e l d t e s t s , i n which cement was replaced w i t h various amounts o f
d i f f e r e n t admixtures, a r e presented i n Figures 1 t a 4. I t i s e v i d e n t from t h e
Figures t h a t t h e r e i s a reasonable c o r r e l a t i o n between t h e accelerated and
ASTM C227 t e s t r e s u l t s when using t h e d i f f e r e n t admixtures.
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The r e s u l t s f o r t h e beams and cubes a r e l i m i t e d i n number, b u t they, too,
c o r r e l a t e we17 w i t h t h e l a b o r a t o r y t e s t s once t h e dormant p e r i o d (always
evident i n f i e l d experiments) i s over.

Effectiveness o f t h e d i f f e r e n t admixtures
The r e d u c t i o n i n expansion e f f e c t e d by the d i f f e r e n t admixtures, as measured by
the d i f f e r e n t t e s t methods, i s shown i n Figures 5 t o 7. A l l t e s t s show t h a t
the s i l i c a fume i s by f a r the most e f f e c t i v e agent i n reducing expansion due
t o t h e a l k a l i - s i l i c a r e a c t i o n , followed by the f l y ash. The c a l c i n e d shale
and s l a g are shown t o be i n e f f e c t i v e a t s u b s t i t u t i o n s o f l e s s than 30 per cent.
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There i s a discrepancy between t h e accelerated t e s t and t h e ASTM C227 t e s t , i n
t h a t t h e s l a g appears t o be more e f f e c t i v e than t h e c a l c i n e d shale i n ' t h e
accelerated t e s t w h i l e th.e opposite seems t r u e i n t h e ASTM C227 t e s t . The
discrepancy i s most l i k e l y because d i f f e r e n t batchqs o f c a l c i n e d shale were
used i n t h e two t e s t s (see Table 11, b u t t h e d i f f e r e n t e f f e c t s t h a t d i l u t i o n
o f both t h e cement and a c t i v e a l k a l i s by the mineral admixtures themselves
have on t h e r e s u l t s o f the two t e s t s a l s o needs t o be borne i n mind.
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As can be seen i n F i g u r e 5, s u b s t i t u t i o n o f cement by an i n e r t

-

d i l u e n t (CaCO, i n t h i s case) has l i t t l e e f f e c t on t h e expansion measured
i n t h e accelerated t e s t ; i n f a c t , i t appears t o increase expansion i n the 0-20
per cent s u b s t i t u t i o n range. I n t h e ASTM C227 t e s t , t h e d i l u t i o n of the
cement plays a s i g n i f i c a n t r o l e i n decreasing expansion (see Figure 6 ) . The
reason f o r t h i s discrepancy seems obvious since, i n t h e case o f t h e
accelerated t e s t , t h e a l k a l i u t i l i s e d by t h e r e a c t i o n comes from an external
source, t h e I N sodium hydroxide s o l u t i o n i n which t h e prisms are immersed,
w h i l e i n t h e case of t h e ASTM t e s t , the a l k a l i i s d e r i v e d m a i n l y from the
cement.

"""4
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BIG 1
Expansion vs time graphs for t h r e e t e s t s i n which the cement was replaced
by various proportions of s i l i c a fume. ( a ) The NBRI accelerated t e s t ,
Cb) the ASTM C227 mortar p r i sm t e s t and
( c ) f i e l d experiments using concrete cubes
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FIG 2
Expansion vs time graphs for three tests where the cement was replaced by
various proportions of f l y ash. (a) The WBRI accelerated t e s t ,
( b ) the ASTM C227 mortar prism t e s t , and
( c ) field experiments using concrete beams
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FIG 3
Expansion vs time graphs for three t e s t s , where the cement was replaced
by various proportions o f calcined shale. ( a ) the N 8 R I accelerated t e s t ,
( b ) the ASTM C227 mortar prism t e s t , and
( c ) f i e l d experiments using concrete beams
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FIG

4

Expansion vs time graphs f o r t h r e e t e s t s , where t h e cement was replaced
by various proportions o f slag ( a ) t h e NBRI a c c e l e r a t e d t e s t ,
(b) t h e ASTM CZ27 mortar prism t e s t , and
( c ) f i e l d experiments using concrete beams
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ADDITION (7.)

FIG 5
The e f f e c t on expansion (measured a t 12 days) obtained with the NBRI
accelerated t e s t when d i f f e r e n t proportions o f mineral admi xtures
are substituted fop the cement, The d i l u t i o n curve was obtained
by substt t y t i n g calcium carbonate f o r cement
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Repeated t e s t s a t the NBRI have shown t h a t the quartz-bearing, alkali-reactive
aggregates of South Africa do nst have a pessimum e f f e c t and, as a general
r u l e , expansion increases with gn increase i n the active a l k a l i content o f the
cement. Since the active a l k g l l g ~ n t e n to f most o f the mineral admixtures i s
less than t h a t of the cement (Q,79 per cent)
see Table 1 the active a l k a l i
'content usually decreases i n thq mortar as a whole when a mineral admixture i s
substituted f o r cement; t h i s P @ $ U ~ $ Sf n a decrease i n the expansion due t o the
a l k a l i - s i l i c a reaction.

o Dilution
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FIG 6
The e f f e c t on expansion measured a t 352 days obtained w i t h the
ASTM C227 t e s t , when d i f f e r e n t proportions o f mineral admixtures
are substituted fop the cement ( 1 1 ) . Note the difference between
the d i l u t i o n e f f e r t i n t h i s f i g u r e and t h a t i n Figure 5
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FIG 7

Expansion measured d u r i n g f i e l d experiments u s i n g beam and cube samples
i n which cement was replaced by d i f f e r e n t mineral admixtures (12.13).
Expansions used i n t h i s f i g u r e were measured a t 2027 and 1308 days
f o r t h e beams and cubes, r e s p e d t i v e l y
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The a c t i v e a l k a l i s i n t h e mineral admixtures a l s o oause d i f f e r e n t r e s u l t s i n
t h e two 1aboratory t e s t s . Unpubl ished NBRI data i n d i c a t e t h a t a c t i v e a1kal is
added t o t h e mortar prism i n t h e mix water do n o t d f f e c t t h e expansion
measured i n the accelerated t e s t . I n t h e ASTM t e s g any a c t i v e a l k a l i
introduced by the mineral admixture w i l l a f f e c t t h e a l k a l i content o f t h e
mortar as a whole, and t h e r e f o r e w i l l i n f l u e n c e expansion. The r e d u c t i o n i n
expansion i n t h e ASTM t e s t w i 11 t h e r e f o r e be an i n q e r p l a y between t h e a b i l i t y
of the mineral admixture t o prevent t h e a1k a l i - s i 1ilca r e a c t i o n and t h e amount
of a c t i v e a l k a l i t h a t i s introduced t o t h e system as a whole by t h e mineral
admi x t u r e .
I r r e s p e c t i v e o f t h e discrepancy discussed above, i t i s s t i l l c l e a r from t h e
diagrams t h a t the accelerated t e s t can s u c c e s s f u l l y be used t o gauge t h e
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TABLE 3
Estimated a d d i t i o n o f d i f f e r e n t mineral admixtures r e q u i r e d (volume/volume)
t o prevent d e l e t e r i o u s expansion due t o t h e a l k a l i - s i l i c a r e a c t i o n .
Values are obtained from Figures 5, 6 and 7 (where necessary by e x t r a p o l a t i o n ) .
I
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Silica
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X

I

I

1

I

Accelerated Test
ASTM C227-81 Test ,
1
F i e l d Test
I
I

X
I

I
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Calcined
shale
X

FlyAsh

13
11
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16

16
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abi 11t y o f d i f f e r e n t mineral admixtures t o prevent de1eterious expansion due
t o the a l k a l i - s i 1i c a reaction, provided the admixture does not contain
excessive q-uantiti es o f a c t i v e a1kal is.

d

I n the accelerated t e s t , a greater s u b s t i t u t i o n o f admixture i s required t o
prevent deleterious expansion than i n the ASTM C227 t e s t , which has r e s u l t s
very s i m i l a r t o those o f the f i e l d experiments (see Table 3). The NBRI
accelerated t e s t therefore provides a 'worst casei r e s u l t whereas the
expansion measured during ASTM C227 and f i e l d tests w i l l vary depending on the
active a l k a l i content o f the binder (cement plus mineral admixture) as a whole.
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Conclusion$
The NBRI accelerated t e s t method can successfully be used t o screen d i f f e r e n t
mineral admixtures f o r t h e i r effectiveness i n preventing deleterious expansion
due t o the a l k a l i - s i l i c a reaction, as long as the l i m i t a t i o n s o f the t e s t are
borne i n mind when evaluating the results. Because the accelerated t e s t
apparently represents a 'worst case', the amounts o f mineral admixture
required t o prevent deleterious expansion i n t h i s t e s t should represent the
maximum required i n practice, f o r a particu!ar aggregate. The NBRI method i s
r e l a t i v e l y easy t o carry out and provides r e s u l t s i n a short period of time.
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EMHlQm:
Not applicable
Not applicable
EjJMWI F 1 TMITS IN ATR:
UPPFq: Not app1 i cabl e
t0kffR: Not appl icabl e
6 CCrvBflSUSlN PFXYIUCLS:
None
FRTlFs
I - TR: Not appl icab1e
FIRF
704
TIVITY TO WWICAI m:Not appl i cab1e
EVE (RED) - 0
Not applicable
-H
(BLUE) - 3
R i X I U l X (VELUM)

Stabi 1i ty and Reactivi ty) .

tmsp0I"t container.

Dispose of waste according to l ocal , state and federal

ch
i

Sweep up and place i n suitabl e

-1

S I I E C I F E - None

Before cleanup measures begin; review the entire MSOS w i t h parti cu7 ar attention to Section 3. Emergency
Ovenriew and Potential Health Effects; and Section 8. Recamended Personal Protective Equi p n t .
H9NICIffiAH) S'rauGE

7.

1

tl9rEgXJblG:

i

SRXMGE:

.

Ar

I

D ~ n o t g e t i n e y e s ~ o n s k i n o r c l o t h i n g .AvoSdbreathingdust.
hand1ing A
Keep container closed. Store away fran acids and water.

,
i
I

i

11

I

I
I

1
I
I

P

RE~PIRATORI:

EXES:

m

I

a

mm&;eZirn

~ a f ~g~asses
ly
or goggles

SEECL&UQDWS: Rubber gloves

QMfiR:

Washthoroughlyafter

is not avai1&leg year a N I C ~ H ~ I S W - E ~ ~respirator.
~V~C~

.

Quick-cfmch eyewash and safety shower.
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1

D

Lithimhydroxide i s toxic by inhalation and c o m s i v e toeyes (my cause blindness), skin,

nose, throat and stanach.
J

j

: Nodataavailable.

mm
Product
:i s not indicated t o

be carcinogenic.

NTP Annual :

I
i

IARC Fbnograph:
OSHA 29 CFR Part 1910 Subpart Z:
ACGIH (Appendix A):

i

1

1

/
i

ve

P

Envi romental t o r i c i t y testing o f t h i s prwluct has not been carried out. The t o x i c i t y o f the 1ithlun ion i n
the aquatic envimrmant i s poorly defined. The hydroxide ion wi 11 affect the pH o f the water depending on tha
buffering capacity o f the receiving water.

1

U-s- En-!

IM-mwmmI ~ m E *
+

Proper Shipping Name:
Classification:
Labels:

UN

1

i

3
i

1

W r :

Packing Group :

Lithiun hydroxide, momhydrate
8, Comsive
Corrosive, 8
UN2680
I
I

u,

REGUALMRY ItmfwTION

Ar

j

-

Ensure disposal of material i s i n carp1iance w i t h state, 1ocal and federal regulations.

ch
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!

Not Listed.
Not 1isted.
Not 1isted.
Not 1isted.

d

I

Z

Gal i f o r n i a Prcyrosition 65: Cal i f o r n i a Safe Drinking W t e r and Toxics Enforcement Act o f 19186 requires
that the Govenment o f Cal ifornia develop a 1ist o f carci nogens and rgrroducti ve toxi ns and that no
persons doing business shall knowingly expose any individual t o a &mica1 k m m to the state t o
cause cancer or reproductive t o x i c i t y w i t h a r t f i r s t giving clear and reasonable warning to such an
individuaT
FK: would 1ike you t o knaw that our L ith! m Hydroxide, Monohydrate contains the
indicbted concentrati ons o f chemi cal s & t i ch are 1i st&- by Cal if orni a as chemi caI s lcnaMl t o cause
cancer (A) o r repmductive t o x i c i t y (B).

.

,

cmkal

tit h i un carbonate

0.4 %

-

Issued:

01/05/95

Replaces :
Page :

New
5 sf 5

TSCA, Inventory o f Chemical Substances (40 CFR 710):
L i t h i un hydroxide i s 1ist&;
the hydrated form is not q u i red t o be 1ist&,
TSCA 12 (b) Export Notification (40 CFR 707.60) :
Thi s product is not subject t o TSCA 12 (b) Export Notification r e q u i m n t s .

d

CEKLA (40 CFR 302.4) :
Nst 1i s t e d

ve

SARA T i t l e 111:
Secti on 302, Extreme1y Hazardous Substances (40 CFR 355) :
Not 1i s t e d
Section 313, Toxic Chemicals (40 CFR Part 372):

This pmduct does not contain a toxic chemical subject t o the reporting requirerrznts o f
section 313 o f Emergency Planning and Gamunity Right-To-Knaw Act o f 1986.

-BEGUtATrClNS

-

Praduct Identifi cation No. : 2680 Hazard Classification:
Class E (Corrosive)
L i sted
Di scl osure L i st:

ch
i

Ganadian ( M I S )

-

SECTION 16. OTHER I N F M T I O N

This MSDS has been prepared t o meet U. S. OSHA Ward Camrunication Standard, 29 CFR 1910.1200 and
Canadian M I S requirements.

I n f o m t ion Contact:

Manager, Marketing Servi ces
FMC Corporation, L i t h i u n Division
449 N
o
m Gox Road
P.O. Box 3925
Gastonia, North Carolina 28054-0020

Ar

70es6as300

Copyright 1995. F K Gorporation, L it h i un Div i s i on. A1 1 R i ghts Reserved.
Lifetime i s a tradanark o f FMC Corporation, Lithium Division.
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1. CHEMICAl PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDEMIFICATION

CHFMTRFC:

FF.X CORPOWTION, LITHIUM DIVISION
P.O. WX 795
BESSEMER C I N , NC 28016-0795
(704) 863-5300

MEUaL:
1 ITWU:

d

EMC

(800) 424-9300 TRAWSPORTATION
(303) 595-9048 POISON CENTER (CALL COLLECT)
(704) 629-5361 P L A M EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEPM (PERT)
(CALL COLLECT, 24 HOURS / EVERYDAY)

m:

L IFETIME(TF1) Admi xtum
Li t h i m Hydroxide Sol u t i on
s.lKxW6:
None
CHFMICAI FOWJIA: L i W
C;HFMICAI FPMIIY:
Alkali
P 6 4 5 :
1310-65-2
m: Research and Developnent Only
!d!EwaN:
USA/Canada

ve

IWI\DE:

2.

CoMPoSITIW4/INFoRMATION ON INGREDIENTS

!3sJulm

i22EQmu

%
&

1310-65-2

Li t h i m hydroxide
Water

ch
i

7732-18-5

3.

HAZARD

5
85

-

CORROSIVE t o eyes (my cause blindness), skin, nose, throat and s t m c h .
cause 1ung damage.
(See Section 11. Toxi col ogi ca1 Information)

Continuous inhalation may

Ar

FIRST AID MEASURES

I m d i a t e l y flush with water f o r a t 1east 15 minutes, 1ifti ng the upper and lower eye1ids
intennit t e n t l y See a medical doctor o r ophthalml ogi s t imnediate1y
Imnediately flush with plenty o f water M i l e removing contaminated clothing and/or shoes
SLr;Ihl:
and thoroughly wash with soap and water. W a i n m d i cal a t t e n t i on. Contact a medi cal
doctor if necessary.
R m v e t o fresh a i r . I f breathing d i scanfort occurs and persists, see a medical doctor.
INHA1 A m :
I f breathing has stopped, give a r t i f i c i a l respiration and see a medical doctor i m d i a t e l y .
W E : Rinse m u t h with water. Di 1ute by giving 1 o r 2 glasses o f water. b n o t induce vani ting.
Never g-i ve anything by m u t h t o an unconscious person. See a medical doctor i m d i a t e l y .

.

.

I

I

I

.

EYES:

I

15

Corrosi ve aqueous 1iquid

4.

I

- 95

IDENTIFICATION

m:

I

m:Lit h i urn hydmxide has high inhalation t o x i c i t y and c o m s i v i t y . Removal o f
exposure should be irmedi ate, using copious water fl ushes and gastric 1avage, i f necessary. TreatmMt i s
otherwi se symptomatic and supportive

W f ! D U I

.

I

From Material Safetv Data Sheet, for Lithium Hvdroxide Solution. Copyright 1995
by the FMC Corporation, Lithium Division. Used by Permission.
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5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURU

I

'

I

I
1

I

1

i

i

Non-combusti b1 e

DCTINGUISHfNG M F U :

Any sui ted for f i re in surrounding area.

D A I FLRF F W I N G:-P
Wear full protective clothing and sel f-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA)
approved for f i refighting. This i s necessary t o protect against the hazards of heat, products of carbustion
and oxygen deficiency. Do not breathe smke, gases or vapors generated.
Not appl i cab1e
ElksumI:
A U T O I r m m :
Not appl i cab1e
FI N+Wl F I TMITS IN AIR: UpPFR: N o t appl i cabl e
L(JrlER: Not applicable
A m f S CCEai lSTICI\I P
m :
None
PFRTTFS
1-1TTY: None
704
: Not appl icable
F a F , (RED) - 0
~otapplicable
HFAJTH (BLUE) - 3
RFACTIVITY (YELLCW) - 0
(Seesection 10. S t a b i l i t y a n d R e a c t i v i t y ) .
- None

d

1

:-

1 gwk:$?

II

i
I
ii

I

i

1

6.
W R F FOR RFI FASF OR SPTI I :

Contain spi 11 w i t h absorbant. Transfer or ptsrp into a suitable container. Material my be
neutral ired with mi 1d acid, such as acetic. Dispose o'f waste according t o 1ocal and federal
authorities

.

i
I

i

!

i

I

ACCIDENTAL RELEASE bEASURES

ch
i

I

ve

,

Before cleanup measures begin; review the enti re MSDS w i t h particular attention to Section 3.
Emergency Overview and Potential Health Effects; and Section 8. Recomnended Personal Protective
Equi pnent.

I

1

7.

1

WING AND STORAGE

Ar

'WS: D o n o t g e t ineyes, o n s k i n o r c l o t h i n g . Washthoroughlyafterhandling.
S D W E : Keep container closed. Store away frun strong acids.

14
8

ENGINFFRING-:

Provideadequateventilation.

1

&
1
1

j

i'

REco.Iuo\IC .J PFRSCMl P m W F F W M :
Men adequate venti 1a t i on i s not avai 1abl e, wear a NIOSH/MSHA-approved respi rator.
pFSPIRATW:
EYES:
Chemical splash g ~ g ges
l w i t h a faceshield.
=I
CI CFTlWG: Rubber gloves; rubber clothing r e c m n d e d .
(mlEB:
Quick-drench eyewash and safety shower.

LIFETIME (M)ADMIXTURE
MSDS NWer:
QS-MSD-12 1
Issued :
11/21/94
Rep?aces :
Page :

08/23/94
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5. FIRE FIGKTING PEASURES
PHYSICAI HA7W:
Non-cmbusti bl e
Any
suited for f i r e in
DCTINGUISHING M E W :
SPEC I A I FIRE FTGMING PRCCFU IRFS: Wear full

ve

d

surrounding area.
protect ive c1othi ng and sel f-contai ned breathi ng apparatus (SCBA)
approved for f i refighting. This i s necessary to protect against the hazards o f heat, pmducts o f corrbustion
and oxygen deficiency. Co not breathe smoke, gases or vapors generated.
EllsHBN:
Not appl icable
C :
Not appl i cab1e
F1 M44RLE LIMITS IN AIR: !IPPFR: Not appl i cabl e
LCWER: Not applicable
A M IS C@8l ISTIm PIX33 1CTS:
None,
FRTTFS CONTRJSI FTtG TO FI M
I TR: None
I W FIRF PROTFcTml CODF 704
VITY TO IM
-F
1MPAC;r: Not applicable
UBE (RED) - 0
TIVITY TO S T A T m H A R G F : Not appl i cab1e
HFAI ll-l (BLUE) - 3
RC~CTIVITY (YELLCW)
-o
(See Section 10, Stabi 1i ty and Reactivity)
'
SPECIFIC WARQ - None

.

6.

ch
i

IRF FOR RF1 F&jF OR S P I l I :

ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MASURES

Contain spi 11 w i t h absorbant. Transfer or puip into a sui tab1 e container. Material may be
neutral i zed with mild acid, such as acetic. Dispose of waste according to 1ocal and federal
authorities

.

Before cleanup measures begin; review the enti re MSDS w i t h particular attenti on to Section 3.

Emergency Overview and Potenti a1 Heal t h Effects; and Section 8. Recmnded Personal Pmtecti ve
Equip n t .
7,

Do not get in eyes, on skin or clothing. Wash
Keep container closed. Store away from strong

Ar
SMRPI;E:

HANDLING AND STORAGE

8.

ENGINE-:

m:

EXPOSURE CONIROLS/PERSONAL

.

PROTECTION

Pmvi de adequate venti 1a t i on.

When adequate ventilation i s not a
Chemical splash goggles w i t h a fac
Cl CfTHING: Rubber g1oves; rubber clothing rec
QTHER :
Quick-drench eyewash and safety sh
EYES:

oroughly after hand1 i ng

1e, wear a NIOSH/E.tSHA-appmved respi rator.

I

LIFETIME (TM)
MSDS N h e r :
1ssued :

I

I

~

II

AlMIXrURE
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08/23/94

Rep1 aces :
Page :
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c
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*~F-m
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=o-

MPQSURE:

cxJTQmI

!2Lt!&

L z i

(ACGIH)

1I
!

I

~{thimhydroxide
Water

1310-65-2

5-15

7732-18-5

85

- 95

(OSHA)

(OSHA)

-

-

-

CEILING

El

SIEL
(ACGIH)

lblB

-

-

I

d

1

Li thi m hydroxide is considered t o he simi 1ar t o sodi m and y t a s s i m hydroxides in i t s i r r i tant/corrosi on
property. QSHA and ACGIH 1 i s t a Cei 1 i ng TLV Limit o f 2 q / m f o r these cqounds. A Cei 1ing Limi t (1 minute)
o f 1.0 q / m i s r e c m n d e d by the AIHA Workpl ace Envi r o m n t a l Exposure Level Guide, 1984.

f

I
1

9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTlES

I

I

!ilm&uE:

Cl ear 1 iqui d

Odor1ess

Notavajlable

ve

t

YAPQR_D~Air=l:

BPRES
Not appl icable
Not applicable

1
I
i

v:
-/SPEWIC

ca. 101°C (214°F)

G W Z I Y : 1.1 @ 20°C

F-&mFCUU:

:-

100

% by w t . @ 25OC (77°F)

I

I
YO1 AT1l FS

[%I:

Not applicable

:-

Butyl Acetate

j

/e

i

W4TER/OTl

m:

g
I

b

I

Q

1'

I

12.7

Not available

s32xUiY:

"6: >12

:-

Stable under n o m l storage an+ tenperature conditions
None
Acids , a1mi nm, zinc
None
Mi 11 not occur

Ar

tF

As water

1

10, STABILITY AND f?EACTn/n'Y

b
B

*

[AS IS) @ 750 C.

PARTITION

E

I4

-18°C (- 0.4"F)

ch
i

1a

-twm-m:

I 'ITY WITH.OTHFR WTFRIAI S:
S D
-F
PEzXLJm:

ll. TOXICOLOGICAL I N F M -

EYE:

SKIN:

INGESTION:

No data available for the formulation.
LiOH: Corrosive
No data available for the formulation.
LiOH: 4 hour LC50 = 0.96 mq/L (rat) [Fund
No data avai lab1e for t h e f o m l a t i o n .
LiOH: Corrosive
No data avai 1able f o r the f o m l ation.
No data available for the f o m l ation.
LiCm: Corrosive

I

,

Appl

. Toxi col

7: 58

19861

LrFnIMiE (TM) ~

R

F

W
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continued

Y -TIflN

TSCA, Inventory o f Chemical Substance (40 CFR 710) :
Thi s product is f o r research and development purposes only, and not f o r c m r c i a l use.
hydroxi de is 1 isted

.

L i t h i urn

d

TSCA 12 (b) Export N o t i f i c a t i o n (40 CFR 707.60):
This product i s not subject t o TSCA 12 (b) Export N o t i f i c a t i o n requirements.
CERCLA (40 CFR 302.4) :
Not l i s t e d .

c
-

Product Identi f i cation No. : 2679
Class E (Corrosive)
Hazard Cl assi f i cation :
L i sted
Di scl osure L i s t :

ch
i

Canadian (WMIS)

ve

SARA T i t l e 111:
Section 302, - E x t r a e ly Hazardous Substance (40 CFR 355) :
Not 1isted.
Section 313, Toxic Chemicals (40 CFR 372):
T h i s product does not contain a t o x i c chemical subject t o the reporting requirements o f section 313
o f Emergency PI anni ng and Comnuni ty R i ght-To-Know Act o f 1986.

SECTION 16. OMER INFORMATION

This MSDS has been prepared t o m e t U.S.
Canadian !&MIS requirements,

OSHA Hazard C m n i c a t i o n Standard, 29 CFR 1910.1200 and

Since the previous issue, revisions were made f o r t h i s MSDS i n the f o l lowing sections:
Section: 3, 9, 11

I n f o m t ion Contact :

Manager, Marketing Semi ces
F?XCorporati on, L i t h i urn Div i s i on
449 North Cox Road
P.O. Bax 3925
Gaston ia, North Carol ina 28054-0020
704-868-5300

Ar

I

MSDS Number:

.

Copyright 1994. M Corporation, L it h i un Di v i sion A1 7 Rights Resewed.
Lifetime i s a trademark of Rur: Corporation, L i t h i u n Division.
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Appendix R
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Portland Cement Association

d

CONCRETE

Developed by

ve

Guide Specification for
Concrete Subject to'Al kali-Silica Reactions

/

ch
i

Alkali-Silica Reactivity/Pavement Durability Task Group
Portland Cement Association

Most aggregates are chemically stable in hydraulic-cement concrete. without deleterious interaction with other
concrete ingredients. However, this is not the case for aggregates containing certain siliceous substances that
react with soluble alkalies in concrete. resulting in detrimental expansion and cracking of concrete structures.
Alkali-silica reactivity (ASR). whlch was first reported in 1940, is now known worldwide. Fortunately. most
concrete is not affected by this reaction. Although the risk of catastrophic failure and the number of affected
structures are low, ASR-induced craclang can exacerbate other deterioration mechanisms such as occur in frost,
deicer. or sulfate exposures. ASR can be controlled by the methods presented in this guide specification.

Ar

This guide specification is modeled after the Guide Specifications for Concrete Subject to Alkali-Silica
Reactions. developed in 1993 by the Mid-Atlantic Regional Technical Committee: a group of concrete users,
material suppliers. consulting engineers, and state transportation engineers. This guide specification expands the
principles of the Mid-Atlantic document to provide a national. rather than regional. approach to ASR. Because
different regions have different needs and materials available, this guide specification provides several options for
the user to control ASR.
I

This specification is designed to be used by owners. transportation engineers. structural engineers. and
others to provide safeguards against the occurrence of ASR failures. As with all specifications, thts specification
should be used only by qualified professionals who are competent to evaluate the significance and limitations of
the specification and who will accept responsibility for the application of its requirements to the structure under
consideration.
From Concrete Information, Guide Specification for Concrete Subject to
Alkali-Silica Reactions. March 1995 by the Portland Cement Association,
Skokie, IL. Used by Permission.

I

March 1995

IS415

-rl

1.0
SCOPE
The special provisions stated herein are for use in modifying a specification for concrete made with a potentially
reactive aggregate. In such instances, the potential for detrimental alkali-silica reactions in concrete exists, and
these special provisions are applicable to aggregates found in North America.

Note 1: These provisions do not apply to alkali-carbonatereactivity and do not apply to concrete that will be continually dry
in service. An internal relative humidity of less than 80% at 23°C (73°F)indicates insufficient moisture is available in the
concrete for expansion due to ASR to occur.

ch
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REFERENCED DOCVhIENTS
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM):
Specification for Concrete Aggregates
C 33
C 109
Test Method for Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars (Using 2-in.
or 50-mm Cube Specimens)
Specification for Portland Cement
C 150
Test
Method for Potential Alkali Reactivity of Cement-Aggregate
C 227
Combinations (Mortar-Bar Method)
Descriptive Nomenclature of Constituents of Natural Mineral Aggregates
C 294
Guide for Petrographic Examination of Aggregates for Concrete
C 295
Test
Method for Effectiveness of Mineral Admixtures or Ground Blast-Furnace Slag in
C 441
Preventing Excessive Expansion of Concrete Due to the Alkali-Silica Reaction
Specification for Blended Hydraulic Cements
C 595
Specification for Fly Ash and Raw or Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use as a
C 618
Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement Concrete
Practice for Examination and Sampling of Hardened Concrete in Construction
C 823
Practice for Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete
C 856
Specification
for Ground Granulated Blast-Furnace Slag for Use in Concrete and Mortars
C 989
Practice for Laboratories Testing Concrete and Concrete Aggregates for Use in
C 1077
Construction and Criteria for Laboratory Evaluatioh
Performance Specification for Blended Hydraulic Cement
C 1157
Practice
for Evaluation of Laboratories Testing Hydraulic Cement
C 1222
Silica Fume for Use in Hydraulic Cement Concrete,and Mortar
C 1240
C 1260 Test Method for Potential Alkali Reactivity of Aggregates (Mortar-Bar Method)(formerly P 214)
,

Canadian Standards Association (CSA):
A23.2-14A Potential Expansivity of Aggregates (Procedure for Length Change due to
Alkali-Aggregate Reaction in Concrete Prisms)

Ar

2.0
2.1

.

TERMINOLOGY
Alkalies: Sodium and potassium, expressed analytically as oxides, are generally derived from portland
cement, but may be derived from pozzoians, chemical admixtures, and, in some instances, aggregates.
Alkalies may also be available to concrete from external sources such as deicing salts, soils, sea water,
and industrial processes. Alkali content is expressed as percent Na20 equivalent and calculated as:
(Na20 + 0.658 K20)
Pouolun: In this guide specification, pozzolanic materials are considered to include: fly ash and raw or
calcined natural pozzolan (ASTM C 618) and silica fume (ASTM C 1240).
blast-furnace slag (ASTM C 989).
Slag: Ground

?
March 1995

3.4

Alkali-Silica Reaction: A chemical reaction in concrete between alkali hydroxides and certain siliceous
aggregates and some calcareous aggregates containing certain forms of silica. The products of this
reaction, under certain conditions, may cause deleterious expansion within the concrete.

4.0
SCBXlITT,ALS
Initial submittals shall include the information required in the following subparagraphs. Whenever the sources or
the relevant properties of the materials change. a resubmittal of the relevant information shall be made demonstrating compliance with the applicable provisions.

3.3

4.3

4.5

4.6

iv
ed

4.2

Aggregates: Laboratory test reports shall be submitted by the supplier of the aggregates and shall contain
data on mineralogy (ASTM C 295) and potential reactivity with alkalies as specified in Section 5 herein.
Portland Cements: Laboratory test reports shall be submitted by the supplier of portland cement and shall
contain the alkali content in percent expressed as Na20 equivalent.
Blended Hydra~llicCements: Laboratory test reports shall be submitted by the supplier of blended
hydraulic cement demonstrating compliance with Sections 6.0 and 7.0. The statement shall include data
on the alkali contents of the portland cement and pozzolan or slag constituents and sources of cement and
percentages of pozzolan or slag used in the manufacture of the blended cement.
Po:,-oluns and Slags: Laboratory test reports shall be submitted by the supplier of pozzolanic or slag
materials demonstrating compliance with the requirements of Sections 6.0 and 7.0. The available alkali
content of the pozzolan or slag shall be included in the test report.
Chemical Admi;rtures: Laboratory test reports shall be submitted by the supplier of chemical admixtures,
which shall include information on the chloride ion content and alkali content expressed as Na20 equivalent. Test reports are not required for air-entraining admixtures used at dosages less than 130 mL per 100
kg (2 fl oz per 100 Ib) of cement or nonchloride chemical admixtures used at maximum dosages less than
325 mL per 100 kg (5 fl oz per 100 lb). Both the chloride ion and total alkali content of the admixture are
to be expressed in percent by mass of cement for a stated or typical dosage of the admixture, generally in
milliliters per 100 kg or fluid ounces per 100 lb of cement.
Laboratories: Laboratories supplying test reports or data, as required in this guide specification, shall
provide evidence that the laboratory is properly equipped and qualified to perform the test method@).

ch

3.1

Note 2: see ASTM C 1077 and C 1222 for laboratory evaluation criteria.

Ar

5.0
AGGREGATES
A field performance history is the best method of evaluating the susceptibility of an aggregate to ASR. When
evaluating past field performance, the following should be determined: (1) are the cement content of the concrete,
the alkali content of the cement, and the water-cement ratio of the concrete the same or higher than proposed for
future use, (2) is the field concrete at least 15 years old, ( 3 ) are the exposure conditions of the field concrete at
least as severe as those proposed for future use, and (4) were pozzolans used in the field concrete? In addition,
the current aggregate supply should be examined petrographically to ensure that it is representative of that used in
the field concrete. When field history is not available, or when any evidence of ASR is indicated, the tests
outlined below shall be used to evaluate the potential reactivity of aggregate.

5.1
Evaluation of Aggregates: Aggregates for use in concrete shall conform to the requirements of ASTM
C 33. Testing and evaluation for alkali-silica reaction are outlined below. Testing of an aggregate need not be
performed in the order listed.

Note 3. The ASR criteria contained in Appendix XI of ASTM C 33-92.a may not identifj some of the aggregates in North
America that are potentially reactive.

r'
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5.1.1 Petrographc analysis in accordance with ASTM C 295 shall identify the constituents of the fine
and coarse aggregate. Fine and coarse aggregate containing more than the following quantities of
constituents shall be considered potentially reactive:
(a) Optically strained, microfractured, or microcrystalline quartz exceeding 5.0% (a
common constituent of granite and granite gneiss)
(b) Chert or chalcedony exceeding 3.0%
(c) Tridymite or cristobalite exceeding 1.0%
(d) Opal exceeding 0.5%
(e) Natural volcanic glass in volcanic rocks exceeding 3.0%
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Kote 4. The constituent limits are adopted from the Guide Spec8cation for ~ o r l c ~ eSubject
te
to AlMi-Silica Reactions of
the Mid-Atlantic Regional Technical Committee.
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5.1.2 Aggregate shall be evaluated by ASTM C 1260. Aggregate sources which exhibit C 1260 mean
mortar bar expansion at 14 days greater than 0.10% shali be considered potentially reactive.
i

I

1

Note 5. The limit of 0.10% is adopted from the lower limit in the Appendix of ASTM C 1260.
i

5.1.3 Aggregate considered potentially reactive by 5.1.1 or 5.1.2 may be further evaluated by CSA
A23.2-14A. Aggregate sources, that exhibit mean concrete prism expansion at one year greater
than 0.04%, shall be considered potentially reactive. Aggregate sources exhibiting expansions no
more than 0.04% and demonstrating no prior evidence of reactivity in the field shall be considered nonreactive.

iv

!
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Note 6. The concrete prism test is adopted from Canadian practice and is the CSA recommended test for evaluating aggregates for potential reactivity. Extensive testing using this method indicates that most potentially reactive aggregates will be
I
detected. The test method has also been correlated to field performance in Canhda.
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Note 7. The classification of an aggregate as potentially reactive may be appealed if additional tests or service record data
supporting the reclassification are acceptable to the specifier. Discrepancies beween field performance and test results do
occur. For example, an aggregate may be declared potentially reactive by the above methods, yet have no evidence of ASR
in field performance. This occurs because the tests in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 have artificially high alkali concentrations and
relatively high temperatures to accelerate any potential reactivity. In most cases, field concretes would not experience such
high alkali levels, and as long as the field alkali level remains below the threshdld at which an aggregate would react, the risk
of deleterious reactivity is minimized. This demonstrates the importance of ushg field performance data.

5.1.4

J

i

1

i

1

I
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5.2

Aggregates that have shown evidence of reactivity in sewice shall be considered potentially
reactive regardless of the results of Sections 5.1.1,s. 1.2, and 5.1.3. Determination of reactivity in
structures must include:
(a) Petrographic analysis of cores by ASTM C 856
(b) Visual examination of cracking and expansion!of elements of the structure
(c) Evaluation of available data, including cons&ction records
I

I
I

Aggregate determined to be potentially reactive with alkalies shall be used only in concrete with
cementitious materials conforming to the requirements of SectiOn 6.

1

i
1
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6.0
CEhIENTITIOUS MATERIALS
One of the following three options shall be used to control alkali-silica reactions.

e
Option A: Use a combination of a pozzolan or slag with a ponland or a blended cement, which meets the
requirements of the following subsections of Section 6.1.
6.1.1 If a blended cement is used with additional pozzolan or slag, under this option, the blended
cement must conform to ASTM C 595 [Types IP, I(PM), P, IS or I(SM)] or ASTM C115'7. The
required minimum pozzolan or slag content shall be that determined to be "effective" in Section 7.
6.1.2 Fly ash or natural pozzolan shall conform to ASTM C 618, including the optional chemical
requirement of a maximum of 1.5% available alkali. The required minimum fly ash or natural
pozzolan content shall be that determined to be "effective" in Section 7.
6.1.3 Slag shall conform to ASTM C 989 Grade 120 and Grade 100. Silica fume shall conform to
ASTM C 1240. The required minimum slag or silica fume content shall be that determined to be
effective in Section 7.
6.1.4 The alkali content of the cement, pozzolan, or slag proposed for use under this option shall not be
more than 0.05 percentage points greater than that of the corresponding materials used in the
"Test Mixture" to evaluate the effectiveness of the pozzolan or slag in Section 7.2.3.2.; unless
Section 7.1 is used.

6.2

Option B: Use a blended hydraulic cement that has been demonstrated to be effective in controlling
expansion as specified in Section 7 and that conforms to ASTM C 595 [Types I(PM), I(SM), P, IS or IP]
or ASTM C 1157.
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Note 8. Deleterious expansion of concrete due to ASR can be safely controlled by proper use of pozzolans, slags, ar blended
cements, and this is the preferred approach. However, if Options A and B cannot be applied because pozzolans, slags, and
blended cements are not available, or other engineering concerns preclude their use, Option C can be used.

6.3

Option C: Select portland cement and other concrete ingredients to limit concrete alkali content based on
proven field performance under similar conditions with the potentially reactive aggregate. For service
conditions more severe than experienced in the past, such as increased exposure to external alkalies or
increased concrete alkali content, this optian may not apply. See Section 5.0 for guidance on field
performance histories.
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Note 9. Specifications in the United States have traditionally limited the alkali content in concrete through use of low-alkali
cement. ASTM C 150 defines low-alkali cement as having a maximum alkali content of 0.60% equivalent Na20. However,
higher alkali limits have been safely used with certain moderately reactive aggregates. Another alternative, the practice of
limiting the alkali content of the concrete based on aikali from concrete ingredients, is accepted in Europe and Canada. In
Canada and Europe when reactive aggregates are used in concrete containing less than 3 kg per cubic meter (5 lb per cubic
yard) of'alkali, deleterious expansion usually does not take place. In certain European countries, such as the United Kingdom, the effective alkali content is the summation of the t ~ t asodium
l
oxide equivalent for portland cement, natural pozzolan.
and silica fume, and a percentage of the total sodium oxi& equivalent for fly ash and slag (17% for fly ash and 50% for
slag). Restrictions on pozzolans are also included with this approach. For mass-concrete structures where slight expansion
may be deleterious, for external sources of alkali, or for when severely reactive aggregate is used, the 3 kg alkali limit may
not be effective. An alternative to the 3 kg limit is to determine the effective alkali burden from properly performing field
structures in a locality and apply that historically es@blisfiedalkali limit to new structures when similar materials are used in
'
a similar environment.
Note 10. Field and laboratory research indicates that the uos of chemical inhibitors, such as lithium compounds, can control
ASR, and represents another potential solution.
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5

EFFECTIVENESS OF A POZZOLAN, SLAG, OR BLEXDED CEMENT
IN CONTROLLING EXPANSION
r
The limits on expansion referenced in ASTM Standards C 595, C 989, and C 1157 are not applicable. The
effectiveness of a pozzolan, slag, or blended cement in controlling deleterious expansion shall be determined by
one of the two options outlined below. Where applicable, different amounts of pozzolan or slag should be tested
to determine the minimum effective dosage.
7.0

c
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Option B-Criteria for EJSectiveness:
'7.2.1 Pouolans or Slags: The 14-day expansions of the "test mixture" made with the pozzolan
or slag and the selected high-akali cement shall be no greater than the expansion of a "control
mixture" made with a low-alkali cement with total Na2O equivalent alkalies between 0.50% and
0.68%.
7.2.2 Blended Cements: The expansion of a "test mixture" made with blended hydraulic cement shall
be no greater than the expansion of a "control mixture" made with a low-alkali cement with total
NazO equivalent alkalies between 0.50% and 0.60%.
7.2.3 Test Procedure: Mix "control" and "test" mixtures using 900 g of the Pyrex glass aggregate
specified in ASTM C 441. The amount of mixing water shall be that needed to produce a flow of
100 to 115 as determined in ASTM Method C 109.
7.2.3.1 Control Mixture: The control mixture shall be made with 400 g of cement conforming to
ASTM C 150 with total NazO equivalent alkalies of 0.50% to 0.60%.
7.2.3.2 Test Mixture: The test mixture shall be made with one of the following:
An ASTM C 150 cement, with a toMtNa20 equivalent alkali content
(a)
exceeding 0.95% as manufactured, and pozzolan or slag. The total mass of
cement plus pozzolan or slag shall be 400 g;
(b)
A blended cement;
A blended cement with additional pozzolan or slag. The pozzolan or slag used
(c)
in the manufacture of the blended cement shall be included in the calculation of
the percent pozzolan or slag. Pozzolan or slag percentages are calculated as a
,'
percent of the total mass or weight af cement plus pozzolan or slag.
7.2.4 Specimen Preparation: Prepare, store, and measure specimens, and calculate expansion in
accordance with Sections 7.2,8, and 9 of ASTM C 227-90. Measure the bars at an age of 14
days and calculate expansion from the length at 24 2 hr. Express the expansion of the test
mixture as a percent of the control mixture.
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7.2
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Option A-Criteria for Eflectiveness:
7.1.1 Pouolam or Slags: Pozzolan, slag and portland cement, or pozzolan, slag, and blended cement
combinations that exhibit ASTM C 1260 mean mortar bar expansion at 14 days less than or
equal to 0.10% shall be considered acceptable to control ASR for a particular job aggregate.
7.1.2 Blended Cements: Blended cement combinations that exhibit ASTM C 1260 mean mortar bar
expansion at 14 days less than or equal to 0.10% shall be considered acceptable to control
ASR for a particular job aggregate.
7.1.3 Test Procedure: Mix the pozzolan, slag, or blended cement combinations with the job
aggregates and test in accordance with ASTM C 1260. Where applicable, different amounts of
pozzolan or slag should be tested to determine the minimum effective dosage.
7.1.3.1 Test Mixture: The test mixture shall be made with 990 g of ASTM C1260 prepared job
aggregate and one of the following:
An ASTM C 150 cement and pozzolan or slag. The total mass of cement plus
(a)
pozzolan or slag shall be 440 g;
A
blended cement. The total mass of blended cement shall be 440 g;
(b)
A blended cement with additional pozzolan or slag. The total mass of blended
(c)
cement and pozzolan or slag shall be 440 g.

I
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